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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Distributions are subbundles of the tangent bundle of a manifold. It is natural not to
consider general distributions but to make geometric assumptions, for example integrabil-
ity. In this case the distribution is tangent to a foliation. Another possibility is to assume that
a distribution is nowhere integrable. Important examples of this type are contact structures
on manifolds of odd dimension. Contact structures are hyperplane fields on manifolds of
odd dimension which are maximally non–integrable everywhere. On3–dimensional mani-
folds properties of contact structures reflect topological features of the underlying manifold
in a surprising way.
An Engel structure is a smooth distributionD of rank2 on a manifoldM of dimension
4 which satisfies the non–integrability conditions
rank[D,D] = 3 rank[D, [D,D]] = 4 ,
where[D,D] consists of those tangent vectors which can be obtained by taking commuta-
tors of local sections ofD.
If one perturbs a given Engel structure to a distribution which is sufficiently close to
D in theC2–topology, then the new distribution is again an Engel structure. Moreover all
Engel structures are locally isomorphic, i.e. every point has a neighbourhood with local
coordinatesx, y, z, w such that the Engel structure is the intersection of the kernels of the
one–forms
α = dz − xdy β = dx− wdy .(1)
This normal form was obtained first by F. Engel in [Eng].
The stability property described above is called stability in the sense of singularity
theory. R. Montgomery has classified the distributions with this stability property.
THEOREM 1.1 (Montgomery, [Mo1]). If a distribution of rankr on a manifold of
dimensionn is stable in the sense of singularity theory, thenr( − r) ≤ n. It belongs to
one of the following types of distributions.
n arbitrary r = 1 foliations of rank one
n arbitrary r = n− 1 contact structures ifn is odd,
even contact structures otherwise
n = 4 r = 2 Engel structures
So Engel structures are special among general distributions and even among the stable
distribution types in Theorem 1.1 they seem to be exceptional. On the other hand they
appear very naturally. For example a generic plane field on a four–manifold satisfies the
Engel conditions almost everywhere. Engel structures can also be constructed from con-
tact structures in a natural way. Certain non–holonomic constraints studied in classical
mechanics also lead to Engel structures.
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One–dimensional foliations are extensively studied in the theory of dynamical systems.
Contact structures have attracted much interest during recent years. On manifolds of di-
mension3 the distinction between overtwisted and tight contact structures due to Y. Eliash-
berg has lead to many interesting results. Using convex integration, one can find even con-
tact structures on all manifolds with vanishing Euler characteristic. Therefore even contact
structures seem to be less interesting. In contrast to this, and just like for contact struc-
tures, the standard conditions which ensure the validity of anh–principle are not satisfied
by Engel structures.
An Engel structure induces a flag of distributions
(2) W ⊂ D ⊂ E = [D,D] ⊂ TM
such that each distribution has corank one in the next one. HereE is an even contact
structure. We say that the foliationW is associated to the even contact structure. Usually
it is called the characteristic foliation of the even contact structureE . The flow of vector
fields tangent to the characteristic foliation preservesE .
The existence of the flag (2) implies strong restrictions for the topology of Engel ma-
nifolds. The following theorem can be found in [KMS ]. It was known already to V. Gersh-
kovich. Unfortunately his preprint [Ger] was not available to the author.
THEOREM 1.2. An orientable4–manifold which admits an orientable Engel structure
has trivial tangent bundle. Every Engel manifold admits a finite cover which is paralleliz-
able.
According to [KMS ] the preprint [Ger] suggests an incomplete proof of the converse
of Theorem 1.2. The Euler characteristic of an Engel manifold vanishes since there is a
non–singular line field onM , or by parallelizability.
In the literature one can find two constructions of Engel structures. The first one is
called prolongation. With this method one finds Engel structures on certainS1–bundles
over three–dimensional contact manifolds. The Engel structures obtained in this way
are relatively simple, for example their characteristic foliations are given by the fibers
of the S1–bundle. This method is described in [Mo2]. The second construction is due
to H. J. Geiges, cf. [Gei]. It yields Engel structures on parallelizable mapping tori. Its
major disadvantage is that one can say nothing about the characteristic foliation or other
properties of the Engel structure.
In this thesis we develop three new constructions of Engel manifolds. Our main result
is the converse of Theorem 1.2
THEOREM1.3. Every parallelizable4–manifold admits an orientable Engel structure.
Note that Theorem 1.3 can be proved on open manifolds using theh–principle for open,
Diff–invariant relations, cf. [ElM ]. Thus our proof of Theorem 1.3 treats the case of closed
manifolds.
1.1. Contact topology
In Chapter 2 we discuss contact structures. Contact structures are maximally non–
integrable hyperplane fields on manifolds of odd dimension. In Engel manifolds contact
structures appear naturally on hypersurfaces transverse to the characteristic foliation and
the theory of contact structures on three–dimensional manifolds will play an important
role in our constructions of Engel structures. Therefore we are mostly concerned with the
case of manifolds of dimension3. Much of the material presented here can be found in
[Aeb, EH, Gir1, Ho].
One of the most important properties of contact structures on closed manifolds is
Gray’s stability theorem which is valid in all odd dimensions.
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THEOREM 1.4 (Gray, [Gr ]). Let Ct be a smooth family of contact structures on a
compact manifold. Then all contact structuresCt are isotopic.
We will use this theorem frequently. In particular in our first construction of Engel
structures we need the construction of the isotopy. We also show that there is a one–to–
one correspondence between contact vector fields and differentiable functions on a contact
manifold. In Section 2.1.3 we derive the local normal form of contact structures from Dar-
boux’s theorem about local normal forms for symplectic manifolds. Like Gray’s theorems
these results are valid for contact structures on odd dimensional manifolds.
For the remaining part of Chapter 2 we discuss contact structures on3–manifolds.
In Section 2.2 we discuss Legendrian curves. Legendrian curves are curves which are
tangent to the contact structure. We show that every curve is isotopic to a Legendrian one
relative to the endpoints. The classical invariants of null–homologous Legendrian curves
in a contact manifold are the Thurston–Bennequin number and the rotation number from
[Ben]. These invariants allow us to distinguish between Legendrian curves up to isotopy
through Legendrian curves. Stabilization of Legendrian curves is an efficient method to
modify the Legendrian isotopy type of a Legendrian curve. It is explained in Section 2.2.4.
One particular property of Legendrian curves is that on a neighbourhood of a Legendrian
curve, the contact structure can be brought into a special normal form.
Next we consider convex surfaces in contact manifolds. Convex surfaces are embed-
ded surfaces with Legendrian boundary such that there is a contact vector field transversal
to the surface. In Section 2.3 we explain several results about convex surfaces without
proofs. Many of the results in this section are due to E. Giroux, cf. [Gir1 ] for closed con-
vex surfaces. Later they were generalized by K. Honda to convex surfaces with Legendrian
boundary, cf. [Ho].
Most of the results we mention here concern the relation between the contact structure
on the neighbourhood of a convex surface and a singular foliation on the surface itself. This
singular foliation is defined by those tangent vectors to the surface which are also tangent
to the contact structure. It turns out that much information is contained in an associated
submanifold – the dividing set – of the surface. For example if the boundary of the surface is
connected, then the Thurston–Bennequin invariant and the rotation number of the boundary
can be derived from the dividing set using results of Y. Kanda in [Ka2].
We also state Eliashberg’s classification theorem [El1] for overtwisted contact struc-
tures on closed manifolds up to isotopy. This theorem will be used at the final stage of the
proof of Theorem 1.3.
The results about convex surfaces are used for the construction of bypasses in over-
twisted contact manifolds in Section 2.4. Bypasses were introduced by K. Honda in or-
der to relate the dividing sets on two convex surfaces which are isotopic but not isotopic
through convex surfaces. In [Ho] bypasses are applied for the classification of tight contact
structures on lens spaces up to isotopy. Bypasses for convex surfaces can be thought of as
analogues of stabilization for Legendrian curves. A difference between these two construc-
tions is the fact that stabilization of a Legendrian curve is always possible independently
of the ambient contact structure while bypasses are not always available in tight contact
manifolds.
We show that bypasses can be constructed from overtwisted discs in overtwisted con-
tact manifolds. For this one forms the Legendrian connected sum of the boundary of an
overtwisted disc and a Legendrian unknot which is constructed from a Legendrian arc on
the surface. Contrary to tight contact manifolds, there are no restrictions for the existence
of bypasses.
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1.2. First results on Engel structures
In Chapter 3, we first define even contact structures and discuss some of their prop-
erties. Even contact structure are maximally non–integrable hyperplane fields on even di-
mensional manifolds. Thus the definition is similar to that of contact structures (just replace
even dimensional manifolds by odd dimensional manifolds). Just like contact structures,
even contact structures also admit a local normal form. However, there is an important
difference between even contact structures and contact structures:
Even contact structures induce a foliationW of rank one tangent to the even contact
structure. Every vector field tangent to the characteristic foliationW preserves the even
contact structure. The presence of the characteristic foliation leads to a significant differ-
ence between even contact structures and contact structures. For even contact structures,
the analogue of Gray’s theorem (Theorem 1.4) is not true. When one modifies the even
contact structure, one also modifies the characteristic foliation. But one–dimensional foli-
ations are very sensitive with respect to perturbations. For example closed orbits can break
up.
In Section 3.2 we define Engel structures and explain prolongation and the construction
of Geiges. We derive Engel’s normal form (1). By definition,[D,D] = E is an even
contact structure ifD is an Engel structure. In this situation the characteristic foliation
of E is tangent toD. Recall that the characteristic foliation is tangent to the even contact
structure by definition. As well as in the case of even contact structures Gray’s theorem
(Theorem 1.4) is not true for Engel structures.
Several theorems which will be used in our constructions concern the behaviour of
Engel structures near hypersurfaces transversal to the characteristic foliation. Such a hy-
persurfaceN carries the contact structureE ∩ TN and the intersection line fieldD ∩ TN
is Legendrian. The knowledge of this contact structure and of the intersection line field is
enough to reconstruct the germ of the Engel structure atN .
There is a geometric interpretation of the condition that[D,D] is an even contact struc-
tureE . As one moves along a leaf of the characteristic foliation, one can compare the Engel
structureD at different points of the same leaf because every flow tangent to the charac-
teristic foliation preserves the even contact structure. The plane fieldD rotates around the
leaf of the characteristic foliation within the even contact structure. As long as one keeps
moving in the same direction,D rotates without stopping. This is similar to a well known
interpretation of the non–integrability condition in the definition of contact structures. It
also shows that the even contact structureE carries a distinguished orientation if it is in-
duced by an Engel structureD, i.e. E = [D,D].
In the remaining sections of Chapter 3 we discuss further results about Engel mani-
folds. In Section 3.3 we prove Theorem 1.2. There is a relation between smooth functions
and Engel vector fields in Section 3.5 like for contact vector fields. For Engel structures,
the functions which yield Engel vector fields have to satisfy a differential equation which
leads to strong restrictions on the functions which really induce Engel vector fields. This
differential equation is explained in Section 3.5. Section 3.4 contains proofs of R. Mont-
gomery’s results about deformations of certain Engel structures, cf. [Mo2]. We finish this
chapter with a discussion of the following theorem in Section 3.6
THEOREM 1.5.
(i) LetDt be a smooth family of Engel structures such that the characteristic foliation
is independent oft. Then all Engel structuresDt are isotopic.
(ii) Let Et be a smooth family of even contact structures such that the characteristic
foliation is independent oft. Then all even contact structuresEt are isotopic.
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While the first part of this theorem was proved by Golubev in [Gol], the second part
seems not to be discussed in the literature although it is analogous to (i).
1.3. Constructions of Engel manifolds
In this thesis we develop three new methods for the construction of Engel manifolds.
We describe them in Chapters 4 to 7. The first and the second construction are similar.
They are treated in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively. The third method is based on
Thurston geometries and it is covered in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 4 we explain some of the similarities of the first and the second construc-
tion. Here we will usually assume that all Engel structures, the Engel manifolds and the
characteristic foliations are oriented. We write∂+ for those boundary components where
the characteristic foliation points out of the manifold and∂− for the remaining boundary
components. In this situation, the Engel structures induce oriented contact structures and
oriented intersection line fields on all boundary components.
Assume we have an Engel manifold such that the boundary is transversal to the charac-
teristic foliation of the Engel structure. We attach a manifold with boundary to the boundary
of the Engel manifold. If we extend the Engel structure to the new manifold it is desirable
to achieve that the new boundary is again transversal to the characteristic foliation because
then we can repeat the process. This implies that we are not allowed to change the Euler
characteristic ofM when we attach something along the boundary.
As building blocks we use round handles. A round handle of dimensionn a d index
k = 0, . . . , n− 1 is
Rk = Dk ×Dn−k−1 × S1 .
It is attached along the boundary component∂−Rk = Sk−1 × Dn−k−1 × S1. The other
boundary component ofRk is ∂+Rk = Dk×Sn−k−2×S1. Round handles of indexk and
n− 1− k are dual to each other, hence∂−Rk ' ∂+Rn−1−k.
Attaching a round handle to a manifold with boundary does not change the Euler char-
acteristic. Therefore round handles are suitable building blocks for the construction of En-
gel manifolds. Conversely, every Engel manifold can be decomposed into round handles
by the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.6 (Asimov, [As1]). LetM be a manifold of dimension 6= 3. ThenM
admits a decomposition into round handles if and only if its Euler characteristic is zero. In
this caseM admits a non–singular Morse Smale vector field.
In Section 4.1 we sketch a proof of Theorem 1.6. By a result of J. Morgan, the analo-
gous statement is wrong in dimension3, cf. [Mor ].
We will frequently use the fact that the diffeomorphism type of the manifold obtained
by the attachment of a round handle depends only on the isotopy class of the attaching
map. In contrast to ordinary handles, the order in which round handles of the same index
are attached is essential.
An important tool in the proof of Theorem 1.6 is the fundamental lemma on round
handles (Lemma 4.8). It asserts that if two ordinary handles of consecutive indexk, k + 1
are attached independently to the same connected component of the boundary, then the
resulting manifold can also be obtained by attaching one round handle of indexk. This
lemma allows us to find the Kirby diagram of a round handle body. Conversely one can
sometimes find a round handle decomposition of a given manifold from a Kirby diagram.
The model Engel structures on round handles are constructed starting from the pro-
longation construction. We perturb such Engel structures slightly using a contact vector
field on the base manifold. This allows us to determine the characteristic foliation of the
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perturbed Engel structure. In Section 4.2 we introduce some of the model Engel structures.
The model Engel structures on round1–handles will be used in both constructions.
The particular contact structures we use in the prolongation lead to model Engel struc-
tures with different properties. These account for the differences between our first and
second constructions.
Let M be an orientable Engel manifold whose boundary is transversal to the charac-
teristic foliation. The conditions under which an Engel structure onM can be extended to
M ∪Rk by a fixed model Engel structure onRk using a fixed attaching map are
(i) the attaching map has to preserve contact structures together with their orienta-
tions induced by the Engel structure and
(ii) the attaching map has to preserve the homotopy type of the intersection line field
as a Legendrian line field.
The reason why we do not require that the attaching map preserves the intersection line
field itself is the existence of a construction which allows us to change the intersection
line field on a transversal boundary within its homotopy class. This can be done without
changing the contact structure on∂+M . This construction is called vertical modification.
We explain it in Section 5.2.
1.3.1. The first construction – Connected sums.In Chapter 5 we describe our first
construction of Engel structures. In this approach we use model Engel structures on round
handles such that the contact structure on the boundary is tight. The model Engel structures
depend on a parameterk ∈ Z \ {0}.
For the model Engel structures on round handles of index zero and three, there is an
obvious identification between∂+R0 and∂−R3 which preserves the oriented contact struc-
ture and the intersection line fields if one considers the model Engel structures with the
same parameterk.
The characteristic foliation of the model Engel structures on round handles of index1
is spanned by the Liouville vector fieldW of a symplectic formω onR1, i.e. LWω is a
positive multiple ofω. The model Engel structures onR1 are very similar to the model
handles used in [Wei, El2] for the construction of symplectic handle bodies: The round
1–handles with model Engel structures are also attached along tubular neighbourhoods of
Legendrian curves.
The properties of the model Engel structures on round handles of index2 r flect the
duality between round handles of index1 and2. Unfortunately, they are not as symmetric
as in the case of round handles of index0 and3. The characteristic foliation of the model
Engel structures onR2 is again related to a symplectic formω onR2. But now that char-
acteristic foliation is spanned by a vector fieldW with the property thatLWω is a negative
multiple ofω.
The symmetry between model Engel structures on round handles of index1 and 2
allows us to construct Engel structures on closed manifolds by an iteration procedure. In
order to explain it, we consider first the situation without Engel structures.
LetM1,M2 be two manifolds with boundary and letψ : ∂M1 −→ ∂M2 be a diffeo-
morphism. If we glue a round handle of index one with the attaching mapϕ1 : ∂−R1 −→
∂M1, then we can attach a round handle of index2 toM2 using the map
ϕ2 = ψ ◦ ϕ1 : ∂+R2 −→ ∂M2 .
After smoothing corners we obtain new manifolds with boundary
M̃1 = M1 ∪ϕ1 R1 M̃2 = M2 ∪ϕ2 R2
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such that the new boundaries can be identified in a natural way by a diffeomorphismψ̃.
When we identify the boundaries of̃M1 andM̃2 we obtain a new manifold̃M . We can
also apply the same procedure tõM1, M̃2 and the identification map̃ψ of the boundaries.
Now letM1,M2 be Engel manifolds with transversal boundaries and oriented charac-
teristic foliation. The diffeomorphismψ preserves the induced oriented contact structures
and oriented intersection line fields on∂+M1 and∂−M2.
Assume thatR1 carries a model Engel structure such that the Engel structure onM1
extends tõM1. In Theorem 5.6 we carry out the construction outlined above. We find an
attaching mapϕ2 and a model Engel structure onR2 such that the Engel structure onM2
extends tõM2. Moreover we construct a map
ψ̃ : ∂+M̃1 −→ ∂−M̃2
with properties analogous to the diffeomorphismψ we started with. From this we obtain a
smooth Engel structure oñM .
Let us remark that this construction becomes trivial if we consider only the even contact
structures induced by the Engel structures. In this situation one can simply reverse the
orientation of the characteristic foliation and useϕ2 = ψ ◦ ϕ1. Thenψ̃ can be taken to be
the obvious identification between the boundaries of new even contact manifoldsM̃1 and
M̃2.
The case of Engel structures is more difficult. This is due to fact that an Engel structure
with an oriented characteristic foliation induces an orientation of the contact structure on
transversal boundaries. For example if one takes a copy ofM̃1 instead ofM̃2 and identifies
the boundaries by the identity, then the orientations of the contact structures do not fit
together. Therefore one does not obtain an Engel structure on the double ofM̃1 in this way.
For the construction of attaching maps of round1–handles we use several facts from
contact topology. Every embedded circle in a contact manifold is isotopic to a Legendrian
curve. In order to change the isotopy classes of Legendrian curves we use stabilizations
from Section 2.2.4. It turns out that this method is enough to provide interesting applica-
tions of our iteration procedure. It is also sufficient for the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Our first construction can be used to construct Engel structures on manifolds which
are not accessible using prolongation or the construction of Geiges. We explain simple
examples of this kind in Section 5.5.
If M,M ′ are two Engel manifolds then their connected sum does not admit an Engel
structure since the Euler characteristic ofM#M ′ is not zero. This can be corrected by
addingS2 × S2. The main application of our first construction is the following theorem
from Section 5.6.
THEOREM 1.7. LetM,M ′ be manifolds with Engel structuresD,D′ such that both
characteristic foliations admit closed transversals. ThenM#M ′#(S2 × S2) carries an
Engel structure which coincides with the old Engel structures onM andM ′ away from a
neighbourhood of the transversals where all connected sums are performed. The charac-
teristic foliation of the new Engel structure again admits a closed transversal.
If M andM ′ are parallelizable then the same is true forM#M ′#(S2×S2) and there is
an Engel structure onM#M ′#(S2×S2) by Theorem 1.3. The advantage of Theorem 1.7
is that the given Engel structures are not modified away from a neighbourhood of the closed
transversals and Theorem 1.7 does not rely on any specific decompositions of the Engel
manifolds into round handles.
The condition in Theorem 1.7 that the characteristic foliations of the Engel structures
admit closed transversals can be replaced by an assumption on the number of full twists of
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the Engel structuresD,D′ in the even contact structuresE , E ′ when one moves along leaves
of the characteristic foliations. This condition as well as the presence of a hypersurface
transversal to the characteristic foliations ensure that we can apply vertical modifications.
In the proof of Theorem 1.7, we use vertical modification several times.
Let us mention a special property of our first construction. Assume the Engel structure
onM extends toM ∪ R1 by a model Engel structure. If the contact structure on∂+M
admits a symplectic filling then the same is true for the contact structure on∂+M̃1. Thus
attaching a round1–handle with our model Engel structure preserves symplectic fillability
of the contact structure on the boundary, cf. [Wei, El2]. By a result of Y. Eliashberg and
M. Gromov, the contact structures on∂−M1 and on∂+M̃2 are tight. This is a difference
between our first and our second construction of Engel manifolds. In the second con-
struction we systematically produce and use overtwisted contact structures on transversal
boundaries.
Another difference concerns dynamical properties of the characteristic foliation. In
our first construction the characteristic foliation is described in a very explicit way in the
construction of the model Engel structures. In particular all to each round handle in the
round handle decomposition corresponds one closed leaf of the characteristic foliation. All
closed leaves are hyperbolic.
The constructions of model Engel structures in the second construction do not yield
hyperbolic closed leaves and there is no one–to–one correspondence between closed leaves
and round handles.
1.3.2. The second construction – Existence theorem.In Chapter 6 we develop our
second method for the construction of Engel structures in the proof of the general existence
result, Theorem 1.3. One important feature is that in this construction the contact struc-
tures on the boundary components∂±Rk will be overtwisted for many of the model Engel
structures. In particular this is the case for all model Engel structures on round handles of
index0 and3.
In the proof of Theorem 1.3 we need model Engel structures on round handles of in-
dex 3 such that the contact structure on the boundary is independent of the model Engel
structure and only the homotopy class of the intersection line field varies. With one excep-
tion, these model Engel structures can be obtained from the perturbation of a prolonged
Engel structure. But the remaining model Engel structure is difficult to find explicitly.
Therefore the construction in Section 6.3 is more complicated than the construction of the
other model Engel structures.
Another difference is a much larger variety of model Engel structures on round2–
handles. Many of these Engel structures induce an overtwisted contact structure on∂+R2.
In particular the induced contact structure on∂+R2 depends on the model Engel structure.
Nevertheless, the induced contact structures on∂−R2 are essentially the same for all model
Engel structures.
The only model Engel structures which are used in both constructions in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6 are the model Engel structures on round1–handles, as in the first construction.
Also the method for the construction of attaching maps of round1–handles will turn out to
be flexible enough in order to prove Theorem 1.3.
Let us briefly explain the proof of Theorem 1.3. We start with a round handle decom-
position of a parallelizable oriented manifoldM with only one round3–handle and we fix
a trivialization ofTM . Suppose we have an oriented Engel structure on a submanifold
of M . All distributions in (2) are then oriented. From this we obtain framings which are
adapted to the Engel structure. Such trivializations will be called Engel framings.
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First we equip the round0–handle with a model Engel structure such that the Engel
framing onR0 and the given framing are homotopic. This shows that the Engel framing
extends fromR0 to a global framing onM . We homotop the given framing such that it
coincides with the Engel framing onR0.
Then we attach the first round1–handle. As in our first construction of Engel structures
we isotope the attaching map and choose a model Engel structure onR1 such that the Engel
structure extends fromR0 toR0∪R1. We can arrange the Engel structure onR0∪R1 such
that the given framing onR0 ∪ R1 and the Engel framing onM are homotopic. The
analogous statement is true for all subsequent attachments of round1–handles. This can be
carried out such that the contact structure on the boundary remains overtwisted after each
attachment of a round1–handle. We denote the union of the round0–handle and all round
1–handles in the round handle decomposition ofM byM1.
Letϕ2 : ∂−R2 −→ ∂+M1 be an attaching map. Recall that all model Engel structures
on round2–handles induce equivalent contact structures on∂−R2. In particular the singular
foliation on the attaching torus is independent of the model Engel structure. If the contact
structure on∂+M is overtwisted, then we can isotopeϕ2 such that the resulting embedding
preserves the singular foliations. At this point we use the fact that the contact structure on
∂+M is overtwisted in an essential way. Using results from contact topology, we can
isotopeϕ2 further to obtain an attaching map which preserves contact structures.
Once this is achieved, the large variety of model Engel structures onR2 allows us to
pick a model Engel structure such thatϕ2 preserves the orientations of the contact struc-
ture and the homotopy class of the intersection line fields. This way we obtain an Engel
structure onM1 ∪ R2. This construction can be carried out such that the contact structure
on the boundary remains overtwisted. In contrast to the attachments of round1–handles,
the Engel framing onM1 ∪R2 and the given framing onM are not homotopic in general.
The same procedure applies for all subsequent attachments of round handles of index2.
Thus we can construct an orientable Engel structure on the unionM2 of round handles
with index0, 1, 2.
In order to show that we can extend the Engel structure toM , we first show that the
Engel framing extends to a framing onM . This is not clear from the construction of the
Engel structure onM2 since we cannot guarantee that the Engel framing and the given
framing onM2 are homotopic. At this point the assumption that there is only one round
3–handle is important.
The fact that we can extend the Engel framing fromM2 toM implies that the contact
structure on∂+M2 extends toM as a plane field. But there is a unique homotopy class of
plane fields onS2×S1 which extends toD3×S1. According to Eliashberg’s classification
of overtwisted contact structures, this determines the isotopy class of the contact structure
on∂+M2 completely.
This enables us to extend the Engel structure fromM2 toM = M2∪R3 using a model
Engel structure onR3.
1.3.3. The third construction – Thurston geometries.Our last construction is de-
scribed in Chapter 7. It treats contact structures and Engel structures from a different point
of view. In dimension3 there is the well known list of eight Thurston geometries. We
discuss which of these geometries are compatible with contact structures.
We then discuss prolongation in the context of Thurston geometries. This yields En-
gel structures which are compatible with certain four–dimensional Thurston geometries.
The remaining four–dimensional Thurston geometries are treated individually in the last
section. We show that the resulting Engel structures are sometimes very similar to Engel
structures obtained by the construction of H. J. Geiges. Some examples in this chapter
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illustrate a problem one encounters when one wants to construct an Engel structure on
connected sumsM#M ′#(S2 × S2) without any additional assumptions on the Engel
structures as in Theorem 1.7.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank my advisor Dieter Kotschick for his con-
tinuous support, patience and help. I would like to thank all members of the Geometry and
Topology group of the LMU, in particular Kai Cieliebak for many discussions and Paolo
Ghiggini whose remarks helped me to improve the arguments in Section 2.4. I am also
grateful to the Studienstiftung des Deutschen Volkes for their financial support.
CHAPTER 2
Contact topology
In this chapter we summarize several facts from contact topology. After giving a pre-
cise definition we discuss some examples. In particular Example 2.3 of contact structures
on the projective bundle associated to a manifold is similar to the construction of Engel
structures from contact structures by prolongation in Proposition 3.2.2. In Section 2.1.1 we
give a proof of Gray’s stability theorem (Theorem 2.4). For us the importance of this the-
orem is due to the explicit construction of isotopies from families of contact structures. In
particular in our first construction of Engel manifolds in Chapter 5 we will use this method
frequently.
In Section 2.1.2 we show that there is a correspondence between contact vector fields
and differentiable functions. To each function corresponds a contact vector field and vice
versa. Locally all contact structures are equivalent and we discuss the normal form for con-
tact structures in Section 2.1.3. This normal form will be used in the theorems about normal
forms for even contact structures and Engel structures (Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.13).
The results mentioned up to now are valid for contact structures in all odd dimensions.
Since an Engel structure induces contact structures on hypersurfaces which are transversal
to the characteristic foliation, we will be concerned with contact structures on manifolds of
dimension3.
In the remaining part of this chapter we consider contact structures on3–manifolds.
We discuss Legendrian curves in Section 2.2. This is motivated by the fact that round1–
handles with model Engel structure will be attached along neighbourhoods of Legendrian
curves in our constructions of Engel structures. We show that every curve is isotopic to a
Legendrian curve (Proposition 2.10).
The two classical invariants of Legendrian knots are the Thurston–Bennequin invariant
(Definition 2.15) and the rotation number (Definition 2.17). Using a normal form for con-
tact structures on tubular neighbourhoods of Legendrian curves (Corollary 2.19) explain
stabilizations of Legendrian curves. This operation changes the Legendrian isotopy type of
an embedded Legendrian curve. We use the Thurston–Bennequin invariant and the rotation
number to distinguish Legendrian knots. Stabilization of Legendrian curves is described in
Section 2.2.4. Since this operation changes the Thurston–Bennequin invariant and the ro-
tation number, stabilization changes the Legendrian isotopy class. We will use this method
for the construction of attaching maps for round1–handles with model Engel structures
(Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 5.8).
Section 2.3 contains some facts about convex surfaces in contact manifolds. An em-
bedded surface is called convex if there is a contact vector field transversal to the surface.
Most of the material from this section is contained in [Gir1, Ho]. The dividing set of a con-
vex surface consists of those points where the contact structure is tangent to the transversal
contact vector field. The results described in this section show that the essential informa-
tion about the contact structure on a neighbourhood of the convex surface is contained in
the dividing set of the surface.
A round2–handle with a model Engel structure is attached along neighbourhoods of
convex tori. The theorems from Section 2.3 will be used to isotop attaching maps of round
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2–handles such that they become contact embeddings and for the construction of bypasses
in overtwisted contact manifolds (Section 2.4).
We also state Eliashberg’s classification theorem for overtwisted contact structures on
closed manifolds (Theorem 2.33, [El1]). In the construction of model Engel structures
on round3–handles in Section 6.3 and at the final stage of the existence theorem (Theo-
rem 6.1) in Section 6.4 we obtain an overtwisted contact structure onS2 × S1 and we can
determine the homotopy class of this contact structure viewed as plane field onS2 × S1.
By Theorem 2.33 this determines the isotopy class of the contact structure.
In Section 2.4 we discuss bypasses in overtwisted contact manifolds. Bypasses were
introduced by K. Honda in [Ho]. They provide a possibility to isotope convex surfaces
through non–convex surfaces. After a bypass is attached to a convex surface it is possible
to determine the dividing set on the isotoped surface (Lemma 2.36). In tight contact struc-
tures the absence of overtwisted discs and the Bennequin inequality are obstructions to the
existence of bypasses. We show that bypasses can be found easily if the surface is disjoint
from an overtwisted disc (Proposition 2.37). This enables us to isotope embedded tori in
contact manifolds in order to obtain a particular dividing set (Section 6.2). In this way we
find attaching maps for round2–handles with model Engel structures in Section 6.4.
2.1. Basic results on contact structures
DEFINITION 2.1. A contact structureC on a2n − 1–dimensional manifoldN is a
smooth subbundle ofTN with corank1 such that around every point ofN there is a1–
form α such that
(i) kerα = C and
(ii) dα has maximal rank onC.
The second condition is equivalent toα ∧ (dα)n−1 6= 0 on the domain ofα. Notice
that if n is even, the sign ofα ∧ (dα)n−1 is independent of the choice ofα. Then a
contact structure induces an orientation of the underlying manifold. In particular every
3–dimensional manifold with contact structure has a preferred orientation. In dimension
three, orientability ofM is the only obstruction for the existence of a contact structure.
THEOREM 2.2 (Martinet, Lutz, [Mar ]). On every closed oriented manifold of dimen-
sion3, there exists a contact structure inducing the given orientation. There is a contact
structure in every homotopy class of2–plane fields.
The analogous statement in the case of open manifolds is easily solved using Gro-
mov’s h–principle for open,Diff–invariant differential relations as described in [ElM ].
The following construction of contact structures is very similar to a construction of Engel
structures which we will encounter in Proposition 3.15.
EXAMPLE 2.3. LetM be ann–dimensional manifold and consider the projectivization
PT ∗M of T ∗M . The total space of the bundle pr: PT ∗M → M has dimension2n − 1
and carries the distribution
C =
{
v ∈ T[λ]PT ∗M
∣∣ pr∗(v) ∈ ker(λ)} .
Notice that ker(λ) is independent of the choice of a representative of[λ]. In order to
show thatC is really a contact structure choose local coordinatesx1, . . . , xn on M and
the induced local trivialization ofT ∗M . We writey1, . . . , yn for the coordinates in fiber
direction. Then(x1, . . . , xn, [y1 : . . . : yn]) are partially homogeneous coordinates on
PT ∗M . Aroundp = (0, . . . , 0, [1 : 0 : . . . : 0]) we obtain local coordinates
(x1, . . . , xn, y2, . . . , yn) 7−→ (x1, . . . , xn, [1 : y2 : . . . : yn]) .
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In terms of these coordinates
(3) α = dx1 + y2dx2 + . . .+ yndxn
is a defining form forC. On can easily check thatα ∧ (dα)n−1 never vanishes on the
domain of our coordinates. We can coverPT ∗M with similar charts. HenceC is a contact
structure.
Every diffeomorphismϕ of the base manifoldM induces a diffeomorphism̃ϕ by
[λ]  // [ϕ−1∗λ]
PT ∗M eϕ //
pr

PT ∗M
pr

M ϕ
// M .
Let v ∈ C([λ]). Using the commutative diagram above we obtain(
ϕ−1∗λ
)
(pr∗(ϕ̃∗v)) =
(
ϕ−1∗λ
)
(ϕ∗(pr∗v)) = 0 .
Thereforeϕ̃ preserves the contact structures. Not every contact diffeomorphism ofC has to
preserve the bundle structure ofPT ∗M . Hence we do not obtain every contact diffeomor-
phism this way.
2.1.1. Gray’s theorem. The theorem we are going to discuss now is one of the re-
markable properties of contact structures. It shows that it may be possible to classify
contact structures up to isotopy on compact manifolds. For us, the useful feature of the
theorem is the explicit construction of isotopiesψs from familiesCs of contact structures
such thatψs∗C0 = Cs. This construction constitutes the proof.
THEOREM 2.4 (Gray, [Gr ]). Let Cs, s ∈ [0, 1] be a family of contact structures onN
which is constant outside of a compact subset ofN . Then there is an isotopyψs with the
property
ψs∗C0 = Cs .
PROOF. For the proof we assume thatCs is defined by a smooth family of one–forms
α(s), i.e. we assume thatCs is transversely orientable. The proof without this assumption
is slightly more complicated, it can be found in [Mar ]. We construct the desired isotopy
as the flow of a time–dependent vector fieldZ(s). This is the unique vector field which is
tangent toCs = ker(α(s)) and satisfies
(4) iZ(s)dα(s) = −α̇(s) onCs .
Becausedα(s) is a non–degenerate two–form onCs, such a vector field exists and is
uniquely determined. Notice that ifα(s) changes whileCs is constant, the vector field
Z(s) is zero since theṅα(s) = 0 on Cs. SinceZ(s) has compact support, the flowψs is
well defined. By construction
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=σ
(ψ∗sα(s)) = ψ
∗
σ
(
LZ(σ)α(σ) + α̇(σ)
)
= 0 onCs .
This shows the existence of a smooth family of functionsf( ) such that
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=σ
(ψ∗sα(s)) = f(σ)α(0) .
Integrating this expression one can explicitly find a functionF (s) with the property that
ψ∗sα(s) = F (s)α(0). Thenψs∗C0 = Cs follows. 
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If one can solve (4) without restricting toCs for all s, thenf ≡ 0 and the isotopyψt
satisfiesψ∗α(s) = α(0). Under this assumptionψs preserves the contact forms and not
only contact structures.
2.1.2. Contact vector fields.Let C be a contact structure on an2k − 1–dimensional
manifoldH. We assume thatC is coorientable. In particular it can be defined by a global
1–formα.
DEFINITION 2.5. A vector fieldX is a contact vector fieldif the local flow ofX
preservesC.
Associated to a contact form there is a distinguished contact vector field.
LEMMA 2.6. Let M be an odd-dimensional manifold andα a one-form defining a
contact structure. Then there exists a unique vector fieldR such thatα(R) ≡ 1 and
iRdα ≡ 1.
PROOF. The rank ofTM is odd anddα is a two-form. Since all two-forms have even
rank,dα must have a non trivial kernel at every point ofM . Furthermore, this kernel is
one-dimensional becausedα is non degenerate onC = kerα andC has codimension one in
TM . Thus the kernel ofdα is transversal toC. SinceC is defined by a global form, kerdα
is an orientable real line bundle. It is therefore trivial and admits a sectionX without zeroes
andα(X) 6= 0 everywhere. NormalizingX we find a vector fieldR having the desired
properties. The construction also shows uniqueness. 
The vector fieldR from Lemma 2.6 is theReeb vector field ofof α.
PROPOSITION2.7. The map which assigns to each contact vector fieldX the function
α(X) is a bijection.
PROOF. We denote the Reeb vector field ofα by R. LetX ∈ X (C) be a vector field
such thatα(X) ≡ 0. SinceX preservesC, there exists a functionf such thatLXα = fα
and hence
(5) iXdα = fα .
By assumptionX is tangent toC = kerα. On the other hand,dα is non–degenerate onC.
If X 6≡ 0, then there exists a vector fieldY tangent toC such that
(iXdα)(Y ) = −α([X,Y ]) 6≡ 0 .
Sincefα(Y ) = 0, this contradicts (5) and shows injectivity.
Now letf be a smooth function onM . Sincedα
∣∣
C is non–degenerate everywhere there
is a unique vector fieldY tangent toC such that
(iY dα)
∣∣
C = −df
∣∣
C .
The Reeb vector field spans a complement ofC in TM . Furthermore,iY dα vanishes on
this complement. ThereforeiY dα = df(R)α− df . This implies thatX = Y + fR has the
properties
LXα = diXα+ iXdα = df − df + df(R)α = df(R)α .
andα(X) = f . BeacuseLXα is a multiple ofα the vector fieldX preserves the contact
structure. This proves surjectivity. 
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2.1.3. Local normal form for contact structures. All contact structures on2n+ 1–
dimensional manifolds are locally diffeomophic. The same is true for even contact struc-
tures and Engel structures. Although the Darboux theorem for contact structures is well
known we prove it since it will serve as starting point for the analogous theorems for even
contact structures and Engel structures. We use the Darboux theorem for symplectic struc-
tures.
THEOREM 2.8 (Darboux).Every symplectic formω on the2n-dimensional manifold
M is locally diffeomorphic to the symplectic form
ω0 =
n∑
i=1
dyi ∧ dxi
onR2n.
The proof of the Darboux theorem for contact structures actually yields more than a
standard form for contact structures. As we shall see in the proof, every formα defining
the contact structure admits a standard coordinate expression locally. This is due to the
following facts.
(i) Every symplectic form has a standard coordinate expression.
(ii) The Reeb vector field of a contact formα preserves the formα and not only the
contact structure kerα.
In the case of even contact structures or Engel structures we will only obtain normal forms
for distributions and not for defining forms.
THEOREM 2.9. LetN be a manifold carrying the contact structureC. Around every
point p ∈ N there exists a system of local coordinatesz, x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn such thatC is
defined by
α = dz −
n∑
i=1
xidyi.
PROOF. LetV be a neighbourhood ofp ∈ N such thatC
∣∣
V
is defined by a one–formα.
OnV we consider the Reeb vector fieldZ of α. The flow ofZ preserves the contact form
and not only the contact structure. We fix a contractible hypersurfaceH ⊂ V transversal
toZ throughp.
The restriction ofdα to H is a closed two–form. Because the Reeb vector field is
transversal toH there is a unique real numberλ for each vectorY ∈ TH such that
Y − λZ ∈ C. SinceiY dα = iY−λZdα anddα is non–degenerate onC this shows that
(H, dα
∣∣
H
) is a symplectic manifold. By Theorem 2.8 we can choose a coordinate system
(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) on a neighbourhood ofp in H such that
dα
∣∣
H
= −
n∑
i=1
dxi ∧ dyi .
We assume thatH is already small enough. Thenσ = α
∣∣
H
+
∑n
i=1 xidyi is a closed form
and because we assumed thatH is contractible we can choose a functions onH such that
σ = ds. Chooseε > 0 such that the time–t–flowφt of Z is defined fort ∈ (−ε, ε) on a
neighbourhood ofp. Let
ψ : (−ε, ε)×H −→ N
(z, (x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn)) 7−→ φz((x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn)) .
BecauseZ is transversal toH, the image ofψ is a neighbourhood ofp. By the implicit
function theoremψ defines a system of local coordinates on some open neighbourhoodU
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of p in M and by the definition ofψ we have∂z = Z. Nowα is invariant under the flow of
Z andα(Z) ≡ 1. We write pr for the projection ofU toH along the flow lines ofφt. The
expression forα in our coordinate system is
α = dz −
n∑
i=1
xidyi + pr∗(ds) = d(z + s ◦ pr)−
n∑
i=1
xidyi .
Sinces ◦ pr does not depend onz, the Jacobian of the transformation
(z, x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) 7−→ (z′ = z + s ◦ pr, x′1 = x1, . . . , y′n = yn)
atp is represented by the invertible matrix
1 ∂s∂x1 · · ·
∂s
∂yn
0 1 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · 1
 .
Hence(z′, x′1, . . . , y
′
n) is a system of local coordinates on a neighbourhood ofp such that
α = dz′ −
n∑
i=1
x′idy
′
i .

2.2. Legendrian curves
2.2.1. Existence of Legendrian curves.From now on we restrict ourselves to contact
structures on3–dimensional manifolds. The following statement remains true for higher
dimensions and for other non–integrable distributions. Results in this direction can be
found in [Mo3].
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let γ : [0, 1] → N be a smooth curve in a contact manifold
(N, C) of dimension3. Thenγ is isotopic relative to the endpoints to a Legendrian curveγ̃
which can be chosenC0–close to the original curveγ
PROOF. By Theorem 2.9 we can cover the imageγ with a finite number of open sets
Ui of N such that on eachUi there are coordinatesxi, yi, zi such that the contact structure
is defined bydzi − xidyi. So we treat the caseN = R3, C = ker(dz − xdy) first.
Consider the front–projection ofR3 to theyz–plane. A Legendrian curve can be re-
constructed from front–projection as follows. Thex–coordinate is determined by the slope
of the front–projection sincex = dzdy . Conversely, if we want to approximate a given curve
γ by a Legendrian curvẽγ, the x–coordinate ofγ has to approximate the slope of the
front–projection of̃γ.
Fix a piecewise linear curve in theyz–plane which isC0–close to the front projection
of γ. The slope of each linear segment is determined by thex–coordinate of a point onγ
whose front–projection is close to the front–projection of the segment. We obtain a piece-
wise linear curveγ′ forming zig–zags close to the front–projection ofγ like in Figure 1.
Now consider the Legendrian lift̃γ′ of each segment of the zig–zag curveγ′. Each of
these segments lifts to a straight Legendrian arc but these arcs do not fit together to form a
smooth curve.
In order to connect the endpoints of two consecutive Legendrian segments, we consider
the base–projection of̃γ′ to thexy–plane. When the endpoints of two linear segments ofγ′
meet, the corresponding endpoints of the Legendrian lift have equaly– ndz–coordinate.
Thus the base–projection ofγ̃′ looks like the solid curves in Figure 2. In order to obtain
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a smooth Legendrian curve close toγ, we have to join the endpoints of two consecutive
segments of̃γ′ by short Legendrian curves. Such curves can be easily constructed using
the projection to thexy–plane.
There is a unique Legendrian lift of the dashed loop in Figure 2 starting at the endpoint
of one Legendrian segment. If the area enclosed by the loop and the straight line between
the endpoints of the two Legendrian arcs is zero, the Legendrian lift of the loop connects
the endpoints of the two segments.
This proves the theorem forN = R3 with the standard contact structure. For gen-
eralN, C cover the image ofγ with Darboux charts and use the construction above for
segmentspi, qi of γ which are contained completely in the domain of one chart. In order
to obtain smooth curves one can choose a Darboux chart aroundqi−1 = pi and replace
the Legendrian curve, which is perhaps only piecewise smooth, by a smooth Legendrian
segment. 
2.2.2. Contact framings. Let γ be an embedded closed curve in an oriented manifold
N of dimension3. In particular we assumėγ 6= 0. Thenγ admits a framing, i.e. a
trivialization of the normal bundle. We assume thatγ is parameterized by[0, 2π].
DEFINITION 2.11. When two framings(S, T ), (S′, T ′) of a curveγ are homotopic, we
write (S, T ) ∼ (S′, T ′). On the set of framings ofγ we define aZ–action by(
m · (S, T )
)
(γ(t)) =
(
cos(mt)S(γ(t)) + sin(mt)T (γ(t)
− sin(mt)S(γ(t) + cos(mt)T (γ(t))
)
.
(6)
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When we reverse the orientation ofγ the coorientation ofγ changes. Therefore the
Z–action on the framings does not depend on the orientation ofγ.
LEMMA 2.12. ThisZ–action is free and transitive on the homotopy classes of framings
of γ which induce the same orientation on the normal bundle ofγ.
From now on we assume thatN carries an oriented contact structure which induces the
orientation ofN . Whenγ is tangent to the contact structure there is a distinguished class
of framings ofγ.
DEFINITION 2.13. Curves, line fields or vector fields on a contact manifold are called
Legendrianif they are tangent to the contact structure.
A framing (S, T ) of a closed Legendrian curveγ is anoriented contact framingif
(i) S is tangent to the contact structure,
(ii) T is transversal to it,
(iii) γ̇, S represents the orientation of the contact structure,
(iv) γ̇, S, T represents the orientation of the three–manifold induced by the contact
structure.
LEMMA 2.14. Let γ be an embedded closed Legendrian curve in a manifoldN with
oriented contact structureC. Thenγ has a contact framings and any two of them are
homotopic through contact framings.
PROOF. The contact structure has a nowhere vanishing section alongγ, amelyγ̇.
Because the contact structure is oriented, we can choose a Legendrian vector fieldS along
γ which is nowhere tangent toγ such that the paiṙγ, S induces the orientation ofC. The
real line bundleTN/C is trivial since bothC andN are oriented. Therefore we can choose
a nowhere vanishing vector fieldT alongγ which is transversal toC such thatγ̇, S, T
represents the contact orientation ofN .
Now suppose that(S, T ) and(S′, T ′) are two contact framings ofγ. SinceT andT ′
represent the coorientation ofC, the family(S, (1− τ)T + τT ′), τ ∈ [0, 1] is a homotopy
between(S, T ) and(S, T ′) through contact framings. Now we have to homotopS to S′
within C. Fix an auxiliary Riemannian metric. The angles betweenγ̇ andS respectively
γ̇ andS′ are contained in the open interval(0, π). Thus homotopingS such that it points
into the same direction asS′ amounts to finding a homotopy between two functionsγ →
(0, π)×R+ where the second factor corresponds to the length of a non–zero vector tangent
to C. Since(0, π) × R+ is contractible, there is a homotopy between(S, T ) and(S′, T ′)
through contact framings. 
We write frC(γ) or simply fr(γ) for the homotopy class of framings ofγ which contains
contact framings.
There are two famous classical invariants for null–homologous Legendrian curves in
3–manifolds with oriented contact structure, namely
• the Thurston–Bennequin invariant and
• the rotation number.
They were introduced in [Ben] and allow us to distinguish Legendrian curves up to iso-
topy through Legendrian curves. We will use slightly modified versions of these classical
invariants, but for matters of comparison we recall the definitions from [Aeb].
DEFINITION 2.15. Letγ be a Legendrian curve homologous to zero inN . Fix a relative
homology class[Σ] ∈ H2(N, γ; Z) which is represented by an oriented surfaceΣ such that
∂Σ = γ andγ is oriented as boundary ofΣ. A new curveγ′ is obtained by pushingγ
slightly along a vector field which is transversal toC. TheThurston–Bennequin invariant
tb(γ, [Σ]) is the homological intersection number ofγ′ with Σ.
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If H2(N ; Z) = 0 the Thurston–Bennequin invariant can also be defined as linking
number ofγ′ andγ.
REMARK 2.16. A surfaceΣ boundingγ induces a framing ofγ such thatSΣ(t) is the
inward pointing normal vector of∂Σ andTΣ(t) is transversal toΣ such thatγ̇, SΣ, TΣ is
positively oriented. ThenΣ is oriented byγ̇, SΣ. We write frΣ(γ) for the homotopy class
of this framing ofγ. The Thurston–Bennequin invariant measures the difference between
the framing ofγ which is induced by the surface and the contact framingSC , TC
(7) tb(γ, [Σ]) · frΣ(γ) = frC(γ) .
If a homotopy class of framings ofγ is represented by a framing induced by a surface
Σ with ∂Σ = γ, we denote this homotopy class by frΣ(γ). If Φ is a diffeomorphism ofN ,
the image of a framing isΦ∗(S, T ) = (Φ∗S,Φ∗T ).
The second classical invariant of a null–homologous oriented Legendrian curve is the
rotation number.
DEFINITION 2.17. Let Σ be a connected orientable surface with∂Σ = γ. Fix an
oriented trivializationX,Y of C
∣∣
Σ
. Then there are unique functionsfx, fy such thaṫγ(t) =
fX(t)X + fY (t)Y . The winding number of
S1 −→ R2 \ {(0, 0}
t 7−→ (fY (t), fY (t))
around(0, 0) is therotation numberrot(γ, [Σ]).
The rotation number changes sign when we change the orientation ofγ while the
Thurston–Bennequin invariant does not depend on the orientation ofγ.
2.2.3. Tubular neighbourhoods of Legendrian curves.An example of a Legendrian
curve in a contact manifold is
γ0 = {(0, 0)} × S1 ⊂ R2 × S1 = N0
α0 = dy − xdt
with the usual coordinatesx, y, t onR2 × S1. The contact structure isC0 = ker(α0). Now
suppose we are given a Legendrian curveγ1 in a second contact manifold(N1, C1). We
want to compare a tubular neighbourhood ofγ1 with (γ0, N0, C0). Let
ϕ : N0 −→ N1
be an embedding which mapsγ0 to γ1.
PROPOSITION2.18. ϕ is isotopic relativeγ0 to a contact embedding if and only ifϕ
maps a contact framing ofγ0 to a framing ofγ1 which is homotopic to a contact framing.
If in addition the contact structures are oriented then under the above condition on
framings,ϕ is isotopic to a contact map preserving oriented contact structures.
PROOF. It is obvious that the condition on the framings is necessary. We now show
that it is also sufficient.
If the image of a contact framing ofγ0 is homotopic to a contact framing ofγ1 then
the pullback of the contact structureϕ−1∗ (C1) is homotopic toC0 alongγ0. This homotopy
induces a fibrewise linear isotopyHs of R2 × S1 such thatH0 = id and
H1∗(C0) = ϕ−1∗ (C1) alongγ0 .
Henceϕ ◦H1 is isotopic toϕ viaϕ ◦Hs andϕ ◦H1 preserves the contact structure along
γ0. Moreoverϕ ◦Hs = ϕ alongγ0.
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From now on we assume thatϕ preserves the contact structures alongγ0. Extend the
restriction ofϕ−1∗α0 to γ1 to a defining formα′ for the contact structure onN1. For
s ∈ [0, 1], let
βs = (1− s)ϕ−1∗α0 + sα1 .
By our assumption,ϕ maps contact framings ofγ0 to contact framings ofγ1. In particular
ϕ preserves the orientations which are induced byC0 andC1. Sinceϕ−1∗α0 andα1 define
the same coorientation ofC1 alongγ1, d(ϕ−1∗α0 anddα1 define the same orientation ofC1
alongγ1. Hence all four summands in
βs ∧ dβs = (1− s)2ϕ−1∗α0 ∧ dα0 + s2α1 ∧ dα1
+ s(1− s)α1 ∧ ϕ−1∗α0 + (1− s)sϕ−1∗α0 ∧ dα1
are not negative and one of the first two is positive. There is a tubular neighbourhoodU f
γ1 such thatβs defines a contact structure onU for all s.
Now we apply the proof of Theorem 2.4 toβs onU . The vector fieldZs is the unique
time–dependent vector field with
βs(Zs) = 0
iZsdβs = −β̇s on ker(βs) .
Let ψs be the local flow ofZs. Along γ1 the familyβs is constant. This impliesZs ≡ 0
alongγ1. All points onγ1 are fixed and
ψs∗(ker(β0)) = ker(βs) .
Henceψ1 ◦ ϕ is isotopic toϕ and on a neighbourhood ofγ0 we have
(ψ1 ◦ ϕ)∗(ker(α0)) = ψ1(ker(ϕ−1∗α0)) = ker(α1) .
The statement about orientations follows from the fact that the map
N0 = R2 × S1 −→ R2 × S1 = N0
((x, y), t) 7−→ ((−x,−y), t)
is homotopic to the identity relativeγ0 and it reverses a given orientation ofC0. 
COROLLARY 2.19. Every closed Legendrian curveγ has a tubular neighbourhood
which is diffeomorphic as a contact manifold toγ0 ⊂ R2 × S1 with the contact structure
dy − xdt.
2.2.4. Stabilization of Legendrian curves.We need to manipulate the Legendrian
isotopy type of Legendrian curves and Stabilization is a method to do so. Contact framings
and rotation numbers can be used to distinguish Legendrian isotopy classes of Legendrian
curves.
In order to explain stabilization of Legendrian curves, recall from Corollary 2.19 that
a Legendrian curve has a tubular neighbourhoodR2 × S1 with coordinatesx, y, t, such
that the contact structure is defined bydy − xdt. The orientation induced by this contact
structure isdx ∧ dy ∧ dt. The curveγ = {(0, 0)} × S1 is Legendrian and oriented by∂t,
We assume that the contact structure is cooriented by∂y. This vector field points outwards
in Figure 3.
In order to represent Legendrian curves, we project to thetx–space. Letp, q ∈ γ. The
orientation of the contact structure itself projects to the orientationdt∧dx of thetx–space.
We modify the arc fromq to p of this Legendrian curve as shown by the dashed curve in
the upper part of Figure 3. The signed area enclosed by the dashed curve and the projection
of {(0, 0)} × S1 is zero. This ensures that the Legendrian lift of the dashed curve starting
at q really meets the Legendrian curve{(0, 0)} × S1. The other stabilization operation
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σ− corresponds to the lower part of Figure 3.The orientation ofσ+γ is the orientation of
γ on the complementary arcp, q of γ. Assume thatX is a nowhere vanishing section
of the contact structure onN . We can homotopX such that on the part ofN where
the stabilization ofγ is performedX = ∂x. The stabilized Legendrian curveσ+ has an
additional twist compared toγ. With our choices of orientations and a similar argument for
σ−γ this leads to
rot(σ+γ,X) = rot(γ,X) + 1
rot(σ−γ,X) = rot(γ,X)− 1 .
(8)
The signs in (8) explain the notationσ+, σ−. Now let (S, T ) be a contact framing ofγ. If
we homotopS, T on the arc betweenq andp suitably, we can assume thatS = ∂x, T = ∂y
along this arc. We can also choose a contact framing(S′, T ′) alongσ+γ such thatT ′ = ∂y
on the part ofσ+γ represented in Figure 3. If one performs an ambient isotopyψs, s ∈
[0, 1] deformingγ to σ+γ, one obtains
(9) frC(σ+γ) = 1 · (ψ1∗frC(γ)) .
The same statement holds forσ−γ.
Using (7) we now determine the effect of stabilization on the Thurston–Bennequin
invariant in the case whenγ = ∂Σ. Letψs be an isotopy ofN deformingσ+γ to γ. By (7)
we have
frC(γ) = tb(γ, [Σ]) · frΣ(γ)
frC(σ+γ) = tb(σ+γ, [ψ1(Σ)]) · frψ1(Σ)(σ
+γ)
Using (9) we obtain
tb(σ+γ, [ψ1(Σ)]) = tb(γ, [Σ])− 1 .
The same expression holds forσ−γ. When we apply stabilization, the Thurston–Bennequin
invariant always decreases. On the other hand the Bennequin inequality, cf. [Ben] shows
that in some cases the Thurston–Bennequin invariant of all curves in the same (usual) iso-
topy class has an upper bound. Nevertheless, the following theorem indicates that positive
and negative stabilizationσ+ andσ− provide enough flexibility in many situations.
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THEOREM 2.20 (Fuchs, Tabachnikov, [FT]). Let γ1, γ2 be Legendrian knots inR3
with the standard contact structure such thatγ1 andγ2 represent the same topological knot
type. If one appliesσ+ andσ− to bothγ1 andγ2 often enough, the resulting curves become
isotopic as Legendrian curves.
Notice that stabilization does not change the parity of the sum of the rotation number
and the Thurston–Bennequin invariant
tb(γ) + rot(γ) ≡ tb(σ+γ) + rot(σ+γ) mod 2
≡ tb(σ−γ) + rot(σ−γ) mod 2 .
(10)
For example this sum is always odd for Legendrian knots inR3 with the standard contact
structure.
Finally notice that the effect of stabilization on rotation numbers depends on the orien-
tation of the contact structure. If we orient the contact structure by−dt ∧ dx, the effects
of σ+ andσ− on rotation numbers would be interchanged. However there is always one
stabilizationσ+ which increases rotation numbers whileσ− decreases rotation numbers.
2.3. Facts from the theory of convex surfaces
In this section we recall several facts from the theory of contact structures which are
used in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Let (M, C) be a contact manifold. Consider a properly embedded orientable surface
Σ. If Σ has a boundary, it is assumed to be Legendrian. OnΣ we consider the singular
foliationF = C ∩ TΣ. Usually this is called the characteristic foliation ofΣ. Since in the
context of Engel structures there is another characteristic foliation (without singularities),
we will refer toF simply as thesingular foliationon Σ. The singularities ofF are those
pointsp ∈ Σ whereCp = TpΣ.
If Σ andC are oriented, the singular foliation is also oriented by the following conven-
tion. If p is a non–singular point onΣ, then choose
v ∈ Fp, vΣ ∈ TpΣ \ Fp andvC ∈ Cp \ Fp
such that(v, vΣ) orientsΣ and(v, vC) orientsC. Thenv represents the orientation ofFp if
(v, vC , vΣ) is the contact orientation.
Generically, singular points are non–degenerate. We say that a singular point iselliptic
if its index is +1 andhyperbolicif the index is−1. When the orientation ofC and the
orientation of the surface coincide at a singular point ofF , we say that this singularity is
positive, otherwise it isnegative. If we orientF according to our conventions, positive
elliptic points are sources and negative elliptic points are sinks.
DEFINITION 2.21. Σ is calledconvexif there is a contact vector field which is transver-
sal toΣ.
Giroux studied convex surfaces in [Gir1 ]. In particular he showed that a closed em-
bedded surface is generically convex (with respect to theC∞–topology). For surfaces with
boundary, the analogous statement is not true in general. For each boundary component
γ ⊂ ∂Σ, we can compare the contact framing with the framing frΣ of γ which is induced
by the surface. We writet(γ, frΣ) for the number of counterclockwise full twists ofC with
respect to frΣ alongγ. If γ is a Legendrian knot andΣ is a Seifert surface forγ, then
t(γ, frΣ) is the Thurston–Bennequin invariant.
PROPOSITION2.22 (Honda, [Ho]). Let Σ be a compact oriented, properly embedded
surface with Legendrian boundary, and assumet(γ, frΣ) ≤ 0 for all boundary components
of Σ. There exists aC0–small perturbation near the boundary (fixing∂Σ) which puts an
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annular neighbourhoodA of ∂Σ into a standard form, and a subsequent perturbation of
the perturbed surface (fixing the annular neighbourhood of∂Σ), which makesΣ convex.
Moreover, ifV is a contact vector field defined on a neighbourhood ofA and transverse to
A ⊂ Σ, thenV can be extended to a contact vector field transverse to all ofΣ.
DEFINITION 2.23. Given a convex surfaceΣ with Legendrian boundary we fix a con-
tact vector fieldV transversal toΣ. Thedividing setof Σ is
ΓΣ =
{
p ∈ Σ
∣∣V (p) ∈ C(p)} .
Giroux showed in [Gir1 ] that ΓΣ is a submanifold ofΣ which is transverse to the
singular foliation. Its isotopy class depends only onΣ itself but not onV . From his results
it follows immediately that the dividing set of closed convex surfacesΣ i not empty.
DEFINITION 2.24. LetF be a singular foliation onΣ such that∂Σ is tangent toF . A
collectionΓ ⊂ Σ of closed curves and arcs with end points on∂Σ is said todivideF if on
each connected component of the closure ofΣ \ Γ there is a smooth volume formω and a
vector fieldX tangent toF such that
(i) the divergence ofX with respect toω is positive everywhere and
(ii) X points out of the component whereverF is transversal to the boundary of the
component.
THEOREM 2.25 (Giroux, [Gir1 ]). If Σ is a convex surface in a contact manifoldΓΣ
divides the singular foliation onΣ.
If a singular foliationF on the closed oriented surfaceΣ is divided byΓ, then there is
a positiveR–invariant contact structure onΣ×R such thatΣ×{0} is convex, the induced
singular foliation onΣ× {0} is preciselyF and thatΓ is the dividing set.
If C is cooriented by a contact formα andΣ is a closed convex surface, we choose
a contact vector fieldV transversal toΣ such thatV followed by the orientation ofΣ is
the contact orientation. The dividing setΓ separates the regionΣ+ whereα(V ) is positive
from the regionΣ− whereα(V ) is negative. Letχ(C) be the Euler class ofC viewed as
oriented bundle. Then
〈χ(C), [Σ]〉 = χ(Σ+)− χ(Σ−) .
If Σ is the Seifert surface of a Legendrian knot we can derive the classical invariants of∂Σ
from Σ+,Σ− andΓ as
tb(∂Σ) = −1
2
#(Γ ∩ ∂Σ)
rot(∂Σ) = χ(Σ+)− χ(Σ−) .
(11)
These formulas are due to Kanda, [Ka2, Ho].
The singular foliation is enough to determine the contact structure on a small neigh-
bourhood of a convex surfaceΣ.
THEOREM 2.26 (Giroux, [Gir1 ]). Let Σ be a closed orientable convex surface. Two
R–invariant contact structures onΣ × R that induce the same orientation and the same
singular foliation onΣ×{0} are isotopic. They are conjugate by a diffeomorphismϕ× id
andϕ is isotopic to the identity through diffeomorphisms ofΣ that preserve the singular
foliation.
Next we consider deformations of the singular foliation. LetΣ be a convex surface
with Legendrian boundary and fix a transverse contact vector fieldV . We writeF0 for the
singular foliation onΣ.
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DEFINITION 2.27. An isotopy Φs of a surfaceΣ is calledadmissibleif Φs(Σ) is
transversal toV for all s.
The following theorem is a generalization of the Giroux flexibility theorem. In Giroux’s
original statementΣ is assumed to be closed.
THEOREM 2.28 (Giroux, Honda,[Gir1, Ho]). Assume thatF1 is a singular foliation
which is divided byΓΣ. Then there is an admissible isotopyΦs, s ∈ [0, 1], of Σ such that
Φ1(F1) is the singular foliation onΦ1(Σ).
EXAMPLE 2.29. In this example we want to fix some terminology. Consider theR–
invariant contact structure
cos(ϕ)dt+ sin(ϕ)dx
onT 2 × R wherex is the coordinate on theR–factor. We say that the singular foliationF
onT 2×{0} is in standard form. The singularities of the singular foliation form two circles
{ϕ = π/2} ∪ {ϕ = 3π/2}. Theses are referred to asLegendrian divides. The dividing set
of T 2 × {0} is
ΓT 2 = {ϕ = 0} ∪ {ϕ = π} .
The curves tangent to∂ϕ are called theLegendrian ruling. By Theorem 2.28, the slope of
the Legendrian ruling can be changed as long as these Legendrian curves remain transversal
to the dividing set. However in our applications we will have an identification ofT 2 with
S1 × S1. We will assume that the Legendrian ruling of a torus in standard form is tangent
to the first factor.
Let Σ be a convex surface with Legendrian boundary in a contact manifold. We fix a
transversal contact vector field and letΓΣ be the corresponding dividing set.
DEFINITION 2.30. A unionC of disjoint properly embedded arcs and closed curves
onΣ is callednon–isolatingif
(i) C is transverse toΓΣ and every arc begins and ends onΓΣ.
(ii) every component ofΣ \ (ΓΣ ∪ C) has a boundary component which intersects
ΓΣ.
The Legendrian realization principle allows us to isotopΣ such that we end up with a
collection of Legendrian arcs contained in the singular foliation of the isotoped surface.
THEOREM 2.31 (Kanda, Honda, [Ka1, Ho]). Consider C, a non–isolating collection
of properly embedded closed curves and arcs, on a convex surfaceΣ with Legendrian
boundary. Then there exists an admissible isotopyΦs, s ∈ [0, 1] so that
(i) Φ0 = id
(ii) Φ1(ΓΣ) = ΓΦ1(Σ)
(iii) Φ1(C) is Legendrian.
LetD2 be an embedded disc with Legendrian boundary. The following dichotomy of
contact structures has turned out to be very fruitful.
DEFINITION 2.32. D2 is called anovertwisted discif all singularities on the boundary
have the same sign. A contact structure is calledovertwistedif it admits an overtwisted
disc. A contact structure istight if it is not overtwisted.
Overtwisted discs are often defined by requiring that there are no singularities on the
boundary. This is equivalent to our definition by Theorem 2.28. Tight contact structures are
more interesting than overtwisted ones in many aspects. More information about tight con-
tact structures can be found in [Ho] and the references therein. For our purposes however,
the flexibility of overtwisted contact structures will turn out to be very useful.
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At the final stage of the construction we will apply the following theorem. A discussion
of this theorem as well as of its generalizations can be found in [Gir2 ].
THEOREM 2.33 (Eliashberg, [El1]). If two overtwisted contact structures on a closed
manifold are homotopic as plane fields then they are isotopic.
We will distinguish overtwisted contact structures from tight ones using the following
criterion. Sometimes this theorem is referred to as Giroux’s criterion.
THEOREM 2.34 (Colin, [Col]). If Σ 6= S2 is a convex surface (closed or compact with
Legendrian boundary) in a contact manifold(M, C), thenΣ has a tight neighbourhood if
and only if the dividing set ofΣ has no homotopically trivial closed curves. IfΣ = S2,
Σ has a tight neighbourhood if and only if the dividing set has exactly one connected
component.
2.4. Bypasses in overtwisted contact structures
In our construction of Engel manifolds in Chapter 6 we need to manipulate convex
tori in overtwisted contact manifolds. This can be done using bypasses. Bypasses where
introduced by Honda and they turned out to be useful tools for the understanding of contact
structures, cf.[Ho].
Recall the following definition of Honda [Ho]. We consider a convex surfaceΣ ⊂ N
in a contact manifold(N, C). The surface is either closed or the boundary consists of
Legendrian curves. We fix a contact vector fieldX which is transversal toΣ. Let ΓΣ be
the corresponding dividing set ofΣ, i.e.
ΓΣ = {p ∈ Σ|X(p) is tangent toC(p)} .
Recall thatΓΣ is the union of pairwise disjoint embedded curves. MoreoverΓΣ is transver-
sal to the singular foliation onΣ.
DEFINITION 2.35. A bypassfor Σ is an embedded half diskD with Legendrian bound-
ary with the following properties:
(i) ∂D is the union of two arcsγ1, γ2 which intersect at their endpoints.
(ii) D intersectsΣ transversally alongγ1. There are no other intersection points.
(iii) D admits an orientation such that the singular foliation ofD along∂D has the
following properties.
– There are exactly two positive tangencies alongγ1. These are the endpoints
of γ1. They are elliptic.
– There is exactly one negative tangency onγ1. It is elliptic.
– There are only positive tangencies alongγ2. They alternate between elliptic
and hyperbolic.
(iv) γ1 intersectsΓΣ in exactly three points. The intersections are transversal and
correspond to the tangencies ofD alongγ1.
(v) The dividing set ofD has exactly one connected component.
Requirement (v) in this definition does not appear in [Ho]. This is due to the fact the
in [Ho], all contact structures are tight. In this situation, the dividing setΓD of D is deter-
mined (up to isotopy) by (i)–(iv). These assumptions imply that the only non–closed com-
ponent ofΓD is an arc lying on different connected components ofγ1 when one removes
the point of tangency in the interior ofγ1. In overtwisted contact structures however, there
could be additional closed components inΓD. These are excluded in tight contact mani-
folds since they would imply the existence of an overtwisted disk in a neighbourhood ofD
by Theorem 2.34. The bypass attachment lemma (Lemma 2.36) holds only if the dividing
set ofD has only one connected component.
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A bypass allows us to isotopeΣ in N such that the resulting surface is again convex
and we can determine the dividing set of the new surface up to isotopy.
LEMMA 2.36 (Honda, [Ho]). Assume thatD is a bypass for a convex surfaceΣ. Then
there exists a neighbourhood ofΣ ∪D ⊂ N which is diffeomorphic toΣ× [0, 1] such that
(i) Σ× {i} is convex fori = 0, 1.
(ii) The dividing set ofΣ × {1} can be obtained from the dividing set ofΣ × {0} as
in Figure 4. (In this figure, the bypass is attached to the front. It represents only a
neighbourhood of the attaching region ofD.)
γ1
FIGURE 4.
If D1, D2 are two bypasses forΣ with D1 ∩ Σ = D2 ∩ Σ which lie on different
sides ofΣ such that they fit together smoothly along their intersection thenD1 ∪D2 is an
overtwisted disc. In this way, one can think of a bypass as one half of an overtwisted disc.
Thus it should be much easier to find bypasses in overtwisted contact manifolds than in
tight contact manifolds.
In tight contact structures, the absence of overtwisted discs and the Bennequin inequal-
ity lead to obstructions for the existence of bypasses. In overtwisted contact manifolds
bypasses are always available.
PROPOSITION2.37. Let Σ be a convex surface in a contact manifold, such that there
is an overtwisted disc disjoint fromΣ. Let γ1 ⊂ Σ be an arc with endpoints onΓ which
intersectsΓ transversely in three points. Then there is a bypass forΣ which intersectsΣ in
the Legendrian curveγ1.
PROOF. We can assume thatγ1 is already Legendrian. If this is not the case, an appli-
cation of the Legendrian realization principle (Theorem 2.31) yields an admissible isotopy
such that the image ofγ1 in the isotoped surface is Legendrian. The isotopy can be chosen
in a small neighbourhood of the original surfaceΓ and it does not change the dividing set
andΣ is still disjoint fromDot.
Consider the imageR of γ1 under the flowϕt of X for 0 ≤ t ≤ ε. We chooseε > 0
so small thatγ1 = R ∩ Σ. The singular foliation onR has the following properties.
(i) The curvesϕt(γ1), 0 ≤ t ≤ ε are Legendrian.
(ii) Along the segmentsϕt(p), 0 ≤ t ≤ ε of the flow line ofp ∈ γ1 ∩ Γ, the contact
structure is tangent toR.
ThusR has Legendrian boundary and it is convex since it admits a dividing setΓR. This
dividing set is uniquely determined up to isotopy. For example we can chooseΓR to be the
union of the two segmentsϕt(qi), i = 1, 2 with 0 ≤ t ≤ ε for two pointsq1, q2 lying in
different connected components ofγ1 \ (γ1 ∩ Γ).
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We orientR such that the tangencies on the boundary ofR are positive. By (11), the
Thurston–Bennequin invariant and the rotation number of∂R are
tb(∂R) = −1
2
#(ΓR ∩ ∂R) = −2
rot(∂R) = χ(R+)− χ(R−) = 1
whereR+, R− are the positive respectively negative parts ofR \ ΓR.
Let Dot be a convex overtwisted disc inN which is disjoint fromR ∪ Σ. We orient
Dot such that
tb(∂Dot) = 0
rot(∂Dot) = −1 .
The idea is to perform a Legendrian connected sum of the knots∂R and∂Dot. If one
constructs a Seifert surface carefully enough, one obtains a bypass from the Seifert surfaces
R andDot. Let us first explain the Legendrian connected sum of Legendrian knots in
a contact manifold. A more general construction for Legendrian knots in two different
contact manifolds can be found in [EH].
This construction is similar to the one in knot theory. The difference is that in usual knot
theory there are two different possibilities to construct the connected sum. The two possi-
bilities arise from the choice of orientations on the knots. For the connected sum of Leg-
endrian knots, there are infinitely many possibilities with different Thurston–Bennequin
invariants. One possibility for the Legendrian connected sum of two null–homologous
Legendrian knotsK1,K2 yields a Legendrian knotK1#K2 characterized by
tb(K1#K2) = tb(K1) + tb(K2) + 1(12)
rot(K1#K2) = rot(K1) + rot(K2) .(13)
We will use only this type of Legendrian connected sums. Let us describe it in a model
situation. ConsiderR3 with the contact formdz − x dt and two Legendrian knotsK1,K2.
We assume that the front projection, i.e. the projection to thez, t–plane, ofK1,K2 contains
two cusp pointsp1 ∈ K1 andp2 ∈ K2 lying on the Legendrian curve{x = 0, z = 0} as in
Figure 5. Thex–axis points inwards. We orient the knots as in Figure 5. The Legendrian
t
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FIGURE 5.
connected sum is then formed using the dashed curves. The base projection, i.e. the projec-
tion to thex, t–plane, of this Legendrian connected sum is represented in Figure 6 where the
z–axis points inwards. InR3 with the standard contact structure, the Thurston–Bennequin
invariant of a Legendrian knot can be derived from the front projection. According to [FT],
the Thurston–Bennequin invariant is
(14) tb(K) = #(positive crossings)−#(negative crossings)− 1
2
(cusps).
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For the definitions we refer to [FT]. Since in the Legendrian connected sum we remove
two cusps without introducing crossings or cusps, we obtain (12). Equation (13) can be
derived directly from Figure 6 or from the front projection using a statement similar to (14)
from [FT].
Now let us consider Seifert surfacesΣ1 of K1 andΣ2 of K2. We assume thatΣ1
respectivelyΣ2 coincides with translates ofK1 in the negativet–direction respectively of
K2 in the positivet–direction on a neighbourhood ofp1 respectivelyp2. We assume that
this is the case for the neighbourhood depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6. If we orientΣ1
andΣ2 such thatK1 andK2 are oriented as boundaries thenp1 is a negative tangency and
p2 is a positive tangency.
We use the ribbon which is bounded by the dashed curves in Figure 5 to form a Seifert
surfaceΣ1#Σ2 for the knotK1#K2. There are no tangencies of the ribbon along the
dashed curves. The Legendrian connected sum removes the tangenciesp1, p2 which have
different signs. Counting the number of sign changes of the tangencies alongK1#K2,
we recover (12) even if the ambient contact manifold is notR3 with its standard contact
structure.
Hence when we connect a negative tangency ofΣ1 on K1 with a positive tangency
of Σ2 onK2 by a Legendrian curve we can form the desired Legendrian connected sum
of K1 andK2. We apply Corollary 2.19 showing that Legendrian curves have a standard
tubular neighbourhood equivalent to the standard contact structure onR3 we used above.
The cusps can be constructed using the base projection in this situation and this can be done
through Legendrian isotopies.
For the construction of bypasses we have to be more careful. Up to now all statements
concerned onlyK1#K2 but not the interior of the Seifert surface. Condition (v) in Defi-
nition 2.35 concerns the interior of the Seifert surfaceΣ1#Σ2: We have to ensure that the
dividing set on the boundary connected sum ofΣ1 = R andΣ2 = Dot does not contain
any closed component.
The construction of the Legendrian connected sum is performed in a tubular neigh-
bourhood of a Legendrian curve. When we connect the two Seifert surfaces by a ribbon to
find aconvexSeifert surface forR#Dot we perturb the boundary connected sumR#Dot.
We have to ensure that this perturbation can be carried out in a tight region of the contact
manifold.
We use the Legendrian Realization principle Theorem 2.31 and the Giroux flexibility
theorem Theorem 2.28 to bring the characteristic foliation onDot in the form indicated in
Figure 7. This way we decompose the overtwisted disc into two discs bounded by Leg-
endrian unknots with Thurston Bennequin–invariant−1 and rotation number0. The two
discs are separated by straight Legendrian arcs. The thickened circle in Figure 7 represents
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the dividing set. The singular foliation near the unknots is in the standard form used in
Proposition 2.22. By the last statement in Proposition 2.22, we can now pretend that we
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FIGURE 7.
do not form a connected sum of the surfacesR andDot but a connected sum ofR with the
left part ofDot. The presence of the Legendrian curves in the middle ofDot prevents an
interaction between the left and the right part ofDot.
The union of tubular neighbourhoods ofR, the Legendrian arc connectingR with Dot
and the left partDl of Dot can be recovered in tight contact manifolds:Dl can be obtained
applying Theorem 2.28 to a bypass. By (12) the Legendrian connected sum of∂R#∂Dl
has the Thurston–Bennequin invariant
tb(∂R#∂Dl) = tb(∂R) + tb(∂Dl) + 1 = −2(15)
This and the fact thatR#Dl has a tight neighbourhood, implies that the dividing set on
R#Dl (after this surface is perturbed to a convex surface) consists of exactly two arcs
with endpoints on∂R#∂Dl and no closed components, cf. Theorem 2.34. Note that the
notationR#Dl andR#Dot is misleading becauseDl respectivelyDot is not a subset of
R#Dl respectivelyR#Dot after these surfaces are smoothened and made convex.
If we considerR#Dot there are only the two possibilities for the isotopy type of the
dividing set which are shown in Figure 8. These two possibilities can be distinguished
-
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FIGURE 8.
using the rotation number. The boundary of the left part of Figure 8 has rotation number1,
while the right part has rotation number−2. By (13)
rot(∂R#∂Dot) = rot(R) + rot(Dot) = 2− 1 = 1 .
The remaining conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) in Definition 2.35 are satisfied by construction.
The remaining condition (iii) can be achieved using Theorem 2.28. ThusR#Dot is a
bypass. 

CHAPTER 3
First results on Engel structures
In this chapter we start our investigation of Engel structures. An Engel structureD is a
smooth plane field on a4–dimensional manifoldM such that
rank[D,D] = 3 and rank[D, [D,D]] = 4 .
This property is sometimes called maximal non–integrability. The distributionE = [D,D]
is an even contact structure. Even contact structures are defined in a similar way as contact
structures on even dimensional manifolds. To each even contact structure one can asso-
ciate a one–dimensional foliationW. Because of the importance of this foliation we start
Chapter 3 starts with a discussion of even contact structures in Section 3.1.
The characteristic foliationW of an even contact structureE is tangent toE . All flows
which are tangent toW preserve the even contact structure. This should be compared with
contact structures: No non–zero Legendrian vector field preserves the contact structure.
If N is a hypersurface transversal to the characteristic foliationW, thenE ∩ TN is a
contact structure (Lemma 3.5). Using the normal form for contact structures discussed in
Theorem 2.9 we proof the analogous theorem for even contact structures (Theorem 3.9).
In Section 3.2 we explain the definition of Engel structures and discuss some examples.
Although the characteristic foliation of the even contact structureE = [D,D] depends only
on E , it is tangent toD. This important observation follows from the defining properties
of the characteristic foliation (Lemma 3.11) and the fact thatE = [D,D]. Like contact
structures and even contact structures all Engel structures are locally diffeomorphic. The
normal form for Engel structures (Theorem 3.13) was obtained first by F. Engel in [Eng].
A classical construction of Engel structures is called prolongation. Starting from a
contact structureC one obtains an Engel structure on the space of Legendrian linesPC of
C (Proposition 3.15). The characteristic foliation of these Engel structures is given by the
leaves of the circle bundlePC −→ N . Another construction of Engel structures is due to
H. J. Geiges ([Gei]). From this method one obtains an Engel structure on the mapping torus
of a diffeomorphism of a3–manifolds if the the mapping torus has trivial tangent bundle
(Proposition 3.17).
If one applies prolongation to the contact structure on a hypersurfaceN transversal to
the characteristic foliation, then one obtains a canonical form for the Engel structure on a
neighbourhood ofN (Theorem 3.19). The germ of the Engel structure alongE depends
only on the contact structureE ∩ TN and the intersection line fieldD ∩ TN . Later, we
will be concerned with the homotopy class of the intersection line field as Legendrian line
field. If D is oriented one can use rotation numbers to determine the homotopy class of
the intersection line field as a Legendrian line field (Section 3.2.4). We can define rotation
numbers even for Legendrian curves which are not null-homologous because the intersec-
tion line field and the orientation of the contact structure on a transversal boundary provide
a global trivialization of the contact structure (cf. Definition 2.17 and Definition 3.23).
In Section 3.2.5 we define the development map. This map can be used to compare
the Engel planes at different points of a leaf of the characteristic foliation. Intuitively
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the development map detects the rotation ofD around the characteristic foliation in the
associated even contact structure.
We fix some orientation conventions in Section 3.2.6. On an Engel manifold, the even
contact structureE = [D,D] carries a canonical orientation. An orientation of the charac-
teristic foliation induces an orientation of the manifold and vice versa. If the characteristic
foliation is oriented, this also induces an orientation of the contact structure on a closed
transversal.
In Section 3.3 we discuss the topology of manifolds which admit an Engel structure.
Using the presence of the distributionsW ⊂ D ⊂ E and the relations between their orien-
tations one can easily show that an orientable manifold which admits an orientable Engel
structure has trivial tangent bundle (Theorem 3.37).
For Engel structures which are obtained by prolongation R. Montgomery has obtained
a complete description of the corresponding deformation germ of these Engel structures in
[Mo2]. It turns out that the space of possible deformations of prolonged Engel structures
has infinite dimension. We explain his results in Theorem 3.41 and Theorem 3.43.
In Section 3.5 we discuss vector fields which preserve a given Engel structure. The
results of this section should be compared with Section 2.1.2. We show that Engel vector
fields are related to functions which satisfy a condition on their behaviour along the leaves
of the characteristic foliation. It turns out that the dimension of the space of Engel vector
fields depends on the characteristic foliation. An example where the space of Engel vector
fields is1–dimensional was found by R. Montgomery in [Mo2]. We discuss this example
in Example 3.49 in a different way using our results about Engel vector fields.
The results about the deformations of prolonged Engel structures imply that Gray’s
stability theorem (Theorem 2.4) cannot be true for Engel structures without additional as-
sumptions. If one assumes that the characteristic foliation remains constant for a family of
Engel structures, then all of these Engel structures are isotopic. This was shown in [Gol].
In Section 3.6 we discuss stability theorems for contact structures, even contact structures
and Engel structures in a unified setup.
3.1. Even contact structures
DEFINITION 3.1. LetM be a2n–dimensional manifold andE a distribution onM of
codimension one.E is aneven contact structureif for every local defining1–formα, the
2–formdα has maximal rank onE .
In other words,E is an even contact structure if for every local defining formα, the
(2n− 1)–formα ∧ dαn−1 has no zeroes. In dimension4 an equivalent formulation of this
condition is[E , E ] = TM . Here[E , E ] at p consists of all vector which can be obtained as
commutators of local sections atp of E .
SinceE has dimension2n − 1, the rank ofdα
∣∣
E is 2n − 2. Hencedα
∣∣
E has a kernel
W ⊂ E of dimension one. Because
d(fα)
∣∣
E = f
(
dα
∣∣
E
)
,
the line fieldW does not depend on the choice of a local defining formα for E .
DEFINITION 3.2. The line fieldW is thecharacteristic line fieldof E . The foliation
induced by this line field is called thecharacteristic foliation.
COROLLARY 3.3. A manifold which admits an even contact structure has vanishing
Euler characteristic.
Very simple examples of even contact structures can be obtained from contact mani-
folds (N, C) as follows: Letπ : M = M → N be a fibre bundle with one–dimensional
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fibre. Let
E =
{
V ∈ TM
∣∣ π∗(V ) ∈ C(π(p)) for V ∈ TpM} .
This distribution is an even contact structure onM . The tangent space ker(π∗) of the fibers
is contained inE and spans the characteristic line field ofE .
Now suppose thatW is a vector field tangent toW and letα be a local defining form
of E . By definition ofW we have
(LWα)
∣∣
E = (iWdα)
∣∣
E = 0 .
HenceLWα is a multiple ofα. This implies thatW preserves the even contact structure.
Since we have chosenW arbitrary (but tangent toW) we have
LEMMA 3.4. The characteristic foliation of an even contact structureE preservesE .
Another important property of the characteristic line field is the next lemma.
LEMMA 3.5. Let E be an even contact structure onM andW be the characteristic
line field ofE . If N is a hypersurface transversal toW thenTN ∩ E is a contact structure
onH.
If N ′ is another transversal such that two interior pointsp ∈ N andq ∈ N ′ lie on the
same leafWp of the characteristic foliation, then the map obtained by following nearby
leaves, and thereby identifying a neighbourhood ofp in N with a neighbourhood ofq in
N ′, preserves the induced contact structures.
PROOF. Let p ∈ N andα a defining form forE on a neighbourhood ofp. Thenα
∣∣
N
is
a defining form for the distributionTN ∩ E onN . By the transversality assumption onN ,
dα is non–degenerate onTN ∩ E . HenceTN ∩ E is a contact structure.
The statement about the identification of contact structures follows immediately from
Lemma 3.4. 
If n is even, a contact structure on a manifold of dimension2n− 1 induces an orienta-
tion of this manifold. This has consequences for the relation between the orientability the
characteristic line field of an even contact structure and the underlying manifold.
PROPOSITION3.6. LetE be an even contact structure on a4n–manifoldM . Then an
orientation ofM induces an orientation of the characteristic line fieldW and vice versa.
PROOF. For p ∈ M choose a local transversalN toW containingp. By Lemma 3.5,
E induces a contact structure onN . SinceN has dimension4n − 1, the contact structure
induces an orientation ofN . HenceTpN has a distinguished orientation. Moreover, again
sinceN is transversal toW, we haveTpN ⊕ Wp = TpM . Thus an orientation ofWp
induces an orientation ofTpM and vice versa.
Since we can identify germs of transversals throughp usingW, this relation between
the orientation ofWp andTpM is independent of the choice of the transversal throughp
by Lemma 3.5. 
Although the definition of even contact structures on even dimensional manifolds is
very similar to the definition of contact structures on odd dimensional manifolds, these
two structures are of very different nature. One indication for this is the existence of a
distinguished line field contained in an even contact structure. More evidence is contained
in the following theorem. For the definitions see [ElM ].
THEOREM 3.7 (McDuff, [McD]). The property of distributions of corank one to be an
even contact structure is ample. All forms of theh–principle apply. In particular every even
dimensional manifold with vanishing Euler characteristic admits an even contact structure.
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By Corollary 3.3, the condition on the Euler characteristic of the manifold is necessary.
The analogous theorem for contact structures or Engel structures is wrong.
Finally we give an example of how even contact structures may arise on exact sym-
plectic manifolds. We will use it in the construction of model Engel structures later.
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold andW a Liouville vector field
without zeroes. Henceα = iWω is a nowhere vanishing1–form and
LWω = diWω = ω
by the definition of Liouville vector fields. SinceE = ker(α) has corank one,E contains
a symplectic subbundle of codimension one inE . Sodα has maximal rank on ker(α) and
α defines an even contact structure onM . SinceW is a Liouville vector field,α = iWdα
vanishes on ker(α). SoW spans the characteristic line field of ker(α).
3.1.1. Local normal form for even contact structures.Just like contact structures,
even contact structures are locally isomorphic. Still there is a slight difference between the
proof of the Darboux theorem for even contact structures and the proof of Theorem 2.9
: Unlike in the case of contact structures, a given defining form does not have a standard
expression in general. This is due to the fact that vector fields tangent toW preserveE but
they do not necessarily preserveα.
A slightly different proof of the Darboux theorem for even contact structures can be
found in [BCG].
THEOREM 3.9. LetM be a2n-dimensional manifold carrying an even contact struc-
ture E and p ∈ M . Then there is a coordinate systemz, x1, y1, . . . , xn−1, yn−1, w on a
neighbourhood ofp such that
dz −
n−1∑
i=1
xidyi
definesE on this neighbourhood.
PROOF. Consider a foliated chart of the characteristic foliationW of E on a neigh-
bourhoodU of p
ψ : U −→ R2n−1 × R
such thatψ(p) = (0, 0). Letw denote the coordinate of the second factor inR2n−1 × R.
Thenψ∗(W) = span(∂w). LetN be the hypersurface corresponding toR2n−1×{0}. It is
transversal to the distinguished line field ofE . As was shown in Lemma 3.5, the distribution
TN ∩ E onN is a contact structure.
By Theorem 2.9, there are coordinatesz, x1, y1, . . . , xn−1, yn−1 on a neighbourhood
V ⊂ N of p in the hypersurfaceN such that the contact structureTN ∩ E onV is defined
by the form
(16) α = dz −
n−1∑
i=1
xidyi .
Consider the product coordinate systemz, x1, y1, . . . , xn−1, yn−1, w on a product neigh-
bourhood diffeomorphic toV ×R of p and let pr: V ×R→V be the projection on the first
factor.E is invariant under the flow of∂t by Lemma 3.4. So
pr∗α = dz −
n−1∑
i=1
xidyi
is a defining form forE on a neighbourhood ofp. 
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3.2. Engel structures – Definition and first examples
Contact structures are hyperplane fields on manifolds of odd dimension. They usually
defined as the kernel of a1–form without zeros. Therefore contact structures are usually
defined using defining forms. It is of course possible to define contact structure using only
the distribution it self.
DEFINITION 3.10. An Engel structure is a distributionD of rank two on a manifold
M of dimension four with the following properties.
(i) E = [D,D] ⊂ TM is a subbundle of rank three.
(ii) TM = [E , E ].
By [D,D] we mean all tangent vectors which are commutators of local sections ofD.
ObviouslyD ⊂ [D,D]. In general this is a sheaf of modules over the smooth functions
even ifD is a subbundle. Our assumptions assure that[D,D] respectively[E , E ] are really
subbundles ofTM .
The second condition in the definition of Engel structures implies thatE is an even
contact structure. ToE corresponds a line fieldW ⊂ E . The following simple observation
will turn out to be very important.
LEMMA 3.11. If E is induced by an Engel structure thenW ⊂ D.
PROOF. Suppose thatWp 6⊂ Dp. Then choose a local frameX,Y of D aroundp and
fix a local defining formα for E . Sincedα has maximal rank inE
dα(X,Y ) 6= 0 .
On the other hand we have[X,Y ](p) ∈ Ep by the definition ofE as[D,D]. So
0 6= dα(X,Y ) = LX(α(Y ))− LY (α(X))− α([X,Y ]) = −α([X,Y ]) .
This would imply[X,Y ](p) 6∈ Ep. This is a contradiction toE = [D,D]. SoW ⊂ E . 
DEFINITION 3.12. The foliation induced byW will be called thecharacteristic folia-
tion of D. A hypersurface in an Engel manifold istransversalif it is transversal toW.
By Lemma 3.5 the even contact structureE = [D,D] associated to an Engel structure
D induces a contact structure on a transversal hypersurface.
A distribution of codimension two can by defined locally as the intersection of the
kernels of two linearly independent1–forms. Letα1, α2 be 1–forms definingD locally.
The conditions for kerα1 ∩ kerα2 to be an Engel structureD – such thatα1 is a local
defining form forE = [D,D] – are equivalent to
α1 ∧ α2 ∧ dα1 = 0 ⇐⇒ [D,D] ⊂ E
α1 ∧ α2 ∧ dα2 6= 0 ⇐⇒ rank[D,D] = 3
α1 ∧ dα1 6= 0 ⇐⇒ [E , E ] = TM .
LetD be an Engel structure onM . The result of a perturbation ofD is again an Engel
structure if the perturbation is small enough (with respect to theC2-topology). As we
will see, the result of this perturbation is not equivalent toD in general. Nevertheless, by
Theorem 3.13 the germs atp ∈M of both Engel structures are equivalent.
3.2.1. Local normal form for Engel structures. Locally, Engel structures have a
standard form. According to E. Cartan ([Car1]), this normal form was found by Engel for
the study of the Monge equation in [Eng].
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THEOREM 3.13. LetD be an Engel structure onM . Every pointp ∈ M has a neigh-
bourhoodU with coordinatesw, x, y, z such thatD
∣∣
U
is the intersection of the kernels of
the1-forms
α1 = dz − xdy α2 = dx− wdy .
The even contact structureE = [D,D] is defined byα1.
PROOF. By Theorem 3.9 we can choose local coordinatesx, y, z, t on a neighbourhood
U ' R4 of p such that the even contact structureE = [D,D] associated to the Engel
structure is defined by the formα1 = dz − xdy. The characteristic line field ofE is
spanned by∂t.
The distributionD ∩ T (R3 × {t}) is a line field contained in the contact structure
E ∩ T (R3 × {t}) on R3 × {t}. Hence there are smooth functionsa, b defined onU such
thatD ∩ T (R3 × {t}) is spanned by
X = a
∂
∂x
+ b
(
x
∂
∂z
+
∂
∂y
)
.
By definition,a andb do not vanish simultaneously. Assume thatb(p) 6= 0. The Engel
structure is spanned byX and∂t. BecauseD is an Engel structure, the vector field[
∂
∂t
,
1
b
X
]
=
[
∂
∂t
,
a
b
∂
∂x
+
(
x
∂
∂z
+
∂
∂y
)]
is not contained inD. Therefore
∂
∂t
(a
b
)
(p) 6= 0
The transformation
(x, y, z, t) 7−→
(
x, y, z, w =
a
b
)
has the Jacobian 
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∂∂t
(
a
b
)
 .
At p this matrix is invertible. Hencex, y, z, w = ab is a coordinate system on a neighbour-
hood ofp. In particular the characteristic line field of the associated even contact structures
is spanned by∂w. This is a non zero multiple of∂t. The Engel structureD is spanned by
the vector fields
∂
∂w
and w
∂
∂x
+
(
x
∂
∂z
+
∂
∂y
)
.
ThusD
∣∣
U
is the intersection of the kernels of the one-forms
α1 = dz − xdy α2 = dx− wdy .
Up to now, we have treated the caseb(p) 6= 0. In the caseb(p) = 0 anda(p) 6= 0 we
would have found the pair
α̃1 = dz − xdy α̃2 = dy − wdx
of defining forms ofD. These forms are equivalent to the one given in the theorem by the
coordinate transformation
(x, y, z, w) 7−→ (−y, x, z − yx,−w) .

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3.2.2. Examples of Engel structures.Apart from the constructions we present in
later chapters, there are two other known construction methods for Engel structures. The
first one – called prolongation – is based on contact structures on3–manifolds. The second
construction yields Engel structures on certain mapping tori induced by diffeomorphisms
ψ : N→N of 3–manifolds.
Starting from a contact structureC on a3–manifoldN one can construct an Engel
structure. We consider the equivalence relation
v ∼ w for v, w ∈ C \ {0} ⇔ v = λw for someλ ∈ R
onC \{0}. Then the spacePC = C \{0}/ ∼ of Legendrian lines is a closed4–dimensional
manifold. By construction, there is a fibration pr: PC → N sending each Legendrian line
to the corresponding base point inN . The fiber isRP1.
Let ε : C \N → PC. One can define a distribution of rank two onPC by
DC =
{
v ∈ Tε(l)PC
∣∣ pr∗(v) ∈ ε(l)} .
DEFINITION 3.14. This construction of a distribution onPC is calledprolongation.
Prolongation really yields Engel structures.
PROPOSITION3.15. DC is an Engel structure onPC.
PROOF. Letp ∈ N . The fibers ofPC are clearly tangent toDC . ThusDC is a subbundle
of rank two ofTPC. Forε(v) ∈ PC choose a local trivializationW,X of DC such thatW
is tangent to the fibers. Letϕt be the local flow ofW . Then by definition
pr∗
(
X
(
ϕt(ε(v))
))
∈ C(pr(ε(v)))
is a curve transversal to the lineε(v) in C. Hence
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
pr∗(X(ϕt(ε(v)))) = pr∗([W,X]) 6∈ ε(v) ,
so [W,X](p) is not contained inDC . Thus[DC ,DC ] = pr∗C. This shows that the leaves of
the characteristic foliation ofDC are the fibers of pr: PC −→ N .
We have shown that pr∗(X) and pr∗([W,X]) spanC . Now we restrict pr to a hyper-
surface throughp which is tangent toX. This suffices for the calculation of[X, [W,X]].
When we restrict pr to this hypersurface we obtain a local diffeomorphism. Then
pr∗([X, [W,X]]) = [pr∗(X),pr∗([W,X])] 6∈ C
by the definition of contact structures. This shows that[D, [D,D]] has full rank. 
The Engel structures obtained this way are not orientable since the restriction ofDC t
a fiber ofPC is the the Whitney sum ofTRP1 and the tautological bundle overRP1. While
the first bundle is trivial, the tautological bundle is not orientable. One obtainsor entable
Engel structures when one does the same construction usingorientedLegendrian lines.
Engel structures constructed by prolongation provide local models for the Engel struc-
ture on tubular neighbourhoods of transversal hypersurfaces (cf. Theorem 3.19) and one
can obtain automorphisms of these Engel structures from diffeomorphisms a contact struc-
ture.
LetN1 andN2 be3–manifolds with contact structuresC1, C2 and letϕ : N1 → N2 be
a contact diffeomorphism. Fromϕ one can construct a diffeomorphism̃ϕ : PC1 → PC2
which preserves the induced Engel structuresD1,D2. For i = 1, 2 we denote the maps
Ci \Ni → PCi by κi. The following proposition can be found in [Mo2], according to this
paper it was known before.
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PROPOSITION3.16. The diffeomorphism
ϕ̃ : PC1 −→ PC2
κ1(v) 7−→ κ2(ϕ∗(v))
mapsD1 to D2. Every diffeomorphismPC1 → PC2 preserving Engel structures is of this
form.
PROOF. Consider the map
ψ̃ : PC2 −→ PC1
κ2(w) 7−→ κ1(ϕ−1∗ w) .
The compositioñψ ◦ ϕ̃ is the identity ofPC1 since
ψ̃ ◦ ϕ̃(κ1(v)) = κ1(ϕ−1∗ (ϕ∗(v))) = κ1(v)
and similarly forϕ̃ ◦ ψ̃. Thusϕ̃ is a diffeomorphism. Now letY with base pointκ1(v) be
tangent to the Engel structureD1 on PC1. The base point of̃ϕ∗(Y ) is κ2(ϕ∗(v)). On the
other hand
(17) pr2∗ (ϕ̃∗(Y )) = ϕ∗(pr1∗(Y ))
is contained inϕ∗(κ1(v)) = κ2(ϕ∗(v)) and this is the basepoint of̃ϕ(Y ). Thusϕ̃ preserves
Engel structures.
Now let Φ : PC1 → PC2 be a diffeomorphism preserving Engel structures. ThenΦ
preserves the characteristic foliations or – equivalently –Φ takes fibers ofPC1 to fibers of
PC2, thus the map
ϕ : N1 −→ N2
p 7−→ pr2
(
Φ
(
pr−11 (p)
))
is well defined. The inverse ofϕ can be constructed in the same manner soϕ is a diffeo-
morphism. The diagram
PC1
Φ
//
pr1

PC2
pr2

N1
ϕ // N2
commutes. AsΦ preserves Engel structures,Φ also preserves the induced even contact
structures. The even contact structureEi onPCi satisfies pri∗Ei = Ci for i = 1, 2. Hence
ϕ∗(C1) = ϕ∗(pr1∗E1) = pr2∗(Φ∗(E1)) = C2
so ϕ is a contact diffeomorphism. Let̃ϕ : PC1 → PC2 be the induced Engel diffeo-
morphism. We want to show that̃ϕ−1 ◦ Φ is the identity map ofPC2. It is clear that
ϕ̃−1 ◦ Φ preserves each fiber. We want to show that each fiber is preserved pointwise. Let
v ∈ D1(κ1(l)) be such that pr1∗(v) 6= 0. Recall
D1(ε1(l)) =
{
w ∈ Tε1(l)PC1
∣∣ pr1∗w ∈ ε1(l)} .
Now ϕ̃−1 ◦ Φ preservesD1. Suppose that̃ϕ−1 ◦ Φ(ε1(l)) = κ1(l′). By (17)
pr1∗(ϕ̃−1∗ (Φ∗(v))) = ϕ
−1
∗ (pr2∗(Φ∗(v))) = ϕ
−1
∗ (ϕ∗(pr1∗(v))) .
While on the left we have an element ofκ1(l′), the expression on the right is an element of
κ1(l). Thusϕ̃−1 ◦ Φ preserves the fibers ofPC1 pointwise. 
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Another construction is due to H.–J. Geiges, [Gei]. It shows that parallelizable map-
ping tori of compact3–manifolds admit Engel structures without using contact structures.
Suppose thatψ : N −→ N is a diffeomorphism of a compact3–manifold. Let
M = (N × [0, 1])/(x, 1) ∼ (ψ(x), 0) .
be the mapping torus ofψ. The projection ofN × [0, 1] onto the second factor induces a
fibrationM −→ S1 = [0, 1]/0 ∼ 1. We write t for the coordinate on[0, 1]. The vector
field ∂t onN × [0, 1] induces a vector fieldX0 onM .
Now we assume thatM is parallelizable. In order to construct a framing ofTM such
thatX0 is a component, we fix an arbitrary almost quaternionic structureTM ' M × H.
Then we obtain a framing
X0, X1 = iX0, X2 = jX0, X3 = kX0 .
PROPOSITION3.17 (Geiges, [Gei]). If n ∈ N is large enough, the distributionDn
spanned byX0 and
Yn =
1
n
(
cos
(
n2t
)
X1 + sin
(
n2t
)
X2
)
+X3
is an Engel structure.
PROOF. In order to verify thatDn is an Engel structure for largen, we calculate the
commutators
[X0, Yn] = n
(
− sin(n2t)X1 + cos(n2t)X2
)
+
1
n
(
cos(n2t)[X0, X1] + sin(n2t)[X0, X2]
)
+ [X0, X3]
[X0, [X0, Yn]] = n3
(
− cos(n2t)X1 − sin(n2t)X2
)
+ [X0, [X0, X3]]
+ 2n
(
− sin(n2t)[X0, X1] + cos(n2t)[X0, X2]
)
+
1
n
(
cos(n2t)[X0, [X0, X1]] + sin(n2t)[X0, [X0, X1]]
)
Notice that asn grows to infinity
Yn −→ X3
1
n
[X0, Yn] ∼ − sin(n2t)X1 + cos(n2t)X2
1
n3
[X0, [X0, Yn]] ∼ − cos(n2t)X1 − sin(n2t)X2 .
SinceM is compact, we can choosen so big that
X0, Yn, [X0, Yn], [X0, [X0, Yn]]
is a framing ofTM . 
Unlike in the case of prolongation it is not possible to determine explicitly the charac-
teristic foliation of Engel structures obtained this way. This is a major disadvantage of this
construction.
REMARK 3.18. A mapping torus has vanishing Euler characteristic since there is a vec-
tor field without zeroes. One can show that the signature of a four dimensional orientable
mapping torus is always zero. However the following example shows that orientable map-
ping tori do not necessarily admit spin structures.
LetE → T 2 be a complex line bundle overT 2 with odd first Chern class and letC be
the trivial complex line bundle. Consider theCP1–bundleM = P (E ⊕ C) obtained from
E by fiberwise one–point compactification. Then the normal bundle of the image of the
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zero sectionσ of E in M is the pull back ofE underσ. Along σ the tangent bundle ofM
decomposes as a direct sumTM
∣∣
σ
= Tσ ⊕ σ∗E. HenceTM
∣∣
σ
has odd first Chern class
and thereforeTM does not admit a spin structure.
This shows that the condition on orientable mapping tori to be parallelizable is not
redundant in dimension4 and higher.
3.2.3. Tubular neighbourhoods of transversal hypersurfaces.LetM be a manifold
with Engel structureD. Suppose thatN is a (potentially open) hypersurface which is
transversal to the characteristic foliationW of D. We have seen above thatD induces
• a contact structureC = E ∩ TN onN and
• a Legendrian line fieldL = D ∩ TN ⊂ C.
If one applies the prolongation construction toC, one obtains the manifoldPC with its
canonical Engel structure. Let
ε : C \N −→ PC
be the projection. We want to compare the Engel structures on a tubular neighbourhood of
N in M with the Engel structureDC onPC on a neighbourhood of the section
σ : N −→ PC
p 7−→ ε(L(p)) .
The following theorem can be found in [Mo2] but according to this article it was known
before.
THEOREM 3.19. Any sufficiently small tubular neighbourhood ofN in M is canoni-
cally diffeomorphic as an Engel manifold to a tubular neighbourhood ofσ.
PROOF. OnN we setψ = σ. SinceN is transversal toW we can choose a tubular
neighbourhoodU of N such that the fibers ofU correspond to leaves of the characteristic
foliation. Letπ : U → N be the bundle projection andκ : C \N −→ PC. The leaves ofW
are tangent toD. Henceπ∗(D(p)) is a Legendrian line at the pointπ(p) ∈ N for p ∈ U .
We define
ψ : U −→ PC
p 7−→ ε(π∗(D(p))) .
OnN this coincides with our previous definition. Let us first show thatψ is a diffeomor-
phism onto its image ifU is small enough. When restricted toTN , the differential ofψ
is injective. By the inverse function theorem it suffices to show thatψ∗ maps non–zero
vectors which are tangent to the characteristic foliation to non–zero vectors transversal to
σ.
Fix a local trivializationW,X of D aroundp ∈ N such thatW is tangent toW. Let
ϕt be the local flow ofW . Then
ψ∗(W (p)) = κ∗
(
π∗
(
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
X(ϕt(p))
))
= κ∗ (π∗([W,X](p))) 6= 0
by the definition of Engel structures. (Here the differentialκ∗ is the differential ofκ at
X(p).) On the other hand the diagram
U
ψ //
π

PC
pr

N
id // N
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is commutative. Thus pr∗(ψ∗(W )) = 0. Thereforeψ∗(W ) 6= 0 is tangent to the fibers of
PC.
In order to show thatψ preserves Engel structures it suffices to prove thatψ∗(X) is
tangent toDC since we have already dealt withW . By definitionψ∗(X) = ε∗(π∗(X(p)).
The Engel structure onPC is by definition
DC(κ(l)) =
{
v ∈ Tκ(l)PC | pr∗(v) ∈ κ(l)
}
whereκ(l) is a Legendrian line and pr: PC → N is the bundle projection.
Forv ∈ Cp\{0}we identifyTvC with Cp⊕TpN . With this identification, the differential
of the composed map
C \N ε // PC
pr // N
atv ∈ Cp \H is just the projectionCp ⊕ TpN −→ TpN . Thus
pr∗(ψ∗(X)) = π∗(X) .
This vector is contained in the lineκ(π∗(X)). Thusψ∗(X) is tangent toDC . 
3.2.4. Line fields on transversals – Rotation number.Let M be an oriented ma-
nifold with an oriented Engel structureD and letN be a hypersurface transverse to the
characteristic foliationW of D. We fix the canonical orientation of the characteristic foli-
ation. As we have seen, the distributionTN ∩ E is a contact structure onN .
SinceW is contained inD, the intersectionTN ∩ D ⊂ TN ∩ E is a Legendrian line
field onN . We orient this line field by the requirement that the orientation ofW ollowed
by the orientation ofTN ∩ D is the orientation ofD.
DEFINITION 3.20. The oriented Legendrian line fieldTN ∩D will be called theinter-
section line fieldof D onN .
Of course the intersection line field induces a foliation of rank1 but this foliation will
not play an important role. We will only need the homotopy type of the intersection line
field as a Legendrian line field.
First we reduce the problem of distinguishing two Legendrian line fields up to homo-
topy to the classification of mapsN −→ S1 up to homotopy. For the second step we apply
Thom–Pontryagin theory to identify this set withH1(N ; Z).
LetX be a nowhere vanishing Legendrian vector field on the contact manifold(N, C).
Choose a sectionY of C such thatX,Y is an oriented framing ofC. For a Legendrian
vector fieldV there are uniquely determined smooth functionf, g such that
(18) V = fX + gY .
We assume thatV has no zeroes. Thenf andg do not vanish simultaneously. Hence the
function
G(V,X, Y ) : N −→ R2 \ {0}
p 7−→ (f(p), g(p))
is well defined. If we start withX ′ = hX, Y ′ = Y instead ofX,Y with a positive function
h, the corresponding mapG(V,X ′, Y ) is
G(V,X ′, Y ′) =
(
f
h
, g
)
.
If we multiply X with a negative functionh then we takeY ′ = −Y instead ofY in order
to satisfy the orientation assumption. Then
G(V,X ′, Y ′) =
(
f
h
,−g
)
.
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In both cases the resulting mapG(V,X ′, Y ′) is homotopic toG(V,X, Y ) through maps
whose image does not contain0. For fixedX, the second componentY of the oriented
framing is well defined up to multiplication with a positive function and addition of an
arbitrary multiple ofX. If Y ′ = hY + kX with h > 0 then
G(V,X, Y ′) =
(
f − gk
h
,
g
h
)
.
This is again homotopic toF (V,X, Y ). If we start withV ′ = hV instead ofV for a
nowhere vanishing functionh we have
G(V ′, X, Y ) =
G(V,X, Y )
h
and this is homotopic toG(V,X, Y ). Thus the homotopy class of
G(V,X, Y ) : N −→ R2 \ {0}
depends only on the Legendrian line fields spanned byV andX and the orientation ofC.
Hence the homotopy class of
F (V,X) : N −→ S1
F (V,X) =
G(V,X, Y )
‖G(V,X, Y )‖
is well defined. In particular the line field spanned byV is homotopic to the line field
spanned byX if and only ifF (V,X) is homotopic to the constant map.
We denote the set of homotopy classes of mapsN → S1 by [N ;S1]. The map
[N ;S1] −→ H1(N ; Z)
[F ] 7−→
((
γ : S1→H
)
7−→ deg(F ◦ γ)
)
.
is bijective. One way to see this is an application of the Thom–Pontryagin construction.
A detailed description of this method together with the following theorem can be found in
[Bre].
THEOREM3.21 (Thom, Pontryagin).If Nn+k is a compact smooth manifold of dimen-
sionn + k, then the Thom–Pontryagin construction gives a one–to–one correspondence
between the set
[
Nn+k;Sn
]
and the set of smooth framed cobordism classes of smooth,
compact, normally framedk–submanifolds ofNn+k.
In our situationn = 1 andk = 2. Thek–submanifolds in the theorem are preimages
of a regular value of a smooth mapF : N −→ S1 representing a given homotopy class
[F ] ∈ [N ;S1]. The framed submanifolds are cooriented hypersurfaces inN . These give
rise to cohomology classes inH1(N ; Z) as we have explained above. Summarizing we
have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION3.22. Two orientable Legendrian line fieldsF1,F2 onN are homotopic
through Legendrian line fields if and only if the element inH1(N ; Z) corresponding to
F (F1,F2) is zero.
It is of course possible to compareF1 andF2 with a third framing of the contact struc-
ture. ThenF1 andF2 are homotopic if and only if we obtain the same class inH1(N ; Z)
from the two line fields when we compareF1 andF2 with the auxiliary Legendrian line
field.
Now letN be a transversal hypersurface in an Engel manifoldM . Let γ : S1 −→ N
be an oriented Legendrian curve andX a nowhere vanishing section of the contact structure
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C = E ∩ TN spanning the intersection foliation. Sinceγ is Legendrian,̇γ is a Legendrian
vector field alongγ.
DEFINITION 3.23. For a Legendrian curveγ in a transversal hypersurface of an Engel
manifold, the winding number ofF (γ̇, X) around0 is therotation numberof γ.
The rotation number changes sign when we reverse the orientation of the Legendrian
curve or when we change the orientation of the contact structure. In particular it changes its
sign when we change the orientation of the characteristic foliation ofD. It is independent
of the orientation ofD.
REMARK 3.24. Let us compare Definition 3.23 with the rotation number from contact
topology in Definition 2.17. In Definition 2.17 we fix an oriented trivialization of the
oriented contact structure on a Seifert surfaceΣ of the Legendrian knot∂Σ = γ and
compareγ̇ with this trivialization.
If C is the contact structure on a transversal hypersurface of an Engel manifold with
oriented characteristic foliation thenC is oriented. WhenD is oriented we can use the
intersection line field as the first component of the trivialization ofC overΣ. Thus in this
situation the two rotation numbers in Definition 3.23 and Definition 2.17 are equivalent.
When the orientation of the contact structure is changed the rotation number changes its
sign.
By Proposition 3.22, the homotopy type of a Legendrian line field near a Legendrian
curve is classified by the rotation number along this curve.
LEMMA 3.25. LetF1,F2 be two oriented Legendrian line fields on a closed tubular
neighbourhoodU of a Legendrian curveγ. ThenF1,F2 are homotopic through Legendrian
line fields onU if and only if they have the same rotation number alongγ.
The use of the condition on the curveγ to be Legendrian is to single out a distinguished
framing of the contact structure along this curve. We then compare the framing ofC al ng
γ defined byX with the framing defined bẏγ. If one has a Legendrian line field spanned
by V along an arbitrary curve inN one can similarly define a rotation number with respect
to this line field usingV instead ofγ̇. Then one can also drop to assumption thatγ is
Legendrian. This way we define therotation number with respect toV . The analogous
statement as Lemma 3.25 is of course true in this more general situation.
3.2.5. Development map.The development map allows us to compare the Engel
planesDp andDq if p andq lie on the same leafWp of the characteristic foliation of a
given Engel structure. It was introduced in [BrH, Mo2 ]. The definition of twisting number
appears in a slightly modified form in [Ad] where it is used to classify Engel structures
whose characteristic foliation is given byN × I orN × S1 for a3–manifoldN .
Let M be a manifold with Engel structureD. As usual, we have the associated even
contact structureE = [D,D] and the characteristic foliationW ⊂ D. If U is an open subset
of M such thatU/W admits a smooth structure and pr: U −→ U/W is a submersion,
thenU/W carries the contact structure pr∗(E) sinceE is invariant along the leaves ofW.
DEFINITION 3.26. Thedevelopment mapof U is
δU : U −→ P(pr∗E)
q 7−→ [pr∗D(q)] .
EXAMPLE 3.27. Let C be a contact structure onN and pr: PC −→ N be the bundle
projection. The prolonged Engel structure onPC is defined by
D(λ) =
{
v ∈ TλPC
∣∣pr∗v ∈ λ} .
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ThenPC −→ PC/W = N is a submersion. In this case pr is simply the bundle projection.
Moreover pr∗E = C. Hence the development map ofPC is a map
δPC : PC −→ PC .
By the definition of the canonical Engel structure onPC
δPC([l]) = [pr∗(D([l]))] = [l] ∈ PC ,
soδPC is the identity ofPC.
Let p ∈ M andWp be the leaf of the characteristic foliation containingp. If Wp is
closed we consider the universal covering of a tubular neighbourhood ofWp with the lifted
Engel structure. The universal covering ofWp is W̃p.
If p, q ∈ W̃p we choose a neighbourhoodU of the unique segment of̃Wp joining p and
q such thatU −→ U/W is a submersion.
DEFINITION 3.28. Thedevelopment mapof Wp is
δp : Wp −→ P(Ep/Wp) ' RP1
q 7−→ δU (q) .
δp(q) does not depend on the choice ofU . Up to now we used only the fact thatE is
invariant alongW andW ⊂ D. We did not use the property[D,D] = E . If D is an Engel
structure we have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION3.29. The development map ofWp is an immersion.
PROOF. Let p, q ∈ Wp and
ϕ : P(Eq/Wq) −→ P(Ep/Wp)
the map induced by the leaves ofW. SinceE andW are invariant under flows alongW,
this is an isomorphism. Moreoverδp = ϕ ◦ δq. So in order to show thatδp is an immersion
it is enough to check this on a neighbourhood ofp in Wp.
Now choose a transversal hypersurfaceH throughp and letC be the induced contact
structure onH. ThenCp ' Ep/Wp. By Theorem 3.19 there is an Engel embedding
ψ : U −→ PC
of a tubular neighbourhoodU ofH. We writeW̃ for the characteristic foliation onPC. The
leafW̃(ψ(p)) is the projectivization of the contact planeC(p). By Example 3.27
δψ(p) : W̃ψ(p) = PC(p) −→ PC(p)
is the identity map. Then
δp =
(
ψ∗
∣∣
H
)−1 ◦ δψ(p) ◦ ψ .
In particularδp is an immersion on a neighbourhood ofp. 
Fix an orientation of the leafWp of the characteristic foliation throughp. p dividesW̃p
into two arcs. IfWp is closed let̃W+p be the maximal half–open oriented segment ofW̃p
starting atp such that the image of̃W+p is mapped injectively toWp. If Wp is open,W̃+p is
the segment ofWp which starts atp with respect to the given orientation ofWp. Similarly
we defineW̃−p .
Let Cp be the contact plane atp on a local transversal through this point. Consider the
development maps
δ+ : W̃+p −→ Cp
δ− : W̃−p −→ Cp
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DEFINITION 3.30. Thetwisting numbersof p are
tw+(p) = #
{
q ∈ W̃+p
∣∣ δ+(q) = δ+(p)} ∈ N ∪ {∞}
tw−(p) = #
{
q ∈ W̃−p
∣∣ δ−(q) = δ−(p)} ∈ N ∪ {∞} .
A leaf of the characteristic foliation is said to havefinite twisting numberif the twisting
number is finite for some (and hence every) point on this leaf.Wp has infinite twisting
numberif tw+(p) or tw−(p) is infinite.
Notice thatp is contained in both sets appearing in this definition, so both twisting
number are at least1. By Proposition 3.29, the twisting number is a measure for the number
of full twists of the image ofDq in Cp whenq moves alongWp away fromp as long as it
does not reachp again. The last condition is meaningless ifWp is not closed.
The twisting number has the following application. Consider a local transversalU
of the characteristic foliation throughp. We orient the contact structureC on U using
the orientation of the even contact structure and the orientation ofWp. Let C1, C2 be an
oriented framing ofC such thatC1 spans the intersection line field onU .
OnU × R consider the Engel structureD∞ spanned by
W =
∂
∂t
,X = cos(2πt)C1 + sin(2πt)C2 .
The characteristic foliation of this Engel structure corresponds to the second factor inU×R,
we writeδ∞p for the development map of(p, 0) in U ×R. For all points(p, t) ∈ U ×R the
twisting numbers are tw+(p, t) = tw−(p, t) = ∞. There is a unique map
W̃p
ϕ //
δp

{p} × R
δ∞p

⊂ U × R
Cp Cp
with ϕ(p) = (p, 0). By the definition of the twisting number and Proposition 3.29
ϕ
(
W̃+p
)
⊂ {p} × [0, tw+(p)]
ϕ
(
W̃−p
)
⊂ {p} × [−tw−(p), 0] .
If Wp is closed,ϕ extends to an Engel embedding of a tubular neighbourhood of the seg-
mentW̃±p . If Wp is not closed, then for everyq ∈ Wp the restriction ofϕ to the segment of
Wp with endpointsp, q extends to an Engel embedding of a tubular neighbourhood of this
segment.
Consider a local transversalH of the characteristic foliation of an Engel structure. We
write L0 for its intersection line field. Now consider a homotopyLs through Legendrian
line fields. We try to find an isotopyHs of H along the leaves ofW such that, if we
identifyH0 = H andHs using the characteristic foliation, the intersection line field ofHs
corresponds toLs. But if one of the intersection numbers ofWp, p ∈ H, is finite, such an
isotopy does not exist in general. Suppose for example thattw−(p) = 1 andLs(p) rotates
twice in the sense opposite to the orientation ofCp. Then it is impossible to find the desired
isotopy.
The following examples show that all leaves of the characteristic foliation can have
finite twisting number even on compact manifolds.
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EXAMPLE 3.31. Consider the Engel structure from the normal form for Engel struc-
turesD = ker(dz − xdy) ∩ ker(dx − wdy) on R4. For every pointp ∈ R4, we have
tw+(p) = tw−(p) = 1 .
EXAMPLE 3.32. This example will appear again at the end of Chapter 7. Consider
the Lie group Nil4. The Lie algebranil4 is spanned byW,X, Y, Z with the commutator
relations
[W,X] = Y [X,Y ] = Z
and all remaining commutators vanish. The left–invariant plane fieldD spanned byW,X
is an Engel structure. Now Nil4 is a semidirect productR3 o R. The action ofR on R3 is
given by
exp
 0 t 00 0 t
0 0 0
 ∈ Aut(R3) .
Thus the characteristic foliation ofD preserves the hypersurfaces{t = t0}. The even
contact structure[D,D] is transversal to these hypersurfaces andD is never tangent to
{t = t0}. This shows
tw+(x, y, z, w) = tw−(x, y, z, w) = 1
Now Nil4 contains a discrete subgroupΓ such that Nil4/Γ is a closed manifold. Thus even
on compact manifolds it may happen that every leaf of the characteristic foliation has finite
twisting number. Notice that this is also true for the universal coverings of closed leaves of
the characteristic foliation, both twisting numbers are1.
We will encounter the difficulty we just described in Section 5.6. There is a second
aspect which makes Engel structures with the property tw+(p) = tw−(p) = 1 for all p
particularly interesting.
The following terminology is introduced in [BrH ] for the study of more general dis-
tributions of rank2. For us,D is always an Engel structure. AD–curve is a differentiable
curve tangent toD. Let ΩD(p, q) be the set ofD–curves fromp to q. We equipΩD(p, q)
with theC1–topology. By Chow’s theorem [Mo3] we know thatΩD(p, q) is not empty.
DEFINITION 3.33. A D–curveγ : [a, b] −→M is rigid if there is a neighbourhoodV
of γ in ΩD(γ(a), γ(b)) such that everyγ′ ∈ V is a reparameterization ofγ.
THEOREM3.34 (Bryant, Hsu [BrH ]). LetD be an Engel structure on a4-manifoldM
and letW be the characteristic foliation. An immersionγ : [a, b] −→ M which is tangent
toD, is rigid if and only if
(i) γ is tangent toW and
(ii) the development map
δγ(a) : γ([a, b]) −→ C(γ(a))
is injective except possibly at the endpoints.
Suppose that for every closed leafWp the twisting numbers of̃Wp in the universal
covering of a tubular neighbourhood are both one. Assume furthermore that the twisting
numbers of the open leaves ofW are also one. Then every immersion of a curve which is
tangent toW is rigid. For example the standard Engel structure onR4 has this property.
We have explained above that such Engel structures exist on compact quotients of Nil4.
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3.2.6. Orientation conventions.By Proposition 3.6, an orientation of the character-
istic foliation of an Engel structure induces an orientation of the underlying manifold and
vice versa. In addition we have an orientation ofE = [D,D].
PROPOSITION3.35. If D is an Engel structure, the even contact structureE = [D,D]
has a distinguished orientation.
PROOF. LetX,Y be local sections ofD aroundp ∈ M such thatX(p) andY (p) are
linearly independent. Then we orientE(p) byX(p), Y (p), [X,Y ](p). We obtain the same
orientation if we interchangeX andY . 
Now letM be an oriented manifold with an oriented Engel structureD. This induces
an orientation of the characteristic line fieldW. LetW be a positive section ofW and letX
be a section ofD which is transversal toW such thatW,X is an oriented framing ofD. By
the Engel conditionX, [W,X], [X, [W,X]],W spans the tangent bundle ofM everywhere.
This orientation changes when the orientation ofW is changed but is independent of the
choice of the orientation ofD.
This leads to the following orientation conventions we will use from now on.
(i) We orient Engel manifolds byX, [W,X], [X, [W,X]],W .
(ii) Hypersurfaces which are transversal to the characteristic line field are oriented by
the induced contact structure.
(iii) The even contact structure associated to an Engel structure carries its canonical
orientation.
(iv) Contact structures on hypersurfaces which are induced by the even contact struc-
ture are oriented such that the orientation of the contact structure followed by the
orientation of the characteristic line field gives the canonical orientation of the
even contact structure.
(v) If in addition the Engel structureD is oriented, we orient the intersection line
field by the convention that the orientation ofW followed by the orientation of
the intersection line field is the orientation ofD.
If M has a boundary∂M which is transversal toW we could orient the boundary such that
the orientation of∂M followed by a normal vector pointing outwards is the orientation of
M . On the other hand, the boundary is oriented by the induced contact structure. If the
characteristic line field points outward, these two orientations coincide, ifW points into
the manifold we obtain opposite orientations.
3.3. Topology of Engel manifolds
An Engel structureD onM induces a flag of distributions
(19) 0 ⊂ W ⊂ D ⊂ E ⊂ TM .
Each of these distributions has corank one in the distribution containing it. This has strong
implications for the topology ofM . In the following proposition we summarize some
relations between the bundlesW,D, E .
PROPOSITION3.36. LetD be an Engel structure on a4–manifold M.
(i) The is a natural isomorphism between the real line bundlesΛ2D andE/D.
(ii) There is an exact sequence
(20) 0 −→W ⊗ E
D
−→ D ⊗ E
D
−→ TM
E
−→ 0 .
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PROOF. (i) ForX,Y ∈ Dp we choose local sectionŝX, Ŷ ofD such thatX̂(p) = X
andŶ (p) = Y . Then
Λ2Dp −→ Ep/Dp
X ∧ Y 7−→ [X̂, Ŷ ](p)
is well defined and it is surjective since[D,D] = E . Thus we have found a bundle isomor-
phism sinceΛ2D andE/D have rank1.
(ii) For X ∈ Dp andV ∈ Ep choose local sectionŝX of D respectivelyV̂ of Ep
which extendX respectivelyV . Then we define
f : Dp ⊗
Ep
Dp
−→ TMp/Ep
X ⊗ V 7−→ [X̂, V̂ ](p) .
This map is independent of the choice of extensions. Because[D,D] = E , it is also
independent of the choice of a representativeV ∈ Ep of V ∈ Ep/Dp.
By the condition[D, [D,D]] = [D, E ] = TM on Engel structures,f is surjective.
SinceE/D has rank one, every element ofDp ⊗ Ep/Dp can be written in the formX ⊗ V .
Hence the kernel off consists of vectorsW ⊗V such that[Ŵ , V̂ ](p) ∈ Ep. This is exactly
the condition that defines the line fieldW (cf. Lemma 3.11). Therefore the kernel ofk is
W ⊗ E/D. 
If M andD are both orientable one obtains a stronger result. The following theorem
can be found in [KMS ]. It was already known to V. Gershkovic. Unfortunately his preprint
[Ger] was not available to the author.
THEOREM 3.37. LetD be an oriented Engel structure on an oriented four manifold
M . Then the tangent bundle ofM trivial.
PROOF. Consider the flagW ⊂ D ⊂ E ⊂ TM of subbundles ofTM . The even
contact structureE is oriented without any assumptions on the Engel structure or the un-
derlying manifold. An orientation ofM induces an orientation ofW by our conventions.
The tangent bundle ofM is isomorphic to the sum
(21) TM = W ⊕ D
W
⊕ E
D
⊕ TM
E
of four real line bundles. BecauseD is orientable so areD/W and E/D. So TM is
isomorphic to the sum of four trivial line bundles. 
Notice that under the assumption of the theorem,TM is trivial but moreover we can
single out a particular trivialization ofTM up to homotopy. If we drop the orientability
assumptions onM andD we still have topological obstructions for the existence of an
Engel structure on a four–dimensional manifold.
COROLLARY 3.38. If M admits an Engel structure then there is a covering̃M −→M
with one, two or four sheets such that̃M has trivial tangent bundle.
PROOF. Recall thatHom(π1(M),Z2) = H1(M ; Z2). First consider the2–sheeted
coveringM̃ → M which corresponds to the subgroup ker(w1(M)) ⊂ π1(M). By con-
struction,M̃ is orientable and we pull back the Engel structure. If the pulled back Engel
structureD̃ is not yet orientable then consider the2–sheeted covering̃M of M̃ correspond-
ing to ker(w1(D̃)). If we pull backD̃ to M̃ we end up with a orientable manifold carrying
an orientable Engel structure. 
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Of course (21) follows directly from the existence of the flag (19). From this decom-
position ofTM into line bundles we can obtain conditions on the Stiefel–Whitney classes
wi ∈ H i(M ; Z2) of an Engel manifoldM . By the Whitney formula
w(TM) = 1 + w1(TM) + w2(TM) + w3(TM) + w4(TM)
= (1 + w1(W)) ∪ (1 + w1(D) + w1(W))
∪ (1 + w1(E) + w1(D)) ∪ (1 + w1(TM) + w1(E)) .
SinceE is canonically orientedw1(E) = 0. Because transversal hypersurfaces in Engel
manifolds are canonically oriented by the induced contact structure we have the relation
w1(TM) = w1(W). Hence
w(TM) = 1 + w1(TM) + w21(D) + w1(TM) ∪ w1(D) + w21(TM)
+ w31(TM) + w
2
1(D) ∪ w21(TM) + w1(D) ∪ w31(TM)
From this we obtain the following proposition
PROPOSITION3.39. If M admits an Engel structure then
w3(TM) = w31(TM)
w4(TM) = w41(TM) + w2(TM) ∪ w21(TM) .
3.4. Deformations of Engel structures
Let C be a parallelizable contact structure on a3–manifoldN and letV0, V1 be Leg-
endrian vector fields such thatC = RV0 ⊕ RV1. We view the real projective line as
RP1 = S1/{±1}, the circumference ofRP1 is π. Let pr : PC −→ N be the projection.
Then
F : N × RP1 −→ PC
(p, θ) 7−→ [cos(θ)V0(p) + sin(θ)V1(p)]
(22)
is a well defined diffeomorphism.
DEFINITION 3.40. The imageΩ(V0, V1) of N × [0, π/2] under this diffeomorphism is
called thestandard domainassociated to the pair of Legendrian vector fields(V0, V1). The
standard Engel structureD0 in a standard domain is the restriction of the prolonged Engel
structure onPC.
Although the diffeomorphism above depends on the vector fieldsV0, V1, the standard
domain depends only on the Legendrian line fields spanned byV0, V1. We will useV0, V1
to denote the Legendrian vector fields as well as the Legendrian line fields. The projection
maps the intersection line fields on the boundary components ofΩ(V0, V1) to V0 respec-
tively V1.
We equip the set of plane fields of classC2 onΩ(V0, V1) with the strongC2–topology.
In Theorem 3.41 and Theorem 3.43 we treat with deformations of the standard Engel struc-
ture onPC and on a standard domain.
It turns out that the space of infinitesimal deformations ofD0 on Ω(V0, V1) up to iso-
topy has infinite dimension. IfDt is a deformation ofD0, the characteristic foliation ofDt
is diffeomorphic to the productN × I if |t| is small enough. In this situation, the char-
acteristic foliation is not responsible for the large number of non–equivalent deformations
of D0. The complexity is due to the presence of two Legendrian line fields on the bound-
ary components of the standard domain. The induced foliations and their relation induced
by the characteristic foliation ofDt account for the fact that the space of infinitesimal de-
formations ofD0 is infinite dimensional even after we quotient by a suitable equivalence
relation.
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THEOREM 3.41 (Montgomery, [Mo2]).
(i) Let Dt be any sufficiently small deformation of the canonical Engel structure
D0 on the standard domainΩ(V0, V1). Then there is a one–parameter family of
Legendrian line fieldsV0(t) andV1(t) together with a family of Engel diffeomor-
phisms
Φt : (Ω(V0, V1),Dt) −→ (Ω(V0(t), V1(t)),D0) .
(ii) For every small variation(V0(t), V1(t)) of pairs of Legendrian line fields there is
an Engel deformationDt of the standard Engel structure on the standard domain
such that the correspondence constructed in the proof of (i) yields(V0(t), V1(t)).
(iii) LetDt be a small deformation of the canonical Engel structure onPC ' N×RP1.
If we viewN as a section ofPC then the Poincaŕe return map ofWt is a contact
diffeomorphism of(N, Ct) with Ct = TN ∩ Et.
(iv) Any contact isotopy of(N, C) which is close enough to the identity can be realized
as the Poincaŕe return map as in (iii) for some Engel deformationDt.
PROOF. (i) We view N as the hypersurface inΩ(V0, V1) corresponding toN ×
{π/4}. As the Engel structure varies, the associated even contact structureEt and the
characteristic line fieldWt also vary. If the variation is small enough,Ω(V0, V1) is foliated
trivially by Wt andN intersects all leaves ofWt transversely and exactly once. Thus
Ct = Et ∩ TN is a smooth family of contact structures onN .
As in Theorem 3.19 we construct an Engel embedding of a tubular neighbourhood
of N ⊂ Ω(V0, V1) with the Engel structureDt into the Engel manifoldPCt associated
to the contact structureCt. The construction of this Engel embedding works for tubular
neighbourhoodsU of N such that
• U is foliated trivially byWt
• for all p ∈ N , the segment ofWt(p) which is contained inU is embedded to
PCt(p) by the development map.
Obviously (Ω(V0, V1),D0) has these properties, so(Ω(V0, V1),Dt) has these properties
too, provided that|t| is small enough. If the deformation is small enough,Ω(V0, V1) itself
has these properties since they are obviously satisfied forD0. We obtain a familyψt of
Engel embeddings
ψt : (Ω(V0, V1),Dt) −→ PCt ,
the Engel structure onPCt is induced byCt.
SinceCt is a smooth family of contact structures onN we can apply Gray’s theorem
2.4. In order to do so we have to impose an additional condition on the variationDt :
The deformation has to be so small that the time–dependent vector field constructed in the
proof of Gray’s theorem can be integrated to an isotopy. IfN is compact, this condition is
automatically satisfied.
SinceC = C0, there is an isotopyϕt of N such thatϕt∗C = Ct. By Proposition 3.16
this induces a smooth family of diffeomorphisms
ϕ̃t : PC −→ PCt
preserving the canonical Engel structures. The composition
Φt = ϕ̃−1t ◦ ψt : (Ω(V0, V1),Dt) −→ PC
is an Engel embedding. Then pr∗ maps the intersection line fields on the boundary compo-
nents ofΦt(Ω(V0, V1)) to Legendrian line fieldsV0(t) respectivelyV1(t) with the property
Φt(Ω(V0, V1)) = Ω(V0(t), V1(t)).
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(ii) Consider a deformation(V0(t), V1(t)) of (V0, V1) through Legendrian line fields.
We want to construct a deformationDt of the standard Engel structure on the standard
domainΩ(V0, V1) from this. Let
ψ̂t : Ω(V0(t), V1(t)) −→ Ω(V0, V1)
be the diffeomorphism defined by the following conditions
• ψ̂t preserves the leaves of the characteristic foliation ofD.
• ψ̂t preserves the projective structure on the fibers ofN × RP1 ' PC −→ N .
• ψ̂t(p, [V0(0, p) + V1(0, p)]) = (p, [V0(0, p) + V1(0, p)]) independently oft.
• ψ̂t(p, [Vi(t, p)]) = (p, [Vi(0, p)]) for i = 0, 1.
The last two conditions determinêψt on three disjoint sections ofPC. Sinceψ̂t is supposed
to preserve the projective structure on the leaves ofPC ' N × RP1, this determineŝψt
completely. In particular̂ψ0 = id. LetDt = ψ̂t∗D on Ω(V0, V1). This is a deformation of
the standard Engel structure onΩ(V0, V1).
In the proof of (i) one can use the Engel embeddingψt = ψ̂−1t . Notice that the contact
structure onN × {π/4} is constant. An application of (i) to the deformationDt yields
(V0(t), V1(t)).
(iii) If the variation is small enoughN is transversal toWt for all t. The claim
follows directly from Lemma 3.5 which asserts that the holonomy ofWt preserves the
contact structure on transversals.
(iv) We use the same notationV0, V1 for the horizontal lifts ofV0, V1 to N × RP1.
The pull back under the diffeomorphismF defined in (22) of the canonical Engel structure
onPC at (p, θ) is spanned by
W0(p, θ) =
∂
∂θ
X(p, θ) = cos(θ)V0(p) + sin(θ)V1(p) .
Notice thatX(p, θ) = −X(p, θ + π) but (p, θ) and(p, θ + π) represent the same point in
N × RP1. Since we are only interested in the span ofW andX, this ambiguity does not
matter. We viewN as the hypersurfaceN × {0}. Let ρ : [0, π] −→ [0, 1] be a smooth
function which is constant near the boundary andρ(0) = 0, ρ(π) = 1.
Let Φt, t ∈ (−1, 1) be a contact isotopy of(N, C). For fixedT ∈ (−1, 1) we construct
an Engel structureDT such that the Poincaré return map ofN is ΦT . For this, we reparam-
eterize the isotopy connectingΦ0 = id andΦT usingρ: Φ̃t = Φρ(t)T . Consider the vector
field
Yt(p) =
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=t
Φ̃s(p) .
The flow ofYt at timeT is ΦT . Let Ỹ be the horizontal vector field onN × RP1 with
Ỹ (p, θ) = Yθ(p). We writeXθ, Ỹθ for the vector fieldsX(·, θ), Ỹ (·, θ) on N × {θ}.
Consider the distributionDT spanned by
W (p, θ) =
∂
∂θ
+ Ỹ (p, θ)
X(p, θ) = cos(θ)V0(p) + sin(θ)V1(p) .
SinceΦ̃t is constant near the endpoints of[0, π], this is a smooth distribution of rank two
onPC. The calculation
[W,X](p, θ) = − sin(θ)V0(p) + cos(θ)V1(p) + [Ỹ ,X](p, θ)
[X, [W,X]](p, θ) = [V0, V1](p, θ) + [X, [Ỹ ,X]](p, θ) .
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shows thatDT is an Engel structure ifY is small enough, or equivalently, if the isotopy
is close enough to the identity in the strongC2–topology. By construction, the Poincaré
return map is the flow ofW at timeπ induces the diffeomorphismΦT onN × {0}. It
remains to show thatW spans the characteristic foliation ofDT . The even contact structure
ET = [Dt,DT ] is spanned byW,X, [W,X]. Now
[W, [W,X]](p, θ) = − cos(θ)V0(p)− sin(θ)V1(p)
− sin(θ)[Yθ, V0](p) + cos(θ)[Yθ, V1](p)
+ [Yθ, [Yθ, Xθ]](p) ,
(23)
andYθ is a contact vector field. The sum in the first line is−X, the second and the third
line are contained inET sinceYθ preserves the contact structureC onN × {θ}. HenceW
is tangent toET and its flow preservesET . ThusW spans the characteristic foliation.
Applying the same procedure for allT ∈ (−1, 1) with the same functionρ, we get
a smooth family of Engel structuresDT on PC such that the Poincaré return map of the
characteristic line fieldWT is ΦT . 
We give an example of an Engel deformation similar to those considered in (iii) of
Theorem 3.41 in Example 3.49.
By Theorem 3.41 deformations of the prolonged Engel structureD0 on Ω(V0, V1) re-
spectively onPC are equivalent to families of pairs of Legendrian line fields respectively to
contact isotopies. Next we define equivalence relations for these objects. In Theorem 3.43
shows that these equivalence relations are compatible.
DEFINITION 3.42. Two Engel deformationsDt and D̃t of an Engel structureD on
M represent the samedeformation germof D if there is an isotopyψt of M such that
ψt∗D̃t = Dt for all t in a neighbourhood of0.
On a contact manifold(N, C), two deformations(V0(t), V1(t)) and(Ṽ0(t), Ṽ1(t)) of
(V0, V1) through pairs of Legendrian line fields areequivalent up to contact isotopyif there
is an isotopyϕt of N which preservesC and
ϕt∗
(
Ṽ0(t), Ṽ1(t)
)
= (V0(t), V1(t))
for all t close enough to0. Two contact isotopiesϕt, ϕ̃t areequivalent up tot–dependent
conjugationif there is a contact isotopyft of (N, C) such thatft ◦ ϕt = ft ◦ ϕ̃t.
THEOREM 3.43 (Montgomery, [Mo2]).
(i) The space of deformation germs of(Ω(V0, V1),D) with its standard Engel struc-
ture is canonically isomorphic to the space of deformation germs(V0(t), V1(t))
of (V0, V1) of pairs of Legendrian line fields on(N, C) modulo contact isotopies.
This space has infinite dimension.
(ii) The space of deformation germs of the standard Engel structure onPC is equal to
the space of deformation germs of the identity through contact isotopies of(N, C)
modulot–dependent conjugation:Φt ∼ gt ◦ Φt ◦ g−1t .
PROOF. (i) We have constructed deformations of pairs of Legendrian line fields of
(N, C) from Engel deformations of(Ω(V0, V1),D0) and vice versa in Theorem 3.41. We
show next that these constructions are compatible with the equivalence relations in Defini-
tion 3.42.
Let Dt, D̃t be two equivalent deformation germs of the standard Engel structure on
Ω(V0, V1). Then there is an isotopy
ψt : Ω(V0, V1) −→ Ω(V0, V1)
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such thatψt∗D̃t = Dt. By Theorem 3.41 (i) the deformationsDt, D̃t correspond to Leg-
endrian line fields(V0(t), V1(t)) respectively(Ṽ0(t), Ṽ1(t)). We want to find a contact
isotopyft of (N, C) such thatft∗(Ṽi(t)) = Vi(t) for i = 0, 1. Let
ϕt : (Ω(V0, V1),Dt) −→ (Ω(V0(t), V1(t)),D0) ⊂ PC
ϕ̃t :
(
Ω(V0, V1), D̃t
)
−→
(
Ω(Ṽ0(t), Ṽ1(t)),D0
)
⊂ PC
be the Engel embeddings used in Theorem 3.41 (i). Then
Ft = ϕt ◦ ψt ◦ ϕ̃−1t : Ω(Ṽ0(t), Ṽ1(t)) −→ Ω(V0(t), V1(t))
is a diffeomorphism of two standard domains inPC preservingD0. HenceFt preserves the
fibers of pr: PC −→ N and the map
ft = pr ◦ Ft ◦ pr−1 : N −→ N
is a well defined contact map by Proposition 3.16. By the argument in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.16,ft induces and Engel diffeomorphism̃ft of PC which extendsFt. SinceFt maps
the boundary ofΩ(Ṽ0(t), Ṽ1(t)) to the boundary ofΩ(V0(t), V1(t)) we have
ft∗(Ṽi(t)) = Vi(t) for i = 0, 1 .
Thus the map from equivalent deformation germs of(Ω(V0, V1),D0) to the set of deforma-
tions germs of pairs of Legendrian line fields modulo contact isotopy is well defined.
Conversely, let(V0(t), V1(t)) and(Ṽ0(t), Ṽ1(t)) be deformations of(V0, V1) through
pairs of Legendrian line fields and letϕt be a contact isotopy of(N, C) with the property
thatϕt∗(Ṽ0(t), Ṽ1(t)) = (V0(t), V1(t)). We write
ψt : Ω(V0(t), V1(t)) −→ Ω(V0, V1)
ψ̃t : Ω(Ṽ0(t), Ṽ1(t)) −→ Ω(V0, V1)
for the maps constructed in Theorem 3.41 (ii). LetDt = ψ∗D0 andD̃t = ψ̃∗D0 be the
corresponding Engel deformations. By Proposition 3.16 the contact isotopyϕt induces an
isotopyϕ̃t of the standard Engel structure onPC. Thenψ−1t ◦ ϕ̃t ◦ ψ̃t mapsD̃t toDt. So
these deformation germs are equivalent.
It remains to show that the correspondence from Theorem 3.41 (i) and (ii) is inde-
pendent of choices up to Engel isotopy respectively contact isotopy. We only indicate the
argument. The only choice in the proof of Theorem 3.41 (i) was the choice of a section
N −→ Ω(V0, V1), we have chosen the sectionN × {π/4}. Any two sections ofΩ(V0, V1)
are isotopic through a familyσs, s = [0, 1] of sections which are transversal toWt for all
t close enough to0. In (i) of Theorem 3.41, the section is identified withN . The isotopy
can be used to construct a contact isotopy of(N, C) showing that the family of pairs of
Legendrian line fields obtained fromσ0 ' N andσ1 ' N are equivalent up to contact
isotopy.
Finally we have to show that the space of deformation germs of pairs of Legendrian
line fields modulo contact isotopies has infinite dimension. This is done in two steps. In
the first step we relate pairs of Legendrian line fields with ordinary differential equations
of second order
(24)
d2y
dx2
= G
(
x, y,
dy
dx
)
.
The second step consists of the construction of functional moduli distinguishing equiva-
lence classes of differential equations of type (24). For the second step we refer to [Arn ]
or [Car2].
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Let V0, V1 be a pair of Legendrian line fields on(N, C) such that these line fields span
the contact structure andp ∈ N . We consider a flow box(U, (x, y, z)) chart forV0 around
p such thatV0 = ∂z andp has the coordinates(0, 0, 0).
Let H be the plane{z = 0} throughp and pr : U → H the projection along the
z–direction. SinceV0 andV1 span a plane field, the projection pr∗(V1(q)) is a well defined
line in TH and we may assume that pr∗(V1(0, 0, 0)) is tangent to thex–axes inH.
For (x0, y0, z0) ∈ U let γ be the integral curve ofV1 through this point. If(x0, y0, z0)
is close enough to(0, 0, 0) we can view pr(γ) as the graph of a functionyγ(x) with
yγ(x0) = y0. SinceV0, V1 span a contact structure, the slope of the graph varies when
thez–coordinate of the base point ofγ varies, so
d
dz
(
dyγ
dx
(x0)
)
6= 0 .
Thus we can replace thez–coordinate bỹz = dyγdx (x0) on a small neighbourhood ofp. In
the new coordinates the contact structure is defined by the1–form dy − z̃dx. The second
derivative
d2yγ
dx2
(x0)
is a smooth functionF of (x0, y0, z̃0) while the slope of pr(γ) atx0 is just z̃0. The projec-
tion of an integral curveγ toH satisfies the differential equation
(25)
d2y
dx2
= F
(
x, y,
dy
dx
)
.
Conversely, a solutiong of (25) with initial conditions
g(x0) = y0 and
dg
dx
(x0) = z̃0
induces the integral curve(x, g(x), g′(x)) of V1 if (x0, y0, z̃0) is close enough to(0, 0, 0).
Now letϕt be a contact isotopy. If we apply the procedure above to the pair of Legen-
drian line fieldsV̂0 = ϕt∗V0, V̂1 = ϕt∗V1 we obtain coordinateŝx, ŷ, ẑ and a functionF̂
such that the differential equation
(26)
d2ŷ
dx̂2
= F̂
(
x̂, ŷ,
dŷ
dx̂
)
corresponds tôV0, V̂1. By definitionϕt : U −→ Û is a contact map which maps the
fibration pr : U −→ H to p̂r : Û −→ Ĥ. As in Example 2.3, this contact map is
actually induced by a local diffeomorphismH→H̃ which transforms (25) into (26). Hence
changingV0, V1 by a contact isotopy does not change the equivalence class of the resulting
differential equation.
(ii) Choose a sectionσ : N −→ PC ' N × RP1 and letϕt be the Poincaré return
map forWt. If ft is the isotopy from Gray’s theorem with the propertyft∗C0 = Ct then
ft ◦ ϕt ◦ f−1t is the contact isotopy of(N, C) associated toDt. Then
ψt ◦ ϕt ◦ ψ−1t : ψt(N) −→ ψt(N)
is the Poincaŕe return map forψt∗Wt of ψt(N). Let ht : ψt(N)→ψ0(N) be the map
induced by the leaves of̃Wt = ψt∗Wt. Then
(ht ◦ ψt) ◦ ϕt ◦ (ht ◦ ψt)−1 : ψ0(N)→ψ0(N)
is a contact map for the contact structure induced byẼt on ψ0(N) ' N . Using Gray’s
theorem again we obtain a contact isotopy of(N, C) which is conjugate to the contact
isotopy obtained fromDt.
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We omit the converse direction, i.e. conjugate contact isotopies yield equivalent Engel
deformations. Finally we show that the correspondence in (ii) does not depend on the
choice of a section.
Let σ0, σ1 be two sections ofPC. For |t| small enough,σ0 andσ1 are both transversal
to the characteristic foliation ofDt, we write Cit for the family of contact structures on
σi, i = 0, 1. These two sections are identified by the leaves of the characteristic foliation
of Dt. This induces a contact map
ft : (σ0(N), C0t ) −→ (σ1(N), C1t )
depending smoothly ont. If the deformations is small enough, we can apply Gray’s theo-
rem toCi0, i = 0, 1 and obtain diffeomorphism Let
h0t : (σ0(N), C0) −→ (σ0(N), C0t )
h1t : (σ1(N), C0) −→ (σ1(N), C1t )
preserving the contact structures. Then the contact isotopy fromDt of (σ0(N), C0) =
(N, C) and of(σ1(N), C0) = (N, C) are conjugate bygt = (h1t )−1 ◦ ft ◦ h0t .
LetDt andD̃t be equivalent germs of Engel deformations of the standard Engel struc-
ture onPC. By definition there is an isotopyψt of PC such thatψt∗D̃t = Dt. 
3.5. Engel vector fields
In this section we want to investigate the set of vector fields preserving a given Engel
structure on some manifoldM . We have already treated the case of contact vector fields in
Section 2.1.2. The results we obtain for Engel structures are similar.
DEFINITION 3.44. A vector field preserving the Engel structure is calledEngel vector
field. We denote the Lie algebra of Engel vector fields byχ(D). A vector field which
preserves an even contact structure is aneven contact vector field.
Of course a vector field which preservesD also has to preserve the associated even
contact structureE = [D,D]. Conversely, starting from a vector field preservingE we can
always find an Engel vector field.
LEMMA 3.45. LetX be a vector field preservingE . Then there is a unique sectionW
of the characteristic line fieldW such thatX̃ = X −W preservesD.
PROOF. LetU be an open subset ofM such thatW admits a sectionW without zeroes
onU and such that there is a1–formβ with the property
D
∣∣
U
= ker(α) ∩ ker(β) .
We choose a1–formγ such thatγ vanishes onW such thatα, β, γ are linearly independent
at each point ofU . The characteristic foliationW of E is defined by the3–formα ∧ dα.
SinceX preserves the even contact structure it also preserves the characteristic foliation.
The conditions oñX to preserveD are
(i) X̃ preservesE , i.e. there is a functiong such thatL eXα = gα, and
(ii) L eXβ = g1α+ g2β for smooth functionsg1, g2.
LXβ is a linear combination ofα, β andγ because it vanishes onW by
(LXβ)(W ) = LX(β(W ))− β(LXW ) = 0 .
On the other handLWβ = iWdβ also vanishes onW. Hence this form can also be written
asaα + bβ + cγ with differentiable functionsa, b, c on U . We fix a local sectionY of
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D which is linearly independent ofW . Then the Engel conditions imply[W,Y ] 6∈ D but
[W,Y ] ∈ E . Therefore
(LWβ)(Y ) = −β([W,Y ])
has no zeros. This implies means thathas no zeroes onU . Hence there is a unique
functionf with the property that
LXβ − fLWβ = LX−fWβ
is a linear combination ofα, β. By definition ofW, X̃ = X−fW also preservesE . Hence
X̃ satisfies condition (ii), sõX is an Engel vector field
Now we can coverM by open sets with the properties ofU . By the uniqueness of the
local construction we obtain a smooth global Engel vector fieldX̃ = X −W for a unique
sectionW of the characteristic line field. 
We assume thatE = [D,D] is a coorientable even contact structure with an orientable
characteristic foliation. Letα be a defining form ofE . As in the case of contact structures
treated in Section 2.7 we can associate the functionα(X) to each vector fieldX which
preservesE . Unlike in the case of contact structures this function is not arbitrary but it
has to satisfy a condition concerning its behaviour along the leaves ofW. Let hW be the
function with the property
(27) LWα = hWα .
If X preservesE , thenα(X) satisfies the identity
LW (α(X)) = iWdiXα = iWLXα− iW iXdα
= iXiWdα = hWα(X) .
DEFINITION 3.46. We define the subspaceC∞(α) of C∞(M) by
C∞(α) =
{
f ∈ C∞(M)
∣∣ LW f = hW f} .
Note that if we useW ′ = gW with a nowhere vanishing functiong then
LW ′α = ghWα .
If f satisfiesLW f = hW f then this function also satisfiesLW ′f = hW ′f . SoC∞(α)
depends only on the choice ofα. The functions inC∞(α) play the same role forχ(D) as
C∞(H) for the space of contact vector fields.
THEOREM 3.47. The map which assigns to each Engel vector fieldX the function
α(X) is a bijection ontoC∞(α).
PROOF. Suppose thatα(X) ≡ 0. ThenX is tangent toE and it has the properties
which we used to defineW. Therefore it is tangent toW. On the other hand the proof
of Lemma 3.45 shows that if a vector field is tangent toW and non–zero, then it does not
preserveD. SoX ≡ 0. This shows injectivity.
In order to prove surjectivity, choose a setTi of hypersurfaces transversal toW such
that every leaf ofW intersects at least one of these hypersurfaces. Now letf ∈ C∞(α).
We apply Proposition 2.7 tof
∣∣
Ti
and the contact formα
∣∣
Ti
in order to obtain a contact
vector fieldXi onTi. Using the flowϕt of W we can extendXi to an even contact vector
fieldX ′i on the orbit ofTi.
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We now show thatα(X ′i) = f . As a consequence ofLWα = hWα andLW f = hW f
we obtain
(α(X ′i))(ϕt(p)) = (α(ϕt∗Xi)) (ϕt(p)) = ((ϕ
∗
tα)(Xi)) (p)
= exp
(∫ t
0
hW ◦ ϕsds
)
(p) · (α(Xi))(pi)
= exp
(∫ t
0
hW ◦ ϕsds
)
(p) · f(p) = f(ϕt(p)) .
for p ∈ Ti. HenceX ′i satisfiesα(X ′i) = f . By Lemma 3.45 we can find Engel vector fields
X̃i by subtracting appropriate local sectionsWi of W fromX ′i.
It remains to show that the vector fields̃Xi are restrictions of one global Engel vector
field. This follows from injectivity which is already proved. Hence there is a global Engel
vector fieldX̃ with α(X̃) = f . 
The setC∞(α) depends on the choice ofα. A very simple situation occurs when we
can chooseα such thatLW (α∧ dα) = 0. SinceLW (α∧ dα) = iW
(
dα2
)
this assumption
impliesW ∈ ker(dα). SoLWα = 0 andC∞(α) consists of smooth functions which are
constant along the leaves ofW. Whether or not such a choice ofα is possible depends
only on the characteristic foliation. IfW admits a closed defining form it is said to be
volume–preserving. Under these assumptions the Engel structure admits an Engel vector
field whose properties are similar to those of Reeb vector field, cf.Lemma 2.6.
The following proposition does not require thatE is induced by an Engel structure.
PROPOSITION3.48. Let E be a coorientable even contact structure on a4–manifold
M and letW be the characteristic foliation. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) There is a defining formα for E and a vector fieldR such thatα(R) = 1 and
iRdα = 0. The vector fieldR is well defined only up to addition of a vector field
tangent toW.
If E = [D,D] is induced by an Engel structureD then there is a unique Engel
vector field with the same properties asR.
(ii) W can be defined by a closed form.
PROOF. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let α be a defining form forE and letR be a vector field as
in (i). The characteristic foliation is tangent to the kernel of the3-form α ∧ (dα). Then
d (α ∧ dα) = (dα)2 is a form of top degree onM . It is zero becauseiR((dα)2) ≡ 0. Thus
W can be defined by a closed form.
(ii) ⇒ (i) There is a closed defining formη for W. Let α̃ be a defining form for
E . Thenα̃ ∧ dα̃ is another defining form forW. Hence there exists a functionf without
zeroes such thatη = f
(
α̃ ∧ (dα̃)n−1
)
. Since bothη and−η are closed and defineW, we
may assumef = eg > 0. Thenα = ef/2α̃ is a defining form forE such that
α ∧ dα = fα̃ ∧ dα̃ = η
is closed. Hence(dα)2 = 0 and the kernel ofdα is 2–dimensional. Using the non–
integrability ofE and the properties of the characteristic foliation one can show thatE ∩
ker(dα) = W.
Choose a complement ofW in kerdα. This is also a complement ofE in TM . In par-
ticular it is orientable. Thus we can find a nowhere vanishing sectionR f this complement
such thatα(R) = 1. By construction we haveiRdα = 0 soR preservesα and the even
contact structure.
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If E = [D,D] is induced by an Engel structure we use Lemma 3.45 to obtain a Reeb
vector field for the Engel structure which depends on the choice of the defining formα
within the class of one–forms whose exterior derivative has rank2. 
Let α be a contact form on a3–manifoldN . When we apply the prolongation con-
struction discussed in Section 3.2.2 to the contact structureC = ker(α) we obtain an Engel
structureD on the total space of the circle bundle pr: PC → N . Then pr∗α is a form onPC
which definesE = [D,D]. Obviouslydpr∗α has rank two everywhere. The characteristic
foliation of D is volume preserving since it corresponds to the fibers of a fibers bundle.
Among the different lifts of the Reeb vector fieldR of α to PC there is one unique lift̃R
which preservesD.
The following more interesting example is due to R. Montgomery. In [Mo2] it is used
to show that the space of infinitesimal automorphisms of an Engel structure can have finite
dimension. We use Theorem 3.47 to prove this fact.
EXAMPLE 3.49 ([Mo2]). Let Σ be an orientable surface of genusg(Σ) ≥ 2 with a
hyperbolic Riemannian metric and letN = S1Σ ⊂ T ∗Σ be the circle bundle of1–forms
of unit length. OnN there is a1–formλ defined by
λ(V ) = α(pr∗(V )) for V ∈ TαN .
The contact structure kerλ is trivial because it is coorientable and it is tangent to the ori-
entable circle bundleS1T ∗Σ.
We fix a trivializationC1, C2 of C. LetR be the Reeb vector field ofλ. The horizontal
lifts of these vector fields toN × S1 are denoted by the same symbols. We writeϕ for the
coordinate on the second factor ofN × S1. The vector fields
Wε =
∂
∂ϕ
+ εR
X = cos(ϕ)C1 + sin(ϕ)C2
span an Engel structureDε if |ε| is small enough. The characteristic foliation ofDε is
spanned byWε. A defining form ofEε = [Dε,Dε] is
λε = pr∗λ− εdϕ .
The characteristic foliationWε is volume preserving becausedαε has rank two for allε.
Since
αε(R) = α(R) = 1
iRdαε = pr∗ (iRdα) = 0 ,
R preservesEε. HoweverR does not preserveDε in general. By Lemma 3.45 we can find a
vector field preservingDε if we subtract an appropriate multiple ofWε. SinceR is a Reeb
vector field it preservesC. With
Y = [∂ϕ, X] = − sin(ϕ)C1 + cos(ϕ)C2
we can decompose[R,X] = fX + gY as linear combination ofX,Y . Then[
R− g
1 + gε
Wε, X
]
=
(
f − fg
1 + εg
)
X −
(
LX
(
g
1 + εg
))
Wε
is tangent toDε. So the Engel vector field corresponding toR̃ is
R̃− g
1 + gε
Wε .
One can easily check that1 + gε never vanishes ifDε is an Engel structure.
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We can view the characteristic foliation ofDε as the foliation on the mapping torus of
the diffeomorphismψ2πε whereψt is the flow ofR onN . The flow ofR onN is conjugate
to the geodesic flow ofΣ on the circle bundleS1TM . Since geodesic flow of a hyperbolic
surface is ergodic, cf. [Pat], the onlyψ2πε–invariant functions onN are constant. Hence
C∞ (αε) contains exactly the constant functions ifε 6= 0.
By Theorem 3.47 this implies that the space of diffeomorphisms preserving the Engel
structureDε is one–dimensional forε 6= 0. It has infinite dimension ifε = 0 by Proposi-
tion 3.16.
3.6. Analogues of Gray’s theorem
We have already discussed Gray’s theorem for contact structures in Section 2.1.1. Here
we give a proof for similar theorems for even contact structures and Engel structures. These
theorems and the proofs can be stated in a very similar way.
We have discussed a deformation of an Engel structure through Engel structures in
Example 3.49. In this example, the characteristic foliation ofD0 consists of closed leaves
while the characteristic foliations of all other Engel structures in the family have dense
leaves. Therefore the assumption on the characteristic foliation in (ii) and (iii) is really
necessary.
THEOREM 3.50 (Gray, Golubev, [Gr, Gol ]). The following smooth families of distri-
butions on a compact manifoldM are parameterized byt ∈ [0, 1].
(i) LetCt be a family of contact structures on an odd dimensional manifoldM . Then
there is an isotopyφt ofM such thatφt∗C0 = Ct.
(ii) LetEt be a family of even contact structures on an even dimensional manifoldM
such that the characteristic line fieldWt is constant. Then there exists an isotopy
φt ofM such thatφt∗E0 = Et.
(iii) LetDt be a family of Engel structures on a four manifoldM such that the char-
acteristic line fieldWt is constant. Then there is an isotopyφt onM such that
φt∗D0 = Dt.
The proof is based on the Moser method. The first case can be found in [Mar ]. Part
(ii) of this theorem seems to be well known to the experts but we did not find a proof in
the literature. The third case was treated by A. Golubev in [Gol] who uses defining forms.
Our proof is an adapted version of the method found in [Mar ], this has the advantage that
we do not restrict ourselves to structures with global defining forms. We first explain some
propositions used in all three cases.
We need a description of the tangent bundle of then-dimensional real projective space
in terms of other canonical bundles overRPn. The tautological bundleτ is defined by
τ = {(v, [x]) ∈ Rn+1 × RPn|v ∈ [x]} .
The other canonical bundle is the universal quotient bundleQ = R
n+1×RPn
τ .
PROPOSITION 3.51. The tangent bundle of the real projective space is canonically
isomorphic toHom(τ,Q).
PROOF. Let κ : Rn+1 \ {0} −→ RPn be the projection map. The tangent bundle of
Rn+1 \ {0} is isomorphic to the trivial vector bundleRn+1 \ {0}×Rn+1 overRn+1 \ {0}.
We claim that
f : Hom(τ,Q) −→ TRPn(
ψ : X 7−→ [Y ]
)
7−→ κ∗(X,Y ) for X 6= 0
is a well defined isomorphism of vector bundles.
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Let Ỹ be another representative of[Y ]. ThenỸ − Y is an element ofτ i.e. a multiple
of X. Thereforeκ∗ maps this difference to zero. Now let̃X = λX with λ 6= 0. Consider
the commutative diagram
Rn+1 \ {0} κ //
λ·

RPn
id

Rn+1 \ {0} κ // RPn
whereλ· means multiplication byλ. With ψ(X̃) = [Ỹ ] we have the relation
κ∗(X̃, Ỹ ) = κ∗(λX, λY ) = κ∗(X,Y ) .
Thereforef is well defined. It is obviously linear and preserves base points.
Let ψ ∈ ker(f). For allX ∈ τ in the same fiber asψ andψ(X) = [Y ], we have
κ∗(X,Y ) = 0. This impliesY ∈ [X] and thereforeψ(X) = 0 ∈ Q. Henceψ = 0 ∈
Hom(τ,Q). This shows thatf is injective.
Finally, both bundles have rankn, sof is an isomorphism. 
Next we introduce some bundles associated to variations of a smooth distribution
on M . To this end, it is helpful to interpret a distribution of codimension one on an–
dimensional manifold as a section of the projective bundlePT ∗M . A family of distribu-
tions corresponds to a familyσt of sections of the projective bundle. Depending on the case
in question,σt will be a differentiable family of contact structures, even contact structures
or a subdistribution of an even contact structure (this is the Engel case).
Let pr : PT ∗M −→ M be the bundle projection. The kernelV of pr∗ is a subbundle
of T (PT ∗M). Elements of this bundle will be calledvertical. Pulling backV by σt we
obtain a family of vector bundlesσ∗t V overM .
PROPOSITION3.52. There is a one–to–one correspondence between sections ofσ∗t V
and1–jets of variations ofσt.
PROOF. We may assumet = 0. Let [σs] be the1-jet of a variation ofσ0 represented
by σs for s ∈ (−ε, ε) with ε > 0. In order to obtain a section ofσ∗0V , let p ∈ M
and consider the differentiable curveσs(p) ∈ PT ∗pM . This curve represents a tangent
vector inTσ0(p)PT ∗pM , the tangent vector depends only on the1–jet of the curve. Since
pr(σs(p)) = p for all possibles, it is a vertical tangent vector. Thus we get a section of
σ∗0V depending only on the1-jet of σs ats = 0. We will denote this section bẏσ0.
Now letX : M −→ σ∗0V be a section. We viewX as section ofV alongσ0. Extend
this to a vertical smooth vector field̃X on PT ∗M and letΦs be the flow ofX̃. Then
σs = Φs ◦ σ0 is a variation ofσ0. When we produced a section ofσ∗0V from this variation
as in the beginning of this proof, we obtainX. 
The following notation was already used in Proposition 3.51, nevertheless we hope that
no confusion is possible. The tautological bundleτ overPT ∗M is the real line bundle
τ = {(α, [ψ]) ∈ pr∗T ∗M |α ∈ [ψ]} .
The universal quotient bundle isQ = pr∗T ∗M/τ . Let κ : T ∗M \M −→ PT ∗M be the
projection map.
Denote byVp, τp respectivelyQp the bundlesV, τ andQ restricted to the fiberPT ∗pM
of PT ∗M overp ∈ M . ThusVp, τp andQp are bundles over a real projective space. The
tangent bundle of the fiberPT ∗pM is Vp. By Proposition 3.51, there is a canonical isomor-
phism betweenVp and Hom(τp, Qp) for all p ∈M . We can identifyV and Hom(τ,Q).
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Observe that a fiber ofτ over a pointσ ∈ PT ∗M consists exactly of the cotangent vec-
tors ofM whose kernel (this is a subspace ofTpr(σ)M ) contains the hyperplane represented
by σ. The fiberQσ can be interpreted as dual vector space of the kernel ofσ.
REMARK 3.53. In order to apply the Moser method, we need to define aLie derivative
for sections inPT ∗M . Let σ be such a section and letX be a smooth vector field onM
andp ∈ M . Let φt be the flow ofX. Since every distribution of codimension one has
a local defining form, there is a neighbourhoodU of p and a one–formω onU such that
κ(ω) = σ
∣∣
U
andω is unique up to multiplication with functions without zeroes onU . The
curve(φ∗tω)(p) represents a tangent vector inTω(p)(T
∗M) and we defineLXσ(p) by
(LXσ) (p) := κ∗
(
d(φ∗tω)(p)
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
)
∈ Tσ(p)PT ∗M .
This does not depend on the choice ofω since for a smooth functiong
d(φ∗t (gω))(p)
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
(
LXg
)
(p)ω(p) + g(p)
(
d(φt(ω))(p)
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
)
andω lies in the kernel ofκ∗ : Tω(p)(T ∗M) −→ Tσ(p)PT ∗M . Furthermore,(LXσ)(p) is
vertical since
pr
(
(φ∗tω)(p)
)
= p
for all t. ThusLXσ is a well defined section ofσ∗V .
LEMMA 3.54. Let σt with t ∈ [0, 1] be a differentiable family of smooth sections of
PT ∗M and letXt be a differentiable family of smooth vector fields onM . Letφt be the
flow ofXt. Then the following assertions
(i) φ∗tσ0 = σt for all t ∈ [0, 1]
(ii) LXtσt = σ̇t for all t ∈ [0, 1]
are equivalent.
The notationσ̇t was defined in the proof of Proposition 3.52.
PROOF. Both conditions are local, thus we can prove the lemma using one–forms
representingσt on open sets. Letp ∈ M and t0 ∈ [0, 1]. Choose a neighbourhoodU
of p such that there exists a differentiable family of one-formsωt defined onφ
−1
t U for
t ∈ (t0 − ε, t0 + ε) with ε > 0. We denoteddtωt by ω̇t. Then
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
(
φ−1∗t ωt
)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
(
φ−1∗t (ωt0 + (t− t0)ω̇t0 + o(t− t0))
)
= φ−1∗t0
(
−LXt0ωt0 + ω̇t0
)
on the neighbourhoodU of p. This shows thatφ−1∗t σt is constant if and only ifLXtσt = σ̇t
for all t ∈ [0, 1], i.e. if and only if there is a family of functionsft such thatLXtωt =
ω̇t + ftωt. 
REMARK 3.55. Let ω be a one-form onM andφ a diffeomorphism ofM . Then(
φ−1∗ω
)
(φ∗(Xp)) = ω(φ−1∗ (φ∗(Xp))) = ω(Xp).
Thus the map
ker(ω) −→ ker(φ−1∗ω)
X 7−→ φ∗X
is a bijection. Ifσ0, σ1 are two sections ofPT ∗M such thatφ∗σ0 = σ1, then kerσ0 =
φ∗ (kerσ1). This relates condition (i) in Lemma 3.54 to the conditions in Theorem 3.50.
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Given a family of contact structures respectively even contact structuresσt on a com-
pact manifold, we consideṙσt and look for vector fieldsXt such thatLXtσt = σ̇t. Then
the flow ofXt is an isotopy with the properties stated in Theorem 3.50.
PROOF OFTHEOREM 3.50. (i) Let σt be a family of contact structures on the(2n+1)-
dimensional compact manifoldM . Consider the map
Γ(ker(σt)) = Γ(Ct) −→ σ∗t V
X 7−→ LXσt.
This map is linear over smooth functions becauseiXω = 0 for all formsω representingσt
on some open set ofM . Therefore, its value atlround0− − handlesp depends only on
Xp and it can therefore be considered as a linear map
ψt : Ct −→ σ∗t V
Xp 7−→ LXσt = κ∗ ((iXdω)(p)) ,
whereω is a1-form on a neighbourhood ofp representingσt.
This map is injective becausedω is non-degenerate on kerω by the definition of contact
structures. Furthermore, the rank ofCt is 2n and the rank ofV is also2n. Henceψt is an
isomorphism of vector bundles for allt.
Thus for allt ∈ [0, 1], there is a unique sectionXt of Ct = ker(σt) such thatLXtσt =
σ̇t. BecauseCt is a differentiable family of contact structures,Xt is a differentiable family
of smooth vector fields. SinceM was assumed to be compact, the flowφt of Xt is well
defined. By Lemma 3.54,φt has the desired properties. 
PROOF OFTHEOREM 3.50. (ii) Let Et = ker(σt) be a family of even contact struc-
tures on the2n-dimensional compact manifoldM . Recall that we identify Hom(τ,Q)
with V and we will interpret the fiberQσ overσ ∈ PT ∗M as dual vector space of ker(σ).
The bundleσ∗t V contains all possible first order variations ofσt, cf. Proposition 3.52, this
includes variations of the distinguished line field.
We only consider variations ofσt such that the characteristic line field of the corre-
sponding even contact structure is constant. The subbundleVW ⊂ V
VW =
{
v ∈ Hom(τ,Q)
∣∣v(ω) ≡ 0 onW for ω ∈ τ}
takes this restriction into account. It has codimension one inV and the sections ofσ∗t VW
correspond exactly to those1–jets of variations ofσtsuch thatW is contained in all even
contact structures of the variation. In particular,σ̇t is a section ofσ∗t VW for all t. Like in
the case of contact structures, we consider the linear map
ψt : ker(σt) = Et −→ σ∗t VW
Xp 7−→ LXσt = κ∗ ((iXdω)(p)) .
whereω is representingσt on a neighbourhood ofp ∈ M . It is well defined since
(iXdω)
∣∣
W = 0 by definition ofW, recall thatX ∈ Et. Also by the definition ofW,
the kernel ofψt is preciselyW.
The rank ofEt is 2n−1, the rank ofVW is therefore2n−2. We choose a differentiable
family of complementsHt of W in Et. This can be done using a constant Riemannian
metric onM and taking orthogonal complements. On these complements,ψt i injective
and bothHt andσ∗t VW have rank2n− 2. Henceψt : Ẽt −→ σ∗t VW is an isomorphism for
all t.
Define the vector fieldXt as the unique section ofHt satisfyingLXtσt = σ̇t. Because
M is supposed to be compact, the flowφt of Xt is well defined and is an isotopy with
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φ∗tσ0 = σt and henceφt∗Et = E0 by Lemma 3.54 and the remark following this lemma.

Note that in this case we had to choose complements. If we would have made another
choice for these complements we would have obtained a different vector field.
PROOF OFTHEOREM 3.50. (iii) Let Dt be a differentiable family of Engel structures
on the compact four manifoldM such that the characteristic line field remains constant. By
the second case of Theorem 3.50, we can choose an isotopyφ̃t of M such that̃φ∗tEt = E0.
Thus we may assume that the associated even contact structures ofDt are constant. We
denote this even contact structure byE .
Now the Engel structuresDt are subbundles ofE of codimension one and they can
therefore be interpreted as sections ofp̃r : PE∗ −→ M . For this projective bundle we
define again the vertical tangent vectors byṼ = ker(p̃r∗). OnPE∗, there is the tautological
bundleτ̃ defined by
τ̃ = {(α, [ψ]) ∈ p̃r∗E∗|α ∈ [ψ]}
and the universal quotient bundlẽQ = p̃r∗E/τ̃ .
Again we can identifỹV with Hom(τ̃ , Q̃) by Proposition 3.51. Let̃κ : E∗ \M −→
PE∗ be the projection map. In order to finish the proof, we will need some refinements
of tools we have already used. The first concerns the definition of the Lie derivative in
Remark 3.53, the second refinement is a special version of Lemma 3.54. Although we will
use the notation adapted to our case, the refinements work in general and not only in the
case of even contact structures.
REMARK 3.56. Let E be a distribution of corank one inTM andY a vector field on
M which leavesE invariant. We consider smooth sectionsσ̃ of PE∗. The Lie derivative
LY σ̃ can be defined as follows. Fix a complementF of E in TM . On a small open
neighbourhoodU of p ∈ M the sectioñσ
∣∣
U
can be represented be a one–formω on E
∣∣
U
.
We extendω from E
∣∣
U
to a one–formω̂ defined onTM
∣∣
U
by requiringω̂
∣∣
F = 0. We
define a Lie derivative by
LY σ̃(p) = κ̃∗
(
(LX ω̂)
∣∣
Ep
)
∈ Tσ̃(p)PE∗ .
This does not depend on the choice ofF since for a sectionX of E
∣∣
U
we have
(LY ω̂)(X) = LY (ω̂(X))− ω̂(LYX) = LY (ω(X))− ω(LYX) .
The last term vanishes sinceY preservesE . HenceLY σ̃
∣∣
U
does not depend on the choice
of the extension̂ω. The proof that this definition does not depend on the choice ofω is
exactly the same as in Remark 3.53.
LEMMA 3.57. Let σt with t ∈ [0, 1] be a differentiable family of smooth sections of
PE∗ and letXt be a continuous family of smooth vector fields onM such thatXt preserves
E . Letφt be the flow ofXt. Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) φ∗tσ0 = σt for all t ∈ [0, 1].
(ii) LXtσt = σ̇t for all t ∈ [0, 1].
The definition ofσ̇t for sections inPE∗ is similar to the definition in the case of sections
of PT ∗M .
PROOF. We first fix a complement ofE in TM and we thereby obtain a smooth family
of local one–formŝωt of locally defined representativesωt ∈ ΓE∗ of σ̃t. (We extendωt by
zero on the complement ofE ⊂ TM .) In this situation, we can do the same calculation as
in the proof of Lemma 3.54 witĥωt instead ofωt. The same arguments as in Lemma 3.54
prove the desired result. 
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We only allow variations of the Engel structure such thatW ⊂ Dt for all t. So, as
in the proof of the second case of Theorem 3.50, we will consider only a subbundle ofṼ ,
namely the bundlẽVW defined by
ṼW =
{
ṽ ∈ Hom(τ̃ , Q̃)
∣∣ṽ(ω̃) = 0 onW for ω̃ ∈ τ̃} .
The rank ofṼW is one. SinceW ⊂ Dt = ker(σ̃t) and all sections ofW preserveE , the
map
ψ̃t : W −→ σ̃∗t ṼW
W 7−→ LW σ̃t = κ̃∗
(
(iWdω̃)
∣∣
E
)
is well defined as a map of vector bundles (cf. the proof of the first case of Theorem 3.50).
Note that we restrict ourselves toW. We could have takenDt ⊃ W as domain, but sections
Dt do not preserveE while sections ofW do. The mapψ̃t is surjective becauseDt is an
Engel structure. Both bundles have the same rank.
Thusψ̃t is an isomorphism of vector bundles. For everyt ∈ [0, 1] we can find a unique
sectionWt of W such thatLWt σ̃t = ˙̃σt. The flow ofWt has the desired properties by
Lemma 3.57. 
CHAPTER 4
Round handles
A round handle of dimension and indexk is Rk = Dk × Dn−k−1 × S1. Round
handle decompositions of manifolds were used by D. Asimov ([As1, As2]) for the study of
flow manifolds. A flow manifold is a manifold with a non–singular vector fieldW which
is transversal to the boundary. In particular Engel manifolds with transversal boundary
are flow manifolds if the characteristic foliation is orientable. We will always write∂+M
for those boundary components whereW points outwards and∂−M for the remaining
boundary components.
D. Asimov shows in [As1] that every flow manifold can be decomposed into round
handles and uses round handle decompositions for the construction of vector fields without
zeroes which are structurally stable. One of the most important results in [As1] is Theo-
rem 4.6 which says that every manifold of dimensionn 6= 3 with vanishing Euler charac-
teristic admits a round handle decomposition and a non–singular Morse Smale vector field.
J. Morgan showed that the analogous statement is wrong in dimension3, cf. [Mor ].
We sketch a proof of Theorem 4.6 using the close relation between ordinary handles
and round handles, cf. Lemma 4.8. For the proof of the existence theorem in Chapter 6
we will use round handle decompositions of closed parallelizable manifolds with only one
round handle of index3. Starting from a convex contact structure on a3–manifoldN we
construct an Engel structure together with a round handle decomposition ofN × S1. The
characteristic foliation of this Engel structure is transversal to the boundary of submanifolds
which consist of the round handles. The same method will be used in the construction of
model Engel structures on round handles. In Section 4.1.2 we use it in the discussion of a
question of J. Adachi, cf. [Ad].
In Section 4.2 we describe model Engel structures on round handles. Because of their
symmetry we discuss round handles of index0 and3 respectively1 and2 together. The
case of index0, 3 in Section 4.2.1 uses a concrete example of a convex contact structure
on S3. In Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3 we construct model Engel structures on round
handles of index1 and2 which are compatible with a symplectic structureω, i.e. their
characteristic foliation is spanned by a vector fieldW such thatLWω is a constant multiple
of ω.
This leads to differences between our first and our second construction. In our first
construction there is a one–to–one correspondence between closed leaves of the character-
istic foliation and round handles. This is not the case in the second construction. Moreover,
in our second construction, the overtwistedness of the contact structures on the boundaries
will be important. In the first construction all contact structures on transversal boundaries
will be tight.
Some of the properties of the model Engel structures are summarized in Lemma 4.24
and Lemma 4.26. In Section 4.3 we discuss similarities between model Engel structures
on round handles of index1 and2. In particular we explain how to remove corners when
we attach round1–handles. If we cut of suitable symmetric neighbourhoods of∂+R1 res
∂−R2, then the smoothened boundaries are again transversal to the characteristic foliation
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and we can compare the contact structure and the homotopy class of the intersection line
field on the new boundaries ofR1 .
These similarities will be used in our first construction of Engel structures in Chapter 5.
The model Engel structures on round1–handles will also be used in our second construction
in Chapter 6. In Chapter 6 we will discuss more model Engel structures on round handles
of index2 and3.
4.1. Generalities
We have shown above that a manifold carrying an Engel structure also admits a line
field, namely the characteristic foliation of the Engel structure. Hence the Euler character-
istic ofM has to vanish. We now look for decompositions of manifolds which reflect this
particular property of Engel manifolds.
DEFINITION 4.1. A flow manifoldis a pair(M,∂−M) whereM is a smooth connected
manifold and∂−M is the union of some connected components of the boundary such that
there is a vector fieldV without zeroes onM pointing inward along∂−M and outward
along∂+M := ∂M \ ∂−M . (The cases∂M = ∅, ∂−M = ∅, ∂+M = ∅ are allowed.)
For the proof of the following lemma we refer to [As1].
LEMMA 4.2. (M,∂−M) is a flow manifold if and only ifχ(M) = χ(∂−M) =
χ(∂+M).
Recall that a handle of dimensionn and indexk ∈ {0, . . . , n} is defined to behk =
Dk ×Dn−k. We write
∂−hk = ∂Dk × Dn−k
∂+hk = Dk × ∂Dn−k .
Suppose we have an Engel manifold with transversal boundary. If we attach a handle
hk = Dk×D4−k of indexk ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} toM , the Euler characteristic changes by(−1)k.
Therefore there is no Engel structure onM ∪ Hk such that the boundary ofM ∪ Hk is
transversal. In view of the relative simplicity of Engel manifolds on transversal boundaries
it is nevertheless desirable to maintain this property.
So instead of attaching handles one should attach building blocks toM without chang-
ing the Euler characteristic. Round handles have this property. They were first studied in
[As1, As2]. In this section we explain the results of [As1] we are going to use later.
DEFINITION 4.3. A round handleof dimensionn and indexk ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} is
Rk = Dk ×Dn−k−1 × S1 .
The boundary∂Rk contains two subsets
∂−Rk = ∂Dk × Dn−k−1 × S1
∂+Rk = Dk × ∂Dn−k−1 × S1 .
We writex1, . . . , xk for the coordinates onDk, y1, . . . , yn−k−1 for the coordinates on
Dn−k−1 andt for the usual parameterization ofS1.
SupposeM is a manifold of dimension and letϕ : ∂−Rk→∂M be an embedding.
Consider the equivalence relation onM ∪ Rk generated byx ∼ ϕ(x) for x ∈ ∂−Rk. Just
like in the case of ordinary handles, the quotient space
M̃ = M ∪Rk/ ∼= M ∪ϕ Rk
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is a manifold with corners. The corners correspond to∂Dk×∂Dn−k−1×S1 ⊂ Rk. There
is a canonical procedure to obtain manifolds with boundary from manifolds with corners
which is described in [Dou]. However this method does not work well when one wants to
preserve structures on the boundary. In our situation it will be easier to cut off a part ofRk
and we will describe the procedure for the attaching of round one–handles in detail later.
The attaching of round handle of index2, for round3 handles there are no corners. We say
that the resulting manifold̃M is obtained fromM by attaching a round handle of indexk.
Attaching round handles to a flow manifold(M,∂−M) one can easily obtain new flow
manifolds. Fix a vector fieldV on M with the properties of the definition above and
consider the vector field
Wk = −
k∑
l=1
xl
∂
∂xl
+
n−k−1∑
l=1
yl
∂
∂yl
+
∂
∂t
onRk. Notice thatWk points outward along∂+Rk and inward along∂−Rk. For a given
attaching mapϕ : ∂−Rk → ∂+M one can refine the attaching procedure such that the
vector fieldWk extendsV to a vector field oñM which shows that(M̃, ∂−M) is a flow
manifold. The corners can be smoothened by the standard procedure from [Dou] while
keeping the vector field smooth and transversal to the boundary. Of course one can also
attachRk by a map∂−Rk → ∂−M and use−Wk to show that the resulting manifold
(M̃, ∂M̃ \ ∂+M) is again a flow manifold.
If M is even–dimensional every component of the boundary ofM has odd dimen-
sionen. Therefore the Euler characteristic of∂−M vanishes. Thus(M,∂−M) is a flow
manifold if and only ifχ(M) = 0, independently of the choice of∂−M ⊂ ∂M . This
shows that attaching a round handle to an even–dimensional flow manifold again yields
a flow manifold (with vanishing Euler characteristic). We shall see in Lemma 4.8 that
attaching round handles to a compact manifold does never change the Euler characteristic.
REMARK 4.4. LetM ′ = M ∪ Rk be an–dimensional manifold andk ≤ n − 2. We
attach a round handle of indexl to ∂+M ′ using an embeddingϕ : ∂−Rl −→ ∂+M ′. Then
we can isotopeϕ such thatϕ
(
∂Dl × {0} × S1
)
is transversal to{0}× ∂Dn−k−1×S1. If
l < k
dim(∂Dl × {0} × S1) + dim({0} × ∂Dn−k−1 × S1) = n− 1− (k − l) ,
henceϕ can be isotoped such thatϕ(∂Dl × {0} × S1) is disjoint from{0} × ∂Dn−k−1 ×
S1 ⊂ ∂+Rk. With the flow of a smooth vector field which points radially away from
{0}×∂Dn−k−1×S1, we can isotopeϕ further to obtain an attaching map̃ϕ whose image
does not meet∂+Rk. Thus(M ∪ Rk) ∪ϕ Rl is diffeomorphic to(M ∪eϕ Rl) ∪ Rk. Thus
we can rearrange a given round handle decomposition of a manifold such that the round
handles are ordered according to their index. Notice that contrary to the case of ordinary
handles, two round handles of the same index cannot be interchanged in general.
DEFINITION 4.5. If M is obtained from the disjoint union of finitely many round
handles of index0 by attaching round handles of higher index successively, i.e.
M =
(
. . .
(⋃
R0
)
∪ϕ1 Rβ1 . . .
)
∪ϕk Rβk
with βi ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} for i = 1, . . . , k we say that we have around handle decomposi-
tion of M .
If a closed manifoldM admits a round handle decomposition then the Euler charac-
teristic ofM has to vanish because we can use the round handle decomposition for the
construction of a non–singular vector field. If the dimension ofM is 2, one can prove
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the converse direction using explicit decompositions of the Klein bottle and the torus into
round handles. The following theorem treats manifolds whose dimension is at least four.
THEOREM 4.6 (Asimov, [As1]). A closed, connected manifold of dimensionn ≥ 4
admits a decomposition into round handles if and only ifχ(M) = 0. This decomposition
can be chosen such that there is only one round0–handle and one round3–handle.
The statement is trivial in dimension one and it can be checked directly in dimension
two, i.e. forT 2 and the Klein bottle. For manifolds of dimension3, the analogous statement
is wrong.
THEOREM4.7 (Morgan, [Mor ]). LetP 6' S2×S1 be an orientable prime3–manifold.
M admits a decomposition into round handles if and only ifP is the union of non–trivial
Seifert spaces attached to one another along components of their boundaries.
The manifolds formed from Seifert spaces form a special class of3–manifolds; they
were classified by Waldhausen [Wal]. The case of non–prime manifoldsP is also solved
in [Mor ] when no summand of the decomposition ofM is diffeomorphic toS2 × S1.
Moreover Morgan also shows thatM#k(S2 × S1) admits a round handle decomposition
if k is large enough.
One of the ingredients of the proof of Theorem 4.6 is the fact that every smooth mani-
fold admits a decomposition into ordinary handles. This can be shown using Morse theory.
Now let ϕk : ∂−hk → ∂M andϕl : ∂−hl → ∂M be attaching maps for ordinary
handles. We say thathk andhl are attachedindependentlyif ϕk andϕl have disjoint
images.
The second important ingredient of the proof of Theorem 4.6 is the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.8 (Asimov, [As1]). LetM be a manifold andk ≥ 1. Suppose that̃M is
obtained fromM by attaching a handle of indexk and a handle of indexk+1 independently
to the same connected component of∂M . (If k = 1 it suffices that only one connected
component of∂−h1 gets mapped to same connected component of∂M as∂−h2.)
ThenM̃ is diffeomorphic to a manifold obtained fromM by attaching a round handle
of indexk.
Conversely a round handle of indexk can be decomposed into a handle of indexk and
a handle of indexk + 1. Attaching a round handle to a compact manifold does not change
the Euler characteristic.
This lemma allows us to obtain round handle decompositions of manifolds with a given
decomposition into ordinary handles. This will be useful for the construction of explicit
examples of Engel manifolds, so we sketch the proof Lemma 4.8.
SKETCH OF PROOF FORLEMMA 4.8. Fix p ∈ ϕk+1(Sk×{0}) and an embedded path
c : I −→ ∂(M ∪ϕk hk) with the properties
(i) c(0) = p
(ii) c(1) = ϕk((q1, q2)) with (q1, q2) ∈ Sk−1 × Sn−k−1 ⊂ ∂−hk
(iii) c(1/2) = ϕk((−q1, q2))
(iv) c does not meetϕk+1(Sk × {0}) orϕk(Sk−1 × Sn−k−1) at other times.
(v) ċ is orthogonal toϕk+1(Sk×{0}) andϕk(Sk−1×Sn−k−1) with respect to some
metric.
Such a path exists becausehk andhk+1 are attached independently. Now fix a complete
vector fieldC on∂(M ∪ϕk hk) extendingċ. Forε > 0 consider the flowψ1+ε of C at time
1 + ε. Letϕk+1 = ψ1+ε ◦ ϕk+1. Sinceϕk+1 is isotopic toϕk+1 we obtain diffeomorphic
manifolds when we attachk+1 usingϕk+1 or ϕk+1. So from now on we useϕk+1. The
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effect of this operation is that we have dragged the attaching sphere ofhk+1 over∂+hk.
Now consider
hk ∪ hk+1 ⊂ (M ∪ϕk hk) ∪ϕk+1 hk+1 .
This set can be identified with a round handle of indexk. We explain this forn = 3 and
k = 1. The general case is carried out in [As1].
We focus on the situation nearc(1). The shape of the setsϕ1(∂−h1) andϕ2(∂−h2) ∩
∂+M is drawn in Figure 1. The disc is a connected component ofϕ1(∂−h1) and the
Γ
c(1) (p)1+εΨ
FIGURE 1.
bold arcΓ represents the part of the image of the attaching circle ofh2 underϕ2 which is
contained in a neighbourhood ofc(1) in ∂M . If one connects the endpoints ofΓ in the disc
ϕ1(∂−h1) as indicated by the dashed curve, we can identify the union of the two regions
depicted in the figure withD1 × S1. This corresponds to one connected component of
∂−R1 = ∂D1 ×D1 × S1. This identification extends to an identification ofh1 ∪ h2 with
R1.
Now we show how to decompose a round handle of indexk into two ordinary handles.
ConsiderRk = Dk × Dn−k−1 × S1. The last factorS1 can be decomposed into a one–
dimensional0–handle and a one–dimensional1–handle, both are diffeomorphic toD1.
ThusRk can be decomposed intohk = Dk × (Dn−k−1 ×D1) andhk+1 = (Dk ×D1)×
Dn−(k+1). In Figure 2 we give a picture of the casen = 3, k = 1. The attaching circle of
the2–handle corresponds to the thick line. The Euler characteristic of a compact manifold
FIGURE 2.
is the difference between the number of handles with even index and the number of handles
with odd index in any decomposition of the manifold into ordinary handles. If we attach a
round handle of indexk this corresponds to the introduction of two handles of consecutive
index. Thus the Euler characteristic does not change when one attaches a round handle to
a compact manifold. 
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For a detailed proof of Theorem 4.6 we refer to [As1]. We just sketch the argument in
order to show that closed manifolds of dimension at least4 admit a round handle decom-
position with only one round0–handle and one round3–handle.
PROOF OFTHEOREM 4.6. In order to obtain a round handle decomposition ofM with
the desired property, we start with a decomposition ofM into ordinary handles which
contains exactly one handleh0 of index0 and exactly one4–handle. Since the manifold
M is not simply connected, there is a handleh1 of index one. SinceM is orientable, the
attachment of the first handle of index1 yields a round0–handle. If we apply Lemma 4.8
after introducing sufficiently many pairs of cancelling handles of index2 and3 respectively
3 and4, we obtain a decomposition ofM into one round0–handle, several round handles
of index1 together with some ordinary handles of index2, 3, 4.
If we introduce a cancelling handle pair of index2, 3 we can form a round handle of in-
dex3 from the4–handle together with the3–handle we just introduced. This is completely
analogous to the formation of a round0–handle from a pair ordinary0– and1–handles.
Now we have obtained a decomposition ofM into exactly one round handle of index0
and3, several round handles of index1, 2 and some ordinary handles of index2, 3. These
handles are attached to the boundary of the union of all round handles of index0, 1. Since
the Euler characteristic ofM vanishes, there is an equal number of ordinary handles of
index2, 3. Introducing cancelling pairs of handles of index2 and3, one can obtain a round
handle decomposition ofM without ever introducing an additional0–handle.
Thus we end up with a round handle decomposition ofM with exactly one round
handle of index0 and3. 
On a manifold with a decomposition into round handles we can construct a non–
singular vector field using the vector fieldsXk on round handles of indexk. Since vector
fields similar to the ones occurring this way will appear in the construction of Engel ma-
nifolds, we now explain dynamical properties of these vector fields. We first recall some
definitions. These can be found e. g. in [PSm, Sm, Har].
Let V be a complete vector field on a manifold and letψt be the flow ofV .
DEFINITION 4.9. Thenon–wandering setΩ(V ) of V consists of those pointsp of M
with the property that for every neighbourhoodU of p and everyT ∈ R there existst > T
such thatψt(U) ∩ U 6= ∅.
For example, every closed orbit ofV is contained inΩ(V ). If X ∈ TM we write〈X〉
for the vector space spanned byX.
DEFINITION 4.10. A closed orbit ofV of periodT > 0 is called hyperbolic if the map
DψT :
TpM
〈V (p)〉
−→ TpM
〈V (p)〉
has no (complex) eigenvalue with absolute value1.
For the definition of the stable and unstable manifold of a hyperbolic periodic orbit, as
well as for existence and uniqueness results we refer to [PSm, Sm].
DEFINITION 4.11. A nowhere vanishing complete vector fieldV on a manifoldM is
callednon–singular Morse–Smale vector fieldif
(i) Ω(V ) consists of a finite number of closed hyperbolic orbits
(ii) the stable and unstable manifolds of the periodic orbits intersect transversely.
DEFINITION 4.12. A vector fieldV on a compact manifoldM is structurally stableif
for every vector fieldV ′ which is sufficiently close toV in theC1–topology there exists a
homeomorphism ofM mapping flow lines ofV to flow lines ofV ′.
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Non–singular Morse–Smale vector fields on closed manifolds are structurally stable,
cf. [PSm]. On a closed manifold with a round handle decomposition we thus can construct
a structurally stable vector field without zeroes usingXk on round handles of indexk:
By definition ofXk, every closed orbit of the vector field constructed this way is hyper-
bolic. To each round handle corresponds precisely one closed orbit and by compactness we
have finitely many closed orbits. The transversality condition is easily achieved by small
perturbations of the attaching maps of the round handles.
COROLLARY 4.13 (Asimov, [As1]). Every manifold of dimension≥ 4 with vanish-
ing Euler characteristic admits a structurally stable non–singular vector field.
Before we give examples of Engel manifolds with a round handle decomposition re-
lated to the Engel structure, we want to mention two other applications of round handle
decompositions.
THEOREM 4.14 (Asimov, [As2]). Let V be a non–singular vector field on the flow
manifold(M,∂−M) with dim(M) ≥ 4. ThenV is homotopic through non–singular vec-
tor fields to a non–singular Morse–Smale vector field pointing inward along∂−M and
outward along∂+M .
Starting from a round handle decomposition Thurston constructed foliations and proved
the following celebrated theorem.
THEOREM 4.15 (Thurston, [Thu1]). A closed manifold admits a foliation of codimen-
sion one if and only if its Euler characteristic vanishes.
4.1.1. Engel structures from convex contact structures.In this section we construct
first examples of Engel structures which are related to a round handle decompositions of
the underlying manifold. Recall the following definition from [ElG].
DEFINITION 4.16. A contact structureC on a manifoldM is convexif there is a proper
Morse functionf : M → [0,∞) and a complete vector fieldV such that
(i) V preservesC,
(ii) V is a pseudo–gradient forf , i.e. there is a Riemannian metric and a positive
functions onM such that
LV f ≥ s‖df‖2 .
Obviously, the zeroes ofV are critical points of . This can be used to show that the
zeroes ofV are hyperbolic fixed points of the flow ofV .
E. Giroux proved in [Gir1 ] that on every oriented manifold of dimension three there is
a positive convex contact structure. In order to show this, a suitable handle–decomposition
ofM is used. LetC be a contact structure on the3–manifoldM . Suppose thatC is trivial as
vector bundle and that there is a vector fieldV as in Definition 4.16 which was constructed
in [Gir1 ]. In particular, leth = Dk ×D3−k be a (standard) handle of indexk contained in
the decomposition ofM . ThenV entersh through the boundary componentSk−1×D3−k
and leavesh throughDk×S2−k. Each zero ofV is in the center of a handle with the same
index as the index of the zero ofV .
ConsiderS1 ×M with the round handle decomposition consisting of products ofS1
with handles contained in the decomposition ofM . We fix a trivializationX,Y of C and
we denote the horizontal lifts ofV,X, Y toS1×M by the same letters. Using a calculation
analogous to (23)from the proof of Theorem 3.41 one can prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION4.17. In this situation, the distributionDk onS1 ×M spanned by
(28) W =
∂
∂t
+ V andXk = cos(kt)X + sin(kt)Y
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is an Engel structure onS1 ×M if we chooseV small enough andk ∈ Z \ {0}. The
characteristic foliation ofDk is spanned byW . If k = 0 we obtain an Engel structure only
of [V,X] is linearly independent fromX.
Note that we can multiplyV with positive real numbers. The characteristic line field
of Dk is spanned byW and we use this to orient the characteristic line field ofDk. Here
we use the fact thatV preserves the contact structureC. This is a simple instance of the
proof of Theorem 3.41 (iv).
Thus we obtain an Engel structure onS1 ×M together with a decomposition of this
manifold into round handles. Each of these round handles contains exactly one closed
orbit corresponding to the zero ofV in the corresponding handle of the decomposition of
M . The characteristic line field is spanned by a vector field whose closed flow lines are
hyperbolic. The oriented characteristic line field enters a round handleS1 × Dk × D3−k
throughS1 × Sk−1 ×D3−k and leaves it throughS1 ×Dk × S2−k.
4.1.2. A question of J. Adachi.At the end of [Ad] one can find the following ques-
tion: Let C0, C1 be contact structures on a3–manifoldN , which are not isomorphic to
each other. Is there an Engel structureD onN × [0, 1] whose characteristic foliation is
transversal toN × {0} andN × {1} and which induces the given contact structuresCi on
N × {i} for i = 0, 1 ?
For topological reasons the answer to this question is no in general.
LEMMA 4.18. If M = N × I is an Engel manifold with transversal boundary such
that for an orientation ofW, we have∂−M = N × {0} and∂+M = N × {1}. Then the
induced contact structuresCi, i = 0, 1 onN × {i} ' N are homotopic as plane fields on
N
PROOF. SinceN is an orientable3–manifold, its tangent bundle is trivial. Fix a fram-
ingX,Y, Z of TN . ThenX,Y, Z, ∂t is a framing ofN × I. We fix a Riemannian metric
such that this framing is orthonormal.
Recall from [HH ] that the Grassmann manifolds of oriented planes inR3 respectively
R3 are Gr2(3) ' S2 respectively Gr2(4) ' S2×S2. The inclusionR3 −→ R4 induces the
diagonal map
∆ : Gr2(3) ' S2 −→ S2 × S2 ' Gr2(4) .
Let C0 onN ×{0} andC1 onN ×{1} be two contact structures andD and Engel structure
on N × I such that the induces contact structureCi on N × {i} for i = 0, 1. Without
loss of generality we can assume that the characteristic foliation ofD is tangent to∂t on
neighbourhoods of∂(N × I). Let E = [D,D].
When we viewC0 andC1 as maps fromN to Gr2(4) the orthogonal complement ofW
in E induces a homotopy
H : N × I −→ Gr2(4)
betweenC0 andC1. The composition ofH with the projection of pr ofS2 × S2 to the first
factorS2 ' Gr2(3) is the desired homotopy betweenC0 andC1 viewed as distributions on
N . 
If C0 andC1 are homotopic as plane fields, they can still be different as contact struc-
tures, for example ifC0 is tight andC1 is overtwisted. We give an example showing that in
this situation,C0, C1 can be cobordant in Adachi’s sense.
EXAMPLE 4.19. Let r, ϕ, z be cylindrical coordinates onR3. Consider the contact
form
α = cos(r2)dz − sin(r2)dϕ .
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Let S2(r) be the sphere of radiusr around the origin. The restriction ofα to S2(r) defines
a one–dimensional foliation with two elliptic singularities atz = ±r.
If r2 < π/2, there are no closed leaves. Whenr2 = π/2, there is one closed leaf
and if r2 > π/2, there are at least two closed leaves. These bound overtwisted discs in
S2(r). Figure 3 shows the singular foliation forr2 = 3π/2. Let S2+ = S
2(
√
3π/2).
Using a theorem form the theory of contact structures (cf. Theorem 2.25) one can show
FIGURE 3.
that there is a contact vector fieldV transversal to these spheres. Without loss of generality
we chooseV such that it has compact support and positive radial component. Moreover
we assume thatV is invariant under rotations around thez–axis. Fix a trivializationC1, C2
of the contact structure onR3. If ε > 0 is small enough,
W =
∂
∂t
+ εV andXk = cos(kt)C1 + sin(kt)C2
span an Engel structure onR3×S1. The characteristic foliation is spanned byW . Consider
the submanifold
M =
{
1 ≤ r ≤ 3π
2
}
' S2 × [0, 1]× S1
of R3×S1 for an integerk 6= 0. It carries an Engel structure and the boundary is transversal
to the characteristic foliation. The contact structures on
∂+M = S2+ × S1
∂−M = S2(1)× S1
are non–isomorphic: The contact structure on∂−M is tight. On the other hand, the contact
structure on∂+M is overtwisted since the overtwisted discs contained inS2(3π/2) are still
present.
Let pr : R3×S1 −→ R3 be the projection. The1–formβ1 = pr∗α− pr∗(α(V ))dt de-
fines an even contact structure onR3 whose characteristic foliation is transversal to∂+M .
SinceV andα are invariant under rotations around thez–axis,α(V ) does not depend on
ϕ. We use spherical coordinates(ϕ, ϑ) ∈ [0, 2π)× [0, π] onS2+. Then
βs = −s cos
(
3π
2
sin2(ϑ)
)
sin(ϑ)dϑ− sin
(
3π
2
sin2(ϑ)
)
dϕ− g(ϑ)dt
is a defining form for the contact structure on∂+M for all s ∈ [0, 1]. Hence
(29) β± = sin
(
3π
2
sin2(ϑ)
)
dϕ± g(ϑ)dt
defines an overtwisted contact structure onS2+ × S1. The contact orientations are different
for β+ andβ−.
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4.2. Model Engel structures on round handles
4.2.1. Round handles of index zero and three.The standard contact structureC on
S3 ⊂ R4 is defined by the1–form
α = −y1dx1 + x1dy1 − y2dx2 + x2dy2 ,
the corresponding Reeb vector field is
R = −y1
∂
∂x1
+ x1
∂
∂y1
− y2
∂
∂x2
+ x2
∂
∂y2
.
A trivialization of C is given by
C1 = −y2
∂
∂x1
− x2
∂
∂y1
+ y1
∂
∂x2
+ x1
∂
∂y2
C2 = −x2
∂
∂x1
+ y2
∂
∂y1
+ x1
∂
∂x2
− y1
∂
∂y2
.
Together,R,C1, C2 form a framing ofS3 such that[C1, C2] = 2R, [R,C1] = 2C2 and
[R,C2] = −2C1. In order to obtain a model Engel structure on round handles of index
0 and3 such that the boundary ofR0 respectivelyR3 is transversal to the characteristic
foliation we consider firstS3 × S1. The coordinate on the second factor ist. We denote
the horizontal lifts ofC1, C2, R by the same symbols.
OnS3 × S1 the span of∂t and
Xk = cos(kt)C1 + sin(kt)C2
is an Engel structure ifk 6= 0. The characteristic foliation corresponds to the one–
dimensional foliation induced by the second factor inS3 × S1. We perturb this Engel
structure in a similar way as we did in Theorem 3.41 (iii). Fork 6= 0 consider the distribu-
tionDk spanned by
W =
∂
∂t
+
(x1
2
R− x2
4
C1 +
y2
4
C2
)
Xk = cos(kt)C1 + sin(kt)C2 .
This perturbation of the initial Engel structure is so small thatDk is still an Engel structure.
LEMMA 4.20. For k 6= 0, the spanDk ofW,Xk is an Engel structure onS3×S1. The
characteristic foliation is spanned byW .
PROOF. In order to show that[Dk,Dk] is a distribution of rank3 we calculate
[W,Xk] =
(
−k sin(kt) + 1
4
y1 cos(kt)−
3
4
x1 sin(kt)
)
C1
+
(
k cos(kt) +
3
4
x1 cos(kt) +
1
4
y1 sin(kt)
)
C2 .
This is linearly independent ofW andXk because[W,Xk] has no component in thet–
direction and
det
(
cos(kt) −k sin(kt) + 14y1 cos(kt)−
3
4x1 sin(kt)
sin(kt) k cos(kt) + 34x1 cos(kt) +
1
4y1 sin(kt)
)
= k +
3
4
x1 6= 0
Thus E = [Dk,Dk] is a distribution of rank3 spanned byC1, C2,W . In particularE
is independent ofk. SinceC1, C2 span a contact structure onS3, E is an even contact
structure.
LetZ = W − ∂t. ThenZ can be obtained by applying Proposition 2.7 to the function
x1/2. SoZ is a contact vector field and[W,C1] and[W,C2] are both linear combinations
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of C1, C2. Hence[W, E ] ⊂ E . This shows thatW spans the characteristic foliation of
Dk. 
The characteristic foliation ofDk is transversal to the hypersurface{y1 = 0} ⊂ S3×S1
since 〈
∂
∂y1
,W
〉
= −1
2
(
x21 +
1
2
x22 +
1
2
y22
)
< 0 .
The only zeroes ofZ = W − ∂t are(0,±1, 0, 0).
CuttingS3 × S1 along{y1 = 0} yields two copies ofD3 × S1. Both carry an Engel
structure and the boundary is transversal.
DEFINITION 4.21. The model Engel structureDk on a round handleR0 = D3 ×
S1 (respectivelyR3 = D3 × S1) of index 0 (respectively3) is the Engel structureDk
constructed above on{y1 ≥ 0} (respectively{y1 ≤ 0}).
We orient the characteristic foliation ofDk on R0 respectivelyR3 by W . It points
outward along∂+R0 = ∂R + 0 and inward along∂−R3 = ∂R3. The characteristic
foliation onR0 andR3 has exactly one closed hyperbolic orbit in the center ofD3 × S1.
The model Engel structure itself is oriented byW,Xk.
REMARK 4.22. The model Engel structuresDk on round handles of index zero respec-
tively three induce equal structures on the boundary. This means that
Id : ∂+R0 ' {y1 = 0} × S1 −→ {y1 = 0} × S1 ' ∂−R3
preserves the induced contact structure and the intersection foliation on the boundaries
together with their orientations.
4.2.2. Index one.On a round handle of index oneR1 = D1×D2×S1 we denote the
coordinate onD1 by x, the coordinates onD2 arey1, y2 and the coordinate onS1 is t. We
want to construct different Engel structures onR1 and discuss some of their properties. Our
choices here are motivated by [Wei, El2]We start with the construction of an even contact
structure.
Consider the symplectic formω = dy1 ∧ dt+ dx ∧ dy2. The vector field
W1 =
∂
∂t
+
1
2
y1
∂
∂y1
+ y2
∂
∂y2
− 1
2
x
∂
∂x
is a Liouville vector field (up to a factor2) for ω, i.e.
LW1ω =
1
2
ω .
Note thatW1 entersR1 through∂−R1 = {±1} × D2 × S1 and points outward along
∂+R1 = D1 × S1 × S1. By Example 3.8
α1 = iW1ω = −dy1 +
1
2
y1dt− y2dx−
1
2
xdy2
defines an even contact structureE onR1 whose characteristic line field isW1. A trivial-
ization ofE is given byW1 followed by
C1 = y2
∂
∂y1
− ∂
∂x
with [W1, C1] =
1
2
C1
C2 =
1
2
x
∂
∂y1
− ∂
∂y2
with [W1, C2] = −C2 .
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Now we look for Engel structures whose associated even contact structure isE . These
Engel structures have to be subbundles ofE containingW . For non–zero integersk, let
Xk = cos(kt)C1 + sin(kt)C2 .
PROPOSITION4.23. The spanDk ofW1, Xk is an Engel structure whose characteristic
line field isW1.
PROOF. SinceDk is contained in an even contact structure, it is enough to show that
[Dk,Dk] = E . By definition of the characteristic line field of an even contact structure we
have[W1,Dk] ⊂ [W1, E ] = E . Furthermore
[W1, Xk] =
(
−k sin(kt) + 1
2
cos(kt)
)
C1 + (k cos(kt)− sin(kt))C2 .
Since[W1, Xk] has no∂t–component,[W1, Xk] is linearly independent ofW1, Xk if and
only if it is linearly independent ofXk or, equivalently, if and only if the determinant
det
(
cos(kt) −k sin(kt) + 12 cos(kt)
sin(kt) k cos(kt)− sin(kt)
)
= k − 3
4
sin(2kt)
never vanishes. But sincek is a non–zero integer, this condition is always satisfied. Hence
[Dk,Dk] = E . 
We orient the Engel structureDk by W1, Xk. The canonical orientation of the even
contact structureE = [Dk,Dk] is given byW1, C1, kC2. Hence the canonical orientation
of E depends on the sign ofk.
Next we summarize some properties ofDk. These properties will be used in later
constructions. Since the characteristic line field ofE is transversal to both boundary com-
ponents ofR1, the even contact structureE induces a contact structure on∂−R1 and∂+R1.
LEMMA 4.24. The Engel structureDk onR1 has the following properties.
(i) On both∂−R1 and∂+R1, the orientation of the contact structure is positive with
respect todα1 if k > 0 and negative ifk < 0.
(ii) The curvesγ± = {±1} × {0} × S1 are Legendrian. The rotation number along
them is−|k|.
(iii) The rotation number of the intersection line field with respect to
V = y2
∂
∂t
+
1
2
y1
∂
∂x
along{0}×{y1 = 0, y2 = 1}×S1 is−|k| and it equals0 along{0}×S1×{0}.
PROOF. (i) Let X̃k, ˜[W1, Xk] be the projections ofXk, [W1, Xk] to ∂−R1 alongW1.
The contact structure on∂−R1 is spanned and oriented bỹXk, ˜[W1, Xk]. Now we have to
find the sign ofdα1
(
X̃k, ˜[W1, Xk]
)
. By the definition of the characteristic line field of an
even contact structure we find
dα1
(
X̃k, ˜[W1, Xk]
)
=
1
2
(
k − 3
4
sin(2kt)
)
=
{
> 0 if k > 0
< 0 if k < 0 .
This proves the claim on∂−R1. The same argument works on∂+R1.
(ii) The contact structure on∂−R1 = {±1} ×D2 × S1 is defined by the1–form
α
∣∣
∂−R1
= −dy1 +
1
2
y1dt−
1
2
xdy2
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with x ∈ {±1}. The tangent space ofγ± is spanned by∂t andy1 vanishes alongγ±. So
these curves are Legendrian. For the calculation of the rotation numbers we first need a
framing of the contact structures alongγ± such that the first vector spans the intersection
foliation. The intersection line field is spanned by
X̃k = Xk − (− cos(kt))
(
−2
x
W1
)
= −2
x
cos(kt)
∂
∂t
− 1
x
y1 cos(kt)
∂
∂y1
+
(
sin(kt) +
2
x
y1 cos(kt)
) (
1
2
x
∂
∂y1
− ∂
∂y2
)
.
(30)
For later use we have calculated̃Xk away fromγ±. Here we only need
X̃k = −
2
x
cos(kt)
∂
∂t
+ sin(kt)C2 alongγ± .
The second component of an oriented trivialization of the contact structure on∂−R1 is the
projection ˜[W1, Xk] alongW to {±1} ×D2 × S1. For ˜[W1, Xk] alongγ± we obtain
˜[W1, Xk] = [W1, Xk]−
(
k sin(kt)− 1
2
cos(kt)
) (
−2
x
W1
)
=
2
x
(
k sin(kt)− 1
2
cos(kt)
)
∂
∂t
+ (k cos(kt)− sin(kt))C2 .
The tangent space ofγ± is spanned and oriented by∂t. This vector is the following linear
combination ofX̃k and ˜[W1, Xk]
∂
∂t
=
x
(
(k cos(kt)− sin(kt))X̃k − sin(kt) ˜[W1, Xk]
)
−2k + 3 sin(kt) cos(kt)
Finally, we get the rotation numbers alongγ± as the winding number around0 of the map
γ± ' S1 −→ R2 \ {0}
t 7−→
x
(
(k cos(kt)− sin(kt)),− sin(kt)
)
−2k + 3 sin(kt) cos(kt)
.
Thus the winding number is−|k|. In particular, the rotation number alongγ+ is the same
as the rotation number alongγ−.
(iii)
V is obviously tangent to∂+R1 and sinceα1(V ) = 0, it is a Legendrian vector field.
The curve
γ1 = {y1 = 0, y2 = 1} × {x = 0} × S1
is Legendrian andV equals∂t there. In order to find the rotation number of the intersection
line field alongγ1 we can use the result for the rotation number alongγ± form (ii). Notice
that all curves
γc± = {y1 = 0, y2 = c} × {x = ±1} × S1 ⊂ ∂−R1
are isotopic toγ± through Legendrian curves. Hence the rotation number alongγc± is
independent ofc. Forc > 0 we can transportγc± together with{y2 > 0} ⊂ ∂−R1 to ∂+R1
along the leaves of the characteristic foliation to the other boundary component∂+R1 of
R1. The curveγc± remains Legendrian throughout this process sincey1 = 0 along the
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leaves ofW1 passing throughγc± and the rotation number is always well defined. Hence
the rotation number along the resulting curve
{y1 = 0, y2 = 1} × {x = f(c)} × S1
is also−|k|. This curve is isotopic through Legendrian curves toγ1. So the rotation number
alongγ1 is −|k|. Notice that if we had started withc < 0 we would end up with a curve
in ∂+R1 havingy2–coordinate−1. Since we obtain the same result if we start withγ− or
γ+, the argument above also shows that the rotation numbers of the intersection line field
alongγ− andγ+ are equal.
In order to compare the intersection foliation on∂+R1 with the Legendrian line field
V along
γ2 = {0} × S1 × {0}
we calculate a vector field spanning the intersection line field and then an oriented framing
of the contact structure on∂+R1. The first component of this framing is the projectionX̃k
of Xk alongW1 to ∂+R1. We obtain
X̃k = −
2y1y2
2− y21
∂
∂t
− ∂
∂x
− 2y
2
2
2− y21
(
y1
∂
∂y2
− y2
∂
∂y1
)
.
alongγ2. The second component of an oriented framing of the contact structure on∂+R1
is the projection ˜[W1, Xk] of [W1, Xk] alongW1 to ∂+R1. Along γ2 we find
˜[W1, Xk] =
2ky2 − y1y2
2− y21
∂
∂t
− 1
2
∂
∂x
− ky1 + y
2
2
2− y21
(
y1
∂
∂y2
− y2
∂
∂y1
)
.
For the calculation of the rotation number along{0} × S1 × {0} with respect toV , we
expressV as linear combination of̃Xk and ˜[W1, Xk]. We obtain
V =
1
2k
(
(−ky1 − y22)X̃k + 2y22 ˜[W1, Xk]
)
The induced mapS1→R2 \ {0} has winding number zero around0. Hence the rotation
number along{0} × S1 × {0} is zero. 
4.2.3. Index two. In this section we use the notationsDk, E , Xk, C1, C2 for the defini-
tions of model Engel structures on round handles of index2. Later, when we deal with the
similarities between round handles of index one and two we will add appropriate indices.
In order to construct Engel structures onR2 = D2 × D1 × S1, we use the same
symplectic form as in the case of index one, soω = dy1 ∧ dt+ dx ∧ dy2. The coordinates
onD2 arey1, y2, the coordinate onD1 is x and the coordinate onS1 is t. We orientR2 by
∂y1 , ∂y2 , ∂x, ∂t. Let
W2 =
∂
∂t
− 1
2
y1
∂
∂y1
− y2
∂
∂y2
+
1
2
x
∂
∂x
.
Note that this vector field entersR2 through∂−R2 = S1 × D1 × S1 and points outward
along∂+R2 = D2 × {±1} × S1. Furthermore, this vector field satisfies
LW2ω = −
1
2
ω .
By Example 3.8, the form
α2 = −iW2ω = dy1 +
1
2
y1dt− y2dx−
1
2
xdy2
defines an even contact structureE onR2 whose characteristic line field is spanned byW2.
As defining form for the even contact structure we useα2 instead ofiW2ω becauseα2
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defines a more convenient coorientation as we shall see in the next section. A trivialization
of E is given byW followed by
C1 = y2
∂
∂y1
+
∂
∂x
with [W2, C1] = −
1
2
C1
C2 =
1
2
x
∂
∂y1
+
∂
∂y2
with [W2, C2] = C2 .
For non–zero integersk let
Xk = cos(k(t− 4))C1 + sin(k(t− 4))C2 .
The shift by4 in t–direction will be convenient when we compare the model Engel struc-
tures on round handles of index one and two, cf. for example Proposition 4.29 (ii).
PROPOSITION4.25. The spanDk ofW2, Xk is an Engel structure onR2 whose char-
acteristic line field isW2.
PROOF. The distributionDk is contained in an even contact structureE andDk con-
tains the characteristic line field spanned byW2 of E . This implies[Dk,Dk] ⊂ E . In order
to show[Dk,Dk] = E we calculate
[W2, Xk] =
(
−k sin(k(t− 4))− 1
2
cos(k(t− 4))
)
C1
+ (k cos(k(t− 4)) + sin(k(t− 4)))C2
So [W2, Xk] has no∂t–component. It is linearly independent ofW,Xk if and only if it is
not a multiple ofXk. But the determinant
det
(
cos(k(t− 4)) −k sin(k(t− 4)− 12 cos(k(t− 4))
sin(k(t− 4)) k cos(k(t− 4)) + sin(k(t− 4))
)
= k +
3
4
sin(2k(t− 4))
never vanishes becausek ∈ Z \ {0}. Hence[W2, Xk] andXk are linearly independent.
HenceDk is an Engel structure. By construction,E is the associated even contact structure
and therefore the characteristic foliation ofDk is spanned byW2. 
As in the case of round handles of index1, we summarize the characteristic properties
of the Engel structuresDk.
LEMMA 4.26. The Engel structureDk onR2 defined above have the following prop-
erties.
(i) The orientation of the contact structure on∂+R2 and∂−R2 is positive with re-
spect todα2 if k > 0 and negative ifk < 0.
(ii) The curvesγ± = {±1} × {0} × S1 are Legendrian. The rotation number along
them is−|k|.
(iii) The rotation number of the intersection line field with respect to
V = y2∂t +
1
2
y1∂x
along{0}×{y1 = 0, y2 = 1}×S1 is−|k| and it equals0 along∂D2×{0}×{4}.
PROOF. The proof consists of similar calculations as in Lemma 4.24 for the case of
index one.
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(i) Let X̃k, ˜[W2, Xk] be the projections ofXk, [W2, Xk] to ∂+R2 alongW2. As in
the case index1, we calculatedα2
(
X̃k, ˜[W2, Xk]
)
. By the defining property of the char-
acteristic foliation
dα2
(
X̃k, ˜[W2, Xk]
)
=
1
2
(
k +
3
4
sin(2k(t− 4))
)
=
{
> 0 if k > 0
< 0 if k < 0 .
The same calculation yields the desired result along∂−R2.
(ii) Both curvesγ+ andγ− are obviously Legendrian. We calculate the projections
X̃k, ˜[W2, Xk] of Xk, [W2, Xk] alongW2 to ∂+R2. ForX̃k we obtain
X̃k = Xk − cos(k(t− 4))
(
2
x
W2
)
= −2
x
cos(k(t− 4)) ∂
∂t
+
1
x
y1 cos(k(t− 4))
∂
∂y1
+
(
sin(k(t− 4)) + 2
x
y2 cos(k(t− 4))
) (
x
2
∂
∂y1
+
∂
∂y2
)
.
(31)
This will be needed in the next section. For the moment we need to know only
X̃k = −
2
x
cos(k(t− 4)) ∂
∂t
+ sin(k(t− 4))C2 alongγ± .
It suffices to calculate ˜[W2, Xk] only alongγ±. We get
˜[W2, Xk] = [W2, Xk]−
(
−k sin(k(t− 4))− 1
2
cos(k(t− 4)
) (
2
x
W2
)
=
2
x
(
k sin(k(t− 4)) + 1
2
cos(k(t− 4))
)
∂
∂t
+ (k cos(k(t− 4)) + sin(k(t− 4)))C2 .
Next we express∂t, the tangent vector ofγ±, in terms of the oriented basis̃Xk, ˜[W2, Xk]
of the contact structure on∂+R2
∂
∂t
=
−x
(
(k cos(k(t− 4)) + sin(k(t− 4)))X̃k − sin(k(t− 4)) ˜[W2, Xk]
)
2k + 3 sin(k(t− 4)) cos(k(t− 4))
.
By definition, the rotation number alongγ± is the winding number around0 of
γ± ' S1 −→ R2 \ {0}
t 7−→
−x
(
(k cos(k(t− 4)) + sin(k(t− 4))),− sin(k(t− 4))
)
2k + 3 sin(k(t− 4)) cos(k(t− 4))
.
Hence the rotation number alongγ± is−|k|.
(iii) V is again a Legendrian vector field on∂−R2.The curve
γ1 = {y1 = 0, y2 = 1} × {x = 0} × S1
is Legendrian andV = ∂t along this curve. Using the same argument as in Lemma 4.24
(iii) one can show that the rotation number along this curve is−|k|.
For the calculation of the rotation number along
γ2 = {0} × S1 × {4}
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with respect toV we first seek the projections̃Xk, ˜[W2, Xk] of Xk, [W2, Xk] alongW2 to
∂−R2.
Along γ2 we get
X̃k =
2y1y2
2− y21
∂
∂t
+
∂
∂x
− 2y
2
2
2− y21
(
y1
∂
∂y2
− y2
∂
∂y1
)
˜[W2, Xk] =
2ky2 − y1y2
2− y21
∂
∂t
− 1
2
∂
∂x
+
y22 + ky1
2− y21
(
y1
∂
∂y2
− y2
∂
∂y1
)
.
The rotation number of the intersection foliation with respect toV along the circleγ2
is zero (as in the case of index one) since the mapS1→R2 \ {0} corresponding to
V =
1
2k
(
(y1k + y22)X̃k + 2y
2
2
˜[W2, Xk]
)
is homotopic to a constant map. 
4.2.4. Derived models.We writeD(1)k respectivelyD
(2)
k for the model Engel structure
with k ∈ Z \ {0} on round handles of index one respectively two. We discuss now the case
of index one, the round handles of index two can be treated exactly in the same way.
For all possiblek, the Engel structuresD(1)k induce the same even contact structure. In
particular the contact structures on∂−R1 and∂+R1 are independent ofk. We can obtain
different isotopy classes of Engel structures if we apply self–diffeomorphisms ofR1. Let
Θ : R1 = S1 ×D2 × I −→ S1 ×D2 × I = R1
(t, y, x) 7−→ (t,exp(it)y, x) .
This generates the isotopy classes of orientation preserving self–diffeomorphisms ofR1.
We define
(32) D(1)k,m = Θ
m
∗ D
(1)
k .
The induced action on homotopy classes of framings ofγ± is the same as the action
defined in (6). By definition,Θ preserves∂+R1 and∂−R1 as well asγ±. Asm ∈ Z varies,
the contact framings ofγ+ induced byD(1)k,m vary and we obtain all homotopy classes of
framings ofγ+ inducing the same orientation. Of course the framings ofγ+ andγ− do not
vary independently. Although the contact structures induced byD(1)k,m on the boundary are
different, they give the same orientation of the boundary.
REMARK 4.27. This is a difference between Weinstein’s−1–surgery described in
[Wei] along one Legendrian knot and our method. In our situation one can realize ev-
ery oriented framing ofγ+ together with an Engel structure and a symplectic structure on
the whole ofR1.
The−1–surgery on Legendrian curves preserves weakly symplectically fillable contact
structures. However, the model symplectic structures on ordinary2–handlesD2×D2 from
[El2, Wei] which induce contact structures on the boundary single out particular framings
of the attaching curve.
4.3. Relations between the models onR1 andR2
As we have shown in Lemma 4.24 and Lemma 4.26, our model Engel structures on
round handles of index1 and index2 share many properties. Now we want to look closer
at the relations between the induced structures on the boundary components of the round
handles. In this section we identifyR1 andR2 using the obvious map between the two
handles. When we still refer toR1 or R2 we mean some property of the model Engel
structures onR1 respectivelyR2 from the previous sections.
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We writeD(1)k respectivelyD
(2)
k for the model Engel structure with parameterk ∈
Z\{0} on round handles of index one respectively two. When we use symbols appearing in
the constructions of the model Engel structures we add an additional index1 or2 depending
on the index of the round handle.
PROPOSITION4.28. The contact structures induced by the Engel structuresD(1)k re-
spectivelyD(2)k on∂−R1 respectively∂+R2 are homotopic through contact structures. The
same is true for the pair∂+R1, ∂−R2.
PROOF. The even contact structures onR1 respectivelyR2 induced byD(1)k respec-
tively D(2)k are defined by
α1 = −dy1 +
1
2
y1dt− y2dx−
1
2
xdy2 onR1
α2 = dy1 +
1
2
y1dt− y2dx−
1
2
xdy2 onR2 .
Consider the family of vector fields
W (s) = (1− 2s) ∂
∂t
+
1
2
y1
∂
∂y1
+ y2
∂
∂y2
− 1
2
x
∂
∂x
.
with s ∈ [0, 1]. For alls,W (s) is a Liouville vector field ofω = dy1 ∧ dt+ dx∧ dy2 up to
a factor1/2 andW (s) is transversal to the boundary ofR1 for all s. SinceW (s) vanishes
if and only if s = 1/2 andx = y1 = y2 = 0, the family
α(s) = iW (s)ω = −(1− 2s)dy1 +
1
2
y1dt− y2dx−
1
2
xdy2
defines a family of even contact structures onD1×D2× S1 \ ({0}× {0}× S1) such that
the characteristic line field is spanned byW (s). Soα(s) induces a family of contact forms
on both boundary components ofR1. 
Note thatα(0) = α1 andα(1) = α2 whileW (0) = W1 butW (1) = −W2.
In the following we want to compare the intersection line fields induced byD(1)k and
D(2)k on both boundary components ofR1 respectivelyR2. Since these line fields are
Legendrian line fields contained indifferent contact structures, we need to identify the
contact structures first. To this end we will apply Gray’s theorem (Theorem 2.4) to the
family of contact forms used in Proposition 4.28.
Recall that the isotopy in Gray’s theorem is obtained as the flow of a time–dependent
vector fieldZs associated to a family of contact formsα(s). This vector field is the unique
vector field which is tangent to ker(α(s)) and satisfies
(33) i(Zs)dα(s) = −
dα(s)
ds
on ker(α(s)) .
It is an easy consequence of the proof of Theorem 2.4 that ifZs satisfies the stronger
equation
(34) i(Zs)dα(s) = −
dα(s)
ds
(without restricting to ker(α(s)), then the time–τ–flow ψ(τ) preserves contact forms and
not only contact structures since thenf ≡ 0 in the proof of Theorem 2.4.
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4.3.1. The boundary component∂−R1 = ∂+R2. First we consider the boundary
component∂−R1. In order to have flows which are defined for all times, we suppose
(y1, y2) ∈ R2 instead of(y1, y2) ∈ D2 for the moment. The family of contact forms is
the restriction ofα(s) from Proposition 4.28 to∂−R1. We use the same notation for this
restriction. In order to findZs we have to solve the equations
i(Zs)
(
−(1− 2s)dy1 +
1
2
y1dt− y2dx−
1
2
xdy2
)
= 0
i(Zs)
1
2
dy1 ∧ dt = −2dy1 on ker(α(s)) .
(35)
The solutionZs of these equations defined on{x = ±1} × R2 × S1 is
Zs = 4
∂
∂t
+
4
x
y1
∂
∂y2
and this vector field even satisfies equation (34). Notice thatZs does not depend ons. So
we writeZ− referring to∂−R1 instead ofZs. The time–τ–flow of this vector field is given
by
(36) ψ−(τ) : (x = ±1, y1, y2, t) 7−→
(
x = ±1, y1, y2 +
4
x
y1τ, t+ 4τ
)
.
On {x = ±1} × R2 × S1 this is defined for allτ andψ− preservesγ± = {y1 = y2 =
0, x = ±1}. By construction, the time–τ–flowψ−(τ) of Z− satisfies
ψ−(τ)∗(ker(α(0))) = ker(α(τ)) .
The following proposition summarizes the relations between the image of the intersection
line field induced byD(1)k underψ
−(1) = ψ− and the intersection line field induced by
D(2)k on∂−R1 respectively∂+R2. Fori = 1, 2 let X̃
(i)
k be the projection of the vector field
X
(i)
k used in the construction ofD
(i)
k alongWi to ∂−R1 respectively∂+R2.
PROPOSITION4.29. The time–1–flowψ− ofZ−
(i) preserves the sets{y1 = 0} andγ±. Moreover it preserves the orientations of the
contact structure induced byD(1)k respectivelyD
(2)
k .
(ii) mapsX̃(1)k to a Legendrian vector field which is homotopic tõX
(2)
k through Leg-
endrian vector fields. On{y1 = 0} the intersection line fields are preserved (with
their orientation given bỹX(1)k respectivelyX̃
(2)
k ). In particularψ
− preserves the
homotopy type of the intersection foliation alongγ±.
PROOF. (i) Thatψ− preserves{y1 = 0} andγ± is obvious from (36). The contact
structure along{y1 = 0} induced byD(1)k is spanned and oriented by
−1
x
∂
∂t
, k
(
1
2
x
∂
∂y1
− ∂
∂y2
)
as we have shown in Lemma 4.24 (i). A direct calculation shows(
ψ−(1)
)
∗
(
−1
x
∂
∂t
)
= −1
x
∂
∂t(
ψ−(1)
)
∗
(
k
(
1
2
x
∂
∂y1
− ∂
∂y2
))
= k
(
1
2
x
∂
∂y1
+
∂
∂y2
)
.
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alongγ±. On the other hand we know from Lemma 4.26 (i) that the contact structure
induced byD(2)k is spanned and oriented by
−1
x
∂
∂t
, k
(
1
2
x
∂
∂y1
+
∂
∂y2
)
.
This proves (i).
(ii) In the proofs of Lemma 4.24 and Lemma 4.26 we have given expressions for the
projectionsX̃(1)k andX̃
(2)
k . Along y1 = 0 we get
ψ−∗
(
X̃
(1)
k
)
= −2
x
cos(k(t− 4)) ∂
∂t
+
(
cos(k(t− 4))y2 +
1
2
x sin(k(t− 4))
)
∂
∂y1
+
(
sin(k(t− 4)) + 2
x
y2 cos(k(t− 4))
)
∂
∂y2
.
Comparing this expression with (31) one sees that it equalsX̃(2)k . It is now clear thatψ
−
preserves the homotopy type of the intersection foliation alongγ±. 
Away from {y1 = 0} the statement (ii) of the last lemma is not true. We will use
the behaviour of the flow only on a small enough neighbourhood of{y1 = 0}. On this
hypersurface the flow ofZ− is complete even onD1 ×D2 × S1 ⊂ D1 × R2 × S1.
4.3.2. The boundary component∂+R1 = ∂−R2. Now we carry out the analogous
discussion for the other boundary component∂+R1. This is more complicated because of
the following reason: When one glues a round handle to a manifold with boundary, one
obtains a manifold with corners. In order to get a smooth manifold without corners we
cut off a piece of the round handle. So in the case of round handles of index1, the new
boundary component of the manifold with a round handle glued to it is not precisely∂+R1.
As a first approximation we first ignore the effect of smoothing and consider only∂+R1
respectively∂−R2. In order to obtain flows which are defined for all times we assume for
the moment thatx ∈ (−∞,∞) rather thenx ∈ [−1, 1]. The Engel structuresD(1)k and
D(2)k are defined by the coordinate expressions from the sections above.
We apply the proof of Gray’s theorem to the restriction toR× ∂D2×S1 of the family
of 1–forms
α(s) = −(1− 2s)dy1 +
1
2
y1dt− y2dx−
1
2
xdy2 .
The restricted family is again denoted byα(s). The kernel ofα(s) (restricted toR× S1 ×
S1) is spanned by
(37) y2
∂
∂t
+
1
2
y1
∂
∂x
and (1− 2s) ∂
∂x
+
(
y1
∂
∂y2
− y2
∂
∂y1
)
+ x
∂
∂t
.
The vector field
Zs =
8y2
1 + y22
V(38)
is contained in ker(α(s)) and it solves even (34). AgainZs does not depend ons, we write
Z+ for this vector field. The time–τ–flow ofZ+ is
ψ+(τ) : (x, y1, y2, t) 7−→
(
x+
4y1y2
1 + y22
τ, y1, y2, t+
8y22
1 + y22
τ
)
.
It has the property(ψ+(τ))∗ α(τ) = α(0). The following lemma describes the behaviour
of the time–1–flowψ+ of Z+ with respect to intersection foliations.
PROPOSITION4.30.
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(i) The line field spanned fieldV = y2∂t + 1/2y1∂x is Legendrian with respect to
the contact structureker(α(s)) for all s and it is preserved byψ+(τ).
(ii) ψ+ preserves the contact structures induced byD1,k respectivelyD2,k together
with the induced orientations.
(iii) The image underψ+ of the intersection line field of the Engel structureD(1)k is
homotopic to the intersection line field induced byD(2)k .
PROOF. (i) V is obviously tangent to∂+R1 andα(s)(V ) = 0. SoV is Legendrian
andZ+ is a multiple ofV by (38). Therefore the flow ofZ+ preserves the line field spanned
by V .
(ii) Recall that a contact structure on a3–dimensional manifold induces a canonical
orientation of the base manifold. In Lemma 4.24 and Lemma 4.26 we showed thatα1
respectivelyα2 defines the right coorientation of the contact structure induced byD(1)k
respectivelyD(2)k on∂+R1 if k > 0 and the wrong coorientation ifk < 0. Sinceψ
+∗α2 =
α1, the time–1–flow ofZ+ preserves the orientation of the contact structures.
(iii) The flowψ+(τ) preserves the Legendrian curve{x = y1 = 0, y2 = 1}, this curve
is Legendrian for all contact structures ker(α(s)). So the rotation number of the image
underψ+(τ) of the intersection line field induced byD(1)k along this curve is independent
of τ . Hence it equals−|k|.
In Lemma 4.24 we have shown that along{0} × S1 × {0} ⊂ D1 × D2 × S1, the
intersection line field ofD(1)k is homotopic to the line field spanned byV . Since the flow
ψ+(τ) preservesV , the same is true for the image underψ+ of this intersection line field
along the curveψ+({0}×S1×{0}). Moreoverψ+({0}×S1×{0}) and{0}×S1×{0}
are isotopic. Together with{x = y1 = 0, y2 = 1}, this curve generatesH1(∂+R1; Z).
By Proposition 3.22 together with (i) and (ii) this proves the claim. 
Finally notice that if we considerD1 × D2σ0 × S
1 where the radius ofD2σ0 is not 1
butσ0, then the expression in (38) for the vector fieldZ+ obtained by Gray’s argument is
replaced by
(39) Z+ =
8y2
σ20 + y
2
2
(
y2
∂
∂t
+
1
2
y1
∂
∂x
)
.
Of course Proposition 4.30 applies in both situations (38) (where the radius ofD2 is 1) and
(39) (where the radius ofD2 is σ0).
As we have already mentioned, this discussion does only approximate the situation
we are in when we glue round1–handles to manifolds with boundary. In order to obtain
manifolds without corners we remove a certain part of the round handle. For the real
boundary components, the isotopy relating the two contact structures induced byD(1)k and
D(2)k is more complicated than in the situation above.
We now describe models for
• the gluing of round1–handles with the Engel structureD(1)k to∂+M1 along∂−R1.
• the gluing of round2–handles with the Engel structureD(2)k to∂−M2 along∂+R2.
Then we compare the resulting contact structures and intersection line fields on the bound-
ary of the smooth manifolds̃M1 = M1 ∪R1 andM̃2 = M2 ∪R2.
LetM1 be the subset|x| ≥ 1 of R × R2 × S1. LetM2 be a copy ofM1. OnM1 we
consider the Engel structure defined by the same coordinate expression we used forD(1)k
while onM2 we use the expression of the Engel structureD(2)k .
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The round handle of index1 is the subset{|x| ≤ 1} ×D2 × S1 of R× R2 × S1. The
Engel structure onM1 extends obviously to an Engel structure onM1 ∪ R1 and the same
statement is true for round handles of index2 andM2.
In order to obtain smooth manifolds with boundary, we cut off pieces ofR1 andR2 as
follows. Choose a functionσ : D1→[1/2, 1] which is smooth on the interior ofD1 and
satisfies
(i) σ(1) = 1
(ii) σ(−x) = σ(x)
(iii) σ̇(x) ≤ 0 onx ≤ 0
(iv) σ ≡ σ0 is constant on[−1/2, 1/2].
Moreover we assume that
(40) B =
{
(x, y1, y2, t)
∣∣x ∈ (−1, 1), y21 + y22 = σ(x)}
together with the part {
(x, y1, y2, t)
∣∣x = ±1 andy21 + y22 ≥ 1}
of the boundary ofM1 respectivelyM2 is a smooth submanifold ofR × R2 × S1. It is
transversal toW (s) for all s by condition (ii) and (iii).
We remove the points withy21 + y
2
2 > σ(x) fromR1 andR2. The remaining parts will
be denoted bỹR1 respectivelyR̃2 only for the remaining part of this section. Afterwards
we will useR1 respectivelyR2. We obtain smooth manifolds̃M1 = M1 ∪ R̃1 andM̃2 =
M2 ∪ R̃2. Both manifolds now carry smooth Engel structures and the new boundaries are
transversal to the characteristic foliation by the conditions (ii) and (iii) onσ.
The following theorem is a refinement of Proposition 4.30 for the situation of the
model. We fix some notation first. Let∆ be the curve{−1 ≤ x ≤ 1, t = 0, y1 =
0, y2 = σ(x)} ⊂ R1 extended by two straight intervals contained in{y1 = 0} pointing
away fromR1 in radial direction, thus only2 is increasing along the intervals and∆ is a
smooth curve in∂+M̃1 while y1 = 0.
For the family of contact forms we use the restriction to∂+M̃2 of
α(s) = −(1− 2s)dy1 +
1
2
y1dt− y2dx−
1
2
xdy2
with s ∈ [0, 1]. We apply Gray’s theorem to this family in order to obtain an isotopy
ψ(τ) : ∂+M̃1 −→ ∂−M̃2
such that the image of the contact structure induced byD(1)k on∂+M̃1 is defined byα(s).
THEOREM 4.31. The isotopyψ(τ) constructed above has the following properties.
(i) ψ(0) is the identity map∂+M̃1→∂−M̃2 in terms of the coordinatesx, y1, y2, t.
(ii) ψ(1) preserves the contact structures induced byD(1)k on ∂+M̃1 respectively by
D(2)k on∂−M̃2.
(iii) ψ(1) preserves the homotopy type of the intersection line fields.
(iv) ψ(τ) preserves{y1 = 0} and the line field spanned by∂t along this hypersurface.
This line field is Legendrian with respect toα(s) for all s ∈ [0, 1].
(v) ψ(1) maps the intersection line field ofD(1)k along∆ to a Legendrian line field
which coincides with the intersection line field ofD(1)k on the boundary points of
ψ(∆). The two Legendrian line fields are homotopic alongψ(∆) relative to the
boundary points of this arc.
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PROOF. The statement (i) is a reformulation of the identification betweenM̃1 andM̃2.
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are the same as in Proposition 4.30.
(iv) Along {y1 = 0} we have clearlyα(s)(∂t) = 0 for all s. In order to prove the
remaining part of (iv), notice that away from the attaching region ofR̃1 respectivelyR̃2,
the claim is true since there the family of contact forms is precisely the one appearing in
Proposition 4.29.
For the remaining partB of ∂+M̃2 one can show by a direct calculation which can be
found below, that along{y1 = 0} the vector field inducing the Gray isotopy equals
(41) Z̃+ = 4
∂
∂t
.
This vector field obviously preserves{y1 = 0} and∂t.
One can expect (41) for the following reason : From Proposition 4.30 we know that the
Gray isotopy associated to the restriction ofα(s) to ∂+R2 preserves{y1 = 0} and the line
field spanned by∂t. Now {y1 = 0} and the line field spanned by∂t are invariant along the
characteristic foliationW(s) of the even contact structure defined byα(s). This foliation
is spanned byW (s). By Lemma 3.5, we can identify the contact structure defined byα(s)
on∂−R2 with the contact structure defined byα(s) on the smoothened handle∂−R̃2. We
can transfer the vector field which induced the Gray isotopy on∂−R2 to ∂−R̃2. The flow
ψ̃(τ) of the vector field on∂+R̃2 has the property
ψ̃(τ)∗ker(α(0)) = ker(α(τ) .
Unfortunately it is not clear that the vector field we obtained onB is the one we would
obtain from Gray’s theorem becauseα(s) is not invariant alongW(s) sinceLW (s)α(s) =
1/2α(s). Because we want to obtain smooth isotopies on∂−M̃2 it is better to use one and
the same method on∂−M̃2 \B and onB to construct the isotopy.
(v) The claim about the intersection line fields at the endpoints of∆ respectively
ψ(∆) follows from Proposition 4.29 (ii) because the endpoints of∆ lie outside of the
attaching region of the round handles and they are contained in{y1 = 0}.
We definedD(1)k onM̃1 to be the span of
W1 =
∂
∂t
+
1
2
y1
∂
∂y1
+ y2
∂
∂y2
− 1
2
x
∂
∂x
=
∂
∂t
+ y2
∂
∂y2
− 1
2
x
∂
∂x
along∆
X
(1)
k = cos(kt)
(
y2
∂
∂y1
− ∂
∂x
)
+ sin(kt)
(
1
2
x
∂
∂y1
− ∂
∂y2
)
= y2
∂
∂y1
− ∂
∂x
along∆ .
A nontrivial linear combination ofW1 andX
(1)
k along∆ either has ay1–component be-
causey2 is never zero along∆ or the linear combination is in fact a multiple ofW1. In
both cases, the linear combination is not colinear with∂t.
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Similarly, we defined the Engel structure on∂−M̃2 to be the span of
W2 =
∂
∂t
− 1
2
y1
∂
∂y1
− y2
∂
∂y2
+
1
2
x
∂
∂x
=
∂
∂t
− y2
∂
∂y2
+
1
2
x
∂
∂x
alongψ(∆)
X
(2)
k = cos(k(t− 4))
(
y2
∂
∂y1
+
∂
∂x
)
+ sin(k(t− 4))
(
1
2
x
∂
∂y1
+
∂
∂y2
)
=
(
y2
∂
∂y1
+
∂
∂x
)
alongψ(∆) .
Note that thet–coordinate ofψ(∆) is 4. The same argument as above shows that along
{t = 4, y1 = 0}, the Legendrian vector field∂t is never contained inD(2)k .
So both oriented line fields (the first is the image of the oriented intersection line field
on∂+M̃1 underψ and the second is the intersection line field induced byD(2)k onM̃2) are
Legendrian for the contact structure induced byD(2)k on ∂−M̃2 by construction and they
are equal at the end points ofψ(∆). Recall that the isotopyψ preserves∂t along{y1 = 0}
by (iv). Along this curve, both line fields are never colinear to∂t. Since∂t is Legendrian
alongψ(∆), this proves (v). 
PROOF OF(41). Away from the attaching region ofR1 the claim is true since we have
shown in Proposition 4.29
Z− = 4
∂
∂t
+
4
x
y1
∂
∂y2
= 4
∂
∂t
alongy1 = 0
The remaining part of the boundary isB (for the definition ofB see (40)). The subset
{y1 = 0} ofB has two connected components, we focus on the component with positivey2.
For the other component, the argument is analogous. The tangent space ofB ⊂ R×R2×S1
is spanned by
∂
∂t
,
∂
∂ϕ
=
y1
σ
∂
∂y2
− y2
σ
∂
∂y1
,
1√
1 + σ̇2
(
∂
∂x
+ σ̇
(
y1
σ
∂
∂y1
+
y2
σ
∂
∂y2
))
.
We will write ∂r for 1σ (y1∂y1 + y2∂y2). Thus there are functionsf, g, h onB such that
Z̃+ = f
∂
∂t
+ g
∂
∂ϕ
+ h
(
1√
1 + σ̇2
(
∂
∂x
+ σ̇
∂
∂r
))
.
This vector field has to satisfy the relations
α(s)(Z̃+) = 0(42)
i(Z̃+)dα(s) = −α̇(s) on ker(α(s)) .(43)
The first relation (42) yields
(1− 2s)g − y2
h√
1 + σ̇2
− 1
2
x
σ̇√
1 + σ̇2
h = 0
along{y1 = 0, y2 > 0} (and hencey2 = σ(x)). Solving forh we obtain
(44) h =
2(1− 2s)
√
1 + σ̇2
2y2 + xσ̇
g ,
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note that the denominator is always positive by our assumptions onσ̇ andy2 > 0. The
relation (43) implies that
−gdt− fdy1 +
h√
1 + σ̇2
dy2 −
hσ̇√
1 + σ̇2
dx = −2α̇(s) = −4dy1
on {y1 = 0, y2 > 0}. Now along{y1 = 0}, the vector field∂t is tangent to the kernel
of α(s) for all s and it is of course tangent to the boundary of the smoothened handle.
Therefore we getg ≡ 0. By (44) this impliesh ≡ 0 on{y1 = 0}. All in all we have shown
Z̃+ = 4
∂
∂t
along{y1 = 0} .
This proves (41). 

CHAPTER 5
Closed Engel manifolds from round handles
In this chapter we discuss our first construction of Engel manifolds on closed mani-
folds. The main technical result is Theorem 5.6.
Usually we assume that the characteristic foliationW of an Engel structure is oriented
and that all components of the boundary are transversal toW. Recall that we write∂+ for
those boundary components where the characteristic foliation points outwards and∂− for
the remaining boundary components.
In Section 5.1 we explain how one can glue a round1–handle with a model Engel
structure to the transversal boundary of an Engel manifold. The model Engel structure
extends an oriented Engel structure fromM to an oriented Engel structure onM ∪ϕ R1 if
the attaching mapϕ : ∂−R1 −→ ∂+M has the following properties.
(i) ϕ preserves the oriented contact structures on the boundary.
(ii) ϕ preserves the oriented intersection line fields.
There is a possibility to modify the Engel structure onM without changing the even contact
structure in order to change the intersection line field on∂+M within its homotopy class.
This construction, which is described in Section 5.2, is referred to as vertical modification
of the boundary. It relies on the fact that∂+M is a closed manifold. If we are allowed to
use vertical modifications of the boundary, then we can weaken (ii).
(ii’) ϕ preserves the homotopy class of oriented intersection line fields.
It is not always possible to use vertical modifications if we have to respect a boundary
condition when the boundary is not a closed manifold. In this thesis this situation arises
only in the proof of Theorem 5.17.
If one attaches a round handle to a manifold, one obtains a manifold with corners. We
smoothen corners by the procedure explained in Section 4.3.2.
AssumeM1,M2 are Engel manifolds with transversal boundary andψ : ∂+M2 −→
∂−M is a diffeomorphism which preserves oriented contact structures and the intersection
line fields. Then there is a smooth Engel structure onM1∪ψM2. Letϕ1 : ∂−R1 −→ ∂+M1
be an attaching map for a round1–handle such that a model Engel structure onR1 can be
used to extend the Engel structure fromM1 to M̃1 = M1 ∪ ϕ1R1. In Theorem 5.6 we
consider the mapϕ2 = ψ ◦ ϕ1 : ∂+R2 −→ ∂−M2. Recall that round handles of index1
and2 are dual to each other.
In a first step we deform the Engel structure onM2 on a neighbourhood of∂−M2
using Gray’s theorem (Theorem 2.4). The symmetry between the model Engel structures
on round handles of index1 and2 discussed in Section 4.3 allows us to find a model Engel
structure onR2 such that the Engel structure onM2 extends tõM2 = M2 ∪ϕ2 R2.
In order to remove the corners which appear when the round handles are attached we
cut off a suitable piece ofR1 andR2. This can be done in a symmetric way (we have
explained this in Section 4.3.2). Using Gray’s theorem again we obtain a diffeomorphism
∂+M̃1 −→ ∂−M̃2 which has the same properties as the diffeomorphismψ we started with.
Using the fact that every curve is isotopic to a Legendrian one and stabilizations, we
develop an algorithm which allows us to find attaching maps for round1–handles for the
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above procedure. This is summarized in Theorem 5.8. This method turns out to be suffi-
cient for the proof of the existence theorem (Theorem 6.1) in Chapter 6.
It turns out that one can obtain Engel structures on manifolds which are not accessi-
ble by prolongation or the construction of H. J. Geiges explained in Section 3.2.2. Such
examples are explained in Section 5.5. We use a theorem of J. Hempel who has classified
all Abelian groups which appear as subgroup of the fundamental group of a3–m nifold in
order to show that the resulting manifolds are not fibrations overS1 or a3–manifold.
In Section 5.6 we discuss our main application of Theorem 5.6. LetD,D′ be Engel
structures on the manifoldsM,M ′. If D,D′ satisfy an additional condition, then one can
use Theorem 5.6 to construct an Engel structure onM#M ′#(S2 × S2). This is possi-
ble if one assumes that the characteristic foliation ofD andD′ admit closed transversals
(Theorem 5.14). Another possible assumption onD,D′ is discussed in Theorem 5.17. In
both cases, the additional assumption is used when we apply vertical modifications of the
boundary. Using this construction we obtain an Engel structure onM#M#(S2 × S2)
which coincides withD respectivelyD′ away from certain open subsets ofM andM ′. The
Engel structure onM#M ′#(S2 × S2) satisfies the assumption of Theorem 5.14 respec-
tively Theorem 5.17 again.
In the proof of Theorem 5.14 and Theorem 5.17 the two manifolds are connected using
a round1–handle and a round2–handle. If one decomposes these round handles into
ordinary handles as in Lemma 4.8 one finds the additional summandS2 × S2.
5.1. Gluing Engel structures
We first explain how to attach round handles of index one to an Engel manifold with
transversal boundary. Then we explain how to glue two Engel manifolds with equivalent
transversal boundaries together.
Let M be an Engel manifold with oriented characteristic foliation and transversal
boundaries. Assume that a map
ϕ : ∂−R1 → ∂+M
preserves oriented contact structures and intersection line fields whereR1 carries the model
Engel structureΘm∗ D1,k. Using this model Engel structure we want to extend the Engel
structure onM to an Engel structure onM ∪ϕ R1. Notice that this space is not really a
manifold because it has corners. The procedure how to smoothen corners was explained in
section 4.3.2.
By Theorem 3.19, the contact structure and the intersection line field on the boundary
determine the Engel structure on a collar up to diffeomorphism. We will use Theorem 3.19
to extend the Engel structure onM smoothly toM ∪ϕ R1.
To this end we extendR1 ⊂ R× R2 × S1 by the set of points(x, y1, y2, t) with
(i) 1 ≤ |x| < 1 + δ with δ > 0 (we fix δ later),
(ii) (y1, y2) ∈ D2,
(iii) the leaf of the characteristic foliation of the Engel structureDm,k onR×R2×S1
through(x, y1, y2, t) intersects∂−R1.
We writeR̃1 for the extended round one–handle, cf. Figure 1.
The contact structure on∂−R1 respectively∂+M will be denoted byC1 respectively
CM and letL1 ⊂ C1 andLM ⊂ CM be the intersection line fields of the Engel structures.
By Theorem 3.19 there is a diffeomorphismψ1 between a neighbourhood of∂−R1 in R̃1
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and a neighbourhood of the section
σ1 : ∂−R1 −→ PC1
p 7−→ [L1(p)]
such thatψ1 preserves Engel structures. The analogous statement is true of course for
∂−M but this time a collar neighbourhoodU of ∂−M gets mapped byψM on one side of
the sectionσM corresponding toLM .
Recall from Proposition 3.16 that a contact map induces an Engel diffeomorphism
of the corresponding Engel manifold obtained by prolongation. Hence the embeddingϕ
induces an embedding̃ϕ of a neighbourhood of the sectionσ1 ⊂ PC1 to a subset ofPCM .
By definition ofϕ̃ we have
ϕ̃ ◦ σ1 = σM ◦ ϕ
becauseϕ preserves the intersection line fields.
Thusσ1 gets mapped toσM . Up to now we have shown thatψ
−1
M ◦ ϕ̃ ◦ ψ1 is a dif-
feomorphism of a small enough neighbourhood of∂−R1 in R̃1 onto its image and this
diffeomorphism preserves Engel structures. We chooseδ o that for the corresponding
extended round one–handlẽR1 the setR̃1 \R1 is contained entirely in this neighbourhood.
The last thing we have to check is that points inR̃1 \ R1 get mapped to the collarU
of ∂+M . For this we use that fact thatϕ preserves the orientation of the contact structure
induced by the Engel structures and the characteristic foliations.
Notice thatψ−1M ◦ ϕ̃ ◦ ψ1 preserves Engel structures and in particular characteristic
foliations. Recall that we assumed that the characteristic foliations are oriented. Because
the orientation of the contact structure on a transversal hypersurface is induced by the
Engel structure and the orientation of the characteristic foliation,ψ−1M ◦ ϕ̃ ◦ ψ1 preserves
the orientation of the characteristic foliations. By definition, the characteristic foliation
onM points outward along∂+R1 and it points inwardR1 along∂−R1. This shows that
R̃1 \R1 gets mapped on the collar of∂+M byψ−1M ◦ ϕ̃ ◦ ψ1. Thus we have shown
PROPOSITION5.1. LetR1 carry a model Engel structure and letϕ : ∂−R1 → ∂+M
be an embedding which preserves oriented contact structures and oriented intersection line
fields. Then we can extend the Engel structure fromM toM ∪eϕ R̃1 canonically such that
the resulting Engel structure is orientable and smooth away from the corners.
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So under some assumptions on the attaching mapϕ : ∂−R1 → ∂+M we can extend
the Engel structure onM to an Engel structure on the manifold with corners
M ∪ϕ R1 .
Now let M1 andM2 be two manifolds with oriented Engel structuresD1,D2 such
that the boundary ofMi is transversal to the characteristic foliation ofDi for i = 1, 2.
Moreover we suppose that the characteristic foliation is also oriented. LetN1 ⊂ ∂+M1
andN2 ⊂ ∂−M2 be unions of connected components of the boundaries. We denote the
induced contact structures on the boundary byCi and the intersection line–fields byFi for
i = 1, 2.
THEOREM 5.2. Let ϕ : N1 −→ N2 be a diffeomorphism preserving the oriented
contact structures such thatϕ∗(F1) = F2 and the orientations ofF1,F2 are preserved.
Then one can glueM1 andM2 together usingϕ such that the oriented Engel structuresD1
andD2 induce an oriented Engel structure onM = M1 ∪ϕM2.
PROOF. The procedure is similar to Proposition 5.1 but simpler because there are no
corners. We extendMi alongNi vertically byNi×[0, ε) whereε > 0. (If Ni is not compact
it may be necessary to allowε to vary onHi.) By Theorem 3.19 and Proposition 3.16
applied toϕ : N1 −→ N2, we can identify tubular neighbourhoods ofN1 andN2.
By the assumption thatϕ preserves also the orientation of the intersection line field,
the Engel structure onM1 ∪ϕM2 is canonically oriented. 
5.2. Vertical modifications of transversal boundaries
Using rotation numbers along Legendrian curves, one can distinguish homotopy classes
of oriented Legendrian line fields. Now we want to explain how one can modify the inter-
section line field within its homotopy class.
Let M be an Engel manifold with transversal boundary. As usual we assume that
the characteristic foliation and the Engel structure itself are oriented. This induces an
orientation of the contact structure on the boundary. In addition we assume now that the
boundary ofM is compact. We treat the boundary components∂+M whereW points out
of M . The components∂−M = ∂M \ ∂+M can be treated similarly.
Notice that it is not always possible to realize a prescribed change of the intersection
line field by an isotopy of the hypersurface in the interior ofM . However, when we deal
with a transversal boundary we can add an arbitrary number of twists to the leafs passing
through it by adding∂+M × [0,∞) with a suitable Engel structure.
Because the characteristic foliationW is transversal to the boundary ofM , it is possible
to choose a collarU = ∂+M × (−1, 0] of ∂+M such that the one–dimensional foliation
onU induced by the second factor corresponds to the characteristic foliation of the Engel
structure. Since∂+M consists of those boundary components whereW points out ofM ,
the orientation ofW corresponds to the usual orientation of(−1, 0]. We writew for the
coordinate corresponding to the second factor ofU .
Fix a positive sections of the oriented intersection line field on∂+M . Furthermore let
c be a vector field such thats, c is an oriented trivialization ofC. The horizontal lifts of
s respectivelyc to ∂+M × (−1, 0] (or to ∂+M × (−1,∞)) will be denoted by the same
letters. We identify∂+M and∂+M × {0}. OnU the even contact structureE is spanned
by s, c, ∂w.
There is a unique smooth functionf : U ' ∂+M × (−1, 0] −→ R such that∂w and
(45) X(p, w) = cos(f(p, w))s(p) + sin(f(p, w))c(p)
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span and orientD(p,w) such thatf(·, 0) ≡ 0. BecauseD is an Engel structure, the com-
mutator [∂w, X] must be linearly independent of∂w, X everywhere. Nows and c are
horizontal lifts. Hence[
∂
∂w
,X
]
(p, w) =
∂f
∂w
(p, w)
(
− sin(f(p, w))s(p) + cos(f(p, w))c(p)
)
.
This vector field has no component in∂w–direction. Thus[∂w, X] is linearly independent
of ∂w andX if and only if
0 6= det
 cos(f(p, w)) − ∂f∂w (p, w) sin(f(p, w))
sin(f(p, w)) ∂f∂w (p, w) cos(f(p, w))

=
∂f
∂w
(p, w)
holds everywhere. Thusf is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing along the leaves
of W. According to our orientation conventionsE is oriented by∂w, X, [∂w, X] and this
orientation is the orientation given by∂w, s, c. Thus thec–component of[∂w, X] has to be
positive fort = 0. This implies
(46)
∂f
∂w
> 0 .
Thus we can reparameterize∂+M × (−1, 0] such that with the new coordinatêw =
f(p, w) on the second factor of the collar the Engel structure on the collar is defined by
(47) X(p, ŵ) = cos(ŵ)s(p) + sin(ŵ)c(p) .
From now on we use the notationw instead ofŵ. We attach∂+M × [0,∞) to M along
∂+M in the obvious way and extend the Engel structure fromM to the new manifold
M ∪∂+M × [0,∞) by the span of∂w, X whereX is defined as in (47) on∂+M × [0,∞).
Note that nows, c are horizontal lifts onM × [0,∞). Now we have a smooth Engel
structure onU ∪ (∂+M × [0,∞). The associated even contact structureE is the span of
∂w, s, c and the characteristic foliation is spanned by∂w.
For a functiong : ∂+M → [0,∞) we define
Mg = M ∪∂
{
(p, w) ∈ ∂+M × [0,∞)
∣∣w ≤ g(p)} .
We will write Ng for ∂+Mg. By definition ofMg we have
Ng =
{
(p, g(p))
∣∣p ∈ ∂+M} .
Note thatNg is transversal to the characteristic foliation ofD which, on∂+M × [0,∞)
is induced by the second factor. By Lemma 3.5 the contact structureE ∩ TNg onNg is
identified with the contact structure on∂+M by
ψg : ∂+M −→ Ng
p 7−→ (p, g(p))) .
The manifolds with boundaryM andMg can be identified using a diffeomorphism
Mg −→ M which is a flow along the leaves of the characteristic foliation and such flows
preserve the even contact structure. HenceM andMg are equivalent as manifolds with
even contact structure. However they are not equivalent as Engel manifolds because the
foliations induced by the intersection line fields on the boundaries are not equivalent in
general.
DEFINITION 5.3. The modification of an Engel manifold with boundary described
above will be calledvertical modification of the boundary.
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Using this, we can show that every Legendrian line field on∂+M which is homotopic
to the original intersection line field can be obtained as intersection line field of an Engel
manifold.
THEOREM 5.4. Let (M,D) be an Engel manifold with transversal boundary and ori-
ented characteristic foliations. If the Legendrian line fieldL is homotopic to the intersec-
tion line fieldLD ofD, then there is a function
g : ∂+M −→ [0,∞)
such that the intersection foliation on∂+Mg is mapped toL under the identificationψ :
∂+M→∂+Mg induced by the characteristic foliation of the Engel structure onMg.
PROOF. We use parts of the discussion above and the notation introduced there. Let
us first assume that the intersection line field is orientable. The non–orientable case can be
reduced to this situation. On∂+M × [0,∞), the Engel structure is spanned by∂w andX
whereX(p, w) is defined by
(48) X(p, w) = cos(w)s(p) + sin(w)c(p) .
By assumption there is a homotopyZt of Legendrian vector fields such thatZ0 orientsLD
andZ1 orientsL. There is a smooth family of functions̃gs, s ∈ [0, 1] such that̃g0 ≡ 0 and
Zt is a positive multiple of
(49) cos(g̃t(p))s(p) + sin(g̃t(p))c(p) .
Because∂+M is compact, there ism ∈ N such that̃g ≥ −2πm. Now let
g = g̃(·, 1) + 2πm ≥ 0 .
We claim thatg has the required properties. By definition of the Engel structure onMg,
the Engel structure is spanned by∂w andZ1 along∂+Mg. But by definitionZ1 spansL.
So there isλ ∈ R such that the intersection line field along∂+Mg is spanned and oriented
byZ1 + λ∂w.
The projection ofZ1 + λ∂w along the leaves of the characteristic foliation to∂+M is
thereforeL.
This finishes the proof under the assumption that the intersection line field is orientable.
If LD is not orientable, we pass to a two–fold covering of̃∂+M × (−ε, o] of a collar∂+M
and pull back the Engel structure and the homotopyHt connecting the pull back of the
intersection line field with the pull back ofL. HereHs is a family of Legendrian line
fields. We choose the covering such that the pull back of the intersection line field becomes
orientable.
Let f be the non–trivial deck transformation of the covering. We choose the oriented
trivialization s̃1, s̃2 such that̃s1 spans the intersection line field and
(50) s̃i(f(p)) = −f∗(s̃i(p)) andc̃i(f(p)) = −f∗(c̃i(p)) .
We also choose a family of Legendrian vector fieldsZt spanning the pull back of the Leg-
endrian line fields such thatZt(f(p)) = −f∗(Zt(p)). If Zt(p) is a positive multiple of
cos(g̃t(p))s(p) + sin(g̃t(p))c(p) ,
thenZt(f(p)) is a positive multiple of
cos(g̃t(p))s(f(p)) + sin(g̃t(p))c(f(p))
by (50). Comparing this with (49) we obtaiñgt(p) = g̃t(f(p)). Thus the vertical modifica-
tion of the boundary is actually well defined on∂+M even if the intersection line field is
not orientable. 
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The assumption on the boundary ofM to be compact can be weakened to the assump-
tion on the homotopy to be constant outside of a compact set. We will apply Theorem 5.4
also to embeddings
ϕ : N −→ ∂+M
whereN is a contact manifold with boundary carrying an oriented Legendrian line field
L. Assuming thatϕ preserves oriented contact structures one can compareϕ∗L and the
intersection line field on∂+M . If these Legendrian line fields are homotopic onϕ(N) one
choosesg as above onϕ(N) ⊂ ∂+M and extendsg by a non–negative function to∂+M .
Using the identificationψg of ∂+Mg with ∂+M induced by the leaves of the characteristic
foliation of the Engel structure we can consider
ψg ◦ ϕ : N −→ ∂+Mg
This embedding preserves oriented contact structures and intersection line fields.
Notice that ifg(p) is a multiple of2π for p ∈ ∂+M , the identificationψg preserves the
intersection line field atp.
DEFINITION 5.5. If g is a multiple of2π on some subsetU of ∂+M we say that the
vertical modification does not change the intersection line field onU .
5.3. Doubles
In the first part of this section we explain a major tool for the construction of closed
Engel manifolds. Choose a transversal hypersurfaceN in an Engel manifoldM and cut
M along this hypersurface. This induces an identification mapψ : N −→ N . Now glue
round1–handles to the domain and the target ofψ such that the Engel structures extend to
the round handles. We obtain an Engel manifold which is cut along a hypersurface. Away
from a compact set the new hypersurface coincides withN . If the round1–handles are
attached in a symmetric way we can construct an identification mapψ̃ which coincides
with ψ away from a compact subset of the interior ofN such that we obtain a new closed
Engel manifold. This is done in the proof of Theorem 5.6.
In the second part of this section we discuss the analogue of Theorem 5.6 for round
two handles. We show that this construction will only lead to Engel manifolds we could
also obtain from the original theorem for round1–handles.
5.3.1. Adding a round1–handle. Let M1 andM2 be two manifolds with boundary
and oriented Engel structuresD1 respectivelyD2. We assume that the characteristic folia-
tion of both Engel structures is oriented and transversal to the boundary. Let
ψ : ∂+M1 −→ ∂−M2
be a diffeomorphism preserving the induced contact structures together with their orienta-
tions. In addition to this, we assume thatψ preserves oriented intersection line fields.
Our aim is to attach round handlesR1, R2 with model Engel structures to bothM1 and
M2 such that the boundaries of the new Engel manifoldsM̃1 = M1∪R1 andM̃2 = M2∪R2
again admit a diffeomorphism
ψ̃ : ∂+M̃1 −→ ∂−M̃2
preserving oriented contact structures and the homotopy types of the intersection line fields.
A vertical modification ofM̃2 then leads to a pair of Engel manifolds which can be glued
together along their boundary.
Note thatR1 is a round handle of index one andR2 has index two. We attachR1 along
∂−R1 to ∂+M1 andR2 along∂+R2 ' ∂−R1 to ∂+M2. So we will treatR2 like a round
handle of index one.
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THEOREM5.6. In the situation above, suppose thatϕ1 : ∂−R1 → ∂+M1 is an attach-
ing map which allows us to extend the Engel structure onM1 toM1 ∪ϕ1 R1 by the Engel
structureΘm∗ D
(1)
k onR1. Then there is an attaching map
ϕ2 : ∂+R2 → ∂−M2
isotopic toψ ◦ ϕ1 and a Engel structureD′2 onM2 such thatD′2 extends toR2 using the
model Engel structureΘm∗ D
(2)
k . D
′
2 andD2 are isotopic. Moreover there is a diffeomor-
phism
ψ̃ : ∂+M̃1 −→ ∂−M̃2
preserving the oriented contact structures on the boundaries.
The intersection line field on∂+M̃1 is mapped bỹψ to a Legendrian line field which is
homotopic to the intersection line field on∂−M̃2.
Let us first sketch the different steps of the proof of Theorem 5.6. We now identifyR1
andR2. The proof consists of four steps:
(1) Modify the Engel structure onM2 such thatϕ2 = ψ ◦ ϕ1 is a gluing map for
R2 with the Engel structureΘm∗ D
(2)
k . To do so, use first Gray’s theorem to adapt
contact structures and modify the boundary ofM2 vertically in order to achieve
thatϕ2 preserves the intersection line field on a neighbourhood ofγ±.
(2) GlueR1 toM1 andR2 toM2 in order to obtaiñM1 andM̃2.
(3) Apply Gray’s theorem again in order to isotope the obvious map betweenM̃1 and
M̃2 to a map which preserves oriented contact structures.
(4) Show that the resulting map preserves the homotopy type of the intersection line
fields. This requires some analysis of the isotopy obtained in the third step.
PROOF OFTHEOREM 5.6. On R1 andR2 we use the model Engel structure corre-
sponding to the same parametersm, k. Our aim is of course to compare the present sit-
uation with the model discussed in Theorem 4.31. For this, it is convenient to use the
coordinates
x = ±1,Θ−m∗y1,Θ−m∗y2, t
onR1 andR2. During this proof we use the notationx, y1, y2, t for thenewcoordinates.
Then the Engel structureΘm∗ D
(1)
k is defined by the usual expressions forW1 andX
(1)
k
and the analogous statement is true onR2. By assumptionϕ1 : ∂−R1 → ∂+M1 preserves
oriented contact structures and oriented intersection line fields. Usingϕ1 we identify∂−R1
with its imageU ⊂ ∂+M1. In particular we obtain coordinates onU which we denote again
by x = ±1, y1, y2, t. The contact structure onU is defined by the1–form
(51) β0 = −dy1 +
1
2
y1dt−
1
2
xdy2
with x = ±1. Moreover, the intersection line field onU is the same as in the model, it is
spanned bỹX(1)k .
So onU we have exactly the same situation as in the model for gluing round1–handles.
Now onψ(U) we have the coordinates
x′ = x = ±1, y′1 = ψ−1∗y1, y′2 = ψ−1∗y2, t′ = ψ−1∗t .
But onψ(U) the contact structure induced by the Engel structure onM2 doesnothave the
expression we used in the model for the gluing of round2–handles but it is defined byβ0.
In order to obtain the situation of the model on a subset ofψ(U), we modify the Engel
manifold(M2,D2) in two steps.
For the first step choose a smooth functionρ : R≥0 → R≥0 with the properties
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(i)
ρ(r) =
{
1 if r ∈
[
0, 110
]
0 if r ∈
[
9
10 ,∞
)
(ii) ∣∣∣∣dρdr (r)
∣∣∣∣ < 12r .
A functionρ with the desired properties exists because∫ 9/10
1/10
1
2r
dr > 1 .
Using ρ we will define a family of1–formsβs. The kernel ofβ0 defines the original
contact structure. The conditions (i),(ii) ensure that the deformed distributions ker(βs) are
also contact structures. Letr =
√
y′1
2 + y′2
2. Fors ∈ [0, 1] consider the family of1–forms
(52) βs = − (1− 2sρ(r)) dy′1 +
1
2
y′1dt
′ − 1
2
x′dy′2
By construction,βs is constant on a neighbourhood of the boundary ofψ(U). We extend
βs to the whole of∂−M2 using a fixed defining form for the contact structure outside of
ψ(U) ⊂ ∂−M2 coinciding withβs near the boundary ofψ(U). For all s ∈ [0, 1], the
1–formβs defines a contact structure on∂−M2 since
βs ∧ dβs =
(
−sy
′
1y
′
2
r2
r
dρ
dr
(r) +
1
4
x′
)
dy′1 ∧ dy′2 ∧ dt′
=
{
>
(
− r2
1
2r +
1
4
)
dy′1 ∧ dy′2 ∧ dt′ = 0 if x′ = 1
<
(
r
2
1
2r −
1
4
)
dy′1 ∧ dy′2 ∧ dt′ = 0 if x′ = −1 .
On {r < 1/10} ⊂ ψ(U), β1 has the same coordinate expression as the contact structure
which appeared in the model for the gluing of round2–handles. The homotopy is constant
away from the compact subsetψ(U) ⊂ ∂−M2. So we can apply Gray’s theorem to the
family βs and we obtain an isotopyΦs of ∂−M2 with the property
Φs∗ (kerβ0) = kerβs .
UsingΦ we modify the Engel structure onM2. Choose a collar∂−M2× [0, 1] of ∂−M2 =
∂−M2×{0} such that the characteristic foliation of the Engel structure corresponds to the
foliation given by the second factor of the collar. Fix a smooth functiong : [0, 1]→[0, 1]
which is constant near the boundary of the interval withg(0) = 1 andg(1) = 0. Let
Φ′ : ∂−M2 × [0, 1] −→ ∂−M2 × [0, 1]
(p, s) 7−→
(
Φg(s)(p), s
)
and extend this diffeomorphism by the identity to the whole ofM2. Instead ofD2 we
consider now the Engel structureD′2 = Φ′∗D2 onM2 but we do not change the coordinates.
Thus the contact structure induced and oriented byD′2 on∂−M2 is defined byβ1. This1–
form defines the coorientation induced byD′2 if k > 0. If k < 0, β1 andD′2 define opposite
coorientations of the contact structure. On{r < 1/10} ⊂ ψ(U) the Engel structureD′2
induces a contact structure which is defined by a1–form having the same expression as the
contact structure in the model.
Unfortunately, the intersection line field on∂−M2 with the modified Engel structure
D′2 does not coincide with the intersection line field in the model for gluing round2–
handles even on{r < 1/10} where we have the right contact structure. However, by
Proposition 4.29 (ii), the intersection line field ofD′2 is already the one appearing in the
model on the subset{y1 = 0} of {r < 1/10}.
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In the second step of the modification of the initial Engel manifoldM2, we use a
vertical modification of the boundary∂−M2 to achieve that the intersection line field on
{r < 1/10} coincides with the intersection line field in the model for gluing round2–
handles on{r < 1/10}. By Theorem 5.4, this is possible since the rotation number of the
intersection line field ofD′2 along the Legendrian curve{x = ±1, y1 = y2 = 0} is−|k|.
On {y1 = 0} ∩ {r < 1/10}, the intersection line field already was the one of the model
situation. So we may assume that along{y1 = 0, r < 1/10} the intersection line field
remains unchanged even on{y1 = 0} ⊂ ψ(U). We also assume that the intersection line
field remains unchanged outside ofψ(U).
From now on we use the notationsD′2 andM2 for the Engel structure on the manifold
obtained by vertical modification. By construction of the modified Engel manifoldM2
ϕ2 = ψ ◦ ϕ1 : ∂+R2 ∩ {r ≤ 1/20} −→ ∂−M2
is a gluing map for a round2–handle with the model Engel structureΘm∗ D
(2)
k . Let
M̃1 = M1 ∪ϕ1
({
r ≤ 1
20
}
∩R1
)
M̃2 = M2 ∪ϕ2
({
r ≤ 1
20
}
∩R2
)
be the manifolds obtained fromM1 ∪ϕ1 R1 andM2 ∪ϕ2 R2 after smoothing corners as
in Section 4.3.1. We writẽD1 respectivelyD̃′2 for the Engel structure obtained oñM1
respectivelyM̃2. We extend the coordinatesx = ±1, y1, y2, t respectivelyx′, y′1, y′2, t to
a system of coordinates onR1 respectivelyR2 in the obvious way. In particularx varies
now. LetV be the complement ofU = ϕ1(∂−R1) in ∂+M1. There is a diffeomorphism
ψ′ : ∂+M̃1 −→ ∂−M̃2
defined as follows: Away fromU letψ′ = ψ. OnŨ = M̃1 \V letψ′ be the identity map in
terms of the coordinatesx, y1, y2, t. These two definitions fit to a smooth diffeomorphism
since we obtained the coordinates on∂−M2 by ψ. On V , ψ′ preserves oriented contact
structures but not oñU .
The push–forward byψ′ of the contact structure on∂+M̃1 and the contact structure on
∂−M̃2 induced byD̃′2 are homotopic, the homotopy is given by the family of1– orms
(53) β̃s = −(1− 2sρ(r))dy′1 +
1
2
y′1dt
′ − 1
2
x′dy′2 − y′2dx′ .
As usual,β̃s is constant onψ(V ). Notice thatβs = β̃s on {1/20 ≤ r ≤ 1} since we have
x′ = ±1 and sodx′ = 0 there. The push forward of the contact structure on∂+M̃1 is
defined byβ̃0 while the actual contact structure on∂−M̃2 is defined bỹβ1.
Applying Gray’s theorem to this family of contact forms we obtain an isotopy
Φ̃s : ∂−M̃2 −→ ∂−M̃2 .
On {r ≤ 1/10}, the familyβ̃s inducing this isotopy coincides with the family of1–forms
in the proof of Theorem 4.31 apart from the fact that there we had round2–handlesD2 ×
D1 × S1 where the radius of theD2–factor is one while here it is1/20. Let
ψ̃ = Φ̃1 ◦ ψ′ : ∂+M̃1 −→ ∂−M̃2 .
This map preserves the contact structures induced by the Engel structuresD̃1 pectively
D̃′2. Moreoverψ̃ preserves the orientation of the contact structures since onV , we have
ψ̃ = ψ andψ has this property by assumption.
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It remains to show that̃ψ preserves the homotopy type of the intersection line fields.
OnV we have by definitioñψ = ψ soψ̃ has the desired property onV . By Proposition 3.22
it now suffices to show thatψ preserves the homotopy type of the intersection line field only
along some curves which meet∂+R1. These curves have to be chosen such that together
with the curves contained inV , they generateH1(∂+M̃1; Z).
Let σ be the function appearing in the smoothing procedure as explained bore formu-
lating Theorem 4.31 and letσ(0) = c. Let γ = {x = y1 = 0, y2 = c} × S1 ⊂ R1. The
rotation number along this curve is preserved byψ̃ by Theorem 4.31 (iii). The same is true
for γ = {x = 0} × ∂D2 × S1.
Now let γ represent any homology class inH1(∂+M̃1; Z). Let ∆ = {y1 = 0, t =
0} ⊂ ∂+M̃1 with endpoints{x = ±1, y1 = 0, y2 = 1/15, t = 0}, cf.Theorem 4.31. So the
endpoints of∆ lie in the region where the isotopy of the model situation in Theorem 4.31
and our isotopy induced bỹβs coincide becauseρ(r) = 1 for r < 1/10. Since it is enough
to treat a complete set of generators ofH1(∂+M̃1; Z) we can assume that
γ ∩
{
r ≤ 1
15
}
⊂ ∆
γ ∩ Ũ ⊂ {y1 = 0} .
By Theorem 4.31 (v), the diffeomorphism̃ψmaps the intersection line field at the endpoints
of ∆ to the intersection line ofD′2 at the endpoints of̃ψ(∆). Moreoverψ̃ preserves the
homotopy type of the intersection line fields relative to the boundary points of∆.
Now along{y1 = 0, r ≥ 1/15} the isotopies induced byβs andβ̃s coincide and both
preserve{y1 = 0}. This can be checked by a calculation similar to the construction of the
flow ψ− in Proposition 4.29. Now on the one hand, we did not change the intersection line
field alongy1 = 0 when we modifiedM2 vertically. On the other hand, the intersection line
field induced byD′2 on {y1 = 0, r ≥ 1/15} is by definition the image of the intersection
line field induced byD1 on∂+M1 underΦ1 ◦ψ whereΦs is the isotopy obtained fromβs.
Henceψ̃ preserves the intersection line field alongγ \∆. This shows that̃ψ preserves
the homotopy type of the intersection line fields. 
5.3.2. Adding a round 2–handle. Whether Theorem 5.6 is also true for round2–
handles is not clear at least to the author. It seems to be difficult to find a deformation of
the contact structure which is constant away from a neighbourhood of the attaching region
of R2 like in (52) or (53).
Assume that the construction of the mapsϕ2 andψ̃ in the proof of Theorem 5.6 also
works for round2–handles. We want to show that using this hypothetical construction we
obtain no new Engel manifolds.
LetM1,M2 be oriented Engel manifolds with transversal boundary andψ : ∂+M1 −→
∂−M2 as in Theorem 5.6. The attaching mapϕ1 : ∂−R2 −→ ∂+M1 is supposed to
preserve oriented contact structures and intersection line fields. We attach a round2–ha le
with some model Engel structure in order to obtain the Engel manifoldM1 ∪ϕ1 R2. Let
ϕ2 : ∂+R1 −→ ∂−M2
ψ̃ : ∂+ (M1 ∪ϕ1 R2) −→ ∂− (M2 ∪ϕ2 R1)
be the maps constructed as in the proof of Theorem 5.6. The doubleM̃ of M ∪ϕ R2 is
M̃ = (M1 ∪ϕ1 R2) ∪ eψ (R1 ∪ϕ2 M2)
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We apply the argument from Remark 4.4 toψ̃. The radial vector field
y1
∂
∂y1
+ y2
∂
∂y2
on ∂+R2 preserves the contact structure and we can extend this vector field to a global
contact vector field on∂+M by Proposition 2.7. Using the flow of this vector field we
deformψ̃ to Ψ̃. Then obtain the Engel manifold
(M1 ∪ϕ1 R2) ∪eΨ (R1 ∪ϕ2 M2) .
But now we can interchangeR1 andR2 and we end up with a double which is decomposed
into M1 ∪ R1 andM2 ∪ R2. The attaching map ofR1 is the restriction of̃Ψ to ∂−R1 ⊂
∂−(M2 ∪ϕ2 R1) and similarly for the attaching map ofR2. The gluing map
∂+(M1 ∪R1) −→ ∂−(M2 ∪R2)
can be defined piecewise. Away from∂+R1 it is Ψ̃ while on∂+R1 the gluing map isϕ2.
This is isotopic through contact diffeomorphisms to the result of the construction given in
the proof of Theorem 5.6 applied to the initial data
Ψ̃ : ∂−R1 −→ ∂+M1
ψ : ∂+M1 −→ ∂−M2 .
This is an Engel manifold we can obtain from Theorem 5.6 for round1–handles. Thus even
if Theorem 5.6 were true for round2–handles it would only lead to Engel manifolds which
can be obtained using Theorem 5.6.
5.4. Modifications of rotation numbers and framings
LetM be a manifold with boundary and an Engel structureD. We suppose thatD as
well as the characteristic line fieldW is oriented. The other distributions associated to an
Engel structure are then oriented by our conventions. We suppose that the boundary ofM
is transversal toW. Starting from an embedding
ϕ : ∂−R1 −→ ∂+M
we want to determine whetherϕ can be isotoped to a map̃ϕ which preserves oriented
contact structures and intersection line fields of a model Engel structureD(1)k,m. Then we
can attachR1 usingϕ̃ instead ofϕ and extend the Engel structure fromM to M ∪eϕ R1.
This manifold is diffeomorphic toM ∪ϕ R1 sinceϕ andϕ̃ are isotopic.
A necessary condition is thatϕ preserves the orientations on∂−R1 respectively∂+M
induced by the contact structures. Recall that all contact structures obtained fromD(1)k,m
induce the same orientation on∂−R1.
Let γ± = S1 × {0} × {±1} ⊂ ∂−R1. Using Proposition 2.10 we can isotopeϕ to an
embeddingϕ′ such thatϕ′(γ±) are two Legendrian curves. The next step would be a choice
of model Engel structure. Whether or notϕ′ can be isotoped to a contact embedding with
respect to the contact structure induced by the model Engel structure on∂−R1 of course
depends on the choice of the model Engel structure. Here we want to determine under
which conditions it is possible to choose a model Engel structure onR1 such that we can
isotopeϕ′ to an embedding allowing us to extend the Engel structure using the model. We
assume that the isotopy is constant alongγ±.
The answer will be of course in terms of contact framings and rotation numbers of
ϕ′(γ±). Although we have fixed particular Legendrian curves in the isotopy class ofϕ(γ±),
it will turn out that the condition we will find will not depend on this choice. It is a condition
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depending only on the isotopy class ofϕ. From now on we assume thatϕ already mapsγ±
to Legendrian curves.
Recall that∂−R1 has two connected components. We will writeϕ+ respectivelyϕ−
for the restriction ofϕ to {x = 1} × D1 × S1 respectively{x = −1} × D2 × S1. A
contact framing ofγ± induced by the model Engel structureD(1)k,m onR1 will be denoted
by fr(γ±,m). If σ is a Legendrian curve in∂+M we write fr(σ) for a contact framing
of σ. When two framings(S, T ) and (S′, T ′) of a fixed curve are homotopic we write
(S, T ) ∼ (S′, T ′).
By Lemma 2.12 there existn+, n− ∈ Z such that
ϕ+∗
(
fr(γ+, 0)
)
∼ n+ · fr(ϕ+(γ+))
ϕ−∗
(
fr(γ−, 0)
)
∼ n− · fr(ϕ−(γ−)) .
The following theorem gives a criterion whether one can stabilizeϕ+ andϕ− in order to
meet the conditions on framings and rotation numbers.
THEOREM 5.7. We can choosek ∈ Z \ {0},m ∈ Z and stabilize the attaching map
ϕ± such that the modified maps have the following properties with respect to the Engel
structureD(1)k,m onR1
(i) the stabilized attaching map sends a contact framing ofγ± to a framingϕ±(γ±)
which is homotopic to a contact framing,
(ii) the rotation numbers ofD along the stabilized Legendrian curves obtained from
ϕ+(γ+) andϕ−(γ−) are both equal tok
if and only if the condition
(54) n+ + rot(ϕ+(γ+)) ≡ n− + rot(ϕ−(γ−)) mod 2
is satisfied
PROOF. Throughout this proofk will denote a nonzero integer which will be fixed at
the end.
Recall thatn+, n− ∈ Z satisfy
ϕ+∗
(
fr(γ+, 0)
)
∼ n+ · fr(ϕ+(γ+))
ϕ−∗
(
fr(γ−, 0)
)
∼ n− · fr(ϕ−(γ−))
Becauseϕ+ is orientation preserving
m ·
(
ϕ+∗(S, T )
)
∼ ϕ+∗
(
m · (S, T )
)
holds for every framing(S, T ) of γ+. The analogous statement withϕ−, γ− is also true. If
we use the Engel structureD(1)k,m instead ofD
(1)
k,0 onR1 we obtain
ϕ+∗
(
fr(γ+,m)
)
∼ (m+ n+) · fr(ϕ+(γ+))
ϕ+∗
(
fr(γ−,m)
)
∼ (m+ n−) · fr(ϕ−(γ−)) .
From the discussion in Section 2.2.4 it follows that both positive and negative twists have
the following effect on contact framings(
σ±ϕ+
)
∗ (fr(γ+,m)) ∼ (n+ +m− 1) · fr
(
σ± (ϕ+(γ+))
)(
σ±ϕ−
)
∗ (fr(γ−,m)) ∼ (n− +m− 1) · fr
(
σ± (ϕ−(γ−))
)
.
Since we want the stabilized embeddingϕ̃± to map contact framings ofγ± to a framing
of ϕ̃±(γ±) which is homotopic to a contact framing, we have to apply positive or negative
stabilization(n+ +m)–times respectively(n− +m)–times toϕ+ respectivelyϕ−. Since
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there is (in general) no inverse procedure to stabilization we have to achieve thatn+ +m
andn− +m are both non–negative.
Depending on how often we applyσ+ andσ− respectively, we get different results for
the rotation numbers since by Section 2.2.4
rot
((
σ+(ϕ+)
)
(γ+)
)
= rot(ϕ+(γ+)) + 1
rot
((
σ−(ϕ+)
)
(γ+)
)
= rot(ϕ+(γ+))− 1 ,
and similarly forγ−. If n
+
+, n
−
+, n
+
−, n
−
− ∈ N0 satisfy
n+ +m = n++ + n
−
+ ≥ 0
n− +m = n+− + n
−
− ≥ 0 ,
(55)
we get the following effect on rotation numbers
rot
((
(σ+)n
+
+(σ−)n
−
+ϕ+
)
(γ+)
)
= rot(ϕ+(γ+)) + n++ − n−+
rot
((
(σ+)n
+
−(σ−)n
−
−ϕ−
)
(γ−)
)
= rot(ϕ−(γ−)) + n+− − n−− .
We want equal and non–zero rotation numbers after stabilization. This can be achieved if
and only if we can solve (55) and
n+− − n−− − n++ + n−+ = rot(ϕ+(γ+))− rot(ϕ−(γ−))
rot(γ+) + n++ − n−+ 6= 0
(56)
with nonnegative integersn++, n
−
+, n
+
−, n
−
− andm ∈ Z. Then we can take
k = rot(ϕ+(γ+)) + n++ − n−+
= rot(ϕ−(γ−)) + n+− − n−− .
Considering the equations (55)mod 2 and comparing this with
n+− − n−− − n++ + n−+ = rot(ϕ+(γ+))− rot(ϕ−(γ−)) mod 2
we see that (54) is a necessary condition for the solvability of (56) and (55). If (54) is
satisfied, this system of equations admits solutions inZ. If we choosem large enough, we
can achieven++, n
−
+, n
+
−, n
−
− ∈ N0. 
We want to explain the meaning of (54) in more topological terms. For this we consider
an orientation preserving attaching mapϕ± : ∂−R1 → ∂+M . The Engel structure onM
determines a trivialization ofTM which is well defined up to homotopy. We can pull back
a trivialization of the boundary∂+M . In order to obtain a trivialization of the tangent
bundle ofR1 on ∂−R1 we add an inward pointing vector field. If we want to extend an
Engel structure onM overR1 we have to be able to extend the trivialization onM to
M ∪ϕ R1. This is possible if and only if the pull back trivialization ofTR1 on {x = −1}
is homotopic to the pullback trivialization on{x = 1}. The homotopy between these two
trivializations then provides an obvious extension of the trivialization on∂−R1 toR1.
Whether or not it is possible to extend the trivialization onM to M̃ = M ∪ϕ R1
depends only on the isotopy class ofϕ± and the trivialization onM .
Now assume that for an even contact structureΘm∗ (ker(α1)) onR1 we have isotoped
ϕ± to a map (again denoted byϕ±) that preserves contact structures together with their
orientations. This is always possible (for suitablem) by the arguments used in the proof of
Theorem 5.7. The present situation corresponds ton+ = n− = 0 in the above notation.
The even contact structure ker(α1) has a trivialization over the whole ofR1. We compare
the pull back trivialization with a given trivialization ofTR1 in order to see whether it is
possible to extend the pull back trivialization. Since(R1, ∂−R1) retracts onto({y1 = y2 =
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0}, γ+ ∪ γ−) it suffices to consider the extension problem on this cylinder. Comparing the
pull back framing with the given framing onγ+ respectivelyγ−, we obtain maps
f+ : S1 = γ+ −→ GL(4)
f− : S1 = γ− −→ GL(4)
and the extension problem can be solved if and only iff− and f+ represent the same
element inπ1(GL(4)) = π1(SO(4)) = Z2.
Now thatϕ± preserves contact structures and orientations, the homotopy class of the
pull back trivialization is fixed by the homotopy class of the trivialization of the contact
structure on the two components of∂−R1. The homotopy class of the pull back trivializa-
tion can be determined by the rotation number with respect to the given framing ofTR1.
Sof− andf+ are homotopic if and only if
rot(ϕ+(γ+)) ≡ rot(ϕ−(γ−)) mod 2 .
Since we have achievedn+ = n− = 0 this corresponds to (54).
Thus if we start with an attaching mapϕ± and end up with a map which violates (54)
then there isno map isotopic toϕ± which could be used to glue a round1–handle toM
and extend Engel structures onM .
SinceM has trivial tangent bundle,w2(TM) = 0. When we attach a round handle
of index1 to M we add the cylinder{y1 = y2 = 0} to the2-skeleton of (a triangulation
or CW–decomposition of)M . Condition (54) ensures that the given trivialization of the
tangent bundle extends over the cylinder. In particular, the tangent bundle ofM̃ is trivial
over the2–skeleton ofM̃ . Thus (54) makes sure that the second Stiefel–Whitney class
remains zero after we glued the round handle toM .
Now if ϕ : ∂−R1 −→ ∂+M is an embedding such thatϕ(γ±) are Legendrian curves
andϕ preserves contact framings and rotation numbers alongγ± then by Proposition 2.18
we can isotopeϕ relative toγ± such that the resulting map preserves the contact structure
on a tubular neighbourhood ofγ±. For0 < s ≤ 1
∂−R1 −→ ∂−R1
(x = ±1, y1, y2, t) 7−→ (x, sy1, sy2, t)
is a contact isotopy. This shows
THEOREM 5.8. Assume thatϕ : ∂−R1 −→ ∂+M is an embedding, the trivialization
of TM induced by the Engel structure can be extended toM ∪ϕ R1.
Then there is a model Engel structure onR1 such thatϕ is isotopic to an embedding̃ϕ
which preserves contact structures.
5.5. New Engel manifolds – Doubles
As a first application, we give examples of Engel manifolds whose fundamental group
contains relatively big Abelian subgroups. This topological property can be used to show
that the manifolds we construct are not total spaces of fibrations over the circle or a3–
manifold. In particular, these Engel manifolds are not covered by the Geiges construction
or prolongation.
LEMMA 5.9. Let M be a manifold andH ⊂ ∂M a connected component of the
boundary. Consider̃M = M ∪idH M . Theni : M ↪→ M̃ induces an inclusion
i# : π1(M) −→ π1(M̃) .
If all elements ofπ1(M) have representatives which are contained inH, i.e. the inclusion
H −→M induces an epimorphism of fundamental groups, theni# is bijective.
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PROOF. For all fundamental groups we use a fixed base point inH. LetN = π1(H).
By the theorem of Seifert–van Kampen, the inclusions ofM respectivelyH into M̃ induce
an isomorphism between the fundamental group ofM̃ and
π1(M) ∗N π1(M) .
Applying the universal property of the amalgamated product we can find a unique homo-
morphismπ1(M) ∗N π1(M) −→ π1(M) such that the diagram
N //

π1(M)
i2
 id

π1(M)
i1 //
id
--
π1(M) ∗N π1(M)
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
π1(M)
commutes. i1 respectivelyi2 mapsπ1(M) to the first respectively second factor of the
amalgamated product. In particularπ1(M) → π1(M) ∗N π1(M) ' π1(M̃) is induced by
the inclusionM→M̃ and injective.
The amalgamated productπ1(M) ∗N π1(M) can be defined as the free product of
π1(M) with itself divided by the normal subgroup generated by{
i1(a) (i2(a))
−1
∣∣∣ a ∈ N = π1(H)} .
If π1(H) = N → π1(M) is surjective, we can replace in every word representing an
element ofπ1(M) ∗N π1(M) all letters coming from the second factor in the free product
by elements coming from the first factor. Theni# is also surjective. 
THEOREM 5.10. LetG be a group which admits a presentation
G = 〈g0, g1, . . . , gk| r1, . . . , rk〉
such that for alli ∈ {1, . . . , k} the relationri involves only the generatorsg0, . . . , gi−1.
Then one can obtain a closed Engel manifold whose fundamental group is isomorphic to
G using our first construction of Engel structures.
PROOF. We apply Theorem 5.6 inductively to construct a pair of Engel handle bodies
using only round handles of index1 and0. Starting point for the construction is the Engel
structure onS3×S1 described in Section 4.2.1. The fundamental groupπ1(S3×S1) ' Z
satisfies the assumptions in the theorem and proves it fork = 0. Notice that{y1 = 0} '
S2 × S1 is transversal to the characteristic foliation. ThusS3 × S1 can be obtained from
one round handle of index0 and one round handle of index3 by an identification of the
boundaries of the handles.
Now we come to the inductive step. Suppose that we have an Engel manifoldM with
fundamental group
Gj = 〈g0, . . . , gj |r1, . . . , rj〉 .
We assume thatM can be cut along a connected transversal hypersurfaceH into two pieces
M1 andM2 which are diffeomorphic, and we assume that the characteristic foliation points
out of∂M1 and intoM2 along∂M2. We denote the identification of the boundaries byψ.
This map preserves oriented contact structures and intersection line fields. In order to apply
Lemma 5.9 we suppose furthermore that if we identifyM1 with M2 then with respect to
this identificationψ is isotopic to the identity of the boundary. We assume also that the
generatorsg0, . . . , gj ∈ π1(M) have representatives which are contained in∂+M1 (we
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choose the base point in∂+M1). Notice that all these assumptions are satisfied in the case
of S3 × S1.
In order to apply Theorem 5.6 we need an attaching mapϕ1 : ∂−R1 → ∂+M1 for
a round handle of index one. Because the generatorsg0, . . . , gj have representatives con-
tained in∂+M1, the same is true forrj+1. By Proposition 2.10 we can choose a Legendrian
representativêγ+ of rj+1 ∈ Gj and a homotopically trivial Legendrian curveγ̂−. We push
awayγ̂± from the basepoint by a very short distance. For dimension reasons we can assume
that the curveŝγ± are now disjoint from a fixed set of curves representingg0, . . . , gj .
Fix a model Engel structure onR1 and an orientation preserving embedding
ϕ′1 : ∂−R1 −→ ∂+M1
mappingγ± to γ̂±. We may assume thatϕ′1 satisfies (54) in Theorem 5.7. If not, we
change the framing ofϕ1 alongγ−. Applying Theorem 5.7, Theorem 5.8 and a suitable
vertical modification of∂+M1 and∂−M2, we find a model Engel structure onR1 and an
attaching mapϕ1 such that the Engel structure extends fromM to M̃1 = M ∪ϕ1 R1.
By Theorem 5.6 we can attach a round2–handle to∂−M2 such that we can extend the
Engel structure onM2 to M̃2 = M2 ∪R2. Moreover we obtain a diffeomorphism
ψ̃ : ∂+M̃1 −→ ∂−M̃2
which allows us to gluẽM1 andM̃2 together along the boundary by Theorem 5.2. We
obtain a closed Engel manifold̃M . By construction,M̃1 andM̃2 are diffeomorphic as
manifolds andψ̃ is isotopic to the identity with respect to this identification.
We now show that̃M has fundamental groupGj+1. Notice that the round handle in-
duces the relationrj+1 by sliding the curvêγ+ from x = 1 to x = −1. This way, γ̂+
becomes homotopically trivial. Choosing representatives ofrj+1 which lie on the bound-
ary of the attaching region, we can perform this homotopy completely in the boundary of
M̃1. Moreover the fundamental group of̃M1 has one additional generatorgj+1 which is
represented by a curve joining the two ends ofR1 in the round handle together with a curve
joining the two components of the attaching region in the remaining part of∂M1. In par-
ticular, the new generator of the fundamental group ofM̃1 can be represented by a curve
which lies completely in∂M̃1. ThusM̃1 has fundamental groupπ1(M̃1) = Gj+1. Since
M̃ is isotopic to the double of̃M1, the fundamental group of̃M isGj+1 by Lemma 5.9.
Finally note that we have shown that̃M satisfies the same hypothesis asM did in the
inductive step if we cut along̃H = ∂−M̃1 ⊂ M̃ . 
We want to show that many of the Engel manifolds obtained from Theorem 5.10 do
not fiber overS1 or a 3–manifold. The next proposition shows that such fibrations have
special topological properties. It is based on the following theorem about the fundamental
group of3–manifolds.
THEOREM 5.11 (Hempel, [Hem] p. 84). LetG be a finitely generated Abelian group.
If G is a subgroup ofπ1(M) for some three–manifoldM , thenG is isomorphic to one of
Z, Z⊕ Z, Z⊕ Z⊕ Z, Z⊕ Z2 or Zn
for some integern. In particular rank(G) ≤ 3.
Using this theorem one could find several criteria for deciding whether a given four–
manifold fibers over the circle or over a three–manifold. In the following proposition we
explain one possibility.
PROPOSITION5.12. Let M be a connected4–manifold. IfM is a fibration over a
three–manifold or a circle then the rank of every Abelian subgroup ofπ1(M) is at most4.
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PROOF. SupposeM fibers over the circleS1 with fiberN . Let i : N −→ M be the
inclusion of a fiber andpr the bundle projection. Without loss of generality we assume that
N is connected. The long exact sequence of homotopy groups yields
(57) π2(S1) = {0} // π1(N)
i# // π1(M)
pr# // π1(S1) ' Z // {0} .
LetG be an Abelian subgroup ofπ1(M). Either pr# is zero onG or the image pr#(G) is
isomorphic toZ. In the first casei−1# (G) is isomorphic toG. Sincei
−1
# (G) is a subgroup
of π1(N), we have rank(G) ≤ 3. In the second case choose a generatorh f pr−1# (1). The
mapZ −→ G which mapsn to n · h induces a splitting of the short exact sequence of
Abelian groups obtained from (57)
0 // i−1# (G)
i# // G
pr# // Z ' pr#(G) // 0 .
This induces an isomorphismG ' i−1# (G)×Z. By Theorem 5.11 the rank ofG is smaller
or equal than4.
Now suppose thatM fibers over a three–manifoldN with fiberS1. We use the same
notation for the inclusion of a fiber and the bundle projection as above. Applying the long
exact sequence of homotopy groups again we obtain
(58) π2(N) // π1(S1) ' Z
i# // π1(M)
pr# // π1(N) // {1} .
The image ofπ2(N) is a subgroup ofZ, therefore it is either{0} or isomorphic toZ. In
the first case, we have a short exact sequence
(59) {0} // Z // π1(M) // π1(N) // {0} ,
in the second case there is an integern such thatim(π2(M)) = nZ and we get
(60) {0} −→ Z/nZ −→ π1(M) −→ π1(N) −→ {0}
from (58). Now letG be an Abelian subgroup ofπ1(M). The image pr#(G) is an Abelian
subgroup ofπ1(N). We have rank(i−1# (G)) ≤ 1. Since (59) and (60) are exact
rank(i−1# (G))− rank(G) + rank(pr#(G)) = 0
and hence by Theorem 5.11
rank(G) ≤ 1 + rank(pr#(G)) ≤ 4 .

EXAMPLE 5.13. It is of course easy to find a presentation of a group satisfying the
assumption of Theorem 5.10 and containing an Abelian subgroup of rank5. One of the
simplest is〈
g0, . . . , g11
∣∣r2 = g0g1g0−1g1−1, r3 = g0g2g0−1g2−1, . . . , r11 = g3g4g3−1g4−1〉 .
We have10 relations. Hereg0, . . . , g4 generateZ5.
5.6. Connected sums
Let M,M ′ be two Engel manifolds with Engel structuresD,D′. The connected sum
M#M ′ does not admit an Engel structure because the Euler characteristic of this connected
sum is−2. Introducing an additional summandS2 × S2, one can sometimes circumvent
this problem if some condition on the Engel structure is satisfied.
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THEOREM 5.14. LetM,M ′ be manifolds with Engel structuresD,D′ such that both
characteristic foliations admit closed transversals. ThenM#M ′#(S2 × S2) carries an
Engel structure which coincides with the old Engel structures onM andM ′ away from a
neighbourhood of the transversals where all connected sums are performed. The charac-
teristic foliation of the new Engel structure again admits a closed transversal.
PROOF. Let us assume for the moment thatM,M ′ are oriented. Fix the induced
orientation of the characteristic foliationW of D respectivelyW ′ of D′. Choose closed
transversalsN respectivelyN ′ of W respectivelyW ′. We cut the manifolds along these
hypersurfaces and obtain new manifolds with boundary. These will be denoted again by
M respectivelyM ′. The boundary of each manifoldM andM ′ has two connected com-
ponents
∂+M 'N ' ∂−M
∂+M
′ 'N ′ ' ∂−M ′ .
There is a natural identification
ψ : ∂+M ∪ ∂+M ′ −→ ∂−M ∪ ∂−M ′
which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 5.6. We choose contractible Darboux charts
(x, y, z), U ⊂ ∂+M and(x′, y′, z′), U ′ ⊂ ∂+M ′ for the contact structures. We fix an orien-
tation of the intersection line fields onU andU ′. It is not necessary to orient the intersection
line field on the entire hypersurfacesN,N ′ for vertical modifications (cf. Theorem 5.4).
In each chart choose a Legendrian unknotK respectivelyK ′ with rotation number
−1 and Thurston–Bennequin invariant−2. According to [El3] this determinesK ⊂ U
andK ′ ⊂ U ′ uniquely up to Legendrian isotopy withinU,U ′. One can obtainK,K ′ by
negative stabilization of the Legendrian unknot with Thurston–Bennequin invariant−1.
We equipR1 with model Engel structureD(1)0,1. Recall
γ± = {±1} × {(0, 0)} × S1 ⊂ ∂D1 ×D2 × S1 = ∂−R1 .
The contact framing ofγ± is S1–invariant. Choose an attaching mapϕ0 for R1 which
preserves oriented contact framings and mapsγ+ toK andγ− toK ′. The rotation number
alongγ± is also−1.
Thusϕ0 preserves oriented contact framings and the homotopy class of the intersection
line fields. As a consequence we can isotopeϕ0 such that the resulting attaching mapϕ1
preserves oriented contact structures. Throughout the isotopyγ± is mapped toϕ0(γ±).
With a vertical modification of∂+M ∪ ∂+M ′ we can achieve thatϕ1 also preserves
oriented intersection line fields and not only their homotopy types. After this vertical mod-
ification,ψ no longer preserves the intersection line field. We apply a vertical modification
to ∂−M ∪ ∂−M ′ to restore this property.
Using Theorem 5.6 we obtain an attaching map for a round2–handle with a model
Engel structure
ϕ2 : ∂+R2 −→ ∂−M ∪ ∂−M ′ .
For i = 1, 2 we attachRi usingϕi. The modified boundary components are denoted by
∂±M̃ . Theorem 5.6 also yields a diffeomorphism
ψ̃ : ∂+M̃ −→ ∂−M̃
preserving oriented contact structures and intersection line fields up to homotopy. Using
a vertical modification for the last time in this proof, we finally obtain a closed connected
Engel manifoldM̃ when we identify the two boundary components∂±M̃ .
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The hypersurfacesN,N ′ are still contained iñM and they are transversal to the char-
acteristic foliation of the Engel structure we have constructed. It remains to show thatM̃ is
diffeomorphic toM#M ′#(S2×S2). In order to show this, we constructM#M ′#(S2×
S2) using ordinary handles and we apply Lemma 4.8 to identifyM#M ′#(S2 × S2) with
the manifold obtained from the construction above.
Using an orientation preserving attaching mapϕ̂1, we attach a one–handle connecting
∂+M and∂+M ′. We do the same with∂−M and∂−M ′ using the attaching map̂ϕ2 =
ψ ◦ ϕ̂1. If we identify the new boundaries now in the natural way, we obtainM#M ′.
Choose a ball in∂+M which is disjoint from the attaching region of the one–handle.
Attach a2–handle along an unknot contained in this ball with framing−4 to ∂+M . The
Μ+ Μ
,
+
1-handle
FIGURE 2.
handles of index1 and2 are attached independently and we can use Lemma 4.8: As in
the proof of that lemma, we first slide the2–handle over the1–handle. Figure 2 shows
the attaching curve of the2–handle after the slide. The framing is indicated by the dashed
curve and the two arcs represent the boundary of the1–handle. After we identify the two
ordinary handles with a round handle of index one, we may assume that the attaching map
of the round two handle has framing−2 at both ends. Then the attaching map of the round
one–handle is isotopic to the attaching mapϕ0 we started with at the beginning of this
proof.
Thus if we attach a one–handle and a two–handle as above to both∂+M ∪ ∂+M ′
and∂−M ∪ ∂−M ′ in a symmetric way and identify the new boundaries, then we obtain a
manifold diffeomorphic tõM .
On the other hand, the one–handles account for the direct sumM#M ′. When we
want to showM̃ ' M#M ′#(S2 × S2), we have to understand the two–handles. If one
attaches a two–handle toD4 along an unknot with framing−4, the second two–handle
coming from the double is attached along a zero–framed meridian of the unknot. Two
consecutive handle slides show that one can use the zero–framing on both unknots without
changing the diffeomorphism type of the manifold, cf. [GoS] p. 144. We obtain the usual
Kirby diagram ofS2×S2. This proves the claim under the assumption thatM andM ′ are
oriented.
We assume for simplicity thatM ′ is orientable. This assumption can be dropped in
the same way as forM . If M is not orientable, there are two possibilities. EitherN is
coorientable or not. IfN is coorientable, we orient the characteristic foliation on a tubular
neighbourhood ofN . This suffices to carry out the proof above. IfN is not coorientable,
the situation is slightly more complicated. If we cutM alongN , the boundary of the result-
ing manifold is a connected two–fold covering ofN . The non–trivial deck transformation
ψ interchanges points, which correspond to the same point inN . The restriction ofW
to ∂M can be oriented by an outward pointing section. This orientation ofW near∂M
induces an orientation of the contact structure on∂M .
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Now we choose Darboux chartsU andψ(U) and perform the same construction as
above. OnU we orientW such that it points out ofM and onf(U) such that it points in-
wards. These orientations are not compatible with an orientation ofW n∂M but this does
not matter. Whenever we apply vertical modification to arrange the intersection line fields
on U , the intersection line field onψ(U) does not really change sinceg ≡ 2kπ, k ∈ N
there (g is the function appearing in the vertical modification). The same statement is true
for vertical modifications ofψ(U). Thus we can pretend that we can apply vertical modifi-
cations onU andψ(U) independently. As before we do not need an oriented intersection
line field but only on orientable contact structure on∂M . Then the proof carries over to
this situation. 
In order to apply Theorem 5.14, one has to find Engel structures whose characteristic
foliation admits a closed transversal. This is true for the Engel structures we shall construct
in the proof of Theorem 6.1. The following example shows that closed transversals do not
always exist.
EXAMPLE 5.15. Let N be an orientable3–manifold such thatTN has an orientable
subbundle with non–trivial Euler classe ∈ H2(N ; R). By Theorem 2.2, there is a contact
structureC onN which is homotopic to the original subbundle.
Now the prolongation construction yields an Engel structure onPC. The leaves of the
characteristic foliation are the fibers of theS1–bundle pr: PC −→ N , the Euler class of
thisS1–bundle ise 6= 0. In particular, the characteristic foliation of the Engel structure on
PC does not admit a closed transversal.
Engel structures obtained this way are so simple that they can be easily deformed to
Engel structures which satisfy the assumption of Theorem 5.14. For this, choose a con-
tractible Darboux chart((x, y, z), U) ' R3 in M . Choose a contact vector fieldV with
compact support inU such thatV has a non–degenerate sink at the origin. Fix a trivializa-
tion pr−1(U) ' U × S1 and writet for the coordinate on theS1–factor.
On pr−1(U), the Engel structureD is spanned byW = ∂t and a second vector fieldX.
For ε > 0 small enough, the distributionDε spanned byWε = ∂t + εV andX is still an
Engel structure. SinceV is a contact vector field, the characteristic foliation on pr−1(U) is
spanned byWε. If S2 is a small sphere around the origin inU which is transversal toV ,
then pr−1(S2) ' S2 × S1 is a closed transversal ofWε.
Hence we can apply Theorem 5.14 to Engel structures obtained by prolongation after
we perturb them slightly.
COROLLARY 5.16. If (N1, C1) and (N2, C2) are manifolds with orientable contact
structure, thenPC1#PC2#(S2 × S2) admits an Engel structure.
Starting from contact structures onS3, T 3, S2×S1 which are trivial as vector bundles,
we find Engel structures on manifolds like
N = T 4#(S2 × T 2)#(S2 × S2)
Mk = k(S3 × S1)#(k − 1)(S2 × S2)
using Corollary 5.16. One can show that it is impossible to construct an Engel structure on
Mk using prolongation or the method of Geiges, althoughMk is the total space of a circle
bundle over a3–manifold.
We return to the proof of Theorem 5.14 and discuss the meaning of the assumption that
both Engel structures have characteristic foliations which admit a closed transversal. We
do not make explicit use of the fact thatN andN ′ areclosedtransversals. But implicitly,
this assumption is used when we apply vertical modification.
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Let us recall the construction of vertical modifications of transversal boundaries from
Section 5.2. The aim is to change the intersection line field on a transversal boundary within
its homotopy class of Legendrian line fields. Assume for simplicity that the intersection
line field is orientable. When we modify∂+M vertically, we first attach∂+M × [0,∞) to
∂+M . On∂+M × [0,∞), the Engel structure is spanned by
(61) W =
∂
∂t
,X = cos(t)s+ sin(t)c
wheres spans the intersection foliation on∂+M ands, c is an oriented trivialization of the
contact structure. The modified Engel manifold is then defined using a positive function
g : ∂+M −→ R+ as follows
Mg = M ∪
{
(p, t) ∈ ∂+M × [0,∞)
∣∣t ≤ g(p)} .
Suppose thatU ⊂ M andU ′ ⊂ M ′ are compact hypersurfaces with boundary transversal
to the characteristic foliations. Then we can try to cut alongU andU ′ and perform the
construction of Theorem 5.14. When we cut alongU,U ′ we do not obtain manifolds with
boundary, the problematic points are the boundary points ofU,U ′, but if we carry out all
constructions in the interior ofU andU ′ without changing anything on a neighbourhood of
∂U and∂U ′, this does not cause problems. We orientW andW ′ nearU andU ′. We use
the notation similar to the notation used in the proof of Theorem 5.14, i.e.∂+M ' U , etc.
Assume thatL is the intersection line field onU andL′ is another Legendrian line
field L such that the homotopyHs, s ∈ [0, 1] connecting them is constant away from a
compact subset inU . Now considerU as a hypersurface in the Engel manifoldU × R
(notU × [0,∞)) with the Engel structure defined as in (61). FromHs one can construct a
functiong with the following properties.
(i) g has compact support inU .
(ii) If one identifiesU × {0} andUg = {(p, g(p)) ∈ U ×R} using the characteristic
foliation of the Engel structure, the intersection line field onUg is mapped toL′.
Then the intersection line field on the boundary ofMg ⊂ U × R has the desired form.
Unfortunately it is not possible to perform this construction inM ∪U × [0,∞) in general.
If g(p) is negative, the corresponding point ofUg would lie in the interior of the manifold
M with the original Engel structure. But it is not true in general that, as one moves along
Wp ⊂M , the Engel structure rotates aroundW in E often enough.
If for all p ∈ U the twisting number defined in Definition 3.30 satisfies the condition
(62) tw−(p) > |g(p)|+ 1 ,
then it is possible to embed the relevant piece ofU × R, namely{
(p, t)
∣∣g(p) ≤ t} ⊂ U × R
intoM ∪ U × [0,∞) such that the Engel structures are preserved.
Using this observation, one can replace the assumption in Theorem 5.14 that the char-
acteristic foliations of the Engel structures admit closed transversals by a condition on the
twisting numbers of leaves ofW respectivelyW ′ passing trough a compact transversal
hypersurfaceU respectivelyU ′.
THEOREM 5.17. Let M,M ′ carry Engel structuresD,D′ such that there are non-
closed leavesW0 throughp0 ∈M andW ′0 throughq0 ∈M ′ of the characteristic foliations
such that
(63) tw±(p0) ≥ C andtw±(q0) ≥ C
for some constantC which is independent of the Engel structures.
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Then there is an Engel structure onM#M ′#(S2 × S2) which coincides with the
Engel structure onM,M ′ outside of neighbourhoods ofp0, q0 where all connected sums
are formed. There is a point inM#M ′#(S2 × S2) which satisfies condition(63).
If W0 or W ′0 are closed, the same conclusion holds if one replacesC by 2(C + 1) in
(63) in the condition on the closed leaf.
PROOF. We perform the construction in a model situation. The relevant part of this
model situation can be recovered in all Engel manifolds satisfying the assumptions of the
theorem. The constantC will appear right after the discussion of the model construction.
We start with the description of the model situation and how it arises in Engel manifolds.
First we assume the case that bothW0 andW ′0 are open.
Choose a chartV ⊂M aroundp0 and coordinatesw, x, y, z such that the Engel struc-
ture is defined as the intersection of the kernels of
(64) α = dz − xdy andβ = dx− wdy .
We may assume that the coordinates ofp0 are(0, 0, 0, 0). Let U be a closed3–ball with
constantw–coordinate throughp0. U is transversal to the characteristic foliation. We orient
the normal bundleW of U by ∂w. In an analogous way we choose a chartV ′ and a3–ball
U ′ in M ′ such thatq0 has the coordinates(0, 0, 0, 0).
By definition of the development map (cf. Definition 3.26) and of the twisting numbers
(cf. Definition 3.30), there is a neighbourhood̃U of Wp such thatŨ/W is a well defined
smooth manifold and̃U −→ Ũ/W is a smooth submersion. We can identify a neighbour-
hood ofp0 ∈ Ũ/W with a neighbourhood ofp0 ∈ U . we assume that this neighbourhood
is actuallyU itself. According to the definition of tw± and by continuity we can assume
that for all pointsp ∈ U , the twisting numbers tw±(p) ≥ C − 1. OnM ′ we proceed in the
same manner.
Rescaling the coordinates appropriately, we can achieve thatU contains[−1, 1]3. We
carry out all constructions within this domain. EquipV andV ′ with a Riemannian metric
such that∂w, ∂x, ∂y, ∂z is an orthonormal frame. Lets, s′ be sections of the intersection
line field onU,U ′ with unit length and letc, c′ be two sections of the contact structure on
U,U ′ such thats, c respectivelys′, c′ form an oriented orthonormal frame of the contact
structure onU andU ′.
Now consider the manifoldsU × R respectivelyU ′ × R′ with the Engel structures
D̃ = span
{
∂
∂w
, cos(w)s(p) + sin(w)c(p)
}
D̃′ = span
{
∂
∂w′
, cos(w′)s(p′) + sin(w′)c(p′)
}
.
We apply the procedure the proof of Theorem 5.14 to the Engel manifoldsU × R and
U × R′. The only difference is the restriction to transversal modifications which do not
change anything on open neighbourhoods of the boundaries ofU andU ′. The functiong
which characterizes the vertical modification has compact support inU a d similarly for
U ′.
There is yet another small complication when we want to apply vertical modifications.
This appears after we attach the round handles. To explain this we focus on the round1–
handle. With the exception of the unstable manifold of the periodic orbit in the center of
R1 all leaves of the characteristic foliation contain a segment{p}× (−∞, a(p)] ⊂ U ×R.
For all pointsp on these leavestw−(p) = ∞ follows. On the other hand all pointsp
on leaves ofW which are contained in the unstable manifold also have have the property
tw−(p) = ∞. Hence we can apply vertical modification also after we attached the round
1–handle.
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Throughout this construction, vertical modification is applied several times. LetC̃+
and C̃− be the maximal and the minimal value of all the functions which occur when
vertical modifications of the boundary are applied.
We have performed the construction in a model situation. If
C ≥ max{C̃+, C̃−}+ 1 ,
this procedure can be carried out withU ⊂ M and not only withU = U × {0} ⊂ U × R
since then we recover the relevant piece of the Engel manifoldsU ×R respectivelyU ′×R
in M respectivelyM ′. The constantC does not depend on the Engel manifolds(M,D)
and(M ′,D′).
If W0 is not closed, we have to ensure that the vertical modifications on the boundary
∂+M (we use the termboundaryalthough we do not really have a manifold with boundary)
and the vertical modifications of∂−M never interfere. This is ensured when we replaceC
by 2(C + 1) in (63). 
We do not try to determine the constantC in this theorem. The theorem can be ap-
plied if tw±(p0) = tw±(q0) = ∞ or when one can enlarge the twisting numbers by a
perturbation or an explicit construction like in the following example.
EXAMPLE 5.18. LetN, C be a contact manifold and letC1, C2 be a trivialization ofC.
Then onN × S1 we have the usual Engel structure spanned by
cos(kt)C1 + sin(kt)C2
and the tangent space of the fibers of the projectionN × S1 −→ N . If we choosek big
enough we can apply Theorem 5.17.
Let us finally point out that the conditions (63) are not always fulfilled, e.g. the Engel
manifolds obtained from Nil4 in Example 3.32 or the standard Engel structure onR4 do
not satisfy (63).
CHAPTER 6
The existence theorem
In this chapter we discuss our second construction of Engel structures. We prove the
converse of Theorem 3.37.
THEOREM 6.1. Every parallelizable closed manifold of dimension4 admits an ori-
ented Engel structure.
Note that on open4–manifolds with trivial tangent bundle, an Engel structure can be
constructed using theh–principle for open,Diff–invariant relations, cf. [ElM ]. The proof
of Theorem 6.1 covers this chapter. First we give an overview.
Let M be a closed4–manifold with trivial tangent bundle. Fix a round handle de-
composition ofM with exactly one round3–handle and a trivialization ofTM . The round
handle decomposition can be chosen such that round handles are attached according to their
index. We writeM1 for the manifold with boundary containing only the round handles of
index zero and one.M2 will contain all round handles of index zero, one and two.
The strategy of the proof is to perform the attachments of round handles one after the
other and to show that each time the Engel structure we have already constructed can be
extended by a model Engel structure on the round handle.
We will show that until the last attachment of a round handle of index1, we can homo-
top the original trivialization such that it coincides with a distinguishedEngel trivialization
on the round handle body. In particular after we have attached the last round1–handle the
Engel trivialization extends to the entire manifoldM .
Then we attach the round2–handles. At this stage we will make use of the flexibility
of singular foliations of tori in overtwisted contact manifolds. Together with the fact that
the Engel trivialization onM1 extends toM this will allow us to show that when we attach
a round2–handleR2 to M ′ we can isotope the attaching map and find a suitable model
Engel structure extending the given Engel structure toM ′ ∪R2.
In general, the Engel trivialization onM ′ ∪ R2 and the given trivialization are not
homotopic relative toM ′. After the attachment of the last round2–handle with a model
Engel structure it is therefore not clear if the Engel trivialization onM2 extends over the
whole ofM . This is a necessary condition for the possibility to extend the Engel structure
onM2 to the whole ofM .
At this point we use the fact that we did not start with an arbitrary round handle de-
composition but one with only one round3–handle. So we are left with exactly one round
3–handle over which we have to extend the Engel structure as well as the Engel trivial-
ization. On the other hand the Engel trivialization onM2 is not arbitrary: The component
corresponding to the characteristic foliation of the Engel structure is transversal to∂M2.
Together these two facts will allow us to show that the Engel trivialization can be extended
toM .
This in turn will be used to pick a model Engel structure on the round3–handle such
that the Engel structure onM2 can be extended to the whole ofM . This finishes the proof.
Let us compare our proof and the following characterization of parallelizable mani-
folds.
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THEOREM 6.2 (Hirzebruch, Hopf, [HH ]). An orientable4–manifold has trivial tan-
gent bundle if and only if
(i) the Euler characteristic vanishes,
(ii) the second Stiefel–Whitney class is zero, i.e.w2(M) = 0 and
(iii) the signatureσ(M) ofM is zero.
Since we start with a round handle decomposition, the condition on the Euler charac-
teristic is used throughout the proof, cf. Theorem 4.6. The second Stiefel–Whitney class
w2(M) of an orientable4–manifoldM is zero if and only ifTM is trivial on the2–skeleton
of M . When one decomposes a round handle of index1 respectively2 as in Lemma 4.8
one obtains an ordinary2–handle and another handle of index1 respectively3. Thus we
use condition (ii) at two stages of the proof: First when we attach round1–handles (The-
orem 5.8) and later when we attach round2–handles (Claim (1) and (2) of the proof of
Theorem 6.1 in Section 6.4). Finally we use the vanishing of the signature at the final stage
of the proof when we show that the Engel trivialization extends fromM2 toM .
We rely on several facts from the theory of contact structures. We have summarized
them in Chapter 2. On the round1–handles we use the same model Engel structures as in
our first construction in Chapter 5. In Section 5.4 we have shown that when ever the Engel
trivialization extends fromM toM ∪ϕR1, then we can isotope the attaching map such that
the Engel structure can be extended toM ∪ϕ R1 by a model Engel structure onR1.
In Section 6.1 and Section 6.3 we define model Engel structures on round handles of
index two and three. In particular for round handles of index2 we obtain a large variety
of model Engel structures. Still the contact structure on∂−R2 is equivalent for all model
Engel structures. We do not describe the characteristic foliation in the interior ofR2 but
we ensure only that it is transversal to both boundary components. At this point we use the
fact that every contact vector field on a submanifold can be extended to a global contact
vector field by Proposition 2.7.
In order to isotope attaching maps for round2–handles to contact embeddings we use
bypasses in overtwisted contact structures (Section 2.4) in Section 6.2. The proof of Theo-
rem 6.1 is given in Section 6.4.
6.1. Model Engel structures on round handles of index2
In this section, we construct Engel structures on round handles of index2. Recall that
such a handle is defined to be
R2 = D2 × I × S1 .
We have already constructed model Engel structures on round2–handles in Section 4.2.3.
Now we want to get model Engel structures with properties as in the next proposition.
PROPOSITION6.3. Given integersn ∈ Z and k ∈ Z \ {0}, there is a model Engel
structure onR2 with the following properties.
(i) The characteristic foliation ofD can be oriented such that it points
outwards along∂+R2 = D2 × ∂I × S1
inwards along∂−R2 = ∂D2 × I × S1 .
(ii) The singular foliation onT 20 = ∂D
2×{0}×S1 is divided by two homotopically
non–trivial curves. It is in standard form. The Legendrian ruling corresponds to
the first factor ofT0 = ∂D2 × {0} × S1. The dividing curves are tangent to the
last factor. In particularT 20 is convex.
(iii) The rotation number of the intersection line field alongγ = ∂D2 × {0} × {0}
(with its orientation as boundary∂D2) is 2n.
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(iv) The rotation number of the intersection line field along the Legendrian divides
(with the canonical orientation of the last factor of∂D2 × {0} × S1) is k 6= 0.
(v) The orientation of the contact structure on∂+R2 can be chosen freely.
All model Engel structures induce the same contact structure on a neighbourhood ofT 20 ⊂
∂−R2.
REMARK 6.4. The conditions (iii),(iv) and the orientation of the contact structure on
∂−R2 determine the homotopy class of the intersection line field as Legendrian line field.
This is explained in Proposition 3.22.
PROOF. The proof is by an explicit construction. We will choose the even contact
structure first. The rotation number along∂D2 × {0} × {1} is (up to sign) already deter-
mined by this choice. The starting point is a singular foliationF on a discD2. OnD2 we
use polar coordinates(r, ϕ). ChooseF such that
(i) on the collarA = {r > 1/2} = ∂D2 × (1/2, 1], F is defined bycos(ϕ)dr.
(ii) F admits a dividing setΓ containing the straight arcγ0 from (r = 1, ϕ = 0) to
(r = 1, ϕ = π).
(iii) except forγ0, all components ofΓ are closed and bound a disc containing no
other components ofΓ. All closed components lie in the same part ofD2 \ γ0.
Figure 1 shows a possibleF such that the dividing set has two connected components in the
lower half disc. The thickened curves divideF . Similar singular foliations can be found
for one or more such components. By Theorem 2.25 we can choose anR–invariant positive
-
+
+ +
FIGURE 1.
contact formα onD2 × R such that the induced singular foliation onD2 × {0} isF . Let
C = ker(α). The coordinate corresponding to theR–factor isx. We may assume that on
A× R we have
α = cos(ϕ)dr + sin(ϕ)dx .
This choice fixes an orientation of the contact structure. In order to find a contact vector
field V and a2–handleh2 ⊂ D2 × R such thatV is transversal to∂h2, we need to take
some care since we know nothing about the regionr < 1/2, except that∂x is a contact
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vector field everywhere. We focus first onA × R. Let g1, g2 be functions depending only
onx. The contact vector fieldV associated to the function
h = g1(x) cos(ϕ) + g2(x) sin(ϕ)
can be determined using the proof of Proposition 2.7. We obtain
V = g1(x)
∂
∂r
−
(
g′1(x) cos
2(ϕ) + g′2(x) sin(ϕ) cos(ϕ)
) ∂
∂ϕ
+ g2(x)
∂
∂x
We choose the functionsg1, g2 such that
g1(x) =
{
0 for |x| ≥ 1
−1 for |x| ≤ 34
g2(x) =

a for x ≥ 34
−a for x ≤ −34
0 for − 12 ≤ x ≤
1
2 .
(65)
for a positive constanta. For this choice ofg1, g2, the contact vector fieldV onA×R can be
extended bya · sgn(x)∂x on |x| ≥ 1 to a smooth contact vector field which we still denote
by V . Finally we extendV to a contact vector field on the whole ofD2 × R. For this it is
enough to extend the functionα(V ) to a smooth function and then to apply Proposition 2.7,
the extension will have zeroes in general. It is transversal to∂D2× [−3/4, 3/4] and points
inwards. Now consider the pair of hypersurfaces defined by the equation
|x| = 5
4
− r
2
2
.
Sincer ≤ 1, both are contained in the region|x| ≥ 3/4. Thusg2 = ±a depending on the
sign ofx.
LV
(
x− 5
4
+
r2
2
)
= rg1(x)a if x > 0
LV
(
x+
5
4
− r
2
2
)
= −rg1(x)− a if x < 0 .
Thus if we fixa big enough,V is transversal to the hypersurfaces{|x| = 5/4− r2/2} and
it points outwards. We define
h2 =
{
(r, ϕ, x)
∣∣ |x| ≤ 5/4− r2/2} .
h2 is an ordinary handle of index2 such thatV is transversal to both boundary components.
By our construction,V has the desired orientations along∂±h2. Figure 2 showsh2 andV
along the boundary ofh2.
h
2
x
r
FIGURE 2.
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The rotation number of∂D2 ⊂ h2 with respect to the contact structure ker(α) = C can
be determined using the formula in (11). IfΓD2 containsn closed components lying in the
open half disc{ϕ ∈ (0, π)} then
rotC(∂D2) = (1− n)− (1 + n) = −2n .
If all closed components ofΓ are contained in the open half disc{ϕ ∈ (π, 2π)} then we
obtain rotC(∂D2) = 2n.
Now fix an oriented trivializationC1, C2 of C. We assume that
(66) C1 =
∂
∂ϕ
,C2 = − sin(ϕ)
∂
∂r
+ cos(ϕ)
∂
∂x
near the point{ϕ = π/2, r = 1, x = 0} ⊂ ∂−h2. We consider the horizontal lifts of
C1, C2, V on
R2 = h2 × S1 .
Let π : R2 −→ h2 be the projection. The coordinate onS1 will be denoted byt. For
k ∈ Z \ {0} the distributionDk spanned by
W =
∂
∂t
+ εV
Xk = cos(kt)C1 + sin(kt)C2
is an Engel structure ifε > 0 is small enough, cf. Proposition 4.17. SinceV is a contact
vector field,
[W,Xk] = −k sin(kt)C1 + k cos(kt)C2
+ ε (cos(kt)[V,C1] + sin(kt)[V,C2])
(67)
is tangent toπ−1∗ (C). The characteristic foliation of this Engel structure is spanned byW .
This vector field is transversal to∂±R2 and it points in the desired directions. The even
contact structureE = [Dk,Dk] onR2 is defined by
β = π∗α− επ∗(α(V ))dt .
Let Ã = A× {−1/2 ≤ x ≤ 1/2} × S1. Using the expressions forV, α, h and our choices
of g1, g2 we obtain
β = (cos(ϕ)dr + sin(ϕ)dx)− ε(g1(x) cos(ϕ) + g2(x) sin(ϕ))dt
= cos(ϕ)dr + sin(ϕ)dx+ ε cos(ϕ)dt .
on Ã. The contact structure on∂−R2 is defined by
(68) β
∣∣
∂−R2
= sin(ϕ)dx+ ε cos(ϕ)dt− εg2(x) sin(ϕ)dt .
Restrictingβ to T 20 = ∂D
2 × {0} × S1 we obtain
β
∣∣
T 20
= ε cos(ϕ)dt .
Thus the characteristic foliation onT 20 is in standard form. The curvesϕ = π/2 and
ϕ = 3π/2 are the Legendrian divides. The Legendrian ruling is tangent to the foliation
given by the first factor inT 20 = ∂D
2 × {0} × S1.
For k > 0, the orientation of the even contact structure isW,C1, C2. If k < 0 we
obtain the converse orientationW,C1,−C2.
The rotation number of the intersection line field along the Legendrian curve∂D2 ×
{0} × {1} compares the framing∂ϕ of E/W with the image ofDk in E/W. Notice that
∂ϕ is nowhere tangent toW and thatt is constant onD2 × {0} × {1}. Hence the rotation
number along the boundary of this disc is independent ofk. By Remark 3.24, we can
determine the rotation number from the singular foliationF we started with.
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If k > 0, the orientation ofE/W defined byC1, C2 (used in particular for the calcula-
tion (11)) and the orientation ofE/W induced from the orientation ofE andW coincide.
Thus if k > 0, the rotation number along∂D2 × {0} × {1} is the same as the rotation
number rotC(∂D2) we have obtained from (11).
If k < 0, the rotation number of the intersection line field along∂D2 × {0} × {1} has
the opposite sign since now the orientation ofE/W induced by the Engel structure and the
orientation defined byC1, C2 are opposite.
Let us now calculate the rotation number along the Legendrian divide{ϕ = π/2} ×
{0} × S1 ⊂ T 20 . Here we use the particular choice of the framingC1, C2 near{ϕ =
π/2, r = 1, x = 0} ∈ ∂−h2. SinceV = −∂r, the terms in the second line of (67) vanish,
i.e.
[W,Xk] = −k sin(kt)C1 + k cos(kt)C2 .
We write X̃k, ˜[W,Xk] for the projection ofXk, [W,Xk] to ∂−R2 alongW . By our as-
sumption (66) on the framingC1, C2 near{ϕ = π/2, r = 1, x = 1} ∈ ∂−h2, the contact
structure on∂−R2 is spanned and oriented by
X̃k = Xk −
sin(kt)
ε
W = cos(kt)
∂
∂ϕ
− sin(kt)
ε
∂
∂t
˜[W,Xk] = [W,Xk]−
k cos(kt)
ε
W = −k sin(kt) ∂
∂ϕ
− k cos(kt)
ε
∂
∂t
along the Legendrian divide inT 20 with ϕ = π/2. Along this Legendrian divide we obtain
the following expression for∂t:
∂
∂t
= ε
(
− sin(kt)X̃k −
1
k
cos(kt) ˜[W,Xk]
)
.
Hence the rotation number along the Legendrian divide{ϕ = π/2} ⊂ T 20 is −|k|. One
obtains the same result for{ϕ = 3π/2}. Together with the rotation number along the
Legendrian rulings∂D2 × {0} × {t} and the orientation of the contact structure on∂−R2
this determines the homotopy class of the intersection line field as Legendrian line field on
∂−R2 completely.
Let us summarize the properties of the model Engel structuresDk we have obtained up
to now. Recall thatDk depends not only onk but also on the choice of the dividing set at
the beginning of the construction. We can choosen ∈ Z freely, |n| is the number of closed
components ofΓ. Since we have fixed the contact form onA×R, the contact structure on
∂−R2 depends only on the choice ofV near the boundary.
Orientation ofE/W Rotation number
∂D2 × {0} × {1}
Rotation number
Legendrian divides
k > 0 C1, C2 2n −|k|
k < 0 C1,−C2 −2n −|k|
The model Engel structures with positive rotation numbers along the Legendrian divides
can be obtained by applying the involution
ι : R2 −→ R2
(r, ϕ, x, t) 7−→ (r, ϕ,−x,−t) .
This diffeomorphism preserves the contact structure on{−1/2 ≤ x ≤ 1/2} ⊂ ∂−R2, cf.
(68), but it reverses the orientation of the Legendrian divides. In particular we can compare
the orientations of the contact structure and the homotopy class of the intersection line
fields with the corresponding properties ofDk. The model Engel structuresι∗Dk cover the
cases which are missing in the table above. 
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LetM be an Engel manifold with transversal boundary and fix a model Engel structure
onR2. We want to determine under which conditions an attaching map
ψ0 : ∂−R2 −→ ∂+M
can be isotoped so that the resulting mapψ1 preserves contact structures. The following
proposition is a first step in this direction. We assume thatψ0(T 20 ) is a convex surface. This
can be achieved by aC∞–small perturbation ofψ0.
PROPOSITION6.5. If ψ0 respects the orientations induced by the contact structures
and the restriction ofψ0 to T 20 preserves the isotopy class of the dividing set, thenψ0 can
be isotoped to a contact embedding.
PROOF. Let T 2M = ψ0(T
2
0 ) andΓM be the dividing set ofT
2
M . We first isotopeψ0
to a mapψ̃ which maps the dividing set ofT 20 to the dividing set ofT
2
M . We do this in
such a way that throughout the isotopy,T 20 is mapped toT
2
M . SinceT
2
M is convex, it has a
tubular neighbourhoodU ' T 2M × R such that the contact structure onU is mapped to an
R–invariant contact structure onT 2M × R.
We isotopeψ̃ in order to achieve that the image of the isotoped map is contained inU .
This isotopy can be chosen to be constant alongT 20 . The map obtained from this isotopy
will still be denoted byψ̃. Now the image of the singular foliation onT 20 underψ̃ and the
singular foliation onT 2M have the same dividing set.
By Theorem 2.28, there is an isotopy ofψ̃ : ∂−R2 −→ T 2 × R to an embeddinĝψ
such that this map preserves the singular foliation onT 20 . Since the isotopy is admissible,
the surfacêψ is transversal to the second factor ofT 2M × R.
We identifyT 20 and ψ̂(T
2
0 ). From this identification we get coordinatesϕ, z, t on U
such thatT 20 corresponds toz = 0, ∂z is the canonical vector field onU ' T 2M × R which
is tangent to the second factor. By Giroux’s Theorem 2.26, we may assume that the contact
structure onU is defined by thez–invariant contact form
β0 = ε cos(ϕ)dt+ sin(ϕ)dz .
Consider the embedding
ψ′ : ∂−R2 −→ T 2 × R
(ϕ, t, x) 7−→ (ϕ, t, z = x) .
Sinceψ′0 preserves the orientation induced by the contact structures, the restrictions of
ψ̂∗ andψ′∗ to T
2
0 are homotopic. By the uniqueness theorem for tubular neighbourhoods,
these maps are isotopic. The claim would follow immediately if the contact structure on
∂−R2 were invariant under∂x. Unfortunately we cannot make this assumption, but we can
modifyψ′ using Gray’s theorem.
For this, we use several constants and some notation from Proposition 6.3. We apply
Gray’s theorem for the following family of contact structures. Let
βs = ε cos(ϕ)dt+ sin(ϕ)dz − sεg2(z) sin(ϕ)dt ,
whereg2 is a smooth extension of the function we used in (65) such thatg2 has compact
support and depends only onz. When one comparesβ1 with the expression (68) for the
contact structure on∂−R2 one has to remember that we assumed thatg1 ≡ 0 in (68) on
∂−R2 respectively∂−h2 . Recall also thatdr = 0 on these boundary components. Because
βs ∧ dβs = εdϕ ∧ dz ∧ dt
is independent ofs, the familyβs is a family of contact forms. Consider the induced isotopy
Fs of T 2 × R. Sinceg2(z) = 0 for −1/2 ≤ z ≤ 1/2, Fs is the identity nearT0 × {0}
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andFs has compact support. MoreoverF ∗s βs is a multiple ofβ0. Henceψ1 = F
−1
1 ◦ ψ′
preserves contact structures and is isotopic toψ0 relative toT 20 . 
Suppose we are given an attaching mapψ : ∂−R2 −→ ∂+M . In order to find a model
Engel structure onR2 and an attaching map̃ψ isotopic toψ such that the Engel structure
extends toM ∪ eψ R2 it is enough to understand how one can manipulate the isotopy class
of the dividing set of an embedded torus in a contact manifold. In an overtwisted contact
manifold this can be done efficiently using the bypasses we obtained in Proposition 2.37.
We will discuss this in Section 6.2.
Notice that in our list of model Engel structures on round2–handles the case that the
rotation number along the Legendrian divides is zero is not contained. It will turn out that
it is always possible to arrange the attaching map ofR2 such that model Engel structures
of this type are not needed.
6.2. Tori in overtwisted contact manifolds
Our model Engel structures on round2–handles share one property, namely the singular
foliation onT 20 = ∂D
2 × {0}S1 ⊂ ∂−R2 is the same for all our models. Now suppose
thatM is an Engel manifold with transversal boundary andϕ2 : ∂−R2 −→ ∂+M is an
attaching map which preserves the contact orientations of∂−R2 and∂+M .
If we want to attachR2 toM and extend the Engel structure fromM toM ∪R2, then
we have to ensure that the attaching map preserves contact structures. By Proposition 6.5
it suffices to modifyϕ2 such that after the deformation the image ofT 20 is convex and the
attaching map preserves the isotopy class of the dividing sets. Recall that the dividing set
of T 20 consists of two homotopically non–trivial circles.
Let (N, C) be an overtwisted contact manifold. Using Lemma 2.36 and Proposi-
tion 2.37 we can perform the desired modification. In the following proposition we focus
on the imageT 2 of the attaching map and isotope only this torus. It is clear how to obtain
the desired isotopy from this.
The following example shows that Theorem 6.7 is wrong when one drops the assump-
tion thatC is overtwisted.
EXAMPLE 6.6. On T 3 = R3/Z3 consider the contact structure defined byαn =
cos(2nπz)dx+ sin(2nπz)dy for n ∈ N. Using the results in [Ka1], one can show that for
n ≥ 2 the torusT 2 = {y = 0} ⊂ T 3 is not isotopic to a convex surface whose dividing set
consists of two components.
THEOREM 6.7. Let T 2 be an embedded torus in an overtwisted contact manifold
(N, C). Assume thatC is orientable and that the Euler class of the restriction ofC to
T 2 is zero. Then we can isotopeT 2 such that after the isotopy the singular foliation on the
torus is in standard form. Moreover we can prescribe the slope of the dividing curves.
After the isotopy, the complement of a tubular neighbourhood ofT 2 contains an over-
twisted disc.
PROOF. It suffices to find a convex torus which is isotopic to the original one such
that the dividing set consists of two homotopically non–trivial components which have
the desired slope. Using the Giroux flexibility theorem (Theorem 2.28) one can arrange
the singular foliation onT 2 such thatT 2 is in standard form. We will frequently use
Proposition 2.37. The following figures represent the dividing set on a torus before and
after the bypass attachment. The thickened curve represents the attaching curveγ1 of the
bypass.
1st Step: Assume thatN \ T 2 contains no overtwisted disc. LetDot be an overtwisted
disc. We perturb the embedding ofT 2 such that it becomes transversal toDot. Using
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an extension of a radial vector field onDot we can isotopeT 2 such that after the isotopy
T 2 ∩Dot = ∅.
Without loss of generality, we assume thatDot is convex. In particular, there is a
neighbourhood diffeomorphic toDot × (−1, 1) which is foliated by overtwisted discs. In
the following we will always ensure that after each modification of the embedding ofT 2
there is an overtwisted disc which is disjoint from the deformed torus: IfD is a bypass
for T 2, we choose the neighbourhood ofT 2 ∪ D such that its complement still contains
overtwisted discs.
In the following steps we attach bypasses toT 2 in order to obtain the desired config-
uration of dividing curves. Notice that the dividing set of a convex closed surface is never
empty. In all figures in this proof the rectangle represents the torus (i.e. opposite edges are
identified in the usual way). The thickened arc represents the segmentγ1 of he boundary
of a bypass.
2nd Step: In this step we remove all homotopically non–trivial components of the
dividing set. If there are no such components we continue with step 3.
If the dividing set contains more than two homotopically non–trivial components, we
reduce the number of its components of the dividing set using the bypass attachments in
Figure 3 often enough. We end up with a dividing set which contains two homotopically
FIGURE 3.
non–trivial curves. We remove these components with the bypass attachment in Figure 4
FIGURE 4.
3rd Step: Using the the bypass attachment in Figure 5, we obtain two new components
of the dividing set. Their slope depends on the bypass. When we fix an identification
T 2 ' S1 × S1, we can achieve that the new components of the dividing set are isotopic to
{p} × S1 for p ∈ S1. The dashed curve represents this circle.
4th Step: We are left with a convex torus whose dividing set contains exactly two
homotopically non–trivial dividing curvesσ1, σ2 with the desired slope. If this is the entire
dividing set we are done. Otherwise we consider the two annuliT 2 \ (σ1 ∪ σ2).
If only one of these annuli contains other components of the dividing setΓ, we claim
that there is at least one component ofΓ which bounds a disc̃D which contains another
component ofΓ. Assume that this is not true. ThenT 2 \ Γ containsr > 0 discs, one
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γ1
FIGURE 5.
annulus and one annulus withr holes. The annulus and the discs have the same sign when
one chooses a contact form and a contact vector field which is transversal toΓ. In this
situation, the Euler number of the restriction ofC to T 2 is
(69) 〈χ(C), [T 2]〉 = χ(T 2+)− χ(T 2−) = ±2r 6= 0 .
The sign depends on the orientations ofT 2 and of the contact structure. But (69) contra-
dicts our assumption on the Euler class ofC. In order to reduce the number of connected
components ofΓ we perform a bypass attachment as the one indicated in Figure 6. Notice
FIGURE 6.
that this does not affect the homotopically non–trivial dividing curves.
If both annuliT 2\(σ1∪σ2) contain connected components ofΓ we reduce the number
of components using the bypass attachment in Figure 7. Again this does not change the
FIGURE 7.
number and the slope of homotopically non–trivial dividing curves.
If we apply the last step often enough we end up with the desired configuration of
dividing curves onT 2. 
REMARK 6.8. P. Ghiggini has suggested a different approach to Theorem 6.7. For this,
assume thatT 2 is convex and consider a tubular neighbourhoodT 2 × [−1, 1] such that the
contact structure isR–invariant. We want to replace the given contact structure by a contact
structure which is homotopic to the given contact structure relative toT 2×{±1} such that
the singular foliation onT 2 × {0} has the desired shape.
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Now the homotopy between the two contact structure induces an isotopy between the
two contact structures by Theorem 2.33. Actually this isotopy can be chosen to be constant
outside a larger tubular neighbourhood ofT 2 as long as this neighbourhood contains an
overtwisted disc. This isotopy shows that the torus with the desired singular foliation is
also contained in the original contact manifold and it is isotopic toT 2 × {0}.
It remains to construct the desired contact structure onT 2 × [−1, 1]. For this We start
with the layerT 2×[−1,−1/2] and attach bypasses as in the proof of Theorem 6.7. Here we
attach abstract bypasses, i.e. bypasses which are not contained in(N, C). Using the bypass
attachment lemma (Lemma 2.36) we obtain contact structures on layersT 2 × (t, t + ε)
such that on one components of the boundary of the layer we have the dividing set before
the bypass attachment and on the other boundary component we have the dividing set
after the bypass attachment. After a finite number of bypass attachments, we have the
desired singular foliation. Then we perform more bypass attachments in order to get back
the old singular foliation onT 2 × {1}. This block can be used to replace the original
contact structure onT 2× [−1, 1]. The new contact structure is homotopic to the old contact
structure.
Thus we can use bypasses effectively to modify singular foliations of tori in overtwisted
contact manifolds(N, C) which are trivial as bundles. This will always be the case in
our applications. Now we show that a bypass attachment also affects framings. For our
purpose, it will be enough to show that a particular bypass attachment has an effect on
framings. Honda described this effect in more detail, cf. Proposition 4.7 in [Ho].
Let X be a nowhere vanishing section ofC. If N is the transversal boundary of an
Engel manifold with orientable Engel structure, then we can take the intersection line field
for X.
Assume thatT 2 = S1×S1 is an embedded surface inN such that the singular foliation
is in standard form. We fix an identificationT 2 = S1×S1 such that the Legendrian divides
are tangent to curves{p} × S1.
We writeυ for the coordinate on the first factor andt for the second. A small tubular
neighbourhood ofT 2 is diffeomorphic as a contact manifold toT 2×R with theR–invariant
contact structure defined by
(70) α0 = cos(υ)dt− sin(υ)dx
wherex is the coordinate onR. The curves{υ = 0} and{υ = π} are the Legendrian
divides. Let
C1 = sin(υ)
∂
∂t
+ cos(υ)
∂
∂x
C2 =
∂
∂υ
.
This is a framing of the contact structure onC such thatC1 is tangent to the Legendrian
ruling andC2 is tangent to the Legendrian divides. We orientC byC1, C2.
The rotation numbers ofX alongS1×{0} and{0}×S1 compare the framing induced
by X with the framingC1, C2. In the following lemma we assume that the complement
of a tubular neighbourhood ofT 2 contains an overtwisted disc. In our application this will
always be the case sinceT 2 is obtained from an application of Theorem 6.7.
LEMMA 6.9. Assume that the rotation number ofX along the Legendrian divides is
zero and that it is even alongS1 × {0}. We attach a bypass as in Figure 8 toT 2 and bring
the characteristic foliation in standard form such that the Legendrian ruling is still tangent
to the foliation from the first factor inS1 × S1.
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FIGURE 8.
Then the rotation number along the Legendrian divides in the isotoped torus is odd
(and therefore non–zero) while the rotation number alongS1 × {0} remains even. After
the isotopy, the complement of a small tubular neighbourhood contains an overtwisted disc.
PROOF. We use some notation from the bypass attachment lemma and we extend the
coordinate systemx, υ, t toT 2×I. The bypass attachment in Figure 8 changes the dividing
set by a right handed Dehn twist. By Proposition 2.37 such a bypass attachment is possible.
On a neighbourhood ofT 2×{0}, the contact structure is defined by the formα0 from (70).
By Theorem 2.26, the contact structure on a neighbourhood ofT 2 × {1} is isotopic to
the contact structure defined by
α1 = cos(υ + t)dt− sin(υ + t)dx
and we may therefore assume that it is really defined by this form. The two vector fields
C ′1 = sin(υ + t)
∂
∂t
+ cos(υ + t)
∂
∂x
C ′2 =
∂
∂υ
.
define a framing of the contact structure on this neighbourhood. We want to compare the
framingC ′1, C
′
2 of C with the vector fieldX. Let
R = cos(υ)
∂
∂t
− sin(υ) ∂
∂x
nearT 2 × {0}
R′ = cos(υ + t)
∂
∂t
− sin(υ + t) ∂
∂x
nearT 2 × {1} .
Both C1, C2, R andC ′1, C
′
2, R
′ represent the contact orientation. Now we compare the
framingsC1, C2, R respectivelyC ′1, C
′
2, R
′ with ∂υ, ∂t, ∂x, this last framing is also com-
patible with the contact orientation onT 2 × I.
Consider first the annulusA = {0} × S1 × I ⊂ T 2 × I. We compare the framings
C1, C2, R respectivelyC ′1, C
′
2, R
′ with ∂υ, ∂t, ∂x along the two circles∂A (t is varying
while υ is constant). The resulting maps
∂A ⊃ {0} × S1 × {0} −→ SO(3)
∂A ⊃ {0} × S1 × {1} −→ SO(3)
are not homotopic. The first map is actually constant while the second map represents the
non–zero element inπ1(SO(3)) = Z2.
Hence the framingsC1, C2, R andC ′1, C
′
2, R
′ do not extend from∂A toA. The same is
true if we take the framingC ′1,−C ′2,−R′ instead ofC ′1, C ′2, R′. Now for one of these two
framings, the third component, i.e.R′ or−R′, can be extended fromT 2 × {1} to a vector
field onT 2× I which is transversal to the contact structure overT 2× I and coincides with
R onT 2 × {0}. We will pretend that this is true forR′; for the converse situation, we can
argue similarly. The extension will be denoted byR.
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There is another framing ofTM alongA formed byX,Y,R, whereY is a section of
the contact structure such thatX,Y,R represents the contact orientation. Now if the rota-
tion number ofX with respect to the framingC1, C2, R along{0}×S1×{0} respectively
the framingC ′1, C
′
2, R
′ along{0} × S1 × {1} were both even, then this would imply that
the framingsC1, C2, R andC ′1, C
′
2, R
′ of TN along∂A actually extend overA. This is a
contradiction to the above. Thus the rotation numberX along{0} × S1 × {1} is odd. We
write r1 for this number.
Now consider the annulus̃A = S1 × {0} × I. It is easy to show that the framings
C1, C2, R respectivelyC ′1, C
′
2, R
′ of TN extend from∂Ã to Ã. This implies that the parity
of the rotation number ofX along the Legendrian curvesS1 × {0} ⊂ T 2 × {i} is the
same parity fori = 0, 1. By assumption it is even. Actually the rotation numbers along
both boundary components of̃A are equal (we orient both boundary components using the
orientation of theS1–factor inÃ) since the bypass attachment in Figure 8 can be chosen
disjoint fromÃ.
The Legendrian divides inT 2 × {1} are the curves
{(x, π/2− x) ⊂ S1 × S1 = T 2}
{(x, 3π/2− x) ⊂ S1 × S1 = T 2}
The rotation number along the Legendrian divide comparesX with the framingC ′1, C
′
2 of
the contact structure overT 2 × {1}. It equals the difference ofr1 and the rotation number
of X alongS1 × {0} × {1}. It is therefore odd (and non–zero). 
Using this lemma, we will be able to arrange an embedding of a torus in an overtwisted
contact manifold such that the rotation number along Legendrian divides is non–zero at the
expense of changing the slope of the Legendrian divides. This makes it unnecessary to close
the gap in our list of model Engel structures onR2. The construction of the corresponding
Engel structure on round handles of index3 indicates that this would be complicated.
6.3. Model Engel structures onR3
In this section we want to construct model Engel structures on round3–handles
R3 = D3 × S1
such that the characteristic foliation is orientable and transversal and inward pointing to
∂−R3 = S2 × S1. We want the induced contact structure on∂−R3 to be overtwisted. In
each homotopy class of plane fields onS2×S1 there is a unique (up to isotopy) overtwisted
positive contact structure by Theorem 2.33.
We show in Lemma 6.10 that there is a unique homotopy class of plane fields which
extends toD3 × S1. This will be the homotopy class of plane fields on∂−R3 which
will arise in our models as contact structure on the boundary. Unlike in the case of round
2–handles, we have to coverall possible homotopy classes of intersection line fields.
It is possible to realize many homotopy classes of intersection line fields using by
the method used in Example 4.19. This way we obtain all but one homotopy class of
intersection line fields (the missing homotopy class corresponds tok = 0 in Example 4.19)
. Of course one can try to guess an Engel structure onD3 × S1 whose intersection line
field represents the missing homotopy class. Unfortunately, it turns out to be difficult to do
this directly.
The idea in the following construction is to use a decomposition ofD3 into piecesZ
andh2. While h2 is an ordinary handle of index2 and dimension3, Z is a solid torus.
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Both pieces carry contact structures such that the boundaries are convex. We will apply the
Giroux flexibility theorem to find a gluing map
ϕ : ∂+h2 −→ ∂−Z
inducing a contact structure onZ ∪ϕ h2. If we think of Z as an ordinary0–handleD3
with a 1–handleI × D2 attached to it, the1–handle and the2–handle form a cancelling
handle pair. So after the gluing we end up withD3. However when one takes the contact
structures on the pieces into account, we will obtain an overtwisted contact structure onD3
while initially, the contact structures onZ andh2 are tight.
OnZ × S1 andR2 = h2 × S1, the model Engel structures with transversal boundary
representing all homotopy classes of intersection fields can be found easily from additional
structures we will define onh2 andZ. Fromϕ we obtain an attaching map
ψ : ∂+R2 −→ ∂−Z × S1
which preserves contact structures. From this construction one obtains model Engel struc-
tures representingall homotopy classes of intersection line fields on the boundary of
(Z × S1) ∪ψ R2 = (Z ∪ϕ h2)× S1 ' D3 × S1 = R3 .
Let us first define some contact structures and vector fields onZ a dh2.
6.3.1. Structures onZ. On R2 × S1 we use the coordinatesx, y, s. LetαZ = dx +
y ds. This is a positive contact form. The induced contact structureC = ker(αZ) is
invariant under
V (Z) =
∂
∂s
− ε
(
x
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y
)
LV (Z)αZ = ε(d(−x)− y ds) = −εαZ
for all ε > 0. The contact vector fieldVZ is transversal and inward pointing along the
boundary∂−Z of the solid torusZ = D2 × S1. The singular foliation on∂−Z is in
standard form. It is represented in Figure 10, we writeθ for the angular coordinate in
R2. The dividing set corresponds to the two solid curves, the dashed curve and the two
thickened segments will be needed later. Consider the trivialization
C1(Z) =
∂
∂y
andC2(Z) =
∂
∂s
− y ∂
∂x
.
These vector fields satisfy the commutator relations
[V (Z), C1(Z)] = ε
∂
∂y
= εC1(Z)
[V (Z), C2(Z)] = 0 .
Forκ ∈ Z we consider
Xκ(Z) = cos(κs)(C1(Z) + C2(Z)) + sin(κs)C1(Z) .
This vector field satisfies the commutator relation
[V (Z), Xκ(Z)] = −κ sin(κs)(C1(Z) + C2(Z)) + κ cos(κs)C1(Z)
+ ε(cos(κs) + sin(κs))C1(Z) .
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If we fix ε = 1/3, this is linearly independent ofXκ(Z) for all κ ∈ Z since
det
 cos(κs) + sin(κs)
−κ sin(κs) + κ cos(κs)
+ε(cos(κs) + sin(κs))
cos(κs) −κ sin(κs)
 =
= −κ− ε(cos2(κs) + sin(κs) cos(κs)) .
If κ 6= 0 the last expression is never zero since the absolute value of the last term is bounded
by 1/2. On the other hand, ifκ = 0 then the last expression equals−ε. So forε = 1/3 and
for all κ ∈ Z we have shown that
Xκ(Z) and[V (Z), Xκ(Z)]
are linearly independent sections of the contact structureCZ . From now on we fix
V (Z) =
∂
∂s
− 1
3
(
x
∂
∂x
− y ∂
∂y
)
onR2 × S1 .
6.3.2. Structures onh2. The contact structure we use here is taken from [Gir1 ]. Let
h2 = D2 × I ⊂ R3 and equiph2 with the positive contact formαh = dz + y dx+ 2x dy.
Note thath2 not exactly the same as in the construction of model Engel structures on round
handles of index2. The contact structureCh = ker(α) is invariant under the vector field
V (h) = 2x
∂
∂x
− y ∂
∂y
+ z
∂
∂z
LV (h)αh = dz + 2x dy + y dx = α .
This vector field is transversal to both boundary components of
h2 =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3
∣∣x2 + z2 ≤ 1 and|y| ≤ 1} .
It points inwards along∂−h2 = D2 × {±1} and outward along∂+h2 = ∂D2 × I. Later
we are going to attach2 along∂+h2 to ∂−Z. This is different from the usual conven-
tions because in the end, we want an inward pointing contact vector field transversal to the
boundary ofZ ∪ h2. The framingC1(h) = y∂z − ∂x, C2(h) = 2x∂z − ∂y satisfies the
commutator relations
[V,C1(h)] = −y
∂
∂z
−
(
y
∂
∂z
− 2 ∂
∂x
)
= −2C1(h)
[V,C2(h)] = 4x
∂
∂z
−
(
2x
∂
∂z
+
∂
∂y
)
= C2(h) .
We fix the following vector fields and note the commutator relations
X+(h) = C1(h) + C2(h) [V (h), X+(h)] = −2C1(h) + C2(h)
X−(h) = C1(h)− C2(h) [V (h), X−(h)] = −2C1(h)− C2(h) .
The orientationX+(h), [V (h), X+(h)] of the contact structure is the same as the ori-
entationC1(h), C2(h) while X−(h), [V (h), X−(h)] represents the opposite orientation.
Figure 9 shows the singular foliation on∂+h2. The dashed line is{y = 0}, the two
thickened segments correspond to the dividing set. There are two hyperbolic singular
points andθ is the angular coordinate in thex, z–plane. It is defined by the1–form
(cos(θ)− y sin(θ))dθ + 2 cos(θ)dy.
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6.3.3. CombiningZ and h2. The contact structure onh2 and the contact vector field
V (h) appear in the construction of convex contact structures in [G r1 ]. The construction
of an attaching map forh2 to a manifold with contact structure and convex boundary (like
Z) is carried out in detail in [Gir1 ]. We therefore give only an outline.
Following [Gir1 ] we will construct an embedding of a neighbourhoodU ⊂ h2 of ∂+h2
ϕ : (U, ∂+h2) −→ (Z ′, ∂−Z ′)
which preserves contact structures and mapsV (h) toV (Z). As we have already mentioned
this is different form our usual convention that boundary where a certain vector field points
inwards is attached to a boundary component where the vector fields points inwards. We
write Z ′ instead ofZ because the solid torus will be deformed while the contact vector
field V (Z) will remain unchanged.
Let A = ∂+h2. We orientA and∂−Z so that the orientation ofA respectively∂−Z
followed by the contact vector fieldsV (h) respectivelyV (Z) is the contact orientation.
Choose an orientation preserving embedding
ϕ̃ : A −→ ∂−Z
such that∂D2 × {0} ⊂ ∂+h2 gets mapped to a curveσ with the following properties.
(i) σ intersects one component of the dividing setΓZ of ∂Z transversely in two
points. We denote this component byγ.
(ii) σ does not meet the other component ofΓZ .
(iii) σ is isotopic toγ.
The dashed curve in Figure 10 has these properties. Moreover we assume that the image of
ϕ̃ is a tubular neighbourhoodU of σ whose intersection withΓz consists of two segments
γ1, γ2. Let Fh be the singular foliation on∂−h2. We construct a singular foliationF on
∂+Z such that
(i) F is divided byΓZ .
(ii) F coincides withϕ∗(Fh).
Figure 11 shows such a singular foliation on one of the annuli∂Z \ ΓZ . Each annulus
contains an arc ofσ.
On the other annulus we can choose a foliation in an analogous way such that the two
singular foliations form a smooth singular foliation on∂−Z. If all singularities have the
same sign, the new singular foliation is again divided beΓZ . The foliation in Figure 11 is
an instance of a more general construction on p. 660 of [Gir1 ]. The dashed curve represents
a segment ofσ. It passes through a hyperbolic singularity ofF . A neighbourhood of the
dashed curve carries a foliation which is equivalent to the singular foliation on a part of
∂+h2.
Now we apply Giroux flexibility theorem to∂Z. By Theorem 2.28, there is an ad-
missible isotopyfτ , τ ∈ [0, 1], of ∂Z such thatf1 ◦ ϕ̃ preserves characteristic foliations.
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Moreover,f1◦ϕ̃ extends to a small neighbourhood ofA in h2. The extensionϕ′ is uniquely
determined by the requirement thatϕ′∗(V (h)) = V (Z). The surfacef1(∂−Z) is the bound-
ary of a solid torusZ ′ whose boundary is also convex and transversal toV (Z).
In order to find a mapϕ which preserves contact structures and satisfiesϕ′∗(V (h)) =
V (Z) one applies Theorem 2.26. Now extend theV (Z)–invariant contact structure from
a neighbourhood of∂−Z to anR–invariant contact structure on∂−Z ′ × R such thatV (Z)
corresponds to the vector field induced by the second factor on∂−Z ′ × R.
On the image ofϕ′, the contact structureϕ′∗(Ch) is alsoR–invariant. This contact
structure can be extended to anR–invariant contact structure on∂−Z ′ × R such that the
singular foliation on∂−Z ′ induced by this contact structure coincides withF . The pro-
cedure how to find this extension is described in [Gir1 ] (”Sous–Lemma 3.3” of chapter
3). The application of Theorem 2.26 then yields the desired attaching mapϕ. It maps the
dividing set of∂+h2 to γ1, γ2.
We glueh2 to Z ′ usingϕ. On the resulting space we get a contact structure and a
contact vector fieldV which coincides withV (Z) onZ ′ and withV (h) on h2. After we
cut of a suitable piece ofh2 in order to smoothen corners we obtain a manifold which can
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be identified withD3. This can be done in such a way thatV is transversal to∂D3 and
inward pointing.
In particular the boundary ofZ ′ ∪ h2 is convex and we can deduce the dividing set
of ∂−D3. From the componentγ of ΓZ′ we remove the two segmentsγ1, γ2 when we
attachh2. The contact vector field onh2 is tangent the contact structure along the band
{z = 0}. Hence onD3, the endpoints ofγ \ (γ1 ∪ γ2) are connected such that we obtain
two components of the dividing set of∂−D3. The other component from the dividing set
of Z ′ is not affected by the gluing procedure. Thus the dividing set of∂−D3 has three
connected components. By Theorem 2.34, this implies that the contact structure onD3 is
overtwisted.
6.3.4. Model Engel structures.From now on we writeZ for the deformed solid torus
Z ′. The original torus will play no role anymore. Let us considerh2 andZ separately again.
We have an embedding of a neighbourhoodU of ∂+h2
ϕ : (U, ∂+h2) −→ (R2 × S1, ∂−Z)
which preserves contact structures and mapsV (h) to V (Z). Now consider the vector field
X+ onh2. Its image underϕ is homotopic (as a section ofCZ) to
Xκ(Z) = cos(κs)(C1(Z) + C2(Z)) + sin(κs)C1(Z)
for exactly oneκ ∈ Z. We fix thisκ. LetX(Z) = Xκ(Z). In Section 6.3.1 we showed that
[V (Z), X(Z)] is linearly independent ofX(Z) everywhere. This defines an orientation of
CZ . We chooseX(h) = X+(h) or X(h) = X−(h) such thatϕ preserves the orientation
of the contact structures for the orientationX(h), [V (h), X(h)] of Ch. Let
Y (h) = [V (h), X(h)]
Y (Z) = [V (Z), X(Z)] .
In the following we denote byX(h), Y (h), X(Z), Y (Z) also the horizontal lift of the
respective vector field toh× S1 respectivelyZ × S1. The coordinate on the second factor
will be denoted byt. Fork ∈ Z andη > 0 consider the distributions
Dk(h) spanned byW (h) =
∂
∂t
+ ηV (h) and
X̃k(h) = cos(kt)X(h) + sin(kt)Y (h)
Dk(Z) spanned byW (Z) =
∂
∂t
+ ηV (Z) and
X̃k(Z) = cos(kt)X(Z) + sin(kt)Y (Z)
on h × S1 respectivelyZ × S1. These distributions are Engel structures for allk ∈ Z if
η > 0 is small enough. In particular the casek = 0 is allowed. For example
[W (h), X̃k(h)] = −k sin(kt)X(h) + k cos(kt)Y (h)
+ η (cos(kt)Y (h) + sin(kt)[V (h), Y (h)]) .
(71)
This shows thatη > 0 can be chosen independently fromk. The commutator vector field
[W (h), X̃k(h)] is linearly independent ofW (h), X̃k(h) for k = 0 since
[W (h), X̃0(h)] = ηY (h) .
This is linearly independent of̃X0(h) by construction and it has no∂t–component. For
k 6= 0 it is obvious from (71) that̃Xk(h) and[W (h), X̃k(h)] are linearly independent. In
the same way one sees thatDk(Z) is an Engel structure for allk ∈ Z.
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Let E(Z) = [Dk(Z),Dk(Z)]. This even contact structure is independent ofk. If we
intersectE(Z) with the tangent bundle of the first factor ofZ×S1 we obtain a distribution
C̃Z . This is the horizontal lift of the contact structures onZ toZ×S1. We use the analogous
statements and notations forh instead ofZ. Consider the embedding
ϕ̃ = ϕ× Id : (U, ∂−h2)× S1 −→ (R2 × S1)× S1 .
It is clear from the construction ofϕ and from the choice of structures onZ respectively
h2 that this embedding has the following properties.
(i) It maps the even contact structureE(h) to E(Z).
(ii) ϕ̃∗(W (h)) = W (Z).
(iii) ϕ̃mapsX̃k(h) to a section of̃C(Z) which is homotopic tõXk(Z) among nowhere
vanishing sections of̃C(Z).
(iv) It preserves the orientations ofE(h) respectivelyE(Z) which are induced from
Dk(h) respectivelyDk(Z).
Hence we can apply vertical modification from Theorem 5.4 in order to obtain Engel struc-
turesDk on
R3 = D3 × S1 = (Z ′ ∪ϕ h2)× S1 = (Z ′ × S1) ∪eϕ (h2 × S1) .
We writeW for the vector field obtained fromW (Z) andW (h). The even contact structure
which is spanned by the horizontal lifts ofCZ respectivelyCh andW will be denoted byE .
This is the even contact structure[Dk,Dk].
The vector fieldW is transversal to∂−R3 and points intoR3. Let C∂ be the contact
structure on the boundary. By construction ofR3, the surface∂−D3 × {p} is convex
for p ∈ S1. Its dividing set has three connected components. By the Giroux criterion
(Theorem 2.34) the contact structure on∂−R3 = S2 × S1 is overtwisted.
Let us summarize what we have. The induced orientation of the even contact structure
E(h) coincides with the orientationW (h), X(h), Y (h) respectivelyW (Z), X(Z), Y (Z)
for k ≥ 0. If k < 0 we obtain the opposite orientations. As oriented bundle we can identify
the contact structure on the boundary withE/W . For each homotopy class of Legendrian
fields we have obtained an Engel structure whose intersection line field on∂−R3 is this
homotopy class and such that the contact structure carries an orientation induced by the
Engel structures. It remains to construct model Engel structures which induces the opposite
orientations.
This can be done in a similar way as in the case of round2–handles at the end of
Proposition 6.3. We use a self diffeomorphism ofR3 which preserves the contact structure
on the boundary but reverses its orientation.
LEMMA 6.10. There is a unique homotopy class of orientable plane fields onS2×S1 =
∂D3 × S1 which extends toD3 × S1.
PROOF. Recall from [HH ] that the Grassmann manifolds of oriented planes inR3
respectivelyR4 are Gr2(3) ' S2 respectively Gr2(4) ' S2×S2. The inclusionR3 −→ R4
induces the diagonal map
∆ : Gr2(3) ' S2 −→ S2 × S2 ' Gr2(4)
Let C0 andC1 be two plane fields onS2 × S1 who extend to the interior ofD3 × S1. We
view C0, C1 as maps fromS2×S1 to Gr2(3) and their extensions as maps fromD3×S1 to
Gr2(4). Because{0}×S1 is a strong deformation retract ofD3×S1 and Gr2(4) is simply
connected, the extensions ofC0 andC1 are homotopic. This way we obtain a homotopy of
C0 andC1 in T (D3 × S1)
∣∣
S2×S1 . Using the projection of Gr2(4) ' S
2 × S2 onto the first
factor, we obtain a homotopy betweenC0 andC1. 
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Since the contact structure on∂−R3 is overtwisted and represents the unique homotopy
class of plane fields which extends toD3 × S1 we can apply Theorem 2.33. It implies that
the contact structureC on∂−R3 = S2 × S1 is isotopic to the contact structure defined by
β± = sin
(
3π
2
sin2(ϑ)
)
dα± g(ϑ)dt .
Here we use spherical coordinatesα, ϑ ∈ [0, 2π)× [0, π] onS2 and the1–forms from (29).
Whether one has to takeβ+ or β− depends on the relation between the contact orientation
of ∂−R3 and the identification ofR3 with D3 × S1.
Now consider the involution
ι : S2 × S1 −→ S2 × S1
(ϑ, α, t) 7−→ (ϑ,−α,−t)
It extends toD3 × S1, the pointsϑ = 0, π are fixed and it has the property
ι∗β± = −β± .
We denote the extension toD3 × S1 also byι. Let p ∈ S2 such thatι mapsγ = {p} × S1
to itself. LetC1(γ), C2(γ) be a framing ofC alongγ such thatC1(γ) is invariant underι
while ι∗(C2(γ)) = −C2(γ).
Now the intersection line field ofDk alongγ is homotopic to one of the following
ι–invariant sections ofC
cos(lt)C1 + sin(lt)C2
with l ∈ Z. Thus the intersection line field of the Engel structureDk = ι∗Dk is homotopic
to the intersection line field ofDk. ButDk andDk induce different orientations onC. We
have shown the following proposition.
PROPOSITION6.11. Fix an orientation of the contact structureC on ∂−R3 and an
orientable Legendrian line fieldL. There is exactly one Engel structure among the model
Engel structuresDk,Dk, k ∈ Z such that the intersection line field is homotopic toL and
the induced orientation ofC is the preassigned orientation.
6.4. Proof of Theorem 6.1
Before we put the ingredients together in order to prove Theorem 6.1, let us remark
that statements analogous to Proposition 5.1 are true for round handles of index2 and3:
Assume a round handle carries a model Engel structure and letM be an oriented Engel
manifold with transversal boundary and oriented characteristic foliation. Whenever an
attaching map
ϕ : ∂−R −→ ∂+M
preserves contact structures, their orientation induced by the Engel structure and the ori-
ented intersection line field, we can attach the round handle such that we obtain an oriented
Engel structure onM∪ϕR. The characteristic foliation is again transversal to the boundary.
Recall from Theorem 3.37 that an oriented Engel structure on an oriented manifold
induces a decomposition
(72) TM ' W ⊕ D
W
⊕ E
D
⊕ TM
E
of oriented real line bundles. We fix a Riemannian metric. Then (72) induces a trivialization
of TM . Assume that we have an Engel structure onN ⊂M . Then anEngel trivialization
onN is a trivialization which coincides with the trivialization onN we just described.
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PROOF OFTHEOREM 6.1. LetM be a closed parallelizable manifold of dimension4
and fix a trivializationTM ' M × R4 of the tangent bundle ofM . We consider a round
handle decomposition ofM such that there is exactly one round3–handle and one round
0–handle. Such a decomposition ofM exists by Theorem 4.6. ThusM is decomposed
M =
(
. . .
((
. . .
(
R0 ∪ϕ11 R
1
1
)
. . . ∪ϕr11 R
r1
1
)
∪ϕ12 R
1
2
)
. . . ∪ϕr22 R
r2
2
)
∪ϕ3 R3 .
The attaching mapsϕi1, ϕ
i
2 are indexed byi (and not powers of mapsϕ1, ϕ2). We will
frequently isotope the attaching maps but this will not be reflected in the notation.
Start with the round handles of index0. As model Engel structure on a round0–handle,
we take the model Engel structureD0 from Section 6.3 which corresponds tok = 0 and
reverse the orientation of the characteristic foliation such that it points out ofR3 ' R0
along the boundary. Assume that the orientation induced byD0 onR0 does not coincide
with the orientation ofM given byTM 'M×R4. In this case consider an automorphism
ι0 of R0 which reverses the orientation ofR0. Then we equipR0 with the Engel structure
ι0∗D0 instead. This way, we ensure that the Engel orientation and the orientation ofM
coincide onR0.
We compare the trivializationM × R4 and the Engel trivialization onR0 along the
curve{0} × S1 ⊂ D3 × S1 ⊂ R0. This defines a map
g1 : S1 = {0} × S1 −→ SO(4) .
Sinceπ1(SO(4)) = Z2, this map is either homotopic to zero or it represents the non–zero
element ofπ1(SO(4)). In the latter case we apply again an automorphism ofR0 = D3×S1.
We use the usual coordinates(x, y, z) onD3 andt onS1. Let
F0 : R0 = D3 × S1 −→ D3 × S1 = R0(
(x, y, z), t
)
7−→
(
(cos(t)x+ sin(t)y,− sin(t)x+ cos(t)y, z), t
)
.
We push–forward the Engel structure onR0 by F0. The trivialization induced by the new
Engel structure and the given trivializationTM ' M × R4 are now homotopic along
{0} × S1 ⊂ D3 × S1 ⊂ R0. Since this curve is a strong deformation retract ofR0 we
can homotop the given trivializationTM 'M × R4 such that it coincides with the Engel
trivialization onR0. The contact structure on∂+R0 is overtwisted by construction.
In the following we will assume that the attaching maps of the round handles preserve
the orientation induced by the contact structure on the boundary when we equip the round
handle with a model Engel structure. Since an orientation of the characteristic foliation
induces an orientation of an Engel manifold and vice versa, this condition ensures that
the Engel trivialization on the round handle and the trivialization ofTM define the same
orientation. If an attaching mapϕ does not preserve the contact orientation, then we replace
ϕ by ϕ ◦ ι whereι is the orientation reversing involution on round handles induced by the
diffeomorphismι(t) = −t of theS1–factor.
LetM i−11 be the round handle body obtained fromR0 andR
1
1, . . . , R
i−1
1 . Assume that
we have attached all round handlesRj1 with j ≤ i− 1 and that we have extended the Engel
structure over all these round handles of index1 such that the contact structure on∂+M i−11
is overtwisted. Assume moreover that throughout this process we have homotoped the
trivialization ofM such that it coincides with the Engel trivialization on the round handle
body we have treated so far.
Hence the Engel trivialization onM i−11 can be extended toM
i−1
1 ∪ϕi1 R
i
1. By Theo-
rem 5.8, we can isotopeϕi1 to an attaching map̃ϕ
i
1 such that the Engel structure onM
i−1
1
extends to an Engel structure onM i1 = M
i
1 ∪ϕi1 R
i
1 using a model Engel structure onR1
from Section 4.2.2.
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In order to ensure that the contact structure on∂+M i1 is again overtwisted, we isotope
ϕi1 before the application of Theorem 5.8 such that its image is disjoint from an overtwisted
disc in∂+M
i−1
1 . For this, assume thatϕ
i
1(γ±) is transversal to an overtwisted discDot and
let p be a point onDot which does not lie onϕi1(γ±). Then use the flow of a radial vector
field centered atp to isotopeϕi1(γ±) such that the image ofγ± becomes disjoint fromDot.
The remaining steps, like making the attaching curves Legendrian and stabilization, can be
carried out in a small tubular neighbourhood which is also disjoint fromDot.
Unfortunately, the Engel trivialization and the original trivialization ofM need not to
be homotopic onM i1 relative toM
i−1
1 . We can arrange this by applying a suitable self–
diffeomorphism ofRi1. Let γ± be the attaching curves{±1} × {0} × S1 ⊂ ∂−Ri1 with
their orientation from theS1–factor and consider
I × {0} × S1 ⊂ Ri1 = I ×D2 × S1 .
This cylinder can be decomposed into a1–cell e1 = I × {0} × {1} and a2–cell e2. The
1–cell is attached toM i−1 using the restriction ofϕi1. The2–cell e2 is attached alongγ.
This path is formed from the consecutive pathse1 from−1 ∈ I to 1 ∈ I, ϕi1(γ+) with the
positive orientation,−e1 and finallyϕi1(γ−) with the orientation inverse to the given one.
We first modify the Engel structure onRi1 such that the new Engel trivialization is
homotopic to the given orientation alonge1 relative to the endpoints ofe1. Let ρ : I =
[−1, 1] −→ [0, 2π] be a smooth function which is constant near the boundary,ρ(−1) =
0, ρ(1) = 2π. Then consider the diffeomorphism
F1 : Ri1 = I ×D2 × S1 −→ I ×D2 × S1 = Ri1
(x, y1, y2, t) 7−→
(x, cos(ρ(x))y1 + sin(ρ(x))y2,
− sin(ρ(x))y1 + cos(ρ(x))y2, t)
.
As in the case of round zero handles we now use the factπ1(SO(4)) = Z2. If the Engel
trivialization and the given trivialization ofM are not yet homotopic alonge1 relative to
the boundary points, then we push forward the model Engel structure onRi1 usingF1.
The properties ofρ ensure that we obtain again a smooth Engel structure onM i1 but the
trivialization induced by the new Engel structure is homotopic to the given trivialization
alonge1 relative to the boundary.
Next consider the2–cell e2. Both the Engel trivialization and the given trivialization
of M extend fromγ = ∂e2 to e2. Sinceπ2(SO(4)) is trivial, this extension is unique up to
homotopy relative toγ.
Now M i−11 ∪ e1 ∪ e2 is a strong deformation retract ofM i1 relative toM
i−1
1 . Thus
we can extend the Engel structure fromM i−11 toM
i
1 such that the Engel trivialization and
the given trivialization ofM are homotopic relative toM i−11 . The attaching region of the
round1–handle can be chosen so small that in its complement there is an overtwisted disc.
Thus the contact structure on∂+M i1 is still overtwisted.
In the next step we attach round2–handles. We are no longer able to ensure that the
Engel trivialization and the given trivialization onM are homotopic after we attach round
2–handles. Assume that we have already attached the firsti − 1 round2–handles such
that on the resulting handle bodyM i−12 we have an Engel structure extending the Engel
structure onM1. The contact structure on the boundary is assumed to be overtwisted.
Consider the attaching map
ϕi2 : ∂−R
i
2 −→ ∂+M i−12 .
The contact structure on∂+M
i−1
2 is orientable and it has an oriented section, namely
the intersection line field. Thus the Euler class of the contact structure, viewed as bundle,
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vanishes. By assumption, the contact structure is overtwisted. According to Theorem 6.7
we can isotopeϕi2 such that the singular foliation on the image ofϕ
i
2,
T 20 ' ∂D2 × {0} × S1 ⊂ ∂−Ri2 ,
is in standard form. Moreover, we can assume that the Legendrian dividesγ1, γ2 are tangent
toϕi2({p}×{0}×S1) with p ∈ ∂D. The Legendrian ruling can be chosen to be tangent to
the foliation induced by the first factor of∂D2 × {0} × S1. Finally, Theorem 6.7 ensures
that the attaching region ofRi2 is contained in a neighbourhoodUi of ϕ
i
2(T
2
0 ) which is
disjoint from some overtwisted disc.
In order to find a model Engel structure onRi2 which extends the Engel structure on
M i−12 to an Engel structure onM
i
2 = M
i−1
2 ∪ϕi2 R
i
2 we are left with several difficulties.
These concern the homotopy class of the intersection line field as a Legendrian line field.
(1) We have to show that the rotation number along the Legendrian rulings is even.
(2) We have to ensure that the rotation number along the Legendrian divides is not
zero.
If we can ensure these two additional conditions we can apply Proposition 6.3 and
Proposition 6.5 to find a model Engel structure onRi2 and an isotopy ofϕ
i
2 such that the
new attaching map
• has an image which is contained in a tubular neighbourhoodUi ' T 2 × R.
• preserves the orientation of∂−Ri2 and∂+M
i−1
2 which is induced by the respective
contact structure.
• preserves contact structures together with the orientations which are induced by
the Engel structures.
• maps the intersection line field on∂−Ri2 to a Legendrian line field on∂+M i2
which is homotopic to the intersection line field of the Engel structure onM i−12 ,
cf. Remark 6.4.
After a suitable vertical modification of∂+M
i−1
2 , we can attachR
i
2 such that the model
Engel structure onRi2 extends the Engel structure onM
i−1
2 smoothly. By Theorem 6.7 and
Lemma 6.9 the complement of a small tubular neighbourhood of the image ofT 20 under
the isotoped attaching map contains an overtwisted disc. If we choose the attaching region
small enough, the contact structure on∂+M i2 is still overtwisted. At this stage we use that
there is a trivialization ofTM over all ordinary handles of index≤ 2, this corresponds to
the condition that the second Stiefel–Whitney class ofM vanishes, cf. Theorem 6.2.
We now show that we can always achieve the two conditions above with the following
assertions. Let
γ = ∂D2 × {0} × {1} .
Claim (1) : The Engel trivialization onM i−12 extends to a trivialization ofTM overD
2 ×
{0} × S1 ⊂ Ri2
PROOF OF CLAIM (1). Let S1 = I0 ∪ I1 be the union of two closed intervals which
have only boundary points in common. We assume that1 ∈ S1 is contained in the interior
of I0. We decompose the round2–handleRi2 into one ordinary handle of index2 and one
ordinary handle of index3
Ri2 = D
2 × I × S1 = (D2 × (I × I0)) ∪ ((D2 × I1)× I)
' (D2 ×D2) ∪ (D3 × I) = hi2 ∪ hi3 .
With this identification, the attaching curve ofhi2 is γ. The attaching mapϕ
i
2 of h
i
2 is
the restriction ofϕi2 to ∂−h
i
2 ⊂ ∂−Ri2. The attaching map ofhi3 can also be described
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usingϕi2 and an identification of∂+h
i
2 with parts of∂−h
i
3 which are obvious from the
decomposition. But we will not need the attaching map ofhi3 explicitly.
The claim only involves the2–handlehi2 but not the3–handleh
i
3. Thus we can remove
hi3.
Recall that∂+R
i−1
2 = D
2 × {±1} × S1 has dimension three. Thus if we perturbϕi2
slightly, the attaching curveγ of the 2–handle becomes disjoint from the circles{0} ×
{±1}×S1 in ∂+Ri−12 . Thus using the flow of a vector field which points away from these
circles, we can isotopeϕi2 such that its image does not intersect∂+R
i−1
2 .
We removeRi−12 from our round handle body. Now we can apply the same procedure
with Ri−22 . Iterating this procedure, we can isotopeϕ
i
2 such that in the end its image is
contained in∂+M1.
As we have shown above, the Engel trivialization extends fromM1 to the whole ofM .
In particular it can be extended overhi2 when this handle is attached to∂+M1. But in order
to achieve this, we have only isotoped the attaching map.
This shows that the Engel trivialization onM i−12 extends overh
i
2 also with the original
attaching map. 
Claim (2) : The rotation number alongϕi2(γ) is even.
PROOF OF CLAIM (2). For this let us fix a model Engel structure onRi2 and isotope
ϕi2 so that it preserves the contact structure on a neighbourhood of the image ofγ ⊂ ∂−Ri2.
We homotop the Engel trivialization onM i−12 such that the only component of the framing
which is not tangent to∂+M
i−1
2 is W . Then we pull back the Engel trivialization on
∂+M
i−1
2 to a framing on∂−R
i
2.
Strictly speaking, this does not make sense becauseϕi2 is a map to∂+M
i−1
2 but the
Engel framing has one component which is transversal to this boundary. This is the vector
fieldW which orients the characteristic foliation. But since onR2 the characteristic folia-
tion is also oriented by a vector fieldWR which is transversal to∂−Ri2, we can takeWR as
pull–back ofW .
Since we have assumed that the attaching map preserves contact structures, the pull
back of the component of the Engel framing which is orthogonal to the even contact struc-
ture is transversal to the even contact structure onR2. Without loss of generality, we can
choose these components of the Engel framings such that they are preserved byϕi2. Thus
by definition the pullback framing and the Engel framing onRi2 have two common compo-
nents. When we want to compare the pull back framing with the Engel trivialization along
γ it is therefore enough to consider the rotation numbers alongγ.
By the definition of the model Engel structures, the rotation number of the Engel trivi-
alization onRi2 is even. If the rotation number of the pull back framing alongγ is odd, then
the pull back framing and the Engel framing are not homotopic alongγ. But this implies
that the pull back framing can not be extended over the discD2 × {0} ⊂ h2. This is a
contradiction to Claim (1). 
Claim (3) : We can isotopeϕi2 such thatϕ
i
2(T
2
0 ) is in standard form and the rotation
number along the Legendrian divides is not zero.
PROOF OFCLAIM (3). Assumeϕi2(T
2
0 ) is in standard form and the rotation number
along the Legendrian divides is zero. By Claim (2), we can apply Lemma 6.9. Thus we
achieve that the rotation number along the Legendrian divides is not zero at the expense of
changing the slope of the dividing curves by a right handed Dehn twist. 
This shows that we can extend the Engel structure fromM i−12 toM
i
2 by a model Engel
structure from Section 6.1. If we really have applied Lemma 6.9 in Claim (3) then we have
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to modify our model Engel structures slightly by a push forward with the diffeomorphism
δ : Ri2 = D
2 × I × S1 −→ D2 × I × S1
((y1, y2), x, t) 7−→ ((cos(t)y1 − sin(t)y2, sin(t)y1 + cos(t)y2), x, t) .
When we restrict this diffeomorphism to the torus∂D1 × {0} × S1 this performs a right
handed Dehn twist.
Assume that we have an extension of the Engel trivialization onM i−12 . This is the case
for i = 1. Then unfortunately the given trivialization and the Engel trivialization onM i2 are
not homotopic relative toM i−12 in general. This is due to the fact thatπ3(SO(4)) ' Z×Z.
Hence if we decomposeRi2 into ordinary handlesh
i
2, h
i
3 of index 2 and3, the extension
of the Engel trivialization onM i−12 is unique up to homotopy overh
i
2 but there are many
non–homotopic possible extensions overhi3.
After the last attachment of a round2–handle, we have extended the Engel structure to
M2. When we want to extend the Engel structure fromM2 toM , the Engel trivialization
has to extend, too. Once we have shown that this is really the case, we can choose a model
Engel structure onR3 such that the Engel structure extends toM .
Claim (4) : The Engel trivialization extends fromM2 toM .
PROOF OFCLAIM (4). First we reduce the problem to bundles of rank3. The first
componentW of the Engel trivialization is transversal to∂M2 by construction. ThusW
extends to a vector field without zeroes onM . We equipM with an almost quaternionic
structure such that the Engel framing andW, IW, JW,KW coincide onM1∪h12 . . .∪h
r2
2 .
Then we can choose a trivialization of the orthogonal complementW⊥ of W in M . (This
trick is from Geiges [Gei]). For the remaining part of the proof of Claim (4), we consider
W⊥.
We decompose all round2–handles into ordinary handleshj2, h
j
3 for 1 ≤ j ≤ r2 of
index 2 and3 and we rearrange the handles such that the2–handles are attached toM1.
We have already shown in Claim (1) that the Engel trivialization ofW⊥ onM1 extends to
M1 ∪ h12 ∪ . . . ∪ h
r2
2 and becauseπ2(SO(3)) is trivial, the extension of the trivialization
over these handles is unique up to homotopy. Therefore, the Engel trivialization onM1 ∪
h12 ∪ . . . h
r2
2 also extends toM .
Finally we decompose the round3–handle into an ordinary3–handlêh3 and one ordi-
nary4–handlêh4. We have shown that on the2–skeleton the SO(3)–bundleW⊥ is trivial.
Therefore we can lift it to aS3–bundle. (Recall that Spin(3) = SU(2) = S3.) Sinceπ2(S3)
is trivial, the trivialization ofW⊥ extends fromM2 to ĥ3. We fix such an extension.
The obstruction for the extension of the trivialization ofW⊥ from the union of all
ordinary handles of index≤ 3 toM is a cochainx in the cellular cochain groupC4(M,Z)
which depends on the choice of extensions of the trivialization over the3– andles and on
the handle decomposition itself. The cochainx represents a class[x] ∈ H4(M,π3(S3)) =
H4(M,Z) which does not depend on the choice of trivializations on the3–handles or the
handle decomposition. According to [GoS] p. 31, [x] is the second Chern class of the
SU(2)–bundle. As we have showedW⊥ is trivial, hence[x] = 0.
Recall thatc2(W⊥) = p1(W⊥) = p1(TM) = 3σ(M) by the signature theorem of
Hirzebruch, so in this step of the proof we use the fact that the signature of a parallelizable
4–manifold is zero, cf. Theorem 6.2.
The handle decomposition ofM contains exactly one4–handle andM is an oriented
closed manifoldC4(M,Z) = H4(M,Z). Thus [x] = 0 implies x = 0. Therefore the
Engel trivialization ofW⊥ extends fromM2 toM although the Engel trivialization onM2
may not be homotopic to the trivialization ofM we fixed at the beginning of the proof.
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The contact structureC on ∂M2 = S2 × S1 is overtwisted. By Claim (4) the Engel
trivialization extends fromM2 toM . By Lemma 6.10C is contained in the unique homo-
topy class of orientable plane fields which extends fromS2×S1 toD3×S1. According to
Theorem 2.33,ϕ3 can be isotoped such that it preserves the contact structure onR3 when
we equipR3 with a model Engel structure. (Recall that this contact structure is the same
for all models.)
Now we chose the model Engel structure onR3 such that the orientation of the contact
structure as well as the homotopy type of the intersection line fields is preserved. This is
possible by Proposition 6.11. This proves the theorem. 
CHAPTER 7
Geometric examples
In this chapter we discuss Engel structures from a different point of view. If a manifold
X admits an Engel structure which is invariant under the action of a discrete groupΓ
such thatX/Γ is again a smooth manifold, then we obtain an Engel structure onX/Γ. A
rich source of group actions are Thurston geometries. Let us summarize some facts about
Thurston geometries ([Thu2]).
DEFINITION 7.1. Let X be a simply connected, complete Riemannian manifold and
G the group of isometries ofX. The pair(X,G) is calledThurston geometryif
(i) G acts transitively onX
(ii) the stabilizer of a pointx ∈ X
Stab(x) =
{
g ∈ G
∣∣ gx = x}
is compact
(iii) G contains a discrete subgroupΓ such thatX/Γ is a compact manifold.
One Thurston geometry(X1, G1) is said to beequivalentto another Thurston geometry
(X2, G2) if there is a diffeomorphismψ : X1 → X2 such thatψ ◦G1 ◦ ψ−1 is a subgroup
in G2. Note that this isnot an equivalence relation. IfΓ is a lattice inG thenX/Γ is said
to haveX–geometry.
If (X,G) is a Thurston geometry andH ⊂ G is a subgroup such that(X,H) is also
a Thurston geometry then(X,G) and(X,H) are equivalent. Therefore one usually only
considers Thurston geometries(X,G) whereG is the maximal group with the properties in
Definition 7.1. Notice thatG is not required to be connected. We writeG0 for the identity
component ofG andHn for the hyperbolic space of dimensionn.
For dim(X) = 3, Thurston classified all possible Thurston geometries up to equiva-
lence in [Thu2] as follows
Isomorphism type ofStab0(x) Isometry class ofX
SO(3) S3,H3,R3
SO(2) S2 × R,H2 × R
Nil3, S̃l(2,R)
{1} Sol3
We will describe the Riemannian metrics and isometry groups later. The source we use for
this is [Thu2]
In dimension4, Filipkiewicz obtained the following classification of Thurston geome-
tries up to equivalence in [Fil ]. The following list can be found in [Wa1].
Isomorphism type ofStab0(x) Isometry class ofX
SO(4) S4,H4,R4
U(2) CP2,H2(C)
SO(2)× SO(2) S2 × S2, S2 × R2, S2 ×H2,H2 × R2,H2 ×H2
SO(3) S3 × R,H3 × R
SO(2) Nil3 × R, S̃l(2,R)× R,Sol40
{1} Nil4,Sol4(m,n),Sol41
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The geometries Sol4(m,n) are indexed by positive integersm,n. We will give more details
later in the discussion of Engel structures on geometric manifolds. The product geometry
Sol3×R is included in Sol4(m,n). The descriptions of the isometry groups are essentially
from [Wa1, Wa2].
We say that a contact structure respectively an Engel structure onX is geometric if it
is invariant under a subgroupH of the isometry groupG such that(X,H) is a Thurston
geometry.
In Section 7.1 we discuss which3–dimensional Thurston geometries admit a geometric
contact structure. The contact structures onX = S3,Nil3, S̃l(2,R) will appear later in
Section 7.2 in the discussion of geometric Engel structures. For these geometries, the
contact plane at a pointp is invariant under a1–dimensional subgroup of the isometry
group. The only other Thurston geometry which is compatible with a contact structure is
Sol3.
Section 7.2 and Section 7.3 contain a discussion of Engel structures compatible with
Thurston geometries. Many of the4–dimensional Thurston geometries do not admit an
Engel structure for topological reasons. The remaining geometries can be treated in two
different ways.
The geometriesS3×R,Nil3×R respectivelỹSl(2,R)×R can be treated starting from
contact structures onS3,Nil3 respectivelyS̃l(2,R). Here we use a construction similar to
prolongation (cf. Proposition 3.15).
The other4–dimensional Thurston geometries are treated individually in Section 7.3.
It turns out that these geometries admit geometric Engel structures which are similar to
those obtained by the construction of H. J. Geiges (cf. Proposition 3.17).
Let us emphasize that we treat only the existence of geometric contact structures re-
spectively Engel structures but we do not classify them up to isomorphism.
7.1. Geometric contact manifolds
In the following we seek geometric contact structures in dimension3. We show only
their existence but we do not classify them.
DEFINITION 7.2. A geometric contact structureis a triple(X, C, G) where(X, C) is a
contact manifold andG is a group of diffeomorphisms ofX which preserveC. Moreover,
(X,G) is assumed to be a Thurston geometry. A geometric contact structure is called
maximalif its isometry group consists of all orientation preserving isometries inG.
When the identity componentG0 ⊂ G acts freely, one cannot expect that geometric
contact structures are unique. Any smallG0–equivariant perturbation of the contact struc-
ture will yield again a geometric contact structure which is invariant under the action of the
identity component. The perturbed contact structure is no longer invariant under all con-
nected components ofG. We will show this in some cases but we do not classify geometric
contact structures up to equivalence. The following table summarizes the existence results.
Thurston geometry geometric contact structuremaximal
S3 yes no
R3,H3 no no
S2 × R,H2 × R no no
Nil3, S̃l(2,R) yes yes
Sol3 yes yes
The cases are grouped according to the corresponding maximal Thurston geometry.
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7.1.1. X = S3. The full isometry group isG = O(4) acting onS3 ⊂ R3. The metric
onS3 is a multiple of the standard metric with constant curvature.
We identify S3 with SU(2). Choosing a planeCe in TeSU(2) = su(2) we obtain
a left–invariant distributionC of rank 2 on S3. If X,Y ∈ su(2) spanCe then [X,Y ] is
linearly independent ofX,Y . Hence the commutator of two linearly independent left–
invariant sections ofC is nowhere tangent toC. This shows thatC is a contact structure. By
definition it is invariant underSU(2) ⊂ O(4). We want to determine the maximal subgroup
of isometries ofS3 which preserveC.
Using a suitable element ofh ∈ Stab(e) we can achieve thath∗Ce is the complex
subspace ofTeS3. Thenh∗C is the standard contact structure onS3 which is defined by
α = x1dy1 − y1dx2 + x2dy2 − y2dx2 .
The orthogonal complement of the standard contact structure onS3 is tangent to the Hopf
fibration. The fiber of the Hopf fibration throughp is the intersection of the orthogonal
complementCbot of C(p) ⊂ TpC2 = C2 with S3 andC⊥ is again a complex subspace of
C2. Moreover the map
conj : S3 −→ S3
(x1, y1, x2, y2) 7−→ (x1,−y1, x2,−y2)
preserves ker(α) but it reverses the coorientation ofC.
Henceg ∈ O(4) preservesh∗C if and only if g preserves the complex subspaces ofC2.
Becauseg is an isometry it also preserves the action ofi up to multiplication with±1. So
g preservesC if and only if
g ∈ Gl(2,C) ∩O(4) .
If g anticommutes withi theng ◦ conj ∈ U(2). Thus we have shown that the subgroups of
isometries preservingC is to
H = U(2) ∪ (U(2) ◦ conj) ⊂ O(4) .
So very latticeΓ ⊂ H gives rise to a contact structure onS3/Γ. The manifolds obtained
this way include all lens spaces. In [Wo] one can find more spherical space forms corre-
sponding to subgroupsΓ ⊂ H.
7.1.2. X = R3. The metric is the flat metric and the maximal group of isometries is
R3 o O(3) acting in the obvious way onR3.
Suppose thatG ⊂ R3 o O(3) acts transitively onR3. ThenG must containR3 since
all elements ofO(3) fix the origin ofR3. So a contact structure which is invariant under
the action ofG is invariant under the action ofR3 on itself. But every translation invariant
plane field onR3 is integrable. Therefore there is no geometric contact structure which is
equivalent to the Thurston geometry(R3,R3 o O(3)).
7.1.3. X = H3. The metric onH3 is the usual hyperbolic metric and its isometry
group isG ' PSl(2,C) o Z2 where the non–zero element inZ2 acts onPSl(2,C) by
composition with a reflection along a fixed hyperbolic plane.
The maximal isometry group has two connected components and takingH = G0
yields a non–maximal Thurston geometry(H3,H).
In order to show that there are no other non–maximal geometries equivalent toH3,
we prove that there is no subgroupH of G which has codimension at least one and acts
transitively onH3 such that there is a latticeΓ ⊂ H. Assume thatH has the desired
properties.
SinceG0 has finite index inG we can assume thatH ⊂ G0. We fix a basepoint
x0 ∈ H3. ThenG0 is foliated by{g ∈ G0|gx0 = x} for x ∈ H3. A subgroupH which
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acts transitively onH3 has to be transversal to this foliation and in particular to the stabilizer
K = Stab(x0) = SU(2)/{±1} ' SO(3) of x0. This is a maximal compact subgroup of
G. If H is not connected then by transversality each connected component ofH meetsK.
SinceK is compact andH is supposed to be a closed subgroup,H has only finitely many
connected components.
HenceΓ∩H0 has finite index inΓ and the same is true forH0 ⊂ H and we can restrict
ourselves to connected groupsH. The assumption thatH contains a lattice implies thatH
cannot be an algebraic subgroup ofG0 by the Borel density theorem:
THEOREM 7.3 (Borel,[VGS]). LetG be a real algebraic group andΓ a lattice inG.
Then the closureΓa with respect to the Zariski topology onG contains a normal cocompact
subgroupG′ ofG.
It remains to show that every connected Lie subgroupH of G0 which is transversal to
K is contained in an algebraic Lie subgroup of the same dimension. The question which
subalgebras of the Lie algebra of an algebraic group correspond to algebraic subgroups
is studied for example in [Bor]. Such subalgebras will be calledalgebraic. We use the
following results from chapter II.7 of [Bor].
THEOREM 7.4 (Chevalley, [Bor]). Let g be the Lie algebra of an algebraic Lie group
G0 andh a subalgebra which corresponds to a Lie subgroup ofG0.
(i) h is algebraic if it is spanned by algebraic Lie subalgebras.
(ii) [h, h] is algebraic.
SinceH acts transitively onH3, its dimension is at least three. We denote the Lie
algebra ofH by h andh(1) = [h, h]. Obviouslyh(1) is a subalgebra ofh.
If dim(H) = 3 andh(1) = h, thenH is algebraic. Ifh(1) 6= h thenh(1) would be two
dimensional and solvable or Abelian. HenceH andΓ would be solvable. This leads to
a compact hyperbolic manifold with solvable fundamental group and to a contradiction to
Preissmann’s theorem. Henceh(1) = h andh is algebraic.
If dim(H) = 5 then by transversalityH ∩K is a subgroup ofK of dimension2. But
K = SO(3) has no such subgroups.
We are left with the casedim(H) = 4. If the dimension ofh(1) or [h(1), h(1)] is less
than three, then we obtain a hyperbolic manifold with solvable fundamental group and a
contradiction to Preissmann’s theorem (as above). The remaining case isdim(h(1)) = 3
and [h(1), h(1)] = h(1). In particularh(1) is algebraic. In view of (i) of Theorem 7.4 it
suffices to find an algebraic complement ofh(1) in h.
Sinceh is transversal tok there is a vectorV spanningh ∩ k. If we conjugateH with
arbitrary elementsg of K we obtain subgroups ofG which correspond to non–maximal
geometries. Without loss of generality we can assume
V =
(
i 0
0 −i
)
∈ sl(2,C) .
It is to see that the subgroups ofPSl(2,C) corresponding toV andiV are algebraic. More-
over iV is not contained in the Lie–algebrak of K. We now show that one of the two
vectorsV, iV together withh(1) generatesh.
Sinceh is transversal tok, there is an element of the formiV + W with W ∈ k in h.
Consider
[V, iV +W ] = [V,W ] ∈ k .
If V andW were linearly independent then by the commutator relations (73) ofk = su(2)
this would imply that[V,W ] is linearly independent ofV . But thendim(k ∩ h) ≥ 2 and
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this is a contradiction to our assumptions onH. ThusV,W are not linearly independent
and we may assumeW = 0. LetV,C1, C2 be a basis ofk such that
(73) [V,C1] = 2C2, [C1, C2] = 2V, [C2, V ] = 2C1 .
Thenh is generated as a real vector space by
V, iV, V̂1 = iC1 + (a1C1 + a2C2), V̂2 = iC2 + (b1C1 + b2C2)
with real numbersa1, a2, b1, b2. It is clear from the commutator relations (73) that we can
obtain at most one of the vectorsV, iV by forming commutators of the basis vectors ofh
described above. BecauseV, iV andh(1) are algebraic Lie algebras the same is true forh
by Theorem 7.4.
Thus we have shown that, apart fromH = G0, there is no non–maximal geometry
equivalent to(H3, G). Since there is no plane field which is invariant under the action of
G0, there is no geometric contact structure equivalent to(H3, G).
7.1.4. X = S2 ×R. This is the obvious product geometry. The full isometry group is
the product of the isometry group ofS2 andR. It has four connected components.
Suppose thatC is a geometric contact structure onX. SinceG acts transitively,C is
either everywhere tangent to the foliation corresponding to the first factor ofS2 × R or C
is everywhere transversal to it. The first case is impossible since contact structures have
no integral surfaces. The second case is impossible since it would imply the existence of a
nowhere vanishing line fieldC ∩ TS2 onS2.
7.1.5. X = H2 × R. This is the second product geometry. The isometry groupG is
the product of the isometry groups of the factors. As in the case ofS2 × S1 it has four
connected components.
The subgroupsH ofG for which(H2×R,H) is a Thurston–geometry have dimension
3 or 4. In the four–dimensional case,H is the union of several connected components ofG.
Now we want to show that there is no three-dimensional groupH which acts transitively
onH2 ×R and contains a cocompact lattice. Suppose thatH is such a group. ThenH has
to be transversal to the stabilizer of a fixed pointx0 ∈ H2. Let h be the Lie algebra ofH.
SinceH acts transitively,h′ = h ∩ sl(2,R) has dimension at least two. LetT span the
Lie algebra ofIsom(R). SinceH acts transitively along the real lineR throughx0 ∈ H2,
we can consider a smooth path inH such that the image ofx0 under the action of the group
elements on this path is contained in the real line. Henceh ontains a vector of the form
T +w whereT corresponds to the Lie algebra ofR whilew ∈ so(2) ⊂ sl(2,R) is tangent
to the stabilizer ofx0.
BecauseT lies in the center ofg andh′ is transversal tow, the Lie algebra generated
by T + w andh′ actually containssl(2,R) for w 6= 0. This a contradiction to our initial
assumptions. Thusw = 0 and the identity component ofH is the product ofR with a two–
dimensional subgroup ofPSl(2,R). In particularH andΓ are solvable. SinceH has to be
transversal to the foliation ofPSl(2,R) whose leaves are given by{g ∈ PSl(2,R)|gx0 =
x} for x ∈ H2, the connected component of the identity ofH has finite index inH. Hence
we can assume thatH itself is connected. We apply the following theorem toR = R.
THEOREM 7.5 (Wang, [Rag]). Let H be a connected Lie group andR its radical.
Assume thatH/R has no compact factors. LetΓ be a lattice inH andπ : H→H/R the
natural map. Thenπ(Γ) is discrete inH/R.
Henceπ(Γ) is a discrete group. AsH2 is connected and the stabilizer ofx ∈ H2 under
the action ofπ(Γ) varies continuously withx, the stabilizer ofx under the action ofπ(Γ) is
independent ofx. We choose an elementg ∈ Γ of this stabilizer. Theng preserves distinct
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points of the hyperbolic plan which means thatg acts by the identity onH2. Thusπ(Γ)
acts freely onH2 with compact quotient. On the other handπ(Γ) is solvable. This leads to
a contradiction to Preissmann’s theorem.
The only plane field which is invariant under the action of the identity component of
G is tangent to the foliation induced by first factor ofH2 × R. So there is no geometric
contact structure equivalent to(H2 × R, G).
7.1.6. X = Nil3, S̃l(2,R). Here there are natural geometric contact structures. Re-
member that the stabilizer of a point is one–dimensional for these two geometries. In both
cases, the contact plane atx ∈ X is theStab(x)–invariant subspace ofTxX.
The nilpotent3–dimensional Lie group Nil3 has the description
Nil3 =

 1 x z0 1 y
0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣x, y, z ∈ R

with matrix multiplication. LetX,Y, Z be the left invariant vector fields withX(e) =
∂x, Y (e) = ∂y, Z(e) = ∂z. The contact structure on Nil3 is the left invariant plane fieldC
spanned byX,Y . Since[X,Y ] = Z, C is really a contact structure. There is a fibration
pr : Nil3 −→ R2 1 x z0 1 y
0 0 1
 7−→ (x, y)
which is transversal to the contact structure. The assumption onX,Y, Z to be an orthonor-
mal basis defines a metric on Nil3. Then pr∗ is a Riemannian submersion. The isometry
groupGNil of Nil3 consists of lifts of those isometries ofR2 which lift to contact automor-
phisms of Nil3. It has two connected components.
DEFINITION 7.6. Let Γ be a lattice inGNil such that the quotientX/Γ is a smooth
manifold. ThenX/Γ is called anInfranil–manifold. If Γ ⊂ Nil3 thenX/Γ is a Nil–
manifold.
By definition of Nil3–geometry, every Infranil–manifold inherits a contact structure
from Nil3.
EXAMPLE 7.7. All diffeomorphism types of Nil–manifolds can be obtained by using
the latticeΓk generated by
a =
 1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , b =
 1 0 00 1 1
0 0 1
 , c =
 1 0 1/k0 1 0
0 0 1

for k ∈ Z \ {0}. The quotientX/Γk is aS1–bundle overT 2 with Euler numberk.
Now we turn toX = S̃l(2,R). Recall thatSl(2,R) acts freely and transitively on
the unit–tangent bundleS1TH2 of the hyperbolic planeH2. The connection1–form α
of the hyperbolic metric is a defining form for a distribution transversal to the fibers of
pr : S1TH2 → H2. Because the curvaturedα is the lift of a non–zero multiple of the
volume form onH2, dα is non-degenerate on ker(α). HenceC = ker(α) is a contact
structure.
The metric onS1TH2 is defined to be left–invariant under the action ofSl(2,R) such
thatC is everywhere orthogonal to the fibers ofS1TH2. Now we lift the contact structure
and the metric to the universal cover̃S1TH2 = S̃l(2,R).
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The isometries of this Thurston geometry are lifts of isometries of the hyperbolic plane.
Again this group has two components.
EXAMPLE 7.8. All bundles of unit tangent vectors of closed hyperbolic surfaces are
examples of compact quotients of theS̃l(2,R)–geometry.
7.1.7. X = Sol3. The group Sol3 can be described as semidirect productR2 o R.
We write x, y for the coordinates onR2 and t for the coordinate onR. The actionψ :
R→Aut(R2) is given by
ψ(t) =
(
et 0
0 e−t
)
.
For the metric onX we can take any left invariant metric. In order to have a simple
description of the isometry group we choose the metric on the Lie algebrasol3 such that
the plane corresponding toR2 and the line corresponding toR in the semidirect product
R2 o R are orthogonal. Then we obtain the following additional isometries ofX
r1 : (x, y, t) 7−→ (−x, y, t)
r2 : (x, y, t) 7−→ (x,−y, t)
ρ : (x, y, t) 7−→ (y, x,−t) .
The maximal isometry group of Sol3 has eight connected components. Four of them con-
tain orientation preserving isometries.
If an isometry of Sol3 is preserves a contact structure, then it must be orientation
preserving. LetX,Y, T be the left–invariant vector fields induced by∂x, ∂y, ∂t. Then
[X,Y ] = 0, [T,X] = X, [T, Y ] = −Y . A distribution which is invariant under Sol3, r1◦r2
andρ is
C = span(T,X + Y ) .
This defines a contact structure since[T,X + Y ] = X − Y . It is invariant under the action
of four of the eight connected components of the isometry group of Sol3.
7.2. Geometric Engel manifolds – Prolongation
DEFINITION 7.9. A geometric Engel structureis a triple(X,D, G) where(X,D) is an
Engel manifold andG is a group of diffeomorphisms ofX which preserveD. Moreover,
(X,G) is supposed to be a Thurston geometry.
Generally we will always seek a connected group which is maximal among the isome-
tries preservingD. In order to find more connected components we use the following
remark. As in the case of contact structures we treat only the existence of geometric Engel
structures nut we do not classify them.
REMARK 7.10. Every isometry preserving an Engel structureD has to preserve the
induced flag of distributions
W ⊂ D ⊂ E ⊂ TX .
Hence the identity component of the stabilizer of a pointx ∈ X in the group of isometries
GD preserving an Engel structureD acts trivially onTxX. In particularGD has dimension
four.
An elementg of the isometry groupGD which fixes a pointx ∈ X preserves the
subspacesW,D, E of TxX. Suppose thatW,V, Y, Z is an orthonormal basis ofTxX such
that
W = RW D = W ⊕ RV
E = D ⊕ RY TxX = E ⊕ RZ .
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Then the action ofG has to preserve the basisW,V, Y, Z of TxX. Now recall thatE is
canonically oriented and that an orientation ofW induces an orientation ofTxX, cf. Sec-
tion 3.2.6. If we reverse the orientation ofW we also have to reverse the orientation ofX
and every Engel diffeomorphism has to preserve the orientation ofE . Thus ifg ∈ Stab(x)
acts non–trivially onTxX theng∗is one of the following maps
ϕ1 : TxX −→ TxX ϕ2 : TxX −→ TxX ϕ12 : TxX −→ TxX
W 7−→ −W W 7−→ −W W 7−→W
V 7−→ −V V 7−→ V V 7−→ −V
Y 7−→ Y Y 7−→ −Y Y 7−→ −Y
Z 7−→ −Z Z 7−→ −Z Z 7−→ Z
Notice thatϕ1 ◦ ϕ2 = ϕ12. The stabilizer ofx has either one, two or four elements. In the
last caseStab(x) ' Z2 × Z2.
Let us summarize the result. The proof of the following theorem covers the remaining
part of this chapter. Note that Theorem 7.11 concerns only the existence of geometric Engel
structures. It does not contain a complete classification.
THEOREM 7.11. (i) There is no geometric Engel structure(X,D, G) such that
(X,G) is equivalent to one of the geometriesS4,H4, CP2,H2(C), S2×S2,H2×
H2, S2 ×H2, S2 × R2, R4, H2 × R2, H3 × R .
(ii) For each of the following geometries, there exists a geometric Engel structure
(X,D, G) such that(X,G) is equivalent to it:
S3 × R,Nil3 × R, S̃l(2,R)× R,Sol4(m,n),Sol40,Sol41,Nil4 .
The maximal group of isometries preserving the Engel structure constructed in
the proof has four components for all these geometries exceptSol4(m,n) and
Sol40.
(iii) The only maximal Thurston–geometry which is compatible with a geometric En-
gel structure isNil4.
In a first step we will obtain geometric Engel structures for non–maximal geometries
equivalent toS3×R,Nil3×R andS̃l(2,R)×R using a construction similar to prolongation.
The remaining cases will be treated in Section 7.3.
For the remaining part of this section,X will be one of the three–dimensional geomet-
ric contact structuresS3,Nil3, S̃l(2,R). The contact structures described in the last section
all appear at the same stage of the proof of the classification of3–dimensional Thurston
geometries in [Thu2] on p. 184. In these cases, prolongation can be modified such that it
gives rise to geometric Engel structures.
A modification is necessary since if we apply prolongation naively on the geometric
contact structure onX, then we obtain an Engel structure on the universal coverX ×R of
S1C but the natural group action ofX×R on itself by left–multiplication doesnotpreserve
the Engel structure since the Engel structure is not invariant under translations in theR–
direction. Recall that theR–factor corresponds to the characteristic foliation of a prolonged
Engel structure.
Recall that in the casesX = Nil3 andX = S̃l(2,R), the maximal isometry group
preserves a contact structure and that the stabilizer of a point in Nil3 andS̃l(2,R) acts by
isometries on the contact plane through this point. For the geometric contact structure on
S3, the maximal group of isometries preserving the contact structure isU(2)∪(U(2)◦conj).
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Now
(74) U(2) ∩ Stab(1, 0) =
{(
1 0
0 eit
)∣∣∣∣ t ∈ R}
acts by rotations on the contact plane through(1, 0) ∈ S3 ⊂ C2. Complex conjugation
induces a reflection of this contact plane.
Now consider the universal cover̃GC of the identity componentGC,0 of GC and its Lie
algebrag. The action ofGC,0 is free and transitive on the unit sphere bundleS1C. So the
universal cover̃GC acts freely and transitively oñS1C ' X×R. The choice of a basepoint
(p, 0) ∈ X × R yields an identificationG̃C ' X × R as spaces. Notice that with the
obvious group structure onX × R, this identification is not a homomorphism of groups.
Let pr : X × R→X be the projection onto the first factor. Then the following diagram
commutes
G̃C × (X × R) //
(Λ,pr)

X × R
pr

GC,0 ×X // X
.
Let 0 6= W ∈ g be tangent toStab(p) ⊂ G̃C and let0 6= V ∈ g be such that the vector field
Ṽ onX × R associated toV is projected toC by pr. At this point where we do something
very similar to prolongation (cf. Proposition 3.15). Let̃W be the vector field onX × R
which corresponds toW . Since the stabilizer ofp ∈ X under the action of̃GC acts by
rotation onC(p)
W̃ , Ṽ , [W̃ , Ṽ ]
are linearly independent vector fields. Because the action ofG̃C preserves the contact struc-
ture onC, the projection of pr∗([W̃ , Ṽ ]) is contained in the contact structure onX. Again
sinceStab(p) acts by rotations on the contact plane throughp t e commutator[W̃ , [W̃ , Ṽ ]]
also projects to the contact structure onX. On the other hand, becauseC is a contact struc-
ture,[Ṽ , [W̃ , Ṽ ]] is linearly independent from̃W, Ṽ , [W̃ , Ṽ ].
PROPOSITION7.12. The left–invariant plane field spanned bỹW, Ṽ onX × R is a
geometric Engel structure which is invariant under the action ofG̃C . The characteristic
foliation is tangent to the second factor ofX × R.
PROOF. Since the action of̃GC on X × R is free and transitive it remains only to
show thatG̃C contains a cocompact lattice. ForX = S3 we obtain a lattice from the
deck transformations of the universal coveringG̃C → GC . ForX = Nil3, S̃l(2,R) we can
obtain a lattice as follows. InGC consider a latticeΓ which exists by assumption. Then the
preimagẽΓ of Γ under the universal covering map is a lattice inG̃C . 
Before we continue with the remaining Thurston geometries let us explain how to
identify G̃C with subgroup of the maximal isometry group ofX × R. We will identify
X × R andG̃C several times. Moreover we obtain all connected components of the group
of Engel structure preserving isometries.
7.2.1. X = S3. The identity component ofGC of the geometric contact structure on
S3 is U(2). In order to show that the universal covering̃U(2) occurs as a subgroup of the
isometry group ofS3 × S1, consider the subgroup
Ũ(2) =
{
(A, t) ∈ U(2)× R
∣∣ det(A) = eit} ⊂ U(2)× R .
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The mapŨ(2) → U(2) sending(A, t) toA is a universal covering ofU(2). It acts in the
obvious way onS3 × R and it acts onS3 if one drops theR–factor.
The stabilizer of(1, 0) ∈ S3 ⊂ C2 was already described in (74). The group isomor-
phism
SU(2)× R −→ Ũ(2)
(A, t) 7−→
(
eit/2A, t
)
shows that(S3 × R, Ũ(2)) and(S3 × R, S3 × R) are equivalent to each other.
Now we determine all components of the group of Engel structure preserving isome-
tries ofS3×R. Consider the Lie algebrasu(2) of SU(2). We can describe this Lie algebra
using generators and relations
A =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
B =
(
0 i
i 0
)
C =
(
i 0
0 −i
)
[A,B] = 2C [B,C] = 2A [C,A] = 2B .
In order to obtain the Lie algebra ofU(2) we add a tangent vectorW of the stabilizer of
(1, 0). Hence
W =
(
0 0
0 i
)
.
The new commutator relations are
[W,A] = −B [W,B] = A [W,C] = 0
The span ofW,A is an Engel structure oñU(2) andA is tangent to the standard contact
structure onSU(2) = S3. The two isomorphisms ofU(2)
A 7−→ (AT )−1
(
a11 a12
a21 a22
)
7−→
(
a11 −a12
−a21 a22
)
lift to isomorphisms ofŨ(2) such that the first (second) map realizesϕ2 (ϕ12) from Re-
mark 7.10. Thus the group of Engel preserving isometries consists of four components.
The identity component is̃U(2).
7.2.2. X = Nil3. We identify Nil3 with the upper triangular matrices
Nil3 =
[x, y, z] =
 1 x z0 1 y
0 0 1
 with x, y, z ∈ R
 .
LetG be the group of isometries of Nil3. Remember that every isometry of Nil3 preserves
the contact structure on Nil3. There is a fibration
π : Nil3 −→ R2
(x, y, z) 7−→ (x, y)
which is a Riemannian submersion for the flat metric onR2 and aG–invariant metric on
Nil3.
We give an explicit description of the isometry group of Nil3–geometry. Every isom-
etry of Nil3 projects to an isometry ofR2. Conversely, we can lift every isometryϕ of R2
to an isometryϕ̃ of Nil3 as follows. Fix a pointq ∈ π−1(ϕ(0)). For p ∈ Nil3 choose
a Legendrian curveγ starting at(0, 0, 0) ∈ Nil3 and consider the imageϕ(π(γ)) of its
projection. Since the contact structure is transversal to the fibers ofπ, there is a unique lift
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of ϕ(π(γ)) to a Legendrian curve starting atq. We defineϕ̃(p) to be the endpoint of the
lifted curve.
This definition is independent of the choice ofγ: Let γ, γ′ be two Legendrian curves
from (0, 0, 0) to p. Then the signed area enclosed by the closed curve formed ofπ(γ) and
π(γ′) is zero. Sinceϕ is an isometry, the same is true for the image of these two curves.
This ensures that the Legendrian lifts of these curves starting atq h ve the same endpoint
in Nil3. Note that the lift of isometries ofR2 to isometries of Nil3 is unique up to shifts in
z–direction.
If we lift the standard representation ofO(2) onR2 to an action ofO(2) on Nil3 we get
an explicit description of the isometry group of Nil3–geometry asG = Nil3 o O(2) with
eit · [x+ iy, z] =
[
(cos(t) + i sin(t))(x+ iy), z − sin2(t)xy − sin(2t)(x
2 − y2)
4
]
α · [x+ iy, z] = [−x+ iy,−z]
whereα denotes the reflection ofR2 along they–axis.
In order to show that the above geometric Engel structure induces a Thurston geometry
equivalent to Nil3 × R–geometry, consider the embedding
G̃ = Nil3 o R −→ (Nil3 o O(2))× R ⊂ Isom(Nil3 × R)
(g, t) 7−→
((
g, eit
)
, t
)
.
The Lie algebra of̃G is generated byX,Y, Z,W whereX,Y, Z ∈ nil3 andW is tangent
to the stabilizer of the unit element in Nil3 under the action of̃G. Then the Lie algebra of
G̃ satisfies the commutator relations
[X,Y ] = Z [Y, Z] = 0 [X,Z] = 0
[W,X] = Y [W,Y ] = −X [W,Z] = 0 .
In particular, this Lie algebra is solvable but not nilpotent. Hence this geometry isnot
equivalent to(Nil3×R,Nil3×R). In [Wa1] this Lie algebra is mentioned as a non–maximal
Thurston geometry (denoted byH ′X ) but in [Wa2], Wall claims that this is actually not a
geometry because it does not admit a lattice.
We now show that the group of isometries of Nil3×R which preserve the Engel struc-
ture has four components. The identity component is Nil3 o R. The maps
Nil3 o R −→ Nil3 o R
((x, y, z), t) 7−→ ((−x, y,−z),−t)
((x, y, z), t) 7−→ ((x,−y,−z),−t)
((x, y, z), t) 7−→ ((x,−y,−z), t)
are group isomorphisms realizing all non–trivial possibilities in Remark 7.10.
Finally we consider the other non–maximal Thurston geometry equivalent to Nil3×R–
geometry, namely(Nil3×R,Nil3×R). LetA1, A2 be left invariant vector fields spanning
the distributionD. ThusD2 = D + [D,D] is spanned byA1, A2 and
[T +A1, A2] = λZ
for someλ ∈ R. But Z lies in the center ofnil3. ThereforeD3 = D2 andD is not an Engel
structure. Thus there is no geometric Engel structure(Nil3 × R,D,Nil3 × R).
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7.2.3. X = S̃l(2,R). Let us first describe the isometry group ofS̃l(2,R). Recall
that the entire isometry group of this Thurston geometry preserves the contact structure on
S̃l(2,R). If we fix a pointp ∈ H2 then we obtain a fibratioñSl(2,R) → H2 such that the
fiber overq ∈ H2 is
{g ∈ S̃l(2,R)|g · p = q}
The typical fiber isR and the projection map is a Riemannian submersion.
The isometry groupG of S̃l(2,R) is a semidirect product generated by three types of
isometries.
• The elements of̃Sl(2,R) acting by left–translations oñSl(2,R) are of course
isometries.
• If we lift a rotation ofH2 aroundp to a contact preserving isometry of̃Sl(2,R)
which preserves the unit element, we obtain isometries ofS̃l(2,R). This group is
SO(2).
• The lift of a reflection ofH2 along a geodesic throughp also yields an isometry.
These lifts also have to reverse the orientation of the fibers.
However we do not work out the lifts explicitly. We will only treat the connected com-
ponent of the identity of the isometry group. The isometries of the second type form the
stabilizer of the unit element of̃Sl(2,R) under the action ofG = S̃l(2,R) o SO(2).
Again we want to find a concrete embedding ofG̃ into the isometry group of̃Sl(2,R)×
R such that the action of the stabilizer of a pointq ∈ S̃l(2,R) under the action of̃G is a
translation of the real line lying overq.
As generators forsl(2,R) we use
A =
1
2
(
0 1
1 0
)
B =
1
2
(
0 1
−1 0
)
C =
1
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
We writeW for the standard generator of the Lie algebra of the stabilizer ofp ∈ H2 under
the action ofS̃l(2,R). Now B corresponds to rotations ofH2 aroundp. Thus the Lie
algebra of the isometry group of̃Sl(2,R) satisfies the commutator relations
[C,A] = B [C,B] = A [A,B] = −C
[W,A] = C [W,B] = 0 [W,C] = −A .
The embedding
G̃ = S̃l(2,R) o R −→
(
S̃l(2,R) o SO(2)
)
× R = Isom
(
S̃l(2,R)× R
)
(g, t) 7−→
((
g, eit
)
, t
)
shows that we end up with a geometry which is equivalent toS̃l(2,R)× R–geometry. The
map defined by
A 7−→ A B 7−→ B C 7−→ C
W 7−→ T +B
is an isomorphism of the Lie algebras ofG̃ andS̃l(2,R)× R where we writeT for a gen-
erator of the Lie algebra of the factorR. This shows that we actually obtained a geometric
Engel structure such that the induced Thurston geometry is isomorphic to the non–maximal
Thurston geometry(S̃l(2,R)× R, S̃l(2,R)× R).
Thus the left invariant vector fieldsT+B,A on(S̃l(2,R)×R, S̃l(2,R))×R is an Engel
structure whose characteristic foliation is tangent toT+B. In the notation of Remark 7.10,
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X corresponds toA and[T +B,A] = C corresponds toY . The maps
S̃l(2,R)× R −→ S̃l(2,R)× R((
a11 a12
a21 a22
)
, t
)
7−→
((
a11 −a12
−a21 a22
)
,−t
)
(A, t) 7−→
(
(AT )−1, t
)
are isomorphisms of̃Sl(2,R) × R which realizeϕ1 andϕ12 from Remark 7.10. Thus the
maximal group of Engel preserving isometries has four components.
7.3. Geometric Engel manifolds – Remaining geometries
For several Thurston–geometries(X,G) in dimension4 there is no invariant orientable
Engel structure sinceX has non–trivial tangent bundle. For the cases
S4,CP2, S2 × S2
this is obvious.
If X = S2 × Y for a two–dimensional geometryY , then it is easy to show that there
is no geometric Engel structure(X,D, G): Assume thatD were such an Engel structure.
Then [D,D] = E is aG–invariant even contact structure. SinceG is supposed to act
transitively onX, E is either everywhere tangent to the first factor inS2 × Y or it is
transversal to it. Since every surface tangent to an even contact structure must be tangent
to the characteristic foliation, we would obtain a line field on the sphere, which is of course
impossible. ThusE is everywhere transversal to the spheres and henceE induces a foliation
on each sphereS2 × {y} for y ∈ Y . Again this is a contradiction.
There are other geometries for which topological arguments show the non–existence
of Engel structures.
• Hyperbolic four–manifolds have positive Euler characteristic.
• According to [Wa2], manifolds with anH2 × H2–structure have positive Euler
characteristic.
• Manifolds with anH2(C)–structure have positive signature and Euler character-
istic, cf. [Wa2].
Hence the geometriesH4,H2 ×H2,H2(C) do not admit any Engel structure.
We have already covered the geometriesS3×R,Nil3×R, S̃l(2,R)×R in the preceding
section. The remaining geometries are
R4,H3 × R,H2 × R2,Sol4(n,m),Sol40,Sol41,Nil4 .
We will treat these geometries individually.
7.3.1. X = R4. All subgroups of the isometry group ofR4 which act transitively on
R4 must contain the translations ofR4. The only translation invariant plane fields onR4
are foliations. Thus there is no geometric Engel structure for this geometry.
7.3.2. X = H3 ×R. The maximal isometry group the product of the isometry groups
of each factor. It has four connected components and it has dimension7. The subgroupsH
of G which consist of connected components ofG obviously yield non–maximal Thurston
geometries(H3 × R,H).
In order to show that there is no subgroupH ⊂ G of codimension at least one such
that(H3×R,H) is a Thurston geometry we can argue like in the case of contact structures
on the three–dimensional geometryH2 × R. Again we can assume thatH is connected
and apply Theorem 7.5 withR = Isom0(R) ⊂ G0. Thus(H3,H)) is a Thurston geometry
since, like in the caseH2 × R the imageπ(Γ) of a cocompact latticeΓ ⊂ G0 is again a
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discrete group which acts freely with compact quotient. SinceH3 has no nontrivial subge-
ometries this implies thatπ(H) is Isom0(H3). HenceH has at least dimension6. If the
dimension ofH is seven thenH = G0.
We are left with the case thatH has dimension6. SinceH acts transitively onH3×R,
the intersectionH ∩ Isom0(H3) has dimension5. In particular the intersection ofH with
the maximal compact subgroupK ' SO(3) of Isom(H3) has dimension two. But this is
impossible. The assumption thatH has dimension6 leads to a contradiction.
There is no plane field which is invariant under the action ofG0. Hence there is no
geometric Engel structure for the geometryH3 × R.
7.3.3. X = H2 × R2. The maximal isometry groupG is the product of the isometry
groups of the factors, it has dimension6 and four connected components. If a subgroup
H ⊂ G is the union of connected components ofG we have a Thurston geometry(H2 ×
R2,H). The plane fields which are invariant underG0 are tangent to one of the factors of
H2 × R2. Thus there are no geometric Engel structures for these Thurston geometries.
We now look for Thurston geometries(H2 × R2,H) such thatH has dimension less
than6. Let H be such a subgroup ofG. Since the stabilizer of a point inH2 × R2 is
compact andH has to be transversal to the stabilizers of points inH2×R2, we can assume
thatH is connected (cf. the caseH2 × R).
Let h be the Lie algebra ofH. Sinceh has dimension4 or 5 there is a non–zero vector
w ∈ h which is tangent tosl(2,R). On the other hand, by Theorem 7.5 and Preissmann’s
theorem, the projection ofH to Isom(H2) has dimension3. Thus there are elementsT1 +
v1, T2 + v2 such thatT1, T2 are tangent to Isom(R2) andv1, v2, w spansl(2,R). Hence
w, [w, T1 + v1] = [w, V1], [w, T2 + v2] = [w, v2] spansl(2,R). Sinceh is a subalgebra,
sl(2,R) ⊂ h.
On the other hand if we apply Theorem 7.5 again, we see thatΓ∩R2 is a lattice. Thus
H ∩ Isom(R2) is a Thurston geometry which is equivalent toR2. ThusH ∩ Isom(R2)
containsR2. HenceH is eitherG0 or the product Isom(H2)× R2.
By Remark 7.10 there is no geometric Engel structure in this case.
7.3.4. X = Sol4(m,n). Letm,n be positive integers such that the zeroes of
(75) P (m,n) = −λ3 +mλ2 − nλ+ 1
are real numbers which are pairwise different. Other possible configurations of the zeroes
of P (m,n) will be discussed below. Leteα, eβ , eγ be the zeroes ofP (m,n) with α+ β +
γ = 0 andα > β > γ. The solvable Lie group Sol4(m,n) is defined asR3 o R with the
action
t 7−→ ψ(t) = exp
 αt 0 00 βt 0
0 0 γt

of R onR3. The characteristic polynomial of
(76) A(m,n) =
 0 1 00 0 1
1 −n m

is P (m,n). HenceA(m,n) and ψ(1) are conjugate. In particular, there is a matrix
A(m,n) ∈ sl(3,R) such that exp(A(m,n)) = A(m,n). The groups Sol4(m,n) and
R3 o R with t ∈ R acting by exp(tA(m,n))
are isomorphic Lie groups. The second group contains the latticeZ3 o Z.
For (m,n), (m′, n′) as above we obtain isomorphic Lie groups if and only if the corre-
sponding triples(α, β, γ) and(α′, β′, γ′) are proportional.
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In the casem = n ≥ 4 we haveβ = 0 andα = −γ ∈ R. We obtain Sol3 × R, the
eigenvector ofψ(1) for the eigenvalueeβ corresponds to the second factor of Sol3 × R.
In general, two Lie groups Sol4(m,n),Sol4(m′, n′) are isomorphic if and only if(α, β, γ)
and(α′, β′, γ′) are proportional.
The Lie algebrasol4(m,n) is generated byX1, X2, X3, T and the commutator rela-
tions
[T,X1] = αX1 [T,X2] = βX2 [T,X3] = γX3
and the remaining commutators vanish. The left–invariant plane fieldD = span(T,X1 +
X2 +X3) satisfies
D2 = D + [D,D] = D ⊕ R(αX1 + βX2 + γX3)
D3 = D2 + [D,D2] = D2 ⊕ R(α2X1 + β2X2 + γ2X3) .
Sinceα, β, γ are pairwise different, this implies thatD is an Engel structure. The charac-
teristic line field is spanned byX1 +X2 +X3.
The action ofϕ ∈ Stab(e) on sol4(m,n) is given by
X1 7−→ ±X1 X2 7−→ ±X2 X3 7−→ ±X3(77)
T 7−→ T .
Thus the isometry group of Sol4(m,n) has eight components. Two of these preserve the
Engel structure described above. In the notation of Remark 7.10, onlyϕ2 can be realized
by an isometry of Sol4(m,n).
7.3.5. X = Sol40. We now treat the case whenm,n are such that (75) has two different
complex solutionsλ, λ and a real solution|λ|−2 different from0, 1. The Lie group Sol4(λ)
associated to these parameters isR3 o R = (C⊕ R) o R with the action ofR defined by
R −→ Gl(C⊕ R)
t 7−→
(
(u, x) 7−→
(
etλu, e−2<(λ)x
))(78)
acts by isometries on a Riemannian manifold which is independent of the concrete values
of m,n. We thus get only one new maximal Thurston geometry which we denote by Sol40.
The Lie group Sol40 is the semidirect product(C ⊕ R) o R with the action ofR on
C⊕ R = R2 ⊕ R given by
t 7−→ exp
 t 0 00 t 0
0 0 −2t
 .
This Lie group does not admit a lattice, cf. [Hil ] p. 137, but still we can obtain a Thurston
geometry from this Lie group. The metrice−2t(dx2 +dy2)+ e4tdz2 +dt2 is left–invariant
and, compared with the geometries Sol4(m,n) from the previous section, it admits addi-
tional isometries of the complex plane. The identity component of the full isometry group
of Sol40 is the semidirect product
Isom0(Sol40) = Sol
4
0 o SO(2) ' (C⊕ R) o (R× S1) .
We can embed the group Sol4(λ) defined in (78) into Isom0(Sol40) by
(C⊕ R) o R −→ Isom(Sol40)
((u, x), t) 7−→ ((u, x), (<(λ)t,exp(i=(λ)t))) .
In this way we obtain discrete subgroups of Isom(Sol40) which act on Sol
4
0 such that the
quotient is a compact manifold. Hence(Sol40, Isom(Sol
4
0)) is really a Thurston geometry.
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The different parameter valuesm,n such that (75) has two complex solutionsλ, λwith
|λ| 6= 1 give rise to different non–maximal Thurston geometries(Sol40,Sol4(λ)) which
depend onλ.
The Lie algebra of Sol4(λ) is generated byU1, U2, V, T with the commutator relations
[T,U1] = <(λ)U1 + =(λ)U2 [T,U2] = −=(λ)U1 + <(λ)U2
[T, V ] = −2<(λ)V
and all other commutators vanish. Now consider the plane fieldD(λ) on Sol40 which is
left–invariant under the action of Sol4(λ) and which corresponds toT,U1 + V . By the
commutator relations given above
D2 = D + [D,D] = D ⊕ R (<(λ)U1 + =(λ)U2 − 2<(λ)V )
D3 = D2 + [D,D2] = D2 ⊕ R
((
<2(λ)−=2(λ)
)
U1 + 2<(λ) · =(λ)U2 + 4<2(λ)V
)
.
Since<(λ) 6= 0 and=(λ) 6= 0 we have a Sol4(λ)–invariant Engel structureD(λ) on Sol40
for all possible values ofλ. The characteristic foliation is spanned byU1 + V .
In order to determine the maximal subgroup of Isom(Sol40) which preserves the Engel
structureD(λ) it suffices to apply Remark 7.10. As in the case Sol4(m,n) we find only the
isometry
Sol40 −→ Sol40
((u, x), t) 7−→ ((−u,−x), t)
In the notation of Remark 7.10 this corresponds toϕ2.
7.3.6. X = Sol41. While in the last two sections we considered semidirect products of
R with R3 we now consider the semidirect product Sol41 = Nil3 o R where the action of
t ∈ R on Nil3 is defined by
t · [x, y, z] 7−→
[
e−tx, ety, z
]
.
In this geometry points have discrete stabilizers. We writeT ∈ sol41 for the generator of
the Lie algebra ofR. For the generators ofnil3 we writeX,Y, Z. These generators satisfy
the commutator relations
[T,X] = −X [T, Y ] = Y [X,Y ] = Z .
and the remaining commutators vanish. The orthogonal complement of centerRZ is an
even contact structure It is spanned byT,X, Y and the characteristic foliation is spanned
by T . If T,X, Y span the even contact structure which is induced by a left–invariant Engel
structureD, this Engel structure has to containT . We chooseD = span(T,X + Y ). Then
D2 = D + [D,D] = span(T,X + Y,−X + Y ) .
HenceD is a left–invariant Engel structure whose characteristic foliation is spanned byT .
Again we try to determine which connected components of the isometry group of Sol41–
geometry preserveD. According to [Wa2], the action of the stabilizer ofe onsol41 is given
by
X 7−→ aX Y 7−→ bY Z 7−→ abZ
T 7−→ T
with a, b = ±1 or
X 7−→ Y Y 7−→ X Z 7−→ −Z
T 7−→ −T .
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Thus the isometry group of Sol41 has eight connected components. The Engel structure is
preserved by the second kind of isometries preservinge and by the first kind fora = b =
±1. The isometries preservingD are contained in four of the eight connected components.
REMARK 7.13. Before going on to the missing geometry Nil4, we want to explain the
Engel structures obtained from the solvable geometriesX = Sol4(m,n),Sol40 and Sol
4
1.
We focus on manifoldsX/Γ whereΓ is constructed as explained in the section about the
geometry Sol4(m,n). NowX viewed as a manifold is a productR3 × R = Nil3 × R. Let
Γ′ = Γ ∩ R3 respectivelyΓ′ = Γ ∩ Nil3. This group acts on the manifoldR3 = Nil3 such
that the quotient is a compact manifold. The projectionX −→ R induces a fibration
π : X/Γ −→ S1
with fiberN . ThusX/Γ is the mapping torus of a diffeomorphism ofN = R3/Γ′ which
preserves a given decomposition ofTN into a sum of line fields. We writeT for the
suspension vector field. We call a section normal if it has unit length with respect to an
invariant metric.
Recall that ifX0 = ∂t, X1, X2, X3 is a framing of a parallelizable mapping torus, the
span of
(79) X0 and Yk =
1
k
(
cos(k2t)X1 + sin(k2t)X2
)
+X3
is an Engel structure ifk ∈ N is big enough by Proposition 3.17. Instead of (79) we now
use a simpler version of Geiges’s construction, namely we consider the span of
(80) X0 and Yk = cos(kt)X1 + sin(kt) +X3 .
for k ∈ N and a fixed framingX0 = ∂t, X1, X2, X3.
In the case ofX = Sol4(m,n), the construction of Geiges as in (80) applied to the
framing tangent to theX0 = T,X1 + X2, X1 − X2, X3 works already fork = 0 and it
yields the Engel structure we obtained above.
The case Sol41 is also simple. HereN is a Nil
3–manifold with its canonical contact
structure and the suspension mapψ reserves this contact structure. Moreover, the contact
structure can be decomposed in the sum of two line bundlesC = Cs⊕Cu which is preserved
byψ. The restriction ofψ∗ to the contact planes behaves like the differential of an Anosov
diffeomorphism. If one applies the Geiges construction to a normal framing tangent to
T,X + Y,X − Y, Z one obtains an Engel structure already fork = 0.
The caseX = Sol40 is slightly more complicated. LetΓ ⊂ Sol4(λ) be a lattice con-
structed as described in the section about Sol4(m,n). If one considers the span of normal
sectionsa1, a2, v of the line fieldsU1, U2, V , the span ofT and
cos(kt)a1 + sin(kt)a2 + v
is a contact structure fork = =(λ).
7.3.7. X = Nil4. The Lie algebranil4 is generated byW,V, Y, Z with the commutator
relations
[V,W ] = Y [V, Y ] = Z ,
the remaining commutators vanish. One can choose a left–invariant metric on Nil4 such that
W,V, Y, Z is an orthonormal basis. The left–invariant distributionD spanned byW,V is
an Engel structure, the characteristic line field is spanned byW . The even contact structure
of D is spanned byW,V, Y , i.e. it is orthogonal to the centerRZ of nil4. MoreoverD is
orthogonal to
[nil4, nil4] = span(Y, Z) .
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The distribution spanned byY, Z is integrable. The isometry group of Nil4 has four con-
nected components ([Wa2]). The isometries which preservee ∈ Nil4 and which are not
contained in Nil4 act onnil4 by
W 7−→ aW V 7−→ bV
Y 7−→ abY Z 7−→ aZ
with a, b = ±1. Thus the entire isometry group of Nil4 preserves the Engel structureD.
DEFINITION 7.14. Let Γ be a subgroup of the isometry group of Nil4–geometry which
acts freely on Nil4 such that the quotient Nil4/Γ is a compact manifold. Then Nil4/Γ is
calledinfranil–manifold. If Γ ⊂ Nil4 then Nil4/Γ is a Nil4–manifold.
REMARK 7.15. We have shown that every infranil–manifold carries an Engel struc-
ture. In order to relate Engel structures obtained this way with other known constructions,
we focus on Nil4–manifolds, i.e. we consider manifolds Nil4/Γ with Γ ⊂ Nil4. Such
manifolds are parallelizable.
With the action ofR onR3 given by
ϕ(t) = exp
 0 t 00 0 t
0 0 0

Nil4 is isomorphic toR3 o R. In this presentation, the generators ofnil4 are the left–
invariant vector fields which, if we view them as elements ofTeNil4 ' Te(R3 × R), are
W (e) =
∂
∂a3
V (e) =
∂
∂t
Y (e) =
∂
∂a2
Z(e) =
∂
∂a1
wherea1, a2, a3 are coordinates onR3 and t is the coordinate on the second factor of
R3 o R. In particular we have the fibration
pr : Nil4 = R3 o R −→ R2
(a1, a2, a3, t) 7−→ (a3, t)
which descends to a fibration prΓ : Nil
4/Γ −→ T 2 if the image ofΓ ⊂ Nil4 under pr is a
lattice inR2.
According to [Dek], every discrete subgroup of Nil4 has a presentation
Γ =
〈
a, b, c, d
∣∣[b, a] = cαdβ , [c, a] = dγ , [c, b] = 1, [a, d] = [b, d] = [c, d] = 1〉 .
with α > 0 andγ > 0. A groupΓ with this presentation is generated by
a = ((0, 0, 0), 1) b = ((0, αγ/2− β, αγ), 0)
c = ((0,−γ, 0), 0) d = ((1, 0, 0), 0)
The image ofΓ under pr isαγZ⊕ Z ⊂ R2. Thus the map Nil4→R2 induces a fibration
Nil4/Γ −→ T 2 .
Since the diffeomorphism type of a Nil4–manifold is classified by the fundamental groupΓ,
this shows that every Nil4–manifold fibers overT 2. In particular, Nil4/Γ fibers overS1 and
it is parallelizable. This relates the Engel structure on Nil4–manifolds to the construction
of Geiges.
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Using the latticeΓ given above we obtain Engel structures onT 2–bundles overT 2
which are transversal to the fibers. Two Nil4–manifolds Nil4/Γ1,Nil4/Γ2 are diffeo-
morphic via conjugation with an element of the affine transformationsAff(Nil4) of Nil4,
cf. [Dek]. SinceAff(Nil4) is the semidirect product between Nil4 and the group of au-
tomorphisms of Nil4, this does not imply that Nil4/Γ1 and Nil4/Γ2 are diffeomorphic as
Engel manifolds.
EXAMPLE 7.16. We want to show that among the infranil–manifolds there arenon–
orientablemanifolds with an Engel structure. Thus we obtain new Engel manifolds this
way which of course are finitely covered by manifolds which carry an Engel structure by
the construction of Geiges. We rely on the description of Ue for Nil4–manifolds, cf. [Ue].
All Nil 4–manifolds admit Seifert fibrations with fiberT 2 overT 2, the Klein bottleK ,
the annulus or the M̈obius band. Now allT 2–bundles overS = T 2,K can be obtained as
follows.
(i) Using a representation
ρ : π1(S) −→ Diff (T 2)
in order to construct a flatT 2–bundlep : M ′→S. The isomorphism type of the
fibration depends only on the conjugacy class of the representation.
(ii) Choose a discD ⊂ S and removep−1(D) formM ′. TheT 2–bundlep−1(D) over
D is trivial, hence∂p−1(D) ' ∂D× T 2. We viewT 2 asR2/Z2 andS1 = R/Z.
For integersa, b we gluep−1(D) toM ′ \ int
(
p−1(D)
)
using the map
S1 −→ Diff (T 2)
t 7−→ ([x, y] 7−→ [x+ at, y + bt]) .
The Nil4–manifold among theT 2–bundles overT 2 are obtained for the representations
defined by
ρ : π1(T 2) ' Z2 −→ Diff (T 2)
(1, 0) 7−→
(
1 0
0 1
)
(0, 1) 7−→
(
1 λ
0 1
)
with λ ∈ Z andλ, b 6= 0. TheT 2–bundles over the Klein bottleK which admit a Nil4–
structure correspond to
ρ : π1(K) ' Z2 × Z −→ Diff (T 2)
(1, 0) 7−→
(
1 c
0 −1
)
(0, 1) 7−→
(
1 λ
0 1
)
with c ∈ {0, 1}, λ ∈ Z andλ, b 6= 0.
Now the monodromy ofTK along a curveγ representing the torsion element inπ1(K)
is orientation preserving. On the other hand, the monodromy of theT 2–bundle overγ is
orientation reversing since(1, 0) is mapped to an orientation reversing diffeomorphism of
T 2. Hence the total space of theT 2 bundles overK which admit a Nil4–structure is not
orientable. So, although these spaces fiber over the circle, one cannot apply the construction
of Geiges to these manifolds.
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REMARK 7.17. The examples of Engel structures obtained in this chapter are volume
preserving. In all these cases, the characteristic foliation is spanned by a left–invariant
vector field and the volume form of an invariant Riemannian metric provides a volume
form which is preserved by the vector field spanningW. SoW is really defined by a
closed form.
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